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Section 3.3, for Fermi 2 (TAC No. MA1465)",
dated January 14,1999

!

Subject: Transmittal of Revision 6 to Fermi 2 Improved
Technical Specification Submittal (TAC No. M A1465) |

|

I' Attached please find Revision 6 to the Fermi 2 Improved Technical Specification
(ITS) Submittal (Reference 2). The purpose of this revision is to provide the
remaining responses to the NRC Requests for Additional Information (RAI)
concerning ITS Section 3.3 (Instmmentation) contained in Reference 3 and an update

jo the ITS submittal to reflect these responses. In addition, other needed changes to

1.lhe affected ITS sections are included. Attachment I contains a brief abstract of the
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changes included in this revision. Attachment 2 contains the responses to the
Reference 3 RAI. Attachment 3 contains the revised pages for the submittal along
with revision instructions.

Should you have any questions or require additional information, please contact
Mr. Norman K. Peterson of my staff at (734) 586-4258.

Sincerely,
i

i

Attachments

cc: A. J. Kugler
i

A. Vegel I

NRC Resident Office |

Regional Administrator, Region III
Supervisor, Electric Operators,

Michigan Public Seivice Commission
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I, DOUGLAS R. GIPSON, do hereby affirm that the foregoing statements are based
on facts and circumstances which are tme and accurate to the best of my knowledge
and belief.

DOUGLAS 1(. GIPSON
Senior Vice President, Nuclear Generation

On this Asud day of ,1999 before me personally
appeared Douglas R. Gipson, being fipuly sworn and says that he executed the
foregoing as his free act and deed.

Noter'y Public #

SHARON K BUCKLEY

Notwy Public, Monroe Courdy,la
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ABSTRACT OF REVISION 6 TO THE FERMI 2 I.M. ?VED TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION SUBMITTAL
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Abstract of Revision 6 to the Fermi 2 Improved Technical Specification Submittal ,

Revision 6 to the Fermi 2 Improved Technical Specification (ITS) submittal incorporates
the responses to the attached Requests for Additional Information (RAl) for ITS Section
3.3 (Instrumentation).. Revision bars are provided to aid in identification of the changed
material. For those changes associated with an RAI, the RAI number is included with the
revision bar.

Minor corrections are included in this revision. These changes consist of various format.*
spelling, labeling, and editorial enhancement and/or technical changes (typically
identified during implementation preparation. The revision bars for these changes are t

marked with a circled "A."

The following lists specific changes in Revision 6: '

Clean-typed pages that are included for replacement solely due to "page-roll"-

changes from other RAI-related changes (annotated next to the page footer).

The definition of MFLPD is deleted since it is not used in the Fermi ITS (STS
-

LCO 3.2.4 used this term, but that Specification was not applicable to Fermi-2).
SR 3.3.1.1.11 Bases have re-added a sentence from the STS that had been-

erroneously deleted in a previous revision.

SR 3.3.1.1.12 Bases have corrected a reference to SR 3.3.1.1.19.-

Bases for Specification 3.3.1.1, Reference 13 has its title corrected.-

Bases markup Insert B 3.3.1.1-7 has corrected " energized" to "de-energized."-

Top of Bases page B 3.3-28 has added an annotation to JFD "P.I."-

- The allowable value for the RBM Downscale Function is now proposed to be
relocated to the COLR (as was previously done in the CTS for the RBM Upscale i
Function).
SR 3.3.2.1.2 Bases have an editorial clarification made in describing when this-

SR is performed.
ITS 3.3.2.1, CTS markup page 1 of 9 has corrected the references to the ITS SRs-

(which had been renumbered in Rev 2, but missed on this page).
3.3.2.1 DOC L.2 has a reference to SR 3.3.2.1.4 corrected.-

ITS 3.3.3.2, CTS markup page 1 of 3 is corrected to include the "1" in annotating-

which Division is required.
ITS 3.3.4.1 STS markup page B 3.3-91 includes "has" in the insert to correct the-

English.

ITS 3.3.5.1 DOC LA.3 has eliminated duplication of relocated material into the-

UFSAR (retaining relocation to the TRM), based on Fermi-specific
implementation plans.

ITS 3.3.5.1 STS markup for Required Action G.1 erroneously showed deletion of-

the Note (it was retained in Clean-typed and other discussions), and is now ,

corrected.

U..
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ITS 3.3.5.2 Bases Background eliminates an incorrect reference to the RCIC test-

line isolation valve as also being a PCIV.
ITS 3.3.5.2 DOC LA.3 has eliminated duplication of relocated material into the i-

UFSAR (retaining relocation to the TRM), based on Fermi-specific |
implementation desires. |
ITS 3.3.6.1 Surveillance Note 2.b is corrected to properly reflect the exception as-

presented in CTS. i

ITS 3.3 6.1 Bases for Function 1.b has an editorial clarification made (suggestion-

;
by NRC reviewer). {

- ITS 3.3.6.1 DOC A.10 has a corrected reference to " pan b." )
- ITS 3.3.6.1 DOC LA.6 has eliminated duplication of relocated material into the )

UFSAR (retaining relocation to the TRM), based on Fermi-specific {
implementation plans.

{
ITS 3.3.6.1 DOC L.1 misspelled word corrected. j

-

- ITS 3.3.6.2 Bases has added " automatic" since manual Functions do not have an
allowable value.

- ITS 3.3.6.3 Bases Bacxground changed "a" to "one" (editorial enhancement
suggested by NRC reviewer).

- ITS 3.3.6.3 Bases Required Action B.1 heading now also includes "and B ' " I

ITS 3.3.6.3 Bases Required Action B.1 and B.2 corrects description of the actual-

Actions' Completion Time.
{

ITS 3.3.7.1 CTS markup page 2 of 5 clarifies the added material based on DOC
'

-

M.4.
ITS 3.3.7.1 CTS markup page 3 of 5 correctly references both Action C and D-

("D" added).
- ITS 3.3.7.1 DOC M.2 has editorial additions made to clarify the change.
- ITS 3.3.8.1 was previously identified (refer to JFD P.5) as undergoing additional

review. Changes have been made to reflect actual Fermi-2 design and logic.

iIn addition, changes are made associated with generic changes to the STS. The revision
bars for these changes are marked with a circled "B."

s
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. General Comments |-

3.3-1 Generic LX-DOC -

|- .
3.3.2.1: LA.2, LA.3, LB.1, LC.1; 3.3.3.1: LR.1, LR.2;

Comment: Clarify that the proposed current technical specification (CTS) limits described in .
i

~ these Discussions of Change (DOCS) can be changed without affecting safe operation of the j
plant. These L-DOC discussions do not provide sufficient supporting evaluation ( e.g., contains
unsubstantiated conclusions, vague statements i.e., "This change is acceptable because the
Operability for .... is unchanged") for the staff to conclude that the proposed less restrictive

. generic changes do not present a significant safety question in the operation of the plant and
,

that the TS requirements that remain are consistent with current licensing practices, operating !

experience and plant accident and transient analyses. Note that the CTS requirements
associated with DOC LB.1 were deleted by Amendment No.122 dated July 13,1998.

,

Revision 2 to the conversion submittal will reflect the changes associated wiW;he amendment '

and the staff will review the revision. Therefore, this portion of this questica n, resolved.
E

Detroit Edison Response: .

Changes to the DOC's have been made based upon discussions at the December 1
through 3,1998 meeting between Detroit Edison and the NRC.

3.3-2- Generic LA.1 DOC
|TS: - 3.3.1.1; 3.3.2.1; 3.3.2.2; 3.3.4.1; 3.3.5.1; 3.3.5.2; 3.3.6.1; 3.3.6.2;

_3.3.0.3 (LA.2); 3.3.7.1; 3.3.8.1
Comment: The CTS proposes to move trip set point LCO requirements to the TRM. DOC LA.1
does not adequately discuss the CTS trip set point changes. Provide a revised DOC that
evaluates the CTS requirements as operational limits and the CTS Allowable Values as TS :
operability limits. Explain how the ITS preserves the relationship between these limits and why
it is sufficient to rely on the Allowable Values in determining trip channel operability for RPS
instrumentation.

$
Detroit Edison Response: :

The applicable LA DOCS have been revised to better address changes in terms of the
relationship between Allowable Values and Trip Setpoints..'

| 3.3-3 Global R-DOC !

. Comment: R DOCS provide discussion and justification for relocating CTS requirements. The ;

Selection Criteria is correctly applied to these relocated requirements. The Summary ;

Disposition Matrix in the conversion submittal provides the name of the licensee document to
which the CTS requirements are relocated but does not identify the regulation that will control

i future changes to the relocated requirements. Provide this information.

Detroit Edison Response:
The R DOC's have been revised to provided the requested information. )

' i
i

i.
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3.3- 4 ' Generic ' A-DOC
A.10: 3.3.1.1
A.3: - 3.3.2.1, 3.3.4.1, 3.3.5.1, 3.3.5.2, 3.3.6.1, 3.3.6.2, 3.3.7.1, 3.3.8.1

Comment: CTS specified Actions for set points not within limits are eliminated as an
administrative presentation preference only. These Actions state " declare the ch'annel.

. inoperable until the channel is restored,to Operable status." ITS contain all the requirements
and Actions for channels, including the set points and the usage rules of TS adequately dictate
that channels be declared inoperable. Revise these A-DOCS to clarify which limits and set '

points are affected by the changes.

Detroit Edison Response:
Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the
NRC.

3.3-6' Generic A-DOC
A.11: 3.3.1.1 Y

A.4: 3.3.5.1, 3.3.5.2, 3.3.8.1
A.5: 3.3.4.1, 3.3.6.1, 3.3.6.2

Comment: The CTS requirement to perform a " simulated automatic operation" of all channels is
- deleted in the ITS. The DOCS indicate this is acceptable because the deleted requirement is
synonymous with the logic system functional test (LSFT) and/or channel functional test (CFT).
Revise the DOC to explain how this justification relates to ITS requirements. '

Detroit Edison Response:
Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the

'NRC.- i

3.3-6 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.
,

ITS Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) 3.3.1.1
,

i '

3.3.1.1 - 1 The associated CTS requirements were deleted by Amendment No.122 dated July
13,1998. Revision 2 to the conversion submittal will reflect the changes associated with the
amendment and the staff will review the revision. Therefore, this question is r.esolved.

.

3.3.1.1- 2 DOC A.3
CTS 3.3.1, Actions a.2and a.3, and footnotes * and "

Comment: This DOC equates TS Action requirements with " directions on options for )
compliance" and states that " detailed direction for these options" are not included in ITS 3.3.1.1; ;

'

rather" optional Actions ' presented rely upon the guidance of LCO 3.0.2." Comment: This !
- DOC provides an obscure discussion for an administrative change. It relates CTS
requirements, taken out of context, to undocumented interpretations of ITS Section 3.0 generic

,

requirements. Revise the DOC. j

'

?

.
|
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Detroit Edison Response:
Revisions have been made consistent with ag eements reached in meeting with the
NRC. *

3.3.1.1- 3 CTS Table 4.3.1.1-1, Note (f)
DOC A.8
ITS Surveillance Requirement (SR) 3.3.1.1.3

Comment: The local power range monitor calibrstion frequency is changed to a
megawatt-days per standard ton (MWD /ST) basis from an effective full power hours basis.
Provide supporting calculations to prove the CTS test frequency is unchanged. In addition, the
use of MWD /ST as opposed to the STS MWD /T is not justified. The staff recommends using
the abbreviation in the STS and explaining the details in the Bases.

Detroit Edison Response: 1

The abbreviation used in the STS has been adopted and an explanation of the details
has been added to the Bases. The change in test frequency was addressed in the
meeting with the NRC.

<

3.3.1.1-4 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.

3.3.1.1 - 5 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.

3.3.1.1-6 The associated CTS requirements were deleted by Amendment No.122 dated Jely
13,1998. Revision 2 to the conversion submittal will reflect the changes associated with the
amendment and the staff will review the revision. Therefore, this question is resolved.

3.3.1.1-7 CTS 3.3.1, Action a.1
DOC LA.3
ITS Condition C

Comment: LA.3 states: " CTS 3.3.1, Action a.1 addresses the necessary requirements for a loss
of RPS scram capability (one trip system with more than one inoperable channel in any
Functional Unit." lTS Condition C includes loss of trip capability in either one or both trip s

systems. The CTS uses two Actions (a.1 and b) to address the same set of inoperable
conditions. Revise DOC LA.3 discussion to address loss of RPS functional capability changes
included in all CTS Actions.

Detroit Edison Response:
Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the
NRC.

.
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! 3.3.1.1-8 CTS 3.3.1 footnote "
DOC LA.4 J

,.

Comment: Revise LA.4 to state that footnote " is an instructional note not related to the 1

operational limits specified in TS and therefore this detail can be moved to the Bases. I

Detroit Edison Response: ..'Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the
NRC. '

,

| 3.3.1.1- 9, DOC ' A.5 ]L
Comment: What is the safety basis justification for not requiring that the shorting links be

'

removed if the shutdown margin requirements in TS are not met. What is the safety basis
justification for not increasing the required number of operable average power range monitors
(APRMs) to 4 per trip system from three per trip system and the number of operable
intermediate range monitors (IRMs) to 6 per trip system from three per trip system if the shorting
links are removed in Mode 5. . This LA DOC needs to be restructured to specifically .
address the safety basie for the change. A statement of the safety function of the shorting links
is missing from the narrative. The focus of the DOC should prove that the TS requirements that
remain in the proposed ITS are sufficient to ensure safe operation of the plant. The conclusion
states that " relocation of shorting link removal requirements continues to provide adequate
protection of the public....." Explain how * removed requirements" are able to cnntinue to
provide adequate protection of the public.'

,

;

Detroit Edison Response:
Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the
NRC.

3.3.1.1- 10 ' CTS Table 4.3.1-1, footnote (f)
DOC LA.7

Comment: Revise LA.7. Explain the safety basis for relocating the method for performing the
TS required surveillance.

|
Detroit Edison Response:

Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the
NRC. !

'

)

3.3.1.1- 11 CTS 4.3.1.3
DOC LA.10 i

ITS SR 3.3.1.1.17 j
Comment: CTS 4.3.1.3 requires "each" reactor trip functional unit demonstrated within its ;

Response Time limit (except Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure - High and Reactor Vessel !
Low Water Level). Corresponding ITS SR 3.3.1.1.17 is required for all RPS functions except |
IRMs, APRM Neutron Flux - High Setdown, APRM-Inoperable, Drywell Pressure - High, Main l

Steam Line Radiation-High, Scram Discharge Volume Water Level- High, Reactor Mode Switch
,

- Shutdown Position, and Manual Scram. LA.10 specifies relocating RPS Response Time !
testing requirements to plant procedures for those RPS trip Functions that have no specific ;

;

5
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acceptance criteria located in the Technical Requirements Manual (TRM). This DOC does not
adequately justify the relocation of CTS requirements. It is not clear that testing requirements
moved to plant procedures are not associated with Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
(UFSAR) requirements, such as TRM requirements. The moved RPS testing requirements
should be discussed separately, providing a technical basis for removal of each testing
requirement from the iTS. Revise LA.10. See also RAls 3.3.6.1-6 and 3.3.6.2-3. Combine the
responses to these three RAls if that appears appropriate.

Detroit Edison Response:
Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the 1

NRC.

3.3.1.1-12 Resolved after the December 1 through December 3 meeting. See Enclosure 2.
I

3.3.1.1-13 CTS Actions (a) and (b)
DOC LC.1

Comment: The first part of the original question was resolved during the December 1 through
December 3 meeting. The second part of the question remains: The first bullet in this DOC
should be revised to state that CTS Action a.1 is for "one or more" channels inoperable. The
second bullet in this DOC should note that the ITS allows a 12 hour repair allowed outage time *

(AOT) for "any" inoperable channel. Further, the bulleted discussion about ITS requirements
should explain that multiple condition entry usage rules apply in the ITS. Any CTS changes that
result should be discussed.

Detroit Edison Response:
.

Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the
NRC.

I

3.3.1.1-14 Resolved after the December 1 through December 3 meeting. See Enclosure 2.

3.3.1.1-15 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.

3.3.1.1-16 CTS Action 7
DOC L.3

Comment: This DOC states that the associated actions for the Mode Switch in Shutdown are
deleted consistent with NUREG-1433. NUREG-1433 requires Reactor Mode Switch -
Shutdown Position to be operable (LCO 3.3.2.1) when the mode switch is in the shutdown
position. CTS Action 7 requires verification that insertable control rods are inserted. Action 7
becomes LCO 3.3.2.1, Required Action E.2 in the ISTS. Revise L.3 to be consistent with
NUREG requirements. The response to this RAI should be consistent with the response to RAI '
3.3.2.1 -4.

L
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Detroit Edison Response:

ITS 3.3.2.1 Action E has been restored to the STS presentation (per RAI 3.3.2.1-4); and
ITS 3.3.1.1 DOC L.3 now indicates this change in discussing the acceptability of the
change as related to the RPS requirements.

1

3.3.1.1- 17 DOC L.4 i
1

Comment: i !
Revise DOC L.4 to add reference to footnote (i) to CTS Table 3.3.1-1 and to CTS{Table 4.3.1.1-1 for footnote (j) for Functions 8.a and 8.b.

Detroit Edison Response:

Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the
NRC.

t
i

The associated CTS requirements were deleted by Amendment No.122 dated 13.3.1.1-18
i

July 13,1998. Revision 2 to the conversion submittal will reflect the changes associated with
the amendment and the staff will review the revision. Therefore, this question is resolved.

{
3.3.1.1-19 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.

I
3.3.1.1-20 The associated CTS requirements were deleted by Amendment No.122 dated
July 13,1998. Revision 2 to the conversion submittal will reflect the changes associated with
the amendment and the staff will review the revision. Therefore, this question is resolved.

3.3.1.1- 21 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting. See
|Enclosure 2. '
.

1 |

l

3.3.1.1-22 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting. See
Enclosure 2.

;

3.3.1.1-23 (New question developed after the December 1 through December 3 imeeting.)

Beyond Scope
CTS Table 4.3.1.1-1, footnote (b)
DOC M.4

i

STS/ITS SR 3.3.1.1.6 '

Justification For Difference (JFD) P.5 1

1 Comme',t: The CTS require the licensee to verify overlap between the source range monitor
I (SRM) ud IRM channels during reactor startups. The STS SR 3.3.1.1.6 requires this overlap

testing with the frequency stated as " Prior to withdrawing SRMs from the fully inserted position."
'

The frequency in ITS SR 3.3.1.1.6 is revised to read * Prior to fully withdrawing the SRMs from

|
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the core." The licensee considers this interpretation to be consistent with the CTS. However, s
all of the recent BWRs have adopted the STS version of the SR. There are no plant-specific
reasons cited by the licensee for this deviation from the STS. The licensee should adopt the
STS or provide plant-specific reasons for the deviation from the STS.

Detroit Edison Response:
#D P.5 in Revision 0 provided a plant-specificjustification with supporting rationale for
the change from the STS. This has been identified as problematic by other ITS-
converted BWRs. The Bases for SR 3.3.1.1.6 have been revised to more closely reflect q
the current operating practices. Detroit Edison has found that withdrawing the SRMs i

from the fully inserted position prior to the verifying overlap with the IRM channels is }necessary for reactor startup in a controlled manner.

ITS LCO 3.3.1.2
i

3.3.1.2-1 CTS 4.3.7.6.b.2,4.3.7.6.a.2
ITS SR 3.3.1.2.6, SR 3.3.1.2.7

.,
DOC L.3

Comment: The ITS proposes to modify these SRs with a note that allows entry into the
applicable mode for up to 12 hours before the TS SR is required to be met. The CTS do not
contain this allowance. The STS Bases justifies the allowance as necessary because of the {
inability to perform the surveillance while at higher power levels. The ITS proposed to delete !
the justification for the note. The justification for the 12 hour allowed outage time (AOT) based (
on the submittal which does not include supporting Bases statements that the AOT ;a necessary '

for Fermi 2. Either revise the ITS to delete the 12 hour AOT from SRs 3.3.1.2.6 and 3.3.1.2.7
or provide the appropriate bases.

Detroit Edison Response:
)Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the

NRC. j
'

.

3.3.1.2-2 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.

t

3.3.1.2-3 CTS
ITS I

DOC L.5
;

Comment: Revise L.5 to make a safety basis statement that the new action will ensure i

minimum core reactivity given fuel is in the reactor.
1

Detroit Edison I;esponse:
Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the
NRC.

i

.

s
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L 3.3.1.2-4 CTS
| ITS
l' DOC L.6

.'I

Comment: Provide additional safety basis justification to explain why special detectors provide
an equivalent level of monitoring. This justification should be consistent with the Bases for ITS;

Table 3.3.1.2-1, Note (c).

Detroit Edison Response: '

Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the
NRC.

3.3.1.2-5 CTS
ITS
DOC LR.1

Comment: LR.1 deletes details of SRM detector operation t.iat are related to plant design.
Revise the DOC to provide a safety basis for not controlling instructions for SRM detector
operation in the TS.

Detroit Edison Response:
'Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the

NRC.
I

3.3.1.2-6 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.

3.3.1.2-7 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.

3.3.1.2-8 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting. See
Enclosure 2.

ITS LCO 3.3.2.1
;

3.3.2.1-1 CTS 3.1.4.3, CTS Table 3.6-1, and CTS Table 4.3.6-1
ITS 3.3.2.1 i i

Comment: CTS 3.1.4.3, CTS Table 3.6-1, and CTS Table 4.3.6-1 Rod Block Monitor
Applicability is " OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 when THERMAL POWER is greater than or
equal to 30% RATED THERMAL POWER". The corresponding ITS 3.3.2.1 Applicability for the
Rod Block Monitor is " THERMAL POWER greater than or equal to 30%". Adopting the STS
would have resulted in an applicability statement that read " THERMAL POWER greater than or
equal to 30% RTP". This difference in Applicability is not discussed or justified. Correct the ITS
3.3.2.1 Applicability or provide change documentation.

| Detroit Edison Response:
' Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the

NRC. The agreement reached included that DOC A.1 provided sufficient justification for

,
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eliminating " OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1" since by definition operation at greater than
30% power is always in MODE 1. ITS Table footnote (a) has been revised to include
"RTP" following the 30% value.

3.3.2.1 -2 CTS 3.1.4.1 ACTION (a)
ITS 3.3.2.1 Required Action C.2.1.2 i

DOC A.4
Comment: CTS 3.1.4.1 ACTION (a) states: The use of this provision during reactor startup prior
to the first 12 control rods being fully withdrawn is restricted to one startup "per calendar year'.
The corresponding STS 3.3.2.1, Required Action C.2.1.2, also uses "per calendar year" for this
presentation. ITS 3.3.2.1 Required Action C.2.1.2 changes this presentation to "in the previous
12 months". DOC A.4 discussed this change as being an editorial wording preference. This
change is considered unnecessary but requires a generic change before implementation.

Detroit Edison Response:
The ITS have been revised to state this change on a *per calendar year" basis. The ITS
now ensures that the provision has not been used in the current calendar year.

3.3.2.1-3 CTS 4.1.4.1.d, 3.1.4.1 Action a.
ITS Action C.2.2, D.1, SR 3.3.2.1.7
DOC L.3, P.5

Comment: CTS require compliance with the " prescribed control rod pattern" by a second .

licensed operator or other technically qualified number of the unit technical staff when the Rod
Worth Minimizer is inoperable. CTS surveillance 4.1.4.1.d establishes the prescribed control
rod pattern as the " Banked Position Withdrawal sequence,'' also referred to as the BPWS.
Fermi ITS, however, propose to deviate from the STS BPWS actions. The licensee proposed
similar changes in ITS 3.1.3, 3.1.6, and 3.10.8. In RAI 3.1.3 (see the October 26,1998, RAI)
the staff requested the licensee to revise the Bases for ITS 3.1.3 and 3.10.8 to more clearly ,

define what is meant by " prescribed withdrawal sequence." Similar action should be taken for
the ITS 3.3.2.1 Bases.

Detroit Edison Response:
Revisions have been made to SR 3.3.2.1 Bases consistent with agreements reached in
meeting with the NRC.

3.3.2.1-4 CTS 3.3.1, Action 7; Table 3.3.6-1, Action 63
DOC A.1, JFD P.1

Comment: The ITS justifications state that the actions for the Control Rod Block
'

Instrumentation Mode Switch in Shutdown position are consistent with CTS. In adopting CTS,
ITS deletes LCO 3.3.2.1 Action E.1 (Suspend control rod withdrawal) and E.2 (Initiate action to
fully insert all insertable control rods in core cells containing one or more fuel assemblies) and
replaces these actions with proposed Action E.1, " Initiate action to insert a control rod block." ,

| ITS Action E.1 is not acceptable as a plant specific replacement for NUREG-1433 Action E.1.
However, CTS Table 3.3.1-1 (Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Position) Action 7 requirementst

are consistent with NUREG-1433 LCO 3.3.2.1 Condition E.2; CTS Action 7 requires verification
that insertable control rods ar.e inserted. Therefore the proposed deviation from NUREG-1433

10
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F Action E.1 TS is not acceptable. Revise L3 to be consistent with NUREG requirements. The
response to this RAI should be consistent with the response to RAI 3.3.1.1-16.

Detroit Edison Response:
ITS 3.3.2.1 Action E has been restored to the STS presentation; and ITS 3.3.1.1 DOC
L.3 now includes this change in discussing the acceptability of the change as related to
the RPS requirements (per RAI 3.3.1.1-16).

,

3.3.2.1-6 ITS Bases references,
.

DOC
Comment: ITS proposes to adopt topical reports included in the ISTS. Although not specifically j
discussed in the licensee's submittal, the staff accepts the application of topical report 1

NEDO-21231 because this report is referenced in section 15.4.9.6 of the UFSAR, the analysis
for the control rod drop accident. Similarly, the staff accepts application of NEDC-30851 and
NEDC-30851, Suppl. 2 because application of these topical reports was reviewed and approved -

by the NRC under Amendment No,75 to the Fermi TS. However, the application of topical
reports GENE-770-06-01 and GENE-770-06-01 has not been properly justified. Provide ,

references of staff safety evaluations approving these topical reports topical reports for use at
Fermi-2.

This issue affects ITS 3.3.2.1, 3.3.5.2, 3.3.6.3, and 3.3.7.1. Note that for ITS 3.3.5.2, the staff
,

approved the application of NEDC-30936 to the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system
instrumentation in Amendment No. 75. However, reference to GENE-770-06-02 in the Bases is
not appropriate without staff approval of the application of that topical report to Fermi.

For the remaining LCOs, the licensee has adopted extended AOTs or SR frequencies that are
'

based on GENE-770-06-01. Either adopt the CTS AOTs and SR frequencies or justify the
application of the topical report to Fermi 2. (See also RAls 3.3.6.3-1,3.3.7.1-1, and 3.3.7.1-6) j

Detroit Edison Response:
The CTS AOT's and SR frequencies have been adopted where the application of the
topical report does not apply to Fermi 2.

3.3.2.1-6 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.

3.3.2.2-1 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting. See
Enclosure 2.

3.3.2.2-2 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting. See
Enclosure 2.

a,

,

3.3.2.2-3 Resolved during the December i through December 3 meeting.
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ITS LCO 3.3.3.1

3.3.'3.1 -1 ' L ITS 3.3.3.1, Table 3.3.3.1-1
: DOC R.1

Comment: Primary Containment Pressure is included in the Category 1 functions required by
STS 3.3.3.1. This variable was not in the CTS. Why is this function deleted in the ITS Markup?

Detroit Edison Response:
Primary Containment Pressure is not included since it is not a Category 1 variable at
Fermi 2.

,

'3.3.3.1 -2 ITS 3.3.3.1, Table 3.3.3.1-1
DOC L.2

1

Comment: CTS Table 4.3.7.5-1 requires MODE 3 Applicability for the Containment High ' '

Range Radiation Monitor and Primary Containment isolation Valve Position. ITS 3.3.3.1 deletes
the MODE 3 Applicability for these Functions. DOC L.2 states that the initial conditions for the
DBAs that rely on these monitoring functions " typically" assume power operation. MODES 1
and 2 Applicability is consistent with the STS for PAMS Functions. However, " Typically assume
power operation" is not adequate justification for the CTS change. Provide additional
documentation for this change.

Detroit Edison Response:
Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the -
NRC.

;

3.3.3.1-3 '
Comment: ITS 3.3.3.1 Conditions A and B are marked up with a reference to DOC M.1. DOC
M.1 is not included in the submittal. (Assumed editorial error only)

,

*Detroit Edison Response:
' The annotation of "M.1" was in error and has been eliminated.

3.3.3.1-4 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.

3.3.3.1-5 L.1
)

Comment: Delete L.1a) discussion in DOC L.1. The NUREG is a staff technical position which
cannot be referenced in an SER as a basis for proposed CTS changes. Consider adding
discussion to the justification relating PAM instrumentation to criterion 4 and the extended AOT
for channel repair.-

Detroit Edison Response:
' Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the

,

NRC.,

)

3.3.3.1-6 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.
'

'
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3.3.3.1-7 - L.5
Comment: The parenthetical discussion in the first paragraph of DOC L.5 is confusing and not
germane to the issue. Consider removing it. Also, for the safety basis, address the differences
and/or equivalence between the CTS approach and the ITS approach.

Detroit Edison Response:
. . 3

Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the
NRC.

ITS LCO 3.3.3.2

3.3.3.2-1 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.

3.3.3.2 2 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting. ;

ITS LCO 3.3.4.1

~ 3.3.4.1-1 DOC A.4.
_

.

Comment: CTS Action b requires placing inoperable channels in trip whereas ITS (Action A.2)
precludes the allowance to trip the inoperable channels if those channels are inoperable as a
result of inoperable RPT breaker (s). DOC A.4 states this change is a clarification that would be
imposed by CTS actions. Provide CTS. action (s) citations to document that ATWS-RPT
channels made inoperable by an RPT breaker would not be required to be tripped. Explain the
clarification.

Detroit Edison Response:
Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the |

NRC.

l
t !

3.3.4.1 -2 DOC L.1
Comment: DOC L.1 refers to CTS Actions b, c.1 and d. The CTS markup also shows that L.1
applies to action c.2. Provide CTS Action (s) citations and concomitant discussions to document
the actual relaxation of TS requirements. Additionally, DOC L.1 states that the pressure and
level functions are arranged in a 1-out-of-2 twice trip logic for each ATWS function, whereas the
Bases state the actuation logic is 2-out-of-2 for either function in a trip system. Explain this
difference.

Detroit Edison Response:
Revisions have been made to DOC L.1 to resolve the discrepancy. .

.

I
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3.3.4.1-3 DOC L.2 '

|- Comment: The proposed note to SR 3.3.4.1.5 is a change to the STS. This note dupth.,ates
allowances permitted under ITS SR 3.0.1 and represents a generic change. Revise the ITS to

| adopt ISTS SR 3.3.4.1.5 per NUREG-1433. Also, references to ITS SR 3.3.4.1.5 should be .

changed to SR 3.3.4.1.4.'

Detroit Edison Response:
.

Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the

[ NRC.

! ITS LCO 3.3.5.1

! 3.3.5.1-1 - Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.
f

i

| 3.3.5.1 2 DOC M.4
L Comment: The CTS Table 3.3.3-2 Allowable Value for Core Spray System actuation on

Reactor Steam Dome Pressure - Low, and the Allowable Value for the Low Pressure injection
,

i Mode of RHR actuation on Reactor Steam Dome Pressure - Low is " greater than or equal to
441 psig. ITS Table 3.3.5.1-1 changes the Allowable Value for these Functions to " greater than

!
'

or equal to 441 psig, and less than or equal to 480 psig.

The CTS Table 3.3.3-2 Allowable Value for ADS System actuation on Core Spray Pump
Discharge Pressure - High is " greater than or equal to 125 psig, increasing", and the Allowable
Value for ADS System actuation on RHR LPCI Mode Pump Discharge Pressure - High is,

'

" greater than or equal to 115 psig, increasing". ITS Table 3.3.5.1-1 changes the Allowable
Values for these Functions by listing the Allowable Values with upper and lower limits. Provide
source documentation for the set point Allowable Value change.

'Detroit Edison Response:
L Detroit Edison has reviewed these functions and determined that additional Technical

Specification limits are not necessary. The ITS has been revised to include those limits {
currently in the CTS.

|

3.3.5.1- 3 DOC L.2
| Comment: ITS Table 3.3.5.1-1 provides a 7-day AOT for inoperable pump minimum flow 1
| instrumentation: Core Spray Pump Discharge Flow - Low, Low Pressure Coolant injection i j
| - Discharge Flow - Low, and High Pressure Coolant injection Pump Discharge Flow - Low ECCS.

This discussion justifies the 7-day period for power and shutdown operations.- The L-DOC lacks
specific safety basis discussions for situations to which the 7-day period applies. Provide
additional discussion. The ITS includes new TS Allowable Values for pump flow rates. Provide
source documentation for the set point Allowable Values.

'' Detroit Edison Response:
The allowable values for the pump minimum flow instrumentation have been eliminated.
Due to the nature of the setpoints and the type of instrumentation involved, Detroit
Edison is proposing that the setpoints continue to be administratively controlled in

14
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accordance'with plant procedures. : Revisions to DOC L.2 have been made consistent
with agreements reached in meeting with the NRC.

.

:
I

' 1

n 3.3.5.1- 4 Resolved 'after the December 1 through December 3 meeting. See Enclosure 2. |
; 4

|| 1
'

,

L | 3.3.5.1- 5 LA3 :
.

i I
'

! Comment: ECCS manual initiation functions are included in CTS. The iTS also requires these
e functions to preserve the overall redundancy and diversity included as part of the licensing basis

| of Fermi 2. Revise the ITS to include CTS manualinitiation functions. The same situation
! : exists in ITS 3.3.5.2 for RCIC (LA.3) and ITS 3.3.6.1 for primary containment isolation (PCI) . j

instrumentation (LA.6), (See RAls 3.3.5.2-1 and 3.3.6.1-7) ~
l

| Detroit Edison Response:
_

The response to this question was provided in Detroit Edison letter, NRC-99-0033 dated 1

i April 8,1999.
i

)
| 3.3.5.1-5 Resolved during the December i through December 3 meeting. I

|:

| 3.3.5.1 7 A.11 t

| Comment: Provide additional discussion to elaborate on "go, no. go." type of function. Discuss
| the safety basis for replacing the CTS Channel Functional Test in ITS with a logic system' i
l: functional test.
;

I _ Detroit Edison Response:
| Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the

NRC.

3.3.5.1- 8 DOC A.8
i DOC L,4

.

- Comment: CTS Action 30.b is shown to become ITS Conditions B.1, C.1, B.2 and F.1. CTS |,

! ~ Action 30.b applies to inoperable channels in both trip systems without specifying one or both
'

L channels of a trip system. The ITS requirements for one inoperable channelin both trip systems
: require tripping the channels within 24 hours (B.3) or 8 days (F.2) or restoring the inoperable !

L channel in 24 hours (C.2). The ITS requirement for more than one inoperable channel in both
,

' trip system is to enter the appropriate actions for each channel (separate condition entry) and if a'

loss of function condition existe then as stated in DOC A.8 take the actions in B.1, B.2, C.1 and
F.1. Provide a DOC for CTS changes that result from adopting ISTS Required Actions for one j
inoperable instrument channel in each trip system for Table 3.3.5.1 functions that specify Actions |
B, C and F. See also RAls 3.3.5.1-9 and 3.3.5.1-10. Combine the responses to these three
RAls if that appears appropriate.

1

.

i
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! Detroit Edison Response:

Revisions have been made to DOC's A.8, L.1 and L.4 in conjunction with revised markup
for CTS Table 3.3.3-1 Actions 30a and 30b. These revisions are consistent with

! agreements reached in the meeting with the NRC.

3.3.5.1- 9 L.1,L.4
.

.

Comment: DOCS L.1 and L.4 address multiple changes to CTS 3.3.3, action c, Table 3.3.3-1,
Actions 30 and Action 31 requirements. The change discussion is too general to establish a
clear safety basis conclusion for each CTS change resulting from adopting ITS actions (i.e., the
DOC does not explain what changed and why there is no safety impact). Provide a revised CTS .

markup to clearly show the translation of CTS actions into ITS actions. Ensure the DOCS justify
| each proposed change, in addition to the general comments, the following specific comments

are provided:

a. The first sentence in L.1 does not appear germane to the balance of the discussion.
b. The second sentence in L.1 reads, in part, "could be interpreted to require". Clarify

whether CTS does or does not require the action,
c. The discussion of Modes 4 and 5 in L.4 could be interpreted to mean the whole DOC is

focused on only those modes. This needs to be clarified.
d. Based on discussions in the meeting, L.4 justification should include discussion of the low

| probability of events. 1

See also RAls 3.3.5.1-8 and 3.3.5.1-10. Combine the responses to these three RAls if that
appears appropriate.

Detroit Edison Response:
Revisions have been made to DOC's A.8, L.1 and L.4 in conjunction with revised markup .;

for CTS Table 3.3.3-1 Actions 30a and 30b. These revisions are consistent with
agreements reached in the meeting with the NRC. ,

3.3.5.1-10 A.8
Comment: ITS markup shows that Condition F.1 is derived from CTS Action 30.b. This does not
agree with statements in A.8 and the CTS markup does not show F.1 as included in the A.8
change. Revise DOC A.8 change discussion and include specific discussion of the CTS to ITS

! changes addressed by A.8 together with a safety basis conclusion. See also RAls 3.3.5.1-8 and
3.3.5.1-9. Combine the responses to these three RAls if that appears appropriate.

Detroit Edison Response:
Revisions have been made to DOC's A.8, L.1 and L.4 in conjunction with revised markup

| for CTS Table 3.3.3-1 Actions 30a and 30b. These revisions are consistent with
| agreements reached in the meeting with the NRC.

3.3.5.1-11 A.10
?Comment: DOC A.10 addresses CTS 3.3.3-1 Action 30.a requirements for the ADS to declare

the ECCS system inoperable. Action 30.b also applies to ADS action requirements to declare
the ECCS inoperable. Action 30.b is not discussed. Revise A.10.
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Detroit Edison Response:
Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the
NRC.

3.3.5.1-12 LA.2
. Comment: CTS Table 3.3.3-1 Functions 1c,2.c,2.d,4.d and 4.e state the Allowable Value
limits as * decreasing." This does not represent a design detail that can be relocated. Provide a i

DOC for eliminating this TS limit.

Detroit Edison Response:
The change is now addressed in DOC LR.1.

3.3.5.1-13 LC.1 i

Comment: CTS Table 3.3.3-1 Footnote (a) provides a testing allowed outage time before
channels are declared inoperable and TS actions are required. ITS allowances are less
restrictive than CTS allowances for ADS Functions 4.h and 5.h. The licensee has indicated this
change is based on topical report NEDC-30936-P-A. In particular, address why this relaxation is
necessary for SRs that are performed on an 18 month (i.e., refueling outage) frequency. During
a refueling outage the ADS function is not required to be operable.

Detroit Edison Response: i

The proposed relaxation has been determined to be unnecessary and has been
eliminated.

ITS LCO 3.3.5.2

3.3.5.2- 1 LA.3
Comment: See RAI 3.3.5.1-5.

x

3.3.5.2- 2
Comment: CTS Action 50 is shown to become ITS Conditions B, C and E. CTS Action 50.b
applies to inoperable channels in both trip systems. The iTS requirements for one inoperable
channel in both trip system requires tripping the channels within 24 hours (B.2) or declara the
RCIC system inoperable (E.1). The ITS requirement for more than one inoperable channel in i

both trip system is to declare RCIC inoperable (B.1). Provide a DOC for TS changes that result
from adopting ISTS Required Action B.2 for one inoperable Level 2 instrumentation channel in
each trip system.

Detroit Edison Response:
Revisions have been made to DOC L.1 consistent with agreements reached in meeting
with the NRC.

3.3.5.2- 3 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.

.
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ITS LCO 3.3.6.1 '

|- 3.3.6.1-1 CTS markup 3.3.2 -

L ' A.4
: LC.1

Comment: Correct references to DOC A.4 for CTS 3.3.2 Action b. (but _n_gt Actions b.1 and b.2)
4

and Action c. to reference DOC LC.1. The same comment applies for ITS 3.3.6.2. (See .
|- RAI 3.3.6.2-2)

| Detroit Edison Response:
. ..

' Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the
NRC.

'

3.3.6.1- 2 ' Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting. I

'
3.3.6.1- 3 " . Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.

'3.3.6.1'- 4 ^ Resolved after the December 1 through December 3 meeting. See Enclosure 2.

i I

|
3.3.6.1-6 DOC LC.1

;

Comment: The technical comments on DOC LC.1 were resolved during the December 1
through December 3 meeting. However, the licensee needs to revise DOC LC.1 to replace
reference to ITS Action C with Action B (two places). The same comment applies to ITS 3.3.6.2

| DOC LC.1,' (See also RAI 3.3.6.2-5) |
1| .

| Detroit Edison Response:
Revisions have been made as requested.

i

I| 3.3.6.1- 6 LA.2 - i

| Comment: CTS 4.3.2.3 requires performance of a Response Time Test at least once per 18 i

! months on "each" Primary Containment Isolation (PCI) Function. The requirement to perform i

Response Time Testing on each PCI function is deleted in the ITS. DOC LA.2, states that the
requirements are relocated to the TRM and justifies the relocation on the fact that there is no i

' '

acceptance criteria for these requirements contained in the TRM. This DOC does not '

adequately justify the relocation of CTS requirements. A technical basis for the removal of CTS ;
,

' requirements to perform response time testing on "each" function to ITS requirements to perform
response time testing on selected functions should be discussed in a revised LA.2 DOC. See-

also RAls 3.3.1.1-11 and 3.3.6.2-3. Combine the responses to these three RAls if that appears
appropriate. '

r :
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I
i Detroit Edison Response:

Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the
NRC.

I

I

3.3.6.1- 7 LA.6
Comment: See RAI 3.3.5.1-5.

I

3.3.6.1- 8 A.12 >

Comment: Retain the CTS presentation of minimum operable channels per trip system in the
JTS for Functions 1.e and 1.g. Retain the CTS Table 3.3.2-1 footnote (c) in the TS or the Bases.

Detroit Edison Response:
The number of channels per trip system in the ITS for Function 1.g has been changed to
four. As discussed in the response to this question provided in Detroit Edison letter,
NRC-99-0033 dated April 8,1999, the change for Function 1.e is needed to properly
convert the CTS requirements to ITS and maintain a consistent application of the term
" channel."

3.3.6.1- 9 A.13
Comment: Correct the discrepancy in the STS and ITS between the Background (Insert
B 3.3.6.1-5) and the Applicable Safety Analyses (STS Bases page 170) concerning the number
of sensors for the reactor water cleanup area temperature high function.

Detroit Edison Response:
Changes have been made to the Applicable Safety Analyses portion of the Bases to
resolve this discrepancy.

3.3.6.1-10 A.14
Comment: CTS are changed to add two required channels for the SLCS instrument function.
This is an additional requirement and is more restrictive that current TS. Resubmit A.14 as an
M-DOC.

Detroit Edison Response:
The change is now addressed in DOC M.3.

)

3.3.6.1-11 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.

3.3.6.1-12 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.

:

! 3.3.6.1-13 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.
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3.3.6.1-14 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting. '

3.3.6.1-15 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.

3.3.6.1-16 Licensee response to RAI 3.3.6.1-8 will resolve this comment.

,

3.3.6.1-17 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.
.

3.3.6.1-18 LR.1
Comment: CTS Table 3.3.2-1, footnote " establishes applicability limits for condenser high
pressure in Modes 2 and 3. The isolation function may be bypassed when the condenser
pressure is above the trip set point during a reactor startup or shutdown. CTS Table 4.3.2.1-1,
footnote " establishes surveillance applicability limits for condenser high pressure in Modes 2
and 3. Footnote " requires the SRs to be current unless the function is bypassed. DOC LR.1
discusses combining these allowance into one phrase as ITS Table 3.3.6.1-1 Note (a), but does
not justify the equivalency of the two phrases. The proposed ITS footnote for the condenser high
pressure isolation applicability, becomes, "When not bypassed under administrative control."
Revise the ITS to adopt Table 3.3.2-1, footnote ** or the STS Table 3.3.6.1-1 Note (a) or provide
a plant-specific justification for deviating from both the CTS and STS.

Detroit Edison Response:
'The ITS has been revised to allow bypassing the isolation function under administrative

controls for the purpose of reactor startup or shutdown. This is consistent with the CTS
footnote.

3.3.6.1-19 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting. '

3.3.6.1-20 JFD P.1
Comment: ITS Bases insert B 3.3.6.1-9 states that high pressure coolant injection (HPC, a-d

.

RCIC steam supply line pressure-low signals are combined with ECCS drywell pressure-high
signals to isolate HPCI and RCIC turbine exhaust line vacuum breaker (ITS functions 3.c and
4.c). Provide supporting arguments to justification P.1 for not including drywell pressure-high
(ISTS function 3.d and 4.d) in ITS Functions which isolate HPCI and RCIC.

Detroit Edison Response:
These functions have included in the ITS consistent with the STS presentation.

ITS LCO 3.3.6.2

I 3.3.6.2- 1 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.
l

< <
l
!
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|

|-
| 1 3.3.6.2- 2 CTS markup 3.3.2

A.4
LC.1.

Comment: Correct references to DOC A.4 for CTS 3.3.2 Action b. (but not Actions b.1 and b.2)
and Action c. to reference DOC LC.1. The same comment applies for ITS 3.3.6.1. (See

; RAI 3.3.6.1-1)

Detroit Edison Response:
_

i
'

Revisions have been made consistent with' agreements reached in meeting with the

| NRC.<

'

L

l 3.3.6.2- 3 LA.2
|Comment: 4.3.2.3 requires performance of a Response Time Test at least once per 18 months

; on "each" Primary Containment isolation (PCI) Function. The requirement to perform Response
i Time Testing on each PCI function is deleted in the ITS. DOC LA.2, states that the requirements
! are relocated to the TRM and justifies the relocation on the fact that there is no acceptance

. criteria for these requirements contained in the TRM. This justification is not adequate for this:

! Less Restrictive change from CTS requirements to perform response time testing on "each" '

function to ITS requirements to perform response time testing on selected functions. See also
,

| RAls 3.3.1.1-11 and 3.3.6.1-6. Combine the responses to these three RAls if that appears
appropriate.

t

Detroit Edison Response:
| Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the
. NRC. j

|' !

| .

.
.

'

'

3.3.6.2- 4 Resolved after the_ December 1 through December 3 meeting. See Enclosure 2. 4 !

' 3.3.6.2-5 DOC LC.1

Comment: The technical comments on DOC LC.1 were resolved during the December 1

| through December 3 meeting. However, the licensee needs to revise DOC LC.1 to replace
| reference to ITS Action C with Action B (two places). The same comment applies to ITS 3.3.6.1

DOC LC.1. (See also RAI 3.3.6.1-5.)
! i
'

Detroit Edison Response: ,

Revisions have been made as requested.
'

(
|

3.3.6.2- 6 L.2
DOC L.2 concludes that ITS Required Actions C.1.1 and C.2.1 implement CTS Table 3.3.2-1,

Actions 24 and 27 to require Secondary Containment Integrity be established with standby gas
treatment operating. L.2 states that ITS Required Actions C.1.2 and C.2.2 provide options to ,

declare the associated secondary containment isolation valves inoperable and/or declare
associated SGT subsystem inoperable. Further, L.2 concludes that these alternate Actions for
the loss of secondary containment isolation function will ensure continued safe operation,

i

.
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l' consistent with the allowed actions for inoperabilities of the systems affected by the inoperable '

instrumentation. Therefore, this less restrictive change will have a negligible impact on safety.
Comment: ITS Actions provide three options to placing the plant in a safe condition if secondary
containment isolation instrumentation cannot be restored to operable status or tripped. The
options are to isolate secondary containment, or declare the secondary CIVs inoperable and
start one SGT subsystem or declare SGT inoperable. Revise DOC L.2 to discuss the less |

restrictive ITS requirements that result from replacing the requirement to establish Secondary
Containment integrity with standby gas treatment operating to each of the requirements'provided

| by ITS required actions C.1, C.2 and C.3. Additionally, L.2 needs to state why proposed ITS
actions are safe, not simply provide a statement that ITS actions are safe.

Detroit Edison Response:
Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the
NRC.

\
3.3.6.2- 7 Resolved during the December 1 through Decamber 3 meeting.

ITS LCO 3.3.6.3

3.3.6.3- 1 JFD P.4,
Comment: This DOC justifies adopting the 92-day test frequency for performing ITS
SR 3.3.6.3.2 which requires a CFT on the portion of the low-low set (LLS) instrument channel
that is outside of containment. The justification is that GENE-770 provides the industry a
" standard time." Presently there is no such required CTS test. In order to adopt GENE-770 test
frequencies, provide an analysis similar to that required to adopt GENE-770, otherwise adopt the
standard CFT 31-day test frequency. (See also RAl 3.3.2.1-5)

Detroit Edison Response:
IThe CFT frequency for SR 3.3.6.3.2 has been changed to every 31 days.

3.3.6.3- 2 . JFD P.4 i

Comment: The LLS instrumentation Bases state that LLS valves actuate on a 2-out-of-2
channel logic on high pressure once the valves are armed. ITS Table 3.3.6.3-1 required
channels for Function 1, Reactor Steam Dome Pressure - High says 1 per LLS valve. Correct
this inconsistency.

Detroit Edison Response:
The 2-out-of-2 logic referred to is the function 2 reactor pressure signals that control the
valve operation. ITS Table 3.3.6.3-1 specifies 2 channels per LLS valve for this function.

3.3.6.3- 3 Beyond Scope
'

| DOC M.1
L ITS Condition B

Comment: The M-DOC can be used to justify adding functions to the LLS Instrumentation
LCO, but additional justification is needed for proposed ITS required actions B.1, the note to B.1

.

'

i
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'

'and B.2. The proposed ITS would allow operation indefinitely with 11 of 15 valves inoperable if
L at least the lowest SRV set point group is operable. CTS 3.4.2.2 requires the LLS function to be i

operable. It does not currently allow any portion of the LLS instrumentation to be inoperable
.

without entry into an Action Statement.' The proposed ITS are less restrictive and conform to
, 'neither the CTS nor the STS. Adopt either the CTS or the STS or provide a plant-specific .
. justification for deviating from them.-

Detroit Edison Response:
. . , i

Revisions to the LLS instrumentation requirements have been made based upon recent 4

: discussions with the NRC.

ITS LCO 3.3.7.1

3.3.7.1- 1 DOC M.4
JFD P.4

Comment: ITS Table 3.3.7.1-1 lists the requirements for the control room emergency filtration
system (CREFS) instrumentation. Function 1 is Reactor Vessel Water Level- Low, Low Level 2 ,
Function 2 is drywell pressure and Function 3 is Fuel Pool Ventilation Exhaust - Radiation High. t

The FSAR assumes these functions initiate CREFS, but they do not appear in the CTS. The iTS
assigns the STS 24-hour repair AOT (Condition B) and 6-hour test AOT for each function and a
92-day test frequency for Functions 1 and 2. In the STS the 24-hour repair AOT, the 92-day
surveillance test interval and the 6-hour test AOT are based on topical report GENE-770. The ,

'lTS justifications discussed in DOC M.4 and JFD P.4 do not establish a clear safety-basis for
proposed CTS changes. M.4 is a general statement that the added functions do not impact safe
operation of the plant DOC P.4 states that GENE-770-01 in not adopted for Function 1 of
CREFS,' This P.4 statement implies that GENE-770 is adopted for Functions 2 and 3 since these
functions share Condition B which allows a 24 hour restoration time. Provide justification for
proposing a 24 hour repair AOT and 6-hour test AOT for Funct;ons 1,2 and 3. Provide
justification for proposing a 92 day test frequency for Functions 1 and 2. (See also RAI 3.3.2.1-
5)

Detroit Edison Response:
' The justification for the surveillance test intervals has been revised to address these
concerns.

t

3.3.7.1 2 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.

3.3.7.1- 3 LR.1
Comment: CTS Table 3.3.7.1-1 Action 70.a for one inoperable makeup air radiation channel
requires placing that channel in the downscale tripped condition. ITS 3.3.7.1 Actions do not
include this requirement for Function 4 as discussed and justified by DOC LR.1 DOC LR.1
states this action is proposed to be administratively controlled by plant personnel. DOC LR.1
restates CTS actions,' describes the system operation on high and downscale trips, then states
that the "downscale" trip is not an assumed or credited function. Based on the information in this
discussion, the downscale trip is a design feature of the system used by CTS for remedial

,
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' actions thus, proposed changes to modify CTS requirements is not acceptable. Revise the ITS
to adopt CTS or NUREG-1433.

, Detroit Edison Response:
( The ITS has been revised to adopt the CTS requirements.

,

t

|
3.3.7.1- 4 L.1 .

, I
Comment: - Revise L.1 to make a clear safety basis argument for changing CTS Mode 5

'

| requirements to the ITS applicability requirements that replace Mode 5. What is the safety
,

I analysis that supports the " expected potential releases" justification.

; Detroit Edison Response:
Revisions have been made to DOC L.1 consistent with agreements reached in meeting
with the NRC.

;

3.3.7.1- 5 LA.1
Comment: Provide a unique LA.1 DOC for LCO 3.3.7.1 which discusses the proposed change
to eliminate the alarm set point. The DOC discussion incorrectly addresses isolation
instrumentation.

'Detroit Edison Response:
_

.

Revisions have been made consistent with agreements reached in meeting with the
NRC.

3.3.7.1-6 P.1, A.4
;

Comment: Changes to NUREG-1433 (STS) Conditions B.1, B.2, C.1 and C.2 required actions !

are generic and justifications for NUREG/ CTS changes are not complete. The proposed ITS !
Bases adopt the basis statements provided for the STS Actions without adopting the STS j*

Actions. The proposed ITS Action B.2 24-hour repair AOT is retained from the STS but the STS j
action to " trip the channel" is replaced with " restore the channel." The 6-hour repair AOT in

. proposed ITS Action C.2 is retained from the STS but the STS action to " trip the channel" is
replaced with " restore the channel." The STS actions are based on the remaining redundancy |

'and diversity of the instrumentation available to provide CREFS actuation. The STS repair AOTs
are based on topical reports. The topical reports are referenced in the Bases without a DOC
reference to a staff SE approving use of the topical reports for Fermi-2. Therefore, these
preferences to changing the NUREG are not acceptable based on current documentation. (See
also RAI 3.3.2.1-5) '.

' Detroit Edison Response:
The justification for the repair AOTs has been revised to address these concems.

I

'
- ITS LCO 3.3.8.1

. 3.3.8.1 - 1 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.
I

i
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ITS LCO 3.3.8.2

3.3.8.2- 1 Resolved during the December 1 through December 3 meeting.

$
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Definitions1

u 1.1

1.01 USE AND APPLICATION

1.1 Definitions''

i
; ..................................- NOTE - - ---- -- - - - -- --
'

The defined terms of this section appear in capitalized type and are.

applicable throughout these Technical Specifications and Bases.
.............. ...............................................................

!

It.tg Defini_tf a

ACTIONS' ACTIONS shall be that part of a Specification that
-prescribes Required Actions to be taken under
designated Conditions within specified Completion
Times.

: AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR The APLHGR shall be applicable to a specific |
,

!
HEAT GENERATION RATE )lanar height and is equal to the sum of the t

(APLHGR) _HGRs for all the fuel rods in the specified
bundle at the specified height divided by the
number of fuel rods in the fuel bundle at the

. height.
'

CHANNEL CALIBRATION A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be the adjustment, as,

necessary, of the channel output such that it!

res>onds within the necessary range and accuracy.
to (nown values of the )arameter that the channel
monitors. . A CHANNEL CA .IBRATION shall encompass

a all devices in the channel required for channel !
U OPERABILITY and the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

~

' Calibration of instrunent channels with resistance
temperature detector (RTD) or thermocouple sensors
may consist of an inplace qualitative assessment
of sensor behavior and normal calibration of the
remaining adjustable devices in the channel. A
CHANNEL CALIBRATION may be performed by means of
any series of sequential, overlapping, or total

pl' channel steps.
|

| |
'

!

pTIM Mg I
P pg3g

'

(continued).
,
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p
Definitions

1.1

1.1 - Definitions! (continued)

CHANNEL CHECK'- ' A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative
assessment, by observation. of channel behavior

:during operation. This determination shall
include, where possible, c'omparison of the channel
indication and status to~other indications or
status derived from independent instrument
channels measuring the same parameter.

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be the' injection
of.a simulated or actual signal into the channel
as close to the sensor as practicable to verify
0PERABILITY.of all devices in the channel required
for channel 0PERABILITY. A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL

LTEST may be performed by means of any series of.
sequential, overlapping, or. total channel steps so
that the entire channel is tested.

CORE ALTERATION CORE ALTERATION shall be the movement of any fuel ~.
sources, or reactivity control components,
within the reactor vessel with the vessel head
removed and fuel in the vessel. The following
exceptions are not considered to be CORE -

' ALTERATIONS:

a. Movement (including replacement) of source
range monitors local power range monitors,
intermediate range monitors, traversing incore

! probes,-or special movable detectors: and

b. Control rod movement. provided there are no
.

fuel assemblies in the associated core cell.

Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS shall not preclude
completion of movement of a component.to a safe
position.

|

|

|: )

hG k .x :f fj- |",
,

:,; , . , + w a u

') (continued)
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I' Definitionsl

1.1
|

1
i

1.1 ' Definitions (continued)
i

LEAKAGE LEAKAGE shall be:

a. Jdentified LEAKAGE

1. LEAKAGE into the drywell, such as that from
pump seals or valve packing, that is |
captured and conducted to a sump or ;
collecting tank: or |

|2. LEAKAGE into the drywell atmosphere from
sources that are both specifically located |
and known either not to interfere with the |
operation of leakage detection systems or |
not to be pressure boundary LEAKAGE: ~

b. Unidentified LEAKAGE

All LEAKAGE into the drywell that is not
identified LEAKAGE:

c. Total LEAKAGE

Sum of the identified and unidentified
LEAKAGE:

d. Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE
i
'

LEAKAGE through a nonisolable fault in a
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) component body,
pipe wall, or vessel wall.

LINEAR HEAT GENERATION The LHGR shall be the heat generation rate per
RATE _(LHGR) unit length of fuel rod. It is the integral of

the heat flux over the heat transfer area |
"associated with the unit length.

LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL A LOGIC SiM FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be a test
h| TEST of all logic components required for OPERABILITY

of a logic circuit, from as close to the sensor as
practicable up to, but not including, the actuated
device, to verify OPERABILITY. The LOGIC SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed by means.of any
series of sequential.. overlapping, or total system
steps so that the entire logic system is tested,

f
,

i

- (continued)
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Definitions

1.1

1,1 Definitions (co'ntinued)

Of| RATIO (MCPR)MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER The MCPR shall be the smallest critical power
ratio (CPR) that exists in the core for each
type of fuel. The CPR is that power in the
assembly that is calculated by application of the
a)propriate correlation (2.) to cause some point in
t1e assembly to experience boiling transition,
divided by the actual assembly operating power,

MODE A MODE shall correspond to any one inclusive
combination of mode switch position, average
reactor coolant temperature, and reactor vessel
head closure bolt tensioning specified in !

Table 1.1 1 with fuel in the reactor vessel.

OPERABLE- 0PERABILITY A system, subsystem, division, component. or
device shall be OPERABLE or have OPERABILITY when
it is capable of )erforming its specified safety
function (s) and w1en all necessary attendant
instrumentation, controls, normal or emergency
electrical power. cooling and seal water,
lubrication, and other auxiliary equipment that :

are required for the system, subsystem, division.
<

component, or device to perform its specified
safety function (s) are also capable of performing
their related support function (s).

)
lPHYSICS TESTS PHYSICS TESTS shall be those tests performed to
;

measure the fundamental nuclear characteristics of '

the reactor core and related instrumentation.
These tests are:

a. Described in Chapter 14. Initial Test Program !
of the UFSAR: '

b. Authorized under the provisions of
10 CFR 50.59: or

c. Otherwise approved by the Nuclear Regulatory |
Commission.

'

1

I |

i-
(continued)
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4 # DEFINITIONS

# 1
d: fin;d se n ., ..;r.r. ::d ;ap.,, . a u . .c a ...ae_mieia; u=: r:

r5f:nd. The defined tera pear in capi lta ized t e andg ri'frit=: = , 5:
# :h;1'. L applicable throughout these Technical SpecificationsQ aQ Barc&-m w ~~

Iare d (Mef**d M d5pACTION .

--}rl- ACTIO shall be that part of a Specification prescribes : :did
me::=:: r:; fred _de gnat fondition ]

- - ~ - -

I AVERAGE PLARAR EXPOS 1RE
--

~ W AVERAGE 4AR EXPO shall pplicable a specifi lana eight ~~ [ .2T1.2
/andise to the of the e sure of a he fuel r i

specif~ bundle a he specif d heiont ided by th umbe fuel rods)~

in the fuel bundle f
AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION' RATE ' b b
M The A";.".?.C : "LAT" U":A", :::Ai GENERAT;0% RATE APLHGR- shall be applicable

to a specific planar height and is equal to the sum of the i!" EAR || CAT
ali dtvir.es W GENERAT;cN RATES for all the fuel rods in the specified bundle at the
ob^81 W" d specified height divided by the number of fuel L in the fuel bundle?

Nd = -

E CHANNEL CALIBRATION-
4,4-. A CHANNEL CAllBRATION shall be the adjustment, as necessary, of the channel

output such that it responds with he necessary range and accuracy to known
. g3 values of the parameter - the channel monitors. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION

snali encompassy.h: :nt'n W r''=1.E.,.o. ..o.wi ,..d ehm rd/a
5g tr'; f ..;;in;, ;..., ,;.11 ...;'.dthe CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST The CHANNEL

pM CAllBRATION may be performed byVany series of sequential, poing or
total channel steos :::S th:t th: =t'n ;L....;; i. ;;10n2Mallorau |@fofinstrumentchannelswithresistancetemperaturedetectorg(RTD)or I

,

OM. ''' - [ thermocouple sensors sh" casist ef vri'ic:tien ef sp;ntility ;f the I
sensin9-elemen h ed eQ u.b- m ==u,[of _ the

r-- 4ning adiustabi
!

-s

(devices in the ctannel. [ -_

my'lM[n M # coni s e of a n mna c,e f*d''L'6e0""
!",,

CHANNEL CHECK
-155- A CHANNEL CHEC4 shall be the qualitati~ve assessmen of channel behavior '

~

during operatier,.5, eM a nt'.= This determinat n shall include, where
possible, comparison of the channel indication a fgp status the
indications andfor status derived from independ nt inJ_trument channe s
measuring the same parameter. 4 665 o

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
-h fr- ANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be 3

''d A 'd-
of attdevices 4.3 ^n h; :h= th 5 e injection of a simulate signal into the channelintkccka aci -e. th

reguind fv as 'close to the sensor as practicable to verify OPERABILITQ=hdi g
h h r rd/ r '''" 4"" * ^"' '"d " 21 f;il- L +3.cbd

ecf M u.1TY
b. "istibh ch: -M - th: 'njecti = Of : ti cht^d '4=1 Mo/ Ye ferufoSt

te "e-4'" ODED.R.c!O" ind edin; :hr- and/or trip functicrm g;
.

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed by any series of secuential,
overlappin or total channel steps sooh-that the ntire channel is tested.

' ta'?LS of
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Sp etiQca% l.0
A.I

DEFINITIONS

EMERGENCY CORE C00tfNG SYSTEM (ECCS) RESPONSE TIME [gy/d J"o f'
-4rH The EMEtettferteRt-teettle-9t99fft- CC RESPONSE TIME shall be that time

interval from when the monitored parameter exceeds its ECCS *semeHena
setpoint at the channel sensor untti the ECCS equipment is capable of
performingitssafetyfunction,(1.e.,thevalvestraveltotheirrequired
positions, pump discharge pressures reach their required values, etc.)

Times shall include diesel generator starting and sequence loading delayspIrnarls orr r
where applicable. The response time may be measured bygany series of
sequential, overlapping}r total steps that the entire response time
is measured.

( --":"0" Or m . .:T im; en ; :C:TY
-

4,4e ThejfRACTION OF LIMITING POWER DENSITY]ified LHGR limit for that bundletFH9) shall be the LHGR existingat h given location divided by the spec
type.

_

)
(FRACTf6NOFAATEDTHERMALPOWE %_

T CT RAT ERMAL TP)shd the sea THN /,7
( ,,,40WER J1 ded by th RATED THE L POWER._f_

| FERMI - UNIT 2 1-2a Amendment No. 64 |
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Specmrtt J 0'

|

| A./
f.f nrr,u,1,nm

'5m n o unJ L HJ RU T P9 T IUti 1_

. n ance or pv m . n ycrim etila .

d for the pe
y g 1he FREQU p NOTATIUM spec .n-a<

.e:= mr = - - u. w .
:

f41DENTIFIED LFAKAGE M1.15 iDfNTIFIED LEAKAGE shall be:
g dqq 1% kom

/ y. Le Da into __.h:th.. .,;t;;;.. such as pump seah. r valve packlag
leaKI, that is capture duct sump e M ollecting tank,
or 3;

| 2. 4. Le_th)ge into the --"- --- sph sources that are both
spRifically located and known either not to interfere w' Sh the _
operation of the leakage detection systems or not to bemtESSURE4
enuAgva raracr -

MIokt t.EAi. Asp ; %nfE_M 4'4'ed Gnif AdaMMg LEAK A
150LAi ron mitM RESPON5E T"ME C

The ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME shall be that time ' interval ros1itt-
when the monitored parameter exceeds its isolation ::htM setpoint
at the channel sensor until the isolation valves travel to their
required positions. Times shall include diesel generator starting

Intus d and seauence _ loading delays where applicable. The response time any
be measured DyVany series of sequential, overlapping or total steps

that the entire response time is measured.

e a patise n wE U N[.1h A35MiT5NUOU''[ikOD PAMKM shall limit,i.e..operM.i-^ itemthe core bein on a thermal hydra on
limitinn va e far 101Mr.D 1une e Mron/-

t1NEAR HEAT' GENERATION RATEL;L"," L"!LN'",",T:^,Q"".. 4LHGR) shall be the heat generstion per.;; e

unit length of fuel rod. It is the integral of the heat flux over
ye tre (pr the heat transfer area associated with the unit length. -

*
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST

A3 | -M9- A LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST (shall be a test of all logic
. 1,, Q

''

: t""vone seH+ scomponents,ph:., :P nhp _ : ::::::::, ::it, frishsenso,r thaeugh.i sma - .1---1:, :t:, of a logic circu'

including the actuated device, to verify OPERABILITY. The LOGIC. O^d

u? b N ooY ' SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed by any series of sequential.
overlapping or total system steps that the entire logicJ ystem
is tested. Sc> ptuhs of]

fMAXIMUM FRACTIGk 0F LIMIT:NG POWER OfNS"TW
Th "'l! " ra* E ^" .' - ;T;;G POWER-DENSIT MFLPD)shallytp
";[:t value cf the FLP["'hich exists in t' j

1.20| core.,,

q
W

':c,; = ^- vue annitr
,.21 MEMBER (5) THE rvom, snaii e an inuiviousi ^ .,11.J vin - wo

!j

( UNRESTR ED AREA. However an individual is not a ER OF TH

PUBL1 uring any period which the individual r elves an ,

|tional dose. j <

FERMI - UNIT'2 1-3 Amendment No. 93 h.1
.
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FINIT10NS

MINIMUM CRITICAL POWH RATI0"(encM})- iW 8
.-Me The i;5--- 91 mm-- ='^ (MCPR) shall be the smallesthPR)which

exists in the coreg (d eac,hfypTof fu e Q ggy4
0FF-CAS TREAW ENT SYSTEM 1

An FF-GAS TREATMENT YSTEM is any system des ned and install 'to reduce
dioactive gaseous ffluents by collecting actor coolant stem

ffgases from the eactor coolant and prov ing for delay holdup for
the purpose of ducing the total radio ivity prior to lease to the g jwtsenmani.

, ;

FFSfTE DOSE CALCULATION Mauttas i

The DFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL (0DCM) shall contain the methodology I
and parameters used in the calculation of offsite doses resulting from i

,

l radioactive gaseous and liquid effluents, in the calculation of gaseous IM and liquid effluent monitorin Alars/ Trip Setpoints, and in the conduct of
the Radirlogical Environmenta Monitoring Program. The ODCM shall also

Soc 844fi contain. (1) the Radioactive Effluent Controls required by Section 6.8.5 |6,5 and Radiological Environmental Monitorhg Programs and (2) descriptions of I
the information that should be incluc'- !n the Annual Radiological |
Environmental Operating and Annual RNetive Effluent Release Report |

'
,

utred by Specifications 6.9.1.7 and 6.9. --r-
OPERABLE ~- OPERABILITY dM5I#" t B'

h" . :;
- A system, subsystem, ;..;e,- ompunent or device shall APERABLE or have

OPERABILITY when it is capabl of performing its spec ed1 function (s) andwhen all necessary attendant instrumentatto controls, lectrical power,,
;cooling-er-seal water, lubricationi

- required for the system, subsystem,pr othe
uxiliary equipment that are '

omponent or device to perform
'5 g N function (s).itsefunction(s) are also capable oforming their related support !

morna77,m cggg;7;g,. cyggf . -
. h5M'

bM- ?.- OPEa*T!0%;a COG ^iTIGN, i.... _..D!?!E, shall any one inclusive ,i

combination of mode switch positio md- a ne reactor coolant
temperatur asJpecified in Table -i wW kehn the(gac4e ve]

i ed ~recu.Wvessef head - - - ~ --- '
f E SICS TESTS closva boff leus;W 4@
4 &- PHYSICS TES $~shall De those tests per o to measure the fundamental

nuclear characteristics of the reacto ore and related instrumentation.NSh described in Chapter ] of t SAR, authorized under theWh provisions of 30 CFR 50.5 or oth rwise ved by the dcamission.

Emill - ...,J. LEAKAGE M* ''
-

A
4,#- PRESSURE BOUNDARY LFJKAGE '-" ''- ' -- through a nonisolable fault in

. afeactor/colant /yst nent body, pipe wall, or vessel wall. bf
-

== :;amas waa cg,: J
/PRIMARYCO AINMENT INTEGRIIT s is unst wnenQ 4
*

a. Al primary containment enetrations requ d to be close during dcident conditions ar either: q
1. Capable of bei closed by an 0 RABLE primary ontainment

automatic iso ation system, or
.

,

FERMI - UNIT 2 1-4 Amendment No. 57,
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4(p f,[YO fioel /.O \

b-],| DEFINITIONS

2. Close by at least one inval valve 3nt riange, or }gdeac wated a osatic v ve seco d in i s closed osition,
esce for v ves that re open er a inistrati castrel J

OA.
as rsitt by Specif cation 3 .3. < i

~

b. 11 pri ry cent ineent e ipment ches a closed , sealed. o
-

< 1x! ,c. Each teary ontainee air 1 k is a camp 11 pace with the
> .

( regut nts f Specif atten 3. 3.3. / /j 9
[. The primar contal t leak rate are with 'n the 11 ts of5 ificat on 3.6.1 .

.I |

e. T supp ession amber i in camp fance wit the reg resent of" iecift tion 3. 2.1.
i

f. he s ling chanism ssocist with es primar containmentpenet ation, .p., wel s, bell , or 0-rf s, is RABLE. !

>

g. The suppression chamber to re tor buildi g vacu breakers are in icompliance with Specification 3.6.4.2. 3

f PROMS $ CONTROL PROGRAMA
,3. The OCE55 ROL RAM ) contain curre formulas.sa ling, nalys test, date ations be made ensur t.M.2 oces .g and kegin f soli ioacti wastes ba on de tratproc ing o actual simul wet so wastes w be act issu a wa s to a ure c ance wt 30 CFR Pa 20, 61 d 71 ate .gulat ns, bu

the d sposal of. al gro requir nts, and o er requirements g rningjsolid radioactiv waste. -

haaf PURG
' / /

1.31 PU or PUR l 1G is tle-controlled prece r6f disc ing a gas.$ a enfine t to tfitain jomferature ressur umidit cent on
L r oth opera cond)1 ton, in such a mann hat rep 1 ment| r gas
(is r utred i urify The confine, ment. f -- )
RATED THERMAL POWER

--het N shall be a total reactor core heat transfer rate to !i the reactor coolant of 3430 ftIT.

RTP j
i
j,

i |
i

!
!

I
i
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 1.0 USE'AND APPLICATION

ADMINISTRATIVE-

- A ~.1 - In the conversion .of the Fermi 2 current _ Technical Specifications
(CTS) to the proposed plant specific Improved Technical

;
Specifications (ITS) certain wording preferences or conventions

|
are adopted which result in no technical changes (either actual or
interpretational). Editorial changes. reformatting, and revised
numbering are adopted to make the ITS consistent with the Boiling
Water Reactor-(BWR) Standard Technical Specifications. NUREG 1433.

~

Rev 1.

A.2 Selected definitions are deleted because the CTS that uses these
definitions are not retained in the ITS. or the ITS will not use

,

the defined term. Discussions of the technical aspects of these j
changes are addressed in the discussions of change for the '

specifications where the phrase is used in the ITS. The removal
of a definition that is not used in the ITS is an administrative 1

change because it has no impact on the implementation of any-,

existing requirement not addressed in the ITS conversion and will
have no impact on safety.

A.3 The' CTS definitions of Channel Calibration, Channel Functional
Test and LSFT include example lists potential components. The i

actual channel or logic may include other components, however, all i

j of the devices included in the channel may not be " required" to
| establish Operability of the channel. For example, some channels

may have a " required" display function while others do not.
Therefore, the example list is eliminated and replaced with a more 4

generic "all devices" or "all logic compor?nts" along with the i,

L addition of the phrase " required for OPERA 3ILITY." This is
consistent with the intent of the CTS wording, and therefore, the
revised wording more accurately reflects tHs intent.
Furthermore. the' concluding phrase in the Channel Calibration and

! Channel Functional Test definitions ("such that the entire channel
is, tested") is redundant to the other statements in the definition '

and is therefore editorially deleted.
i

Since the list of equipment functions in the definition of bhannel 1

Functional Test is simplified to eliminate examples of
components / functions, the revised wording can be applied to both
analog and bistable channels in the definition of Channel ig,

Functional Test. The separate CTS definitions / requirements for
analog and bistable channels can be combined into one common ITS

. definition.
..

FERMI.- UNIT 2 1 REVISION 6 05/28/99|
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ITS:.SECTION 1.0 - USE AND APPLICATION

The phrase "or actual" is added to the definitions of Channel
Functional Test and Logic System Functional Test as an option to
the currently required simulated signal. Some tests are performed
by insertion of an actual signal into the logic (e.g., rod block
interlocks). For others where a simulated signal is typically
used for testing, there is no reason why an actual signal would
prevent satisfactory performance of the test. ' Use of an actual
signal instead of a " simulated" signal will not affect the
performance of the channel. Operability can be adequately
demonstrated in either case since the channel itself cannot
discriminate between an " actual" or " simulated" signal.

Various interpreiations of the CTS requirements could lead to a
conclusion that these changes introduce some degree of flexibility
and/or restriction. However, these changes reflect the intent of
the CTS requirements and are, therefore, administrative changes
with no impact on safety.

A.4 The definition of Critical Power Ratio has been incorporated into
the definition of Minimum Critical Power Ratio. The term CPR is
not used in the ITS. The removal of a definition that is not used
in the ITS is an administrative change because it has no impact on
the implementation of any existing requirement not specifically
addressed in the ITS conversion and will have no impact on safety.

A.5 The definition for Frequency Notation was deleted because the
abbreviations in CTS Table 1.1 are no longer used. All
Surveillance Requirement Frequencies in the ITS are specifically
stated with the associated requirement. Therefore, this is an
administrative change with no impact on safety.

A.6 The definitions for Identified Leakage. Pressure Boundary Leakage
and Unidentified Leakage have been combined into the defined term
Leakage. The ITS definitions of each of the subcategories of
Leakage are consistent with the CTS definitions.

The CTS description of identified leakage as the " leakage into
collection systems" is intended to include only the leakage into
those collection systems in the drywell space and the term leakage
is considered to mean leakage into the drywell. Therefore, the
ITS uses the term " leakage into the drywell." instead of " leakage
into collection systems." to more accurately reflect the intent.

-
The definition continues to refer to Identified Leakage as also
being " captured and conducted to a sump or collecting tank."

FERMI - UNIT 2 2 REVISION 6 05/28/99|
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p ITS: SECTION 1.0. USE AND APPLICATION.
I

!

The BWR STS, NUREG 1433, definition' for " Total Leakage" has been

| included for clarity and completeness. These changes are
i administrative with no impact on safety.

l A.7 The CTS definition of Channel Calibration has been revised to add
.

more specific requirements for thermocouples and RTDs. The intent
of a Channel Calibration is to adjust the channel output so that
the channel responds with known range and accuracy. Most
instrument channels contain an adjustable transmitter (sensor)
which is also subject to drift. Thus, for most channels, a<

Channel Calibration includes adjustments to the sensor to
re establish proper input / output relationships, Certain types of
sensing elements, by their design, construction, and application

j' have an inherent resistance to drift. They are designed such that
they.have a fixed input / output response which cannot be adjusted
or changed once installed. When a credible mechanism that can
cause change.or drift in this fixed response does not exist, it is
unnecessary (and in many cases not possible) to test them in the
same manner as the other remaining devices in the channel to.
demonstrate proper operation. RTDs and thermocouples are sensing,

! elements that fall into such a category.
;

! Tbas, for these sensors, the appropriate calibration at the
reequencies specified in the Technical Specifications would
consist of a verification of Operability of the sensing element
and a calibration of the remaining adjustable devices in the
channel. Calibration of the adjustable devices in the channel is
performed by applying the sensing elements' (RTDs or |
thermocouples) fixed input / output relationships to the remainder,

'
of the channel and making the necessary adjustments to ensure
range and accuracy,

,

This ITS provisions for RTDs and thermocouples are considered to
be a clarification of the currently accepted method for|

! calibration of these instruments. As such, this change is
considered to be administrative.

I

u.

*
.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

'

A.8 The definition of Logic System' Functional Test (LSFT) has been
modified to exclude the actuated device. The actuated device will
be tested as part of a system functional test and is specified in
the Specification for each system. Deleting the actuated device,

from the definition of LSFT eliminates the confusion as to whether
a previously performed LSFT is rendered invalid if-the final
actuated device is discovered to be inoperable as a consequence of
another Surveillance (e.g., valve cycling). In instances where
the CTS does not contain a corresponding " system functional test"
that tests the actuated device, one is added in the ITS.
Therefore, this change, in conjunction with other proposed changes
that move or establish requirements in other Specifications,
maintains the same technical requirements and is, therefore, an
administrative change. This change is consistent with BWR STS,
NUREG-1433, Rev 1.

A.9 The ITS Core Alterations definition deletes reference to the word
" conservative" with regard to "... movement of a component to a
safe conservative position." When Core Alterations are required
to be suspended, it is known that a specific movement may have to
be completed. Completing the movement that was in progress at the
time of the requirement to suspend is required to establish a
" safe" configuration (e.g., no fuel bundle suspended from the fuel
mast). The requirement to establish a " safe" position is deemed
proper and sufficient. Eliminating the requirement to also be in
a " conservative" position avoids potential confusion and perhaps
overly restrictive interpretation. Since there is no reference on
which to base the conservative evaluation (i.e., conservative with
respect to what?), it is assumed that " conservative" is intended
to reflect the same context as " safe." That is, if it is " safe"

!
it is also " conservative." Given this understanding, the' wording I

change is editorial. This is acceptable since " safe" adequately l

controls the allowance to complete the move.

A.10 The CTS defined term Operational Condition Condition is replaced
by the ITS defined term Mode. This terminology is used so that

| ITS will be consistent with BWR STS, NUREG 1433, Rev 1. Since the
terms are defined and the change is made consistently throughout

i the ITS, this change is editorial. The definition has been
revised to indicate that Modes, defined in ITS Table 1.1-1, are
applicable only when. fuel is in the reactor vessel and that the ;

Mode m;y be affec' ed by the status of the reactor vessel head !t

closure bolt tensioning. These changa are administrative because

I
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ITS: SECTION 1.0 - USE AND APPLICATION

they are consistent with a footnote to CTS Table 1.2. This
administrative change has no impact on safety.

A.11 The CTS definition for Operable Operability is being modified to-

improve clarity. The CTS definition requires the availability of '

"all necessary attendant... electrical power" and is interpreted
as a requirement for the availability of only one source of power

i

for Operability. However, this definition has a history of I
requiring both " normal and emergency power" in Technical
Specifications for plants licensed before 1980. To prevent
confusion, the requirement is more explicitly stated in the ITS as
"all necessary attendant... normal or emergency electrical power."
The CTS definition's stipulation "to perform its specified
function (s)" is intended to address only safety function (s) and
not to encompass any non-safety functions a system may also
perform. This intent is clarified by use of the phrase "specified isafety function (s)" in the ITS version of the definition.

These changes are consistent with BWR STS. NUREG 1433. Rev. 1. and i

are administrative changes because there is no change to the
intent or implementation of the CTS and therefore, no impact on
safety.

A.12 The CTS definitions for Primary Containment Integrity and
Secondary Containment Integrity are deleted because these
definitions . duplicate requirements that are appropriately
contained in Specifications. Some of the details of these|

definitions are relocated to various Section 3.6 Bases: refer to
1.0 00C LA.1 for this discussion. The change is administrative
because all the requirements in the definitions are addressed in b
ITS Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) and/or Surveillance n
Requirements (SRs) for other Specifications and therefore, this 2
change has no impact on safety. Specifically: 4

CTS 1.29.a.1 and 2: adequately addressed by ITS LC0 3.6.1.3 J.

and associated SRs 3.6.1.3.2. 3 and 8. td
,

CTS 1.29.b and f: '' sealing" requirements are adequately.

specified by the Primary Leakage Rate Testing Requirements of }
| ITS SR 3.6.1.1.1 Type A leakage test. g
l CTS 1.29.c: addressed by ITS LC0 3.6.1.2. <.

#CTS 1.29.d: addressed by ITS LC0 3.6.1.1 and SRs 3.6.1.3.12 and.

3.6.1.3.13. Y
CTS 1.29.e: addressed by ITS LCOs 3.6.1.1, 3.6.2.1. and.

,, 3.6.2.2.

FERMI UNIT 2 5 REVISION 6. 05/28/99|
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CTS 1.29.g: addressed by ITS LC0 3.6.1.7. O.

CTS 1.36.a.1, and 2: adequately addressed by ITS LC0 3.6.4.2 E.

and associated SRs 3.6.4.2.1 and 3. M ,

CTS 1.36.b and e: " sealing" requirements for blowout panels and.
3sealing mechanisms are adequately specified by the leakage .

testing requirements of ITS SR 3.6.4.1.5. D
CTS 1.36.b: closed hatches and blowout panels requirements are m.

i specified by ITS SRs 3.6.4.1.2 and 3.6.4.1.4. 3
'

CTS 1.36.c: addressed by ITS LC0 3.6.4.3. E.

CTS 1.36.d: addressed by SR 3.6.4.1.3. 5: !e

CTS 1.36.f: addressed by ITS SR 3.6.4.1.1. y*

CTS 1.36.g: addressed by ITS SR 3.6.4.1.2.
4

.

i

A.13 <Not used>. |
l

A.14 The CTS definition of Shutdown Margin is modified to address stuck
control rods. This is consistent with the current CTS requirement
in Surveillance 4.1.1.c to account for the worth of a stuck
control rod. The movement of this requirement to the SDM

|
definition is an administrative change with no impact on safety.

A.15 The CTS definition of Staggered Test Basis is reworded to improve 1

clarity and to establish an approach consistent with BWR STS. j
NUREG 1433. Rev 1. The requirements for the frequency of testing i

components on a Staggered Test Basis is not changed. The revised
| definition is designed so that the minimum Surveillance interval

for the applicable subsystem is specified as the Surveillance
|Requirements' Frequency and is independent of the number of i

subsystems. The impact of the change in the definition will be
evaluated for each application of the definition, and therefore,
this is an administrative change with no impact on safety.

A.16 The stipulation in footnotes to CTS Table 1.2 that the Mode
definition applies only when fuel is in the reactor vessel has
been moved to the definition of Mode. The stipulation in

,

l footnotes to CTS Table 1.2 that a certain Mode definition applies
"with the head removed" was eliminated because it is redundant to
the condition when " head closure bolts are less than fully
tensioned." ITS footnote (a) is added to the definitions to
clarify that Modes 2. 3. and 4 only exist when the reactor head
bolts are fully tensioned. These are administrative changes
because there is no change to the existing requirements and

'

,
therefore have no impact on safety.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

A.17 The footnotes to CTS Table 1.2 referencing Special Test Exceptions
3.10.1, 3.10.3, and 3.10.7 have been deleted. These footnotes are
cross references and are not needed in ITS. Therefore, this is an
administrative change with no impact on safety. This is
consistent with the BWR STS. NUREG 1433. Rev 1.

A.18 The following sections are added: Section 1.2 Logical
Connectors: Section 1.3 - Completion Times: and. Section 1.4 -
Frequency. These additions aid in the understanding and use of
the ITS format and presentation style. The reason for these
additional sections is that some conventions in the application of
Technical Specifications to unusual situations have been the
subject of debate and different interpretations between the
licensees and the NRC Staff. Because the guidance in these
proposed sections establishes positions not previously formalized.
the guidance is considered administrative. These sections are
consistent with the BWR STS NUREG 1433. Rev 1. The new sections
are as follows:

Section 1.2 Logical Connectors

Section 1.2 provides specific examples of the logical
connectors "MLD" and "QB" and the numbering sequence
associated with their use.

Section 1.3 Completion Times

Section 1.3 provides direction for the proper use and
interpretation of Completion Times. The Section also
provides specific examples that aid the user in

.

understanding Completion Times. |

Section 1.4 - Frequency

Section 1.4 provides direction for the proper use and I

interpretation of the Surveillance Frequency. The Section
also provides specific examples that aid the user in.
understanding Surveillance Frequency.

.
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TECHNICAL' CHANGES J MORE RESTRICTIVE-

M1' The CTS Table 1.2 Operational Condition ' definitions present a
-potential to~ interpret certain plant conditions'such that no Mode,

.

or a less restrictive Mode would. exist. To minimize this.

: potential, certain clarifications' are added. The addition of head
closure status (as ITS. footnote (a)). mode, switch position to the
definition of Startup and extending the range of coolant
temperatures for the Refueling definition is intended to address
plant conditions in ITS that are not currently defined as a Mode
or' can be defined as more than one Mode. The intent of these ITS
changes is to provide clarity and completeness and avoid potential
misinterpretation. Since the changes eliminate the potential to
interpret certain plant conditions such that no Mode, or a less,

restrictive Mode would exist, this change is discussed and
justified as a "more restrictive" change. Specifically:

Startup Mode will now include the mode switch position of-

" Refuel" when the head bolts are fully tensioned (footnote
"(a)"). This is currently a plant condition which has no
corresponding Mode and could therefore be incorrectly
interpreted-as not requirir% the application of the
majority of Technical Specifications. By defining this
plant condition as Startup Mode, sufficiently conservative
restrictions will be applied by the applicable LCOs.

Clarifying the shutdown Modes is a new footnote stating
{
,

.

"all' reactor vessel head bolts fully tensioned" which
eliminates the overlap in defined Modes when the mode '
switch is in " Shutdown" position. For example, with the
vessel head detensioned, both the definition of Refuel as
well as Cold Shutdown could apply. It is not the intent of
the Technical Specification to allow an option of whether
to apply Refuel applicable LCOs or to apply Cold Shutdown
applicable LCOs. This change precludes an unacceptable
interpretation.

The CTS definition of Refuel does not apply when average-

coolant temperature exceeded 140 F. With the mode switch
in " Refuel" d plant condition which has no corresponding
Mode could therefore exist. This could be incorrectly
interpreted as not requiring the application of the
majority of Technical Specifications. By defining the I
Refuel Mode to include plant conditions with no specific

FERMI. UNIT 2 -
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coolant temperature range, sufficiently conservative
restrictio'ns will.be applied by the applicable LCOs during

'

all fueled conditions with the vessel head bolts
detensioned.

These.more restrictive changes provide clarification to the
Specifications and will reduce potential misinterpretations and
result in consistent application of the requirements. Therefore.
this change'will have no negative impact'on safety.

T.fCHNICAL CHANGES --LESS RESTRICTIVE.

" Generic"

LA.1 The CTS definitions for Primary Containment Integrity and
Secondary Containment Integrity are deleted because these Adefinitions duplicate requirements that are appropriately

,contained in other Specifications (refer to 1.0 DOC A.12 for g
detailed discussion). However. CTS definition 1.29.a. b and c are y
relocated to ITS 3.6.1.1 Bases, stating the necessity for these
requirements as they relate to maintaining a leak tight klcontainment barrier. These details can be adequately defined and
controlled in the Bases which require change control in accordance U
with ITS 5.5.10. Bases Control Program. Since these details do o
not impact the requirements to maintain the primary containment
(including associated support systems and components) operable,
this change continues to provide adequate protection of the public Y
health and safety.

.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
" Specific"

L.1 The CTS definition of Channel Functional Test for bistable
channels requires the test signal to be injected "into the
sensor." The ITS allows the signal to be injected "as close to
the sensor as practicable." Injecting a signal at the sensor
increases the probability of actuating related circuits that are
not being tested in those cases where several logic channels are
associated with one sensor. Therefore, performing the test by
injecting a signal at the sensor may require jumpering associated
logic channels to prevent their initiation during the test, or
increasing the scope of the test to include other logic channels.
Either approach increases the difficulty of performing the

'
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|
'

surveillance. Allowing initiation of the signal close to the
sensor provides a. complete test of the channel function while
reducing the probability of an undesired initiation. Therefore,
this change will have a negligible impact on safety. This change
is consistent with BWR STS. NUREG 1433. Rev 1.

L.2 The CTS Core Alterations definition is revised to delete reference
.to the word " normal" and include LPRMs in the list.of instruments
that can be moved. The CTS makes no delineation of what is and is
not considered " normal" movement. This has lead to some confusion
and perhaps overly restrictive interpretation. The change i
maintains Core Alterations as movement of only that which can
affect core reactivity. The basis for this is evident in that the
Specifications applicable during Core Alterations are those that

,

protect from or mitigate a reactivity excursion event. In keeping
with this, the ITS provides that any movement (including
undervessel replacement) of SRMs. IRMs. LPRMs. TIPS or special
movable detectors (i.e., incore instruments) is not considered a
Core Alteration. The ITS focuses the definition on activities

i that can affect the core reactivity. Since incore instruments
t have negligible (if any) affect on core reactivity, any movement

of incore instruments has essentially no impact on core
reactivity. Therefore, revising the definition to delete the word

i '' normal" places no restrictions on incore instrument movement:
| " normal" or otherwise, including under. vessel replacement. This
'

change is consistent with BWR STS. NUREG 1433.
:
'

L.3 The ITS Core Alterations definition is revised to allow control
rod movement in a defueled cell to not be considered a Core i

j. Alteration. With the cell defueled, the negative reactivity
| inserted by removing the adjacent four fuel assemblies is

significantly more than any positive reactivity inserted during
i

control rod movement (including complete removal). Appropriate
Technical Specifications controls are applied during the fuel

!
! movements (i.e., they are Core Alterations) preceding the control !
L rod movement to protect from or mitigate a' reactivity excursion

Levent. After the fuel has been removed, sufficient margin.and
administrative controls are in place to allow removing the

i~ Technical Specification controls applicable during Core
Alterations. Therefore, revising the definition to allow control ,

rod movement in .a defueled cell to not be considered a Core ;

Alteration focuses the definition on activities that can affect
the core reactivity. Maintaining Core Alterations as movement of !- ' only that which can affect core reactivity is consistent with its

05/28/99|hFERMI -UNIT 2 L10 REVISION 6
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I

application in the Specifications. Core Alterations
Applicabilities involve Specifications that protect from or
mitigate a reactivity excursion event. This change is consistent
with BWR STS NUREG 1433.

I
L.4 The CTS definition of LSFT requires inclusion of the channel

sensor in the LSFT. The ITS Definition of LSFT allows the signal
to be injected "as close to the sensor as practicable" in lieu of
"from sensor." Injecting a signal at the sensor increases the
probability of actuating related circuits that are not being
tested in those cases where several logic channels are associated i
with one sensor. Therefore, performing the test by injecting a !

signal at the sensor may require jumpering associated logic i

channels to prevent their initiation during the test, or
!

increasing the scope of the test to include other logic channels. ;

Either approach increases the difficulty of performing the
surveillance. Allowing initiation of the signal close to the
sensor provides a complete test of the logic channel while j
reducing the probability of an undesired initiation. Furthermore, i

the sensor is adequately tested by the Channel Calibration to |
assure complete channel Operability. Therefore, this change will |

have a negligible impact on safety.- This change is consistent
with BWR STS. NUREG-1433. Rev 1.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None
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1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

I.I Definitions
. .. .

-----------------------------------NOTE----------------------------------
The defined tems of this section appear in capitalized type and are
applicable throughout these Technical Specifications and Bases.

Igm Definition

ACTIONS ACTIONS shall be that part of a Specification that
prescribes Required Actions to be taken under
designated Conditions within specified Completion
Times.

AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR The APLHGR shall be applicable to a specific
HEAT GENERATION RATE planar height and is equal to the sum of the
(APLHGR) XLHGRsper* : : .t';r. . .^e 7;. r.it h ;;h ;f'

T-.; .-O for all the fuel rods in the specified
bundle at the specified height divided by the

| number of fuel rods in the fuel bundle pt theheightk

i CHANNEL CALIBRATION A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be the adjustment, as
necessary, of the channel output such that it
responds within the necessary range and accuracy
to known values of the parameter that the channel
monitors. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall encompass

C.I olldevice51M '& ett ire ci:- .:1, h;hdh , " - -- ' ' ^ ,e 1i y 'Cbed (guWE OhRef-vl=i.===bari=adwum. -"=II
h & i the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. "uCalibration ,

=

g Og"[
of instrument channels with resistance temperature )

[ENEA1BluGoM detector (RTD) or thermocouple sensors may consist i

of an inplace qualitative assessment of sensor
i behavior and nomal calibration of the remaining

adjustable devices in the channel. The CHANNEL
i

CALIBRATION may be perfomed by means of any
series of sequential, overlapping, or total
channel steps - um -nu l-..u ; ir.

CiI enHhre+=+-- '

|
|,

CHANNEL CHECK A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative
assessment, by observation, of channel behavior
during operation. This determination shall

| include, where possible, comparison of the channel
'

indication and status to other indications or
|

!

(continued)
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Definitions
1.1

1.1 Definitions
|
l

CHANNEL CHECK status derived from independent instrument '

(continued) channels measuring the same parameter.

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST- A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be the injection
of a simulated or actual signal into the channel I

r4 a|\ devicQ in -M.
as close to the sensor as practicable to verifyr

OPERABILITYf t :'.dii.,1.guisvu i.i , '.ite; M k.
c W u l re p ; a d & lay ;.... tr 4 ': n t S : , ;..d J .. m . '. ' i m . '

(,kaut! 096|i'.1B1t#7,/ The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST may be g
performed by means of any series of sequential, q-

C./ i...-|==t 5 P r n! u t.a.e. -
overlapping, or total channel steps :: th:t the

CORE ALTERATION CORE ALTERATION shall be the movement of any fuel,
sources, or reactivity control components,
within the reactor vessel with the vessel head
removed and fuel in the vessel. The following j
exceptions are not considered to be CORE {
ALTERATIONS: i

j
a. Novement of source range monitors, local power {range monitors, intermediate range monitors, I

traversing incore probes, or special movable
detectors (including undervessel replacement);
and

b. Control rod movement, provided there art no
fuel assemblies in the associated core cell.

Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS shall not preclude
completion of movement of a component to a safe
position.

CORE OPERATING LINITS The COLR is the unit specific document that
REPORT (COLR) provides cycle specific parameter limits for the

current reload cycle. These cycle specific limits
shall be determined for each reload cycle in
accordance with Specification 5.6.5. Plant
operation within these limits is addressed in
individual Specifications.

|
DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 shall be that concentration

of I-131 (microcuries/ gram) that alone would
produce the same thyroid dose as the quantity and

|isotopic mixture of I-131, I-132, I-133, I-134 -

and I-135 actually present. The thyroid dose

(continued)
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Definitions
I.I

I.I Definitions (continued)
|

|

LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL A LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be a test
-TEST. of all eeentred-iogic components M.:.. :!' I

-u d- 0 1ramde a '- - -" ---+- +- 'h-"-
T #. tste 1:;;EE.i3[djof a logic ~ circuit, :#'

C oestA&u rt/ from as close to the sensor as practicable up to,
but not including, the actuated device, to verify
OPERABILITY. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST may
be performed by means of any series of sequential,
overlapping, or total system steps so that the
entire logic system is tested.

-

MAXIMUM FRA ON N he MFLPD shall the largest val of the |

1

F LIMITING 1 action of limiti power density 1 the core. l

ER DENSITY LPD) Th fraction of lie ing power density hall be kthe HGR existing at iven location d ided by
sthe s cified LHGR limi or that bundle, .

_

MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER The MCPR shall be the smallest critical power
RATIO (MCPR ratio (CPR) that exists in the core (for each

fyg e e4ees of fue1{is calculated by application of the
The CPR is that power in the,g .

assembly that
.

appropriate correlation (s) to cause some point in
-the assembly to experience boiling transition,
divided by the actual assembly operating power.

MODE A MODE shall correspond to any one inclusive
combination of mode switch position, average 1

, reactor coolant temperature, and reactor vessel
!head closure bolt tensioning specified in !

;

| Table I.I-I with fuel in the reactor vessel.
L OPERABLE-OPERASILITY A system, subsystem, division, component, or

device shall be OPERABLE or have OPERABILITY when
it is capable of performing its specified safety
function (s) and when all necessary attendant ' ,

;
instrumentation, controls, normal or emergency '

electrical power, cooling and seal water,
lubrication, and other auxiliary equipment that
are required for the system, subsystem, division,
component, or device to perform its specified
safety function (s) are also capable of performing
their related support function (s).

PHYSICS TESTS PHYSICS TESTS shall be those tests performed to
i measure the fundamental nuclear characteristics of
! the reactor core and related instrumentation.
|

(continued)
'
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JUSTIFIFATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG 1433
IT5: CHAPTER 1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

HON BRACKETED PLANT SPECIFIC CHANGES

P.1 These changes are made to NUREG 1433 to reflect Fermi 2 current
licensing basis; including design features, existing license
requirements and commitments. Some of these changes are specifically
discussed below:

a. NUREG Definition "END 0F CYCLE RECIRCULATION PUMP TRIP (E0C-
RPT)" is not retained in the Fermi 2 ITS to be consistent with
the current fermi 2 design and licensing basis, which does not
include this trip function.

b. NUREG Definition " PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE LIMITS REPORT (PTLR)"
reflects adoption of generic EC accepted methods of determining
P/T limits. Since Fermi 2 does not have methods that are
generically reviewed and approved by the EC for future use, this
option, and therefore this Definition, are not incorporated in
ITS.

c. The ITS TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME Definition reflects
CTS wording, which in turn, reflects Fermi 2 specific analytical
methodologies. Additional rewording, reformatting, and revised
numbering is made to incorporate these changes consistent with
Writer's Guide conventions.

P.2 Not used.

P.3 Not used.

P.4 Relocation of the Definition of L, from 1.0, Definitions. to the
Primary Containment Leak Rate Testing Program in ITS Section 5. is
a presentation preference consistent with unapproved Generic
Change TSTF-52. While relocation of the Definition was not
specifically included in the initial TSTF 52 proposal (oversight),
it is consistent with the intent of TSTF 52, since the Section 5
Program contains the Definition. The removal of the Definition
from Section 1, is addressed in a revision to TSTF-52.

GENERIC CHANGES

@C.1 TSTF 205: NRC approved change to NUREG 1433.

.
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

glRVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.1.4 --- - - -- NOTE- - - --

Not required to be performed when
entering MODE 2 from MODE 1 until
12 hours after entering MODE 2.
.........................................

Perform CHANNEL FUETIONAL TEST. 7 days-

SR 3.3.1.1.5 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 7 days-

SR 3.3.1.1.6 Verify the source range monitor (SRM) and Prior to fukly
intermediate range monitor (IRM) channels withdrawing
overlap. SRMs from the

core

SR 3.3.1.1.7 -- --- - - - NOTE -- - - - ---

Only re uired to be met during entry into
MODE 2 rom MODE 1.
.........................................

. Verify the IRM and APRM channels overlap. 7 days

A
J.| SR 3.3.1.1.8 Calibrate the local power range monitors. 1000 MWD /Tg average core

exposure

SR 3.3.1.1.9 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

(continued)

..
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

Table 3.3.1.1 1 (page 1 of 3)
Reactor Protection System Instrinentation

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS
MODES OR REQUIRED REFERENCED

OTER CHANNELS FROM I
SPECIFIED PER TRIP REQUIRED SlRVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE

FUNCTION CONDITIONS SYSTEM ACTION D.1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE

i
1. Intermediate Range j

Monitors ;

a. Neutron Flux -l;igh 2 3 G SR 3.3.1.1.1 s 122/125 i
SR 3.3.1.1.4 divisions of i

SR 3.3.1.1.6 full scale i
SR 3.3.1.1.7 j

SR 3.3.1.1.11 '

SR 3.3.1.1.15
5(a) 3 I SR 3.3.1.1.1 s 122/125

SR 3.3.1.1.5 divisions of
SR 3.3.1.1.11 full scale |
SR 3.3.1.1.15 '

b. Inop 2 3 G SR 3.3.1.1.4 NA
SR 3.3.1.1.15

5(a) 3 I SR 3.3.1.1.5 NAAI SR 3.3.1.1.15 ;

2. Average Power Range
Monitors

i

a. Neutron Flux - Upscale 2 3(C) G SR 3.3.1.1.2 s 204 RTP^ (Setdown) SR 3.3.1.1.7
SR 3.3.1.1.8 ,

SR 3.3.1.1.12 !

SR 3.3.1.1.18

b. Simulated Thermal 1 3(C) F SR 3.3.1.1.2 s 0.63 (W aW)T Power - Upscale SR 3.3.1.1.3 + 64.32 RTP
%., SR 3.3.1.1.8

RTP(b)115.51
and s

SR 3.3.1.1.12
SR 3.3.1.1.18

<

(continued)*

(a) With any control rod withdrawn from a core cell containing one or more fuel assent >1ies.

(b) ,W = 8% when reset for single loop operation per LCD 3.4.1 * Recirculation Loops Operating * OtherwiseI/ aW = 04.

(c) Each APRM channel provides inputs to both trip systems.

. . .
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

The Turbine Stop Valve-Closure Allowable Value is selected
to be high enough to detect imminent TSV closure, thereby
reducing the severity of the subsequent pressure transient.

Eight channels of Turbine Stop Valve-Closure Function, with
four channels in each trip system, are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure will
preclude a scram from this Function if any three TSVs should
close. This Function is required, consistent with analysis
assumptions, whenever THERMAL POWER is a 30% RTP. This

e Function is not required when THERMAL POWER is < 30% RTPW since the Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-High and the
3| Average Power Range Monitor Neutron Flux-Upscale Functions
e are adequate to maintain the necessary safety margins.
v

10. Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure

Fast closure of the TCVs results in the loss of a heat sink
that produces reactor pressure, neutron flux, and heat flux
transients that must be limited. Therefore, a reactor scram
is initiated on TCV fast closure in anticipation of the
transients that would result from the closure of these
valves. The Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure Function is
the primary scram signal for the generator load rejection
event analyzed in Reference 7. For this event, the reactor
scram reduces the amount of energy required to be absorbed
and insures that the MCPR SL is not exceeded.

Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure signals are initiated by
the de '.tnergization of the solenoid dump valve at each
control- valve. Redundant relay signals are provided to each
RPS logic channel such that fast closure of one cor,*.rol
valve in each RPS trip system will initiate a scram. This
Function must be enabled at THERMAL POWER = 30% RTP. This
is normally accomplished automatically by pressure |

transmitters sensing turbine first stage pressure of
a 161.9 psig; therefore, to consider this Function OPERABLE,
the turbine bypass valves must remain shut at THERMAL POWER
= 30* RTP.

There is no Allowable Value for the Turbine Control Valve
Fast Closure Function since the channels are actuated solely

I on de energization of the solenoid dump valve.

f
?.
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RPS Instrumentation ;

B 3.3.1.1 '

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) !
.

SR 3.3.1.1.4 i

i

' A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required ;
,

channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the iintended function. A successful test of the required !

-

contact (s) of a channel relay may be performed by the !
. verification of.the change of state of a single contact of !
the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL |{ FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all
of the other required contacts of the relay are verified by :

other Technical Specifications and non Technical
Specifications tests at least once per refueling interval
with applicable extensions.

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint ,

methodology. '

,

.
- t

7 As noted. SR 3.3.1.1.4 is not required to be performed when i

g. entering MODE 2 from MODE 1. since testing of the MODE 2 i
gI required IRM Functions cannot be performed in MODE 1 without ;b utilizing jumpers, lifted leads, or movable links. This i

allows entry into MODE 2 if the 7 day Frequency is not met
;per SR 3.0.2. In this event, the SR must be performed '

within 12 hours after entering MODE 2 from MODE 1. Twelve i
hours is based on operating experience and in consideration

i

of providing a reasonable time in which to complete the SR. >

A Frequency of 7 days provides an acceptable level of system
average unavai7 ability over the Frequency interval and is
based on reliability analysis (Ref. 9).

SR 3.3.1.1.5

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each requirN
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function. A successful test of the required
contact (s) of a channel relay may be performed by the iverification of.the change of state of a single contact of '

the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all

h of the.other required contacts of the relay are verified by
other Technical Specifications and non Technical
Specifications tests at least once per refueling interval
with applicable extensions. In accordance with Reference 9.
the scram.contactors must be tested as part of the Manual

L FERMI UNIT 2 B 3.3.1.1 -27 Revision 6 05/28/99
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

|

BASES ;

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
i

Scram Function. A Frequency of 7 days provides an I@| acceptable level of system average availability over the |
Frequency and is based on References 9 and 10. (The Manual i

Scram Function's CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST Frequency was
r edited in the Reference 9 analysis to extend many

,

automatic scram Functions' Frequencies.) ;

SR 3.3.1.1.6 and SR 3.3.1.1.7

Thet.e Surveillances are established to ensure that no gaps I
in neutron flux indication exist from subcritical to power
operation for monitoring core reactivity status.

The overlap between SRMs and IRMs is required to be
demonstrated to ensure that reactor power will not be
increased into a neutron flux region without adequate i

indication. This is required prior to fully withdrawing
SRMs from the core since indication is being transitioned
from the SRMs to the IRMs.

The overlap between IRMs and APRMs is of concern when |
reducing power into the IRM range. On power increases, the
system design will prevent further increases (by initiating
a rod block) if adequate overla) is not maintained. Overlap
between IRMs and APRMs exists w1en sufficient IRMs and APRMs I

concurrently have onscale readings such that the transition
between MODE 1 and MODE 2 can be made without either APRM
downscale rod block, or IRM upscale rod block. Overlap

M between SRMs and IRMs similarly exists when, prior to fully
N withdrawing the SRMs from the core. IRMs are above the
1 downscale rod block and showing increasing flux on range 1
{ before SRMs have reached 1/2 decade below the upscale rod

block.
,

As noted. SR 3.3.1.1.7 is only required to be met during
entry into MODE 2 from HODE 1. That is, after the overlap
requirement has been met and indication has transitioned to
the IRMs. maintaining overlap is not required (APRMs may be
reading downscale once in MODE 2).

If overlap for a group of channels is not demonstrated
(e.g.. IRM/APRM overlap), the reason for the failure of the
Surveillance should be determined and the appropriate
channel (s) declared inoperable. Only those appropriate
channels that are required in the current MODE or condition
should be declared inoperable.

s
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ~(continued)

- A Frequency of 7 days is reasonable based on engineering
judgment and the reliability of the IRMs and APRMs.

SR 3.3.1'.1.8

LPRM gain settings are determined from the local flux 1

profiles measured by the Traversing Incore Probe (TIP)
P System. This establishes the relative local flux profile
1 for appro)riate representative input to the APRM System.
dl - The 1000 4dD/T (i.e.. "short" ton) Frequency is based on

3

operating experience with LPRM sensitivity changes, i

m
d

i SR 3.3.1.1.9 and SR 3.3.1.1.13 |

: A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the

d intended function. A successful ~ test of the required
contact (s) of a channel relay may be performed by the
verification of the change of state of a single contact of
the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all
of the other required contacts of the relay are verified by
other Technical Specifications and non Technical
Specifications tests at least once per refueling interval
with applicable extensions. Any setpoint adjustment shall
be consistent with the assumptions of the current plant J<

specific setpoint methodology. The 92 day Frequency of :
SR 3.3.1.1.9 is based on the reliability analysis of j
Reference 9. !

!
The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this '

Surveillance un@r the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an un)lanned transient if the i
Surveillance were performed with t1e reactor at power. !
Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month
Frequency.

!

!

s
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SR 3.3.1.1.10

This Surveillance provides a check of the actual tri~p
setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if the
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than the
Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.1.1-1. If the trip
setting is discovered to be less conservative than accounted ,

for in the appropriate setpoint methodology, but is not i

beyond the Allowable Value, the channel performance is still
within the recuirements of the plant safety
analysis. Uncer these conditions, the setpoint must be
readjusted to be equal to or more conservative than
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology.

" The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
ed analysis of Reference 9.

,

hl SR 3.3.1.1.11 and SR 3.3.1.1.14
%

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies that the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL: CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

SR 3.3.1.1.11 Note 1 states that neutron detectors are
excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION because they are passive
devices, with minimal drift, and because of the difficulty
of simulating a meaningful signal. Changes in neutron

,

-

detector sensitivity are compensated for by performing the 7
day calorimetric calibration (SR 3.3.1.1.2 and the

t 1000 MWD /T LPRM calibration against the TIPS (SR 3.3.1.1.8).
A SR 3.3.1.1.11 Note 2 is provided that requires the IRM SR to
$ be performed within 12 hours of entering MODE 2 from MODE 1.
g| Testing of the MODE 2 IRM Function cannot be performed in

% MODE 1 without utilizing jumpers, lifted leads, or movable
links. This Note allows entry into MODE 2 from MODE 1 if
the associated Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2. Twelve
hours is based on operating experience and in consideration
of providing a reasonable time in which to complete the SR.

|

L
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS'(continued)

The Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.11 is based upon a 184 day
n calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude
ca of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis. The Frequency
Q,| of SR 3.3.1.1.14 is based upon a 18 month calibration

4 interval in the determination of the magnitude of equipment
drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.1.1.12
i

i

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required )channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function. For the APRM Functions, this test
supplements the automatic self test functions that operate |continuously in the APRM and voter channels. The APRM
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST covers the APRM channels (including
for Function 2.b only, the recirculation flow input i

function, excluding the flow transmitter), the 2 out-of 4 )
voter channels, and the interface connections to the RPS j

trip systems from the voter channels. Any setpointr
y adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of the

current plant specific setpoint methodology. The 184 day
D Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.12 is based on the reliability
"V analysis of Reference 13. (NOTE: The actual voting logic of

the 2-out of 4 voter channels is tested as part of SR
d 3.3.1.1.19.)

A For Function 2.a. a Note that requires this SR to be
performed within 12 hours of entering MODE 2 from MODE 1 is

,

provided. Testing of the MODE 2 APRM Function cannot be i

performed in MODE 1 without utilizing .iompers or lifted |
leads. This Note allows entry into MODE 2 from MODE 1 if the
associated Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2.

4 SR 3.3.1.1.15 and SR 3.3.1.1.19

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates theO
d' OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific

channel. The functional testing of control rods '

(LCO 3.1.3), and SDV vent and drain valves (LC0 3.1.8).
% overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete testing of

'

i the assumed safety function. For the 2 out of-4 Voter
% Functir., the LSFT includes simulating APRM trip conditions

at the APRM channel inputs to the 2 out of 4 trip voter
channel to check all combinations of two tripped inputs to

- the 2 out of 4 trip voter logic in the voter channels.

I w *'
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RPS Instrumentation !
!B 3.3.1.1

.

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

The 18 month Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.15 is based on the need j

P| to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply
e during a plant outage and the potential for an unplanned
W transient if the Surveillance were performed with the
g reactor at power. Operating experience has shown that these
g components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at

the 18 month Frequency.
b

Additionally, the 24 month Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.19 is
based on Reference 13.

SR 3.3.1.1.16

This SR ensures that scrams initiated from the Turbine Stop
Valve-Closure and Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure
Functions will not be inadvertently bypassed when THERMAL
POWER is = 30% RTP. This involves calibration of the bypass
channels. Adequate margins for the instrument setpoint
methodologies are incorporated into the actual set)oint.
Additionally, consideration is given to the fact tlat main
turbine bypass flow can affect this setpoint
nonconservatively (THERMAL POWER is derived from turbine
first stage pressure: where turbine first stage pressure of
161.9 psig conservatively correlates to 30% RTP), the main
turbine bypass valves must remain closed at THERMAL POWER
= 30% RTP to ensure that the calibration remains valid.

If any bypass channel's setpoint is nonconservative (i.e..
the Functions are bypassed at a 30% RTP, either due to open
main turbine bypass valve (s) or other reasons), then the
affected Turbine Stop Valve-Closure and Turbine Control
Valve Fast Closure Functions are considered inoperable.
Alternatively, the bypass channel can be placed in the,

conservative condition (nonbypass). If placed in the
nonbypass condition. this SR is met and the channel is
considered OPERABLE.

The Frequency of 18 months is based on engineering judgment.
reliability of the components, and = 18 month calibration,

; interval in the determination of the magnitude of equipment
j drift in the setpoint analysis.
I

i
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES:

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREE NTS (continued)

SR 3.3.1.1.17-

;This SR ensures that the. individual channel response times
are less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the.

accident analysis. This test may be performed in one<

measurement or in overlapping segments, with verification
that all components are tested. The RPS RESPONSE TIME
acceptance criteria are included in Reference 10. RPS '

RESPONSE TIE for the APRM 2 out-of 4 Voter Function
includes the output relays of the voter and the associated

;

RPS relays and contactors. (The digital portion of the APRM '

and 2 out of 4 voter channels are excluded from the RPS
: RESPONSE TIME testing because self testing and calibration
checks the time base of the digital electronics.)
Confirmation of the time base is adequate to assure required'3 response times are met.

E' As noted, neutron detectors are excluded from RPS RESPONSE-

7 TIME testing because the principles of detector operation

f virtually ensure an instantaneous response time. '
,

h 'In addition.: Note 2 states the response time of the sensors
for Functions 3 and 4 are excluded from RPS Response Time

-Testing. The sensors for these Functions are assumed to
operate at the sensor's design response time. This

4| allowance is supported by Reference 12, which determined ;

that significant degradation of the sensor channel response
time can be detected during performance of other Technical ;

Specification SR's and that the sensor response time is a
small part of the overall RPS RESPONSE TIME testing.

RPS RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on an 18 month i
'

STAGGERED TEST BASIS. Note 3 requires STAGGERED TEST BASIS
Frequency to be determined based on 4 channels per trip
system in lieu of the 8 channels specified in Table i

3.3.1.1 1-for the MSIV Closure Function. This Frequency is ibased on the logic interrelationships of the various
channels required to produce an RPS scram signal. The '

( 18 month Frequency is consistent with the typical industry |

| refueling cycle and is based upon plant operating
| experience, which shows that random failures of |

U instrumentation components causing serious response time iI ' degradation, but not channel failure, are infrequent |

occurrences.
.

W
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RPS Instrumentation 1
B 3.3.1.1

I

BASES |

< SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS'(continued)'

SR 3.3.1.1.18

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies that the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology. For the APRM Simulated Thermal Power - Upscale,
Function. this SR also includes calibrating the associated
. recirculation loop flow channel. !

3 I
v SR 3.3.1.1.18 is modified by a Note that states that neutron !

Y detectors.are excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION because they j
are passive devices, with minimal drift, and because of the i

difficulty of simulating a meaningful signal. Changes in ;
neutron detector sensitivity are compensated for by
performing the 7 day calorimetric calibration (SR 3.3.1.1.3)
and the 1000 PWD/T LPRM calibration against the TIPS
(SR 3.3.1.1.8).

The Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.18 is based upon 24 month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

!

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR. Figure 7.2 2.
|

2. UFSAR. Section 15.4.1.2.
!

3. NEDO 23842, " Continuous Control Rod Withdrawal in the !
Startup Range." April 18, 1978. |

f4. UFSAR. Section 5.2.2.3.

5. UFSAR. Section 15.4.9.

6. UFSAR. Section 6.3.3

'7. UFSAR, Chapter 15.
!

8. P. Check (NRC) letter to G. Lainas (NRC). "BWR Scram
. Discharge System Safety Evaluation." December 1,1980.

i

ee8
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RPS Instrumentation i

B 3.3.1.1

~ BASES

REFERENCES (continued) ;

9. NED0 30851 P A " Technical Specification Improvement/

Analyses for BWR Reactor Protection System." !

March 1988.
!

10. UFSAR, Table 7.2 4.
,

11. NEDC 31336. " Class III. October 1986. General Electric
Instrument Setpoint Methodology."

12. NED0 32291. " System Analyses for Elimination of |
Selected Response Time Testing Requirements." January
1994: and Fermi-2 SER for Amendment 111. dated April
18. 1997., _ , .

-N
13. NEDC 32410P A. " Nuclear Measurement Analysis and ig Control Power Range Neutron Monitor (NUMAC PRNM)

(g h Retrofit Plus Option III Stability Trip Function."
October 1995.. and Supplement 1. May 19%,;

i

k

;

,

|
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3/4.3 JNSTRUMEMTATION S PECI Fi cATit>J 5'. 3. /./ 1

3 /4 . 3.1 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

tIMITINh,COND7TTON FOR OPFRATION *

--35.-i As a minimum, the reactor
3.3 l.l in Table 3.3.1-3 shall be OPERABLkrotection system instrumentation channels shown I.

APPLICABILITY:
As shown in Table 3.3.1-1. k MO AL719AA NOTE'&ACTION:

a. - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the Minimum
OPERABLE channels per Trip System re;n trement for one trip system:ts

LC.
3. - phin I hour, m ^ y u..i maci Functional Jnit pi+hia tM l

AC770/J C g* ~ ' , 9. '_ "_ .' i ! " . u*'g* *. ." '. ."".$ ".L..1 ",.F"
"

5_'.2"*f'[* .'.LCh'"." 9 L$.3E
....

.(Rulory. Rts k;pfataylQg.r

~

.

. . .. j. . . . . g nwf .. , . . . . . , . . . .

^^ 2 -^^'" ' "
_

AcT70t/ A f A.3 !
*

' 2- - '- ';.

g ------ - - ~ withi hours'or~the Ci}6N required by Table
g(gyog b 3.3.1-1 for the affected tonal Unit shall be taken.

-i+dd ;;;. i aar--d1; ........J
^ . I no.nperablechr..'annel(s) and/or

+' - 9 +'- '

.,,t.. ..ad ::: ..3.
p N g A- ::: ..;; . r ::. place the,

'

that trip system in the tripped condition within 32 hours.
A 'E O b. With the number of OPERABLE channels less than require by the Minimum l

ERABLE Channels per Tr.ip_5

h"4 -

emreuirementforbothtripskstem. L.2g ,Y ate ~4.t. }th6 a one.1rlp sysagrTIONrannira
_ __ ___,,,F"'

QercTndit on, wit in hourA m pg A,0 hk. ~~#
|

Y -- Its 12 h>D5.C NIP D&er CSht |% fr 'hW 5N $ EW'. A _

C.c. ~ Wit one or more cnanness requireo oy Taple J.3.1-1 2noperable in one
or more APRM Functioral Units 2.a. 2.b. 2.c, or 2.d:

b,$0N C Within I hour, verify sufficient " channels remain OPERABLE or1.
tripped *** to maintain trip capability in the Functional Unit, and

4 gg g 2. Within 12 hours, restore the inoperable channels to an OPERABLE
status or tripped ***.

Otherwise, take the ACTION required by Table 3.3.1-1 for the Functional
Unit.

Reg ct A.'lNo4C ; bTlon 8 No&A

Q# Actions a and b not applicable to AP101 Functional Units 2.a. 2.b. 2.c, and
ll2.d. Action e applies only to APRM functions 2.a. 2.b 2.c and 2.d.

*g gd emne ga a..nnsgnnero y pe pis ye
-

=n re m u l |
vww. . usu nu in 6ne tr wu-n e n t.n ,1 -im

i ternm t- +ho < se.e p , gn na,- , , , -
-

T p r/g j oy ,,,,,lwasfir[,t g, ,o
su vr

_

benuErad i n [uu.dr. ..[r. iu -- - the c ianne
eter 4na abl fthe ACTION required by Table 3.3.1-1 for that,

i Ath,en D Functional Unit shall be taken.
!

* ^d u c $'Icause 4 ternm +n6r ip ayurm urdeout " " -:: - . . _ w -H cr- - am O -|l.
ur @' y a sc. u ;r ur,placethe;;"i . . 1.'.; t r 4 Jen ; -t:: ::. b; -1An

| ram to system wit. thp u.. ,..n . 6nwu. ... ..

mos ;noperable chan s in the trip condition: if ot systems h#re th b
r.u.mber of inonesa n hl= eh=nnale are either tr evetam in t he/t ri nn iu .. - -

An ino raDie cnannes n o not be placed in the tripped c dition where thi ]would ause a scram to occur. In thes cases, if'the i erable channel A.3not stored to OPE E status withi the required ti the ACTION re red;1L by ble 3.3.1-1 for the Functional it shall be ta. ne
,
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.1.1 RPS INSTRUMENTATION

'

&MINISTRATIVE

A.1 In the conversion of the Fermi 2 current Technical Specifications
(CTS) to the proposed plant specific Improved Technical
Specifications (ITS), certain wording preferences or conventions
are adopted which do not result in technical changes (either
actual or interpretational). Editorial changes, reformatting, and
revised numbering are adopted to make the ITS consistent with the
Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Standard Technical Specifications
NUREG 1433, Rev. 1.

A.2 ITS LC0 3.3.1.1 Actions are modified by a Note, which provides
clarification that, for the purpose of the associated LCO,
" Separate Condition entry is allowed for each channel." This is
acceptable because the Required Actions for each Condition provide
appropriate compensatory actions for each inoperable RPS channel.
Complying with the Required Actions will allow for continued
operation: with subsequent inoperable RPS channels governed by
subsequent Condition entry and application of associated Required
Actions. This is an administrative change with no impact on
safety because the clarifications provided by the Note are
consistent with a reasonable interpretation of the CTS. g

d
A.3 CTS 3.3.1, Actions a.2, a.3, ansd footnotes * **, and ***, provide |f

directions on options for compliance with Technical Specifications
(i.e., optional direction for not tripping channels if it would
cause a scram, and optional direction to restore the inoperable
channels to Operable status). ITS 3.3.1.1 Actions do not include
detailed direction for these options. The CTS has been revised to |gt
delete these Actions since these options always exist, and are -

inherent in the ITS. During this presentation reformatting, no
technical changes (either actual or interpretational) were made to
the TS. The change is consistent with NUREG 1433.

!

.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.I.1 RPS INSTRUMENTATION

A7 CTS Table 4.3.1.1 1. Functions 9 and 10. state the Applicability
for the Surveillances as Mode 1 while the same Functions are
l'isted with an Applicability for Operability of Mode 1 at
2 30% RTP in CTS Table 3.3.1 2. ITS corrects the disparity with a
single Applicability of 2 30t hTP. Since Surveillances are not
required when the associated equipment is not required to be
Operable, or is inoperable, this change reflects clarification of n
, isting requirements, and is ther0fere an administrative change.

A.8 CTS Table 4.3.1.1 1, Note (f). requires an LPRM calibration ffrequency of "once per 1000 EFPH." ITS SR 3.3.1.1.8 replaces this N
frequency with ~1000 MWD /T." Both Frequencies consider the LPRM
sensitivity changes based on neutron flux exposure, and represent Qapproximately the same time interval (about 6 weeks). The units -

change allows a more convenient tracking parameter since MWD /T is |k
commonly calculated and reported by the process computer. Since
the actual change in frequency of calibrations remains essentially
the same, the change is considered administrative.

A.9 CTS Table 3.3.11. Action 5. contains the requirement to "be in
STARTUP" in addition to the requirement to close the MSIVs. Since
MSIV closure in Mode I would result in an immediate automatic
scram, the need to "be in startup" to close the MSIVs is simply an
operational design detail that is implicit in the requirement to
close the MSIVs. This detail is therefore not included in ITS
3.3.1.1 Action H. Its elimination does not modify any
requirements.

Additionally. CTS Table 3.3.1 1. Action 5. requires this MSIV
closure in 6 hours, but also provides an option to be in Mode 3 in
12 hours. Since the option is an acceptable alternative for
compliance with the Action, the 12 hours is implicitly allowed for
either option (close MSIVs or be in Mode 3). For example, if the
option to shutdown was initially chosen but at hour 11. the
alternative action to close MSIVs was completed the CTS Action
would be satisfied without a Technical Specification violation.
Therefore, to clarify the presentation, both actions are presented
in ITS 3.3.1.1 Action H with a 12 hour Completion Time. Since no
technical changes are introduced, this change is considered
administrative.

FERMI - UNIT 2 3 REVISION 6 05/28/99|
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ITS: SECTION 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION i

!
4

'A.10 CTS'2.2.1 specifies Actions for RPS channels with setpoints not | |

within allowable values. These Actions state " declare the channel |T"inoperable and apply the applicable ACTION until the channel is
restored to Operable ." ITS 3.3.1.1 contains all the 2

"requirements and Actions for RPS channels, including the allowable
values and Actions when it is not met. The usage rules of
Technical Specifications adequately dictate that channels be

i
declared inoperable and Actions taken until restored to Operable,
without an RPS specific statement to that effect. Therefore,
elimination of this statement is an administrative presentation
preference only.

to
A.11 CTS 4.3.1.2 requires an LSFT "and simulated automatic operation" A |

of all channels. The " simulated automatic operation" is e
interpreted to included within with the LSFT. This additional |g i
detailing of the required test is unnecessary. Therefore its <

|
elimination is an administrative change. !

|7A.12 Not used.
3

&
TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

i

M.1 CTS 3.3.1 Action a.1 specifies actions in the event of a loss of
scram function (potentially one entire trip system without
Operable scram capability). Footnote * to this Action provides an ;

extension of the allowed action time from I hour to 2 hours if
tripping the channel would result in a reactor scram. ITS 3.3.1.1
Action C limits this time to only one hour regardless of whether
tripping the affected trip system would produce a scram (and thus
eliminates the additional hour allowed in CTS). In both the CTS
and the ITS, after this 1 or 2 hour allowance, provisions are made

! for a controlled reactor shutdown. Therefore, eliminating the
flexibility of the additional hour will not introduce any adverse
consequences to safety.

>
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.1.1 . RPS INSTRUMENTATION

M.4 CTS Table 4.3.1.11 footnote (b) requires IRM/SRM overlap, but
allows that verification to be performed anytime "after entering
[ Mode 2]." ITS SR 3.3.1.1.6 also required IRM/SRM overlap, but
restricts that verification to " prior to fully withdrawing SRMs
from the core." If SRMs are fully withdrawn prior to IRMs coming
on scale, insufficient monitoring of reactor core power may
result. Requiring that SRMs remain inserted until IRMs begin to
resp 6nd will nct have any negative impact on safety.

M.5 CTS Table 3.3.11, Note (a), allows required surveillance testing
"without placing the trip system in the tripped condition provided
at least one OPERABLE channel in the same trip system is
monitoring that parameter " ITS SR Note 2 provides the same
intended allowance by stating " entry into the associated
Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed provided the
associated Function maintains trip capability." In the case of
some trip Functions (e.g., MSIV closure and TSV closure) literal
compliance with the CTS allowance may not ensure trip capability
remains (i.e., a single channel monitoring the. parameter will not
produce an RPS tip signal to that trip system). This represents a
more restrictive change which has no significant impact on safety.

TECHNICAL CHANGES LESS RESTRICTIVE
" Generic"

LA.1 CTS 2.2.1, Limiting Safety System Settings, requires that RPS
instrumentation trip setpoints to be within the Trip Setpoint
column values of Table 2.2.1-1. Additionally, the CTS 2.2.1
Action requires that an inoperable RPS instrument be restored
consistent with the trip setpoint value. However Actions only N
apply if the allowable value is exceeded. ITS 3.3.1.1 requires h
only that instrumentation setpoints be within the allowable value. rh
Trip setpoints reflect operational details while the allowable
value reflects channel Operability. Requirements for trip h
setpoints in CTS 2.2.1 and CTS Table 2.2.11 (including associated
footnote *) are relocated to the Technical Requirements Manual

! (TRM), which requires revisions be controlled by 10 CFR 50.59.
| The trip setpoint is established based on a combination of

instrument design factors, environmental factors, and the
allowable value (which is what is conservatively derived from the
value assumed in the safety analyses). These details can be

,
adequately defined and controlled in the TPM. This relocation
provides adequate protection of the public health and safety since,

|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.1.1 RPS INSTRUMENTATION y
A
ed

the instrument channel Operability and the allowable value |g
continues to be required by the Technical Specifications.

LA.2 CTS Table 2.2.1 1 footnote #. Table 3.3.1 1 Action 6 and 7
footnotes (b). (g), (j). and (k), provide design details and }
descriptive details for various RPS functions. ITS 3.3.1.1 g
addresses this information in the Bases and does not include these ,

details in the Technical Specifications. This change is |
consistent with NUREG-1433. The information is being moved to the |
Bases, which requires changes to be controlled in accordance with
the ITS 5.5.10. Bases Control Program. This relocation continues

~

to provide adequate protection of the public health end safety
since the requirement for instrument channel Operability continues
to be required by the Technical Specifications.

1

LA.3 CTS 3.3.1 Action a.1 addresses a requirement for a loss of RPS |
scram capability (one trip system with more than one inoperable d ,

channel in any Functional Unit) by detailing one option (i.e., .!. (
trip inoperable channels or trip system). CTS Action b addresses $the possible loss of the RPS scram function with inoperable

.

channels in both trip systems ITS 3.3.1.1 Action C has relocated i

specific details of restoration from the loss of function, by
specifying " restore RPS trip capability." ITS 3.3.1.1 addresses
the option of tripping the trip system in the Bases and does not
include these details in the Technical Specifications. This |

change is consistent with NUREG 1433. The information is being
moved to the Bases, which requires changes to be controlled in
accordance with the ITS 5.5.10, Bases Control Program. This
relocation continues to provide adequate protection of the public
health and safety since the requirement for loss of-function
restoration continues to be required by the Technical
Specifications.

LA.4 CTS 3.3.1 Action b is modified by a footnote stating " place the
trip system with most inoperable channels in the tripped

,

condition." which applies to situations when both trip systems
have inoperable channels. The specific detailed direction for
which trip system to trip is relocated from Technical
Specifications to the ITS 3.3.1.1 Bases. This change is
consistent with NUREG 1433. The information is being moved to the
Bases, which requires changes to be controlled in accordance with

,

the ITS 5.5.10. Bases Control Program. However, the Bases allow '

" prudent judgement" in determining which trip system should be
'

tripped. Although placing the trip system with more inoperable

FERMI UNIT 2 7 REVISION 6, 05/28/99|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.1.1 RPS INSTRUMENTATION

channels in the tripped condition may provide a small increase in
reliability, since RPS is still assured of maintaining trip
capability for each Function (Action C would be entered if not
maintained) other considerations may make it more prudent to place
the other trip systems in trip. Therefore, the Bases direct this
more concerted consideration. This relocation continues to
provide adequate protection of the public health and safety since
footnote ** is an instructional note not related to the g
operational limits specified in TS. Therefore this detail can be 4
moved to the Bases, while the requirement to take action on one Q
trip system within 6 hours, and continue restoration actions on
the remaining trip system within 12 hours, continues to be
required by the Technical Specifications.

LA.5 CTS Table 3.3.1 1 Notes (c) and (d) (and associated footnote *).
applied to Functions 1.a and 1.b. detail requirements for the
removal of RPS " shorting links" whenever any control rod is
withdrawn in Mode 5 and SDM has not been demonstrated. These
requirements are not detailed in ITS 3.3.1.1: but are relocated to
the Technical Requirements Manual (TRM). which requires revisions
be controlled by 10 CFR 50.59. This change is consistent with
NUREG 1433. -

The removal of the " shorting links" results in any single SRM or I

IRM channel in trip producing a full RPS scram (as opposed to the y
"taken twice" logic otherwise in place for IRMs). This "non- -

coincident trip function is not the primary mechanism preventing a k,

reactivity excursion when control rods are withdrawn while in
Mode 5. If a single control rod is withdrawn, the one rod-out
interlock and SDM are sufficient to prevent a reactivity
excursion. Additionally, the IRM RPS Function, coupled with
requirements that the withdrawn control rod (s) be Operable
(ITS 3.9.5), provide backup protection. If multiple control rods|

are withdrawn in Mode 5 for SDM testing (refer to ITS LC0 3.10.7). i
protection from reactivity excursions is provided by requirements I

! that either the RWM or a second qualified person limit the control
| rod pattern to that necessary to perform the SDM test. Because of
| the reliability of SDM calculations, enforcement of the rod
I pattern consistent with these calculations provides a measure of

protection against a reactivity excursion. Additionally, the rate
of reactivity addition during Mode 5 SDM demonstrations is limited
by requiring that out of sequence rod withdrawals be performed

,

using " notch out mode." Finally, the IRM and APRM RPS Functions,
cou.91ed with requirements that the withdrawn control rods bei

FERMI UNIT 2 8 REVISION 6 05/28/99|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

'ITS: SECTION 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION '

|
Operable provide backup scram protection. '

i

Therefore, even with the relocation of shorting link removal 1-

' requirements the ITS continues to provide adequate protection of e-
the public health and safety since the requirement for Operable y
RPS Functions continues to be maintained in the Technical e <

Specifications. As such, moving requirements for removal of |d
shorting links to the TRM has no impact on safety.

LA.6 CTS 4.3.1.2 provides LSFT performance details for the 2 out of-4
Trip Voter logic (i.e., " simulating APRM trip conditions at the
APRM channel inputs to the 2 out of 4 Trip Voter channel to check-
all combinations of two tripped inputs to the 2-out of 4 Trip
Voter logic in the Voter channels"). ITS SR 3.3.1.1.19 requires
this same LSFT, however the performance details are relocated to
the Bases for ITS SR 3.3.1.1.19. which require changes to be G
controlled in accordance with the ITS 5.5.10. Bases Control
Program. These LSFT performance details are consistent with the f !

i ITS definition of LSFT providing only the component specific v'

details of the tested channel. This change is' consistent with the-
level of detail found in NUREG 1433. The relocation continues to !,

'

' provide adequate protection of the public health and safety since
the. requirement for performance of an LSFT (and the definition of
an LSFT) continues to be maintained in the Technical i
Specifications. '

i- LA.7 CTS Table 4.3.1.1 1 Note (f) requires that LPRMs be calibrated '

"using the TIP System." ITS SR 3.3.1.1.8 requires LPRM
'

calibration at the same Frequency: however, the detailed method ;-
g

for performing LPRM calibrations is relocated to the Bases, which Tc
require changes _to be controlled in accordance with the ITS T
5.5.10. Bases Control Program. This change is consistent with

| NUREG-1433. The relocation continues to provide adequate
_

protection of the public health and safety since the requirement
for LPRM calibrations at the required Frequency continues to be
maintained in the Technical Specifications.

;LA.8 Not used. |

V |

4
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES )
j ITS: SECTION 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION

LA.9 CTS Table 4.3.1.'.1 Note (e) requires that the calibration for the i

APRM Simulated Thermal Power - Upscale trip include the " flow
input function, including flow transmitters." ITS SR 3.3.1.1.18'
requires the APRM calibration at the same Frequency; however, the gspecific detail that the flow transmitters and associated flow N
function is included, is relocated to the Bases, which require '

changes to be controlled in accordance with the ITS 5.5.10. Bases 3
Control Program. This change is consistent with the level of 6
detail found in NUREG 1433. The relocation continues to provide
adequate protection of the public health and safety since the
requirement for APRM calibrations at the required Frequency
continues- to be maintained in the Technical Specifications.

LA.10 CTS 4.3.1.3 requires Reactor Protection System Response Time
testing of "each reactor trip functional unit": however, the
details of the testing acceptance criteria are currently located |
in the Technical Requirements Manual (TRM): outside of CTS.
ITS 3.3.1.1 provides the Reactor Protection System Response Time
Surveillance (SR 3.3.1.1.17) and each Function on Table 3.3.1.1 1

l as appropriate, references the applicability of this test to that
.

; Function. Since many of the RPS trip Functions have no specific
acceptance criteria detailed in the TRM. these Functions will not i

have ITS SR 3.3.1.1.17 listed as a Technical Specification j
required Surveillance. For these Functions, the Reactor
Protection System Response Time testing requirements are currently

'

(and continue to be) located in plant procedures, which require
revisions to be controlled by the administrative controls
governing procedure revisions. This' placement continues to |V,

provide adequate protection of the public health and safety since
the requirement for instrument channel Operability continues to be
required by the Technical Specifications. '

i
'

|

,
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LA.11' Not.used.

LA.12 CTS 4.3.1.3. note.*. allows the sensors for RPS Functions 3 and 4'
(reactor vessel steam dome pressure and reactor vessel water
level) to be exempted from being tested (acceptable values are
assumed and applied to overall channel response acceptance). For
these two Functions ITS SR 3.3.1.1.17 includes Note 2 to
specifically detail this ' allowance. however, the specific
alternate option of assuming the response to be the design sensor
response is. relocated to the Bases. This detail of performance
can be adequately controlled in accordance with ITS 5.5.10. Bases
Control Program. The relocation continues to provide adequate
protection of the public health and safety since the requirement
for RPS response time testing remains a Technical Specification
requirement.

LB.1 CTS Table 4.3.1.11 requires the performance of certain' Channel
Checks at a Frequency of "S/U" (i.e.. " prior to startup"). and
certain Channel Functional Tests "within 24 hours prior to
startup, if not performed within the previous 7 days." ITS does
not retain the requirement that verifications be performed within
a brief period " prior to startup." This will allow the
verifications to be performed at their normal Frequency prior to
any plant startup. This change is acceptable because the
Operability requirement for SPMs is unchanged. Elimination of the
requirement to perform these tests within a short time prior to
startup .is not significant because the normal periodic
Surveillance Frequency is established to provide adequate

.;

assurance that instrument channels are Operable. If any :

Surveillance has not been performed within its required interval.
startup may not commence. This ensures the requirements are

;

adequately checked prior to and during startup.!

|

!

!
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.1.1 RPS INSTRUMENTATION

LC.1 CTS 3.3.1 Action a.1 requires placing affected channels or trip.

|nsystem in trip within 1 hour when more than one channel in one I
trip system of a Functional Unit are inoperable. ITS 3.3.1.1 {
Action C requires a similar 1 hour action but only when that
Function has lost RPS trip capability. For a typical 2-
channels per trip system function, the loss,of functicn will
occur with two channels in the trip system inoperable, and
there is no 'ifference in the CTS and ITS Actions. However,
for the IRM Function, and for the MSIV and TSV closure
Functions. RPS Function may not be lost with two or more
channels in one trip system inoperable. In these cases, the
ITS provides additional flexibility in allowing up to 12 hours
prior to tripping the channel or trip system.

CTS 3.3.1 Action a.2 requires commencing the " shutdown" actions.

specified in CTS Table 3.3.11 in 6 hours with one inoperable
channel in one trip system, when tripping that channel would
result in a reactor scram. ITS 3.3.1.1 Action A allows 12
hours for any inoperable channel regardless of the effect of
tripping that channel. And, if it is desired to not trip the
channel (as would be the case if tripping would result in a
scram). ITS (based on the requirement for " multiple condition [
entry") would assure the appropriate shutdown action is
applied.

CTS 3.3.1 Action b requires placing one trip system in trip C.

within 1 hour (see L.2 below for discussion of extension of J
this I hour) when both trip systems have inoperable channel (s): $and furthermore, requ|res commencing the " shutdown" actions
specified in CTS Table 3.3.11 within the same hour. For this /
condition. ITS 3.3.1.1 Action A would continue to apply to any
remaining untripped channels: thereby allowing 12 hours to trip
the other trip system or associated channels, prior to [

a commencing " shutdown" actions.

These increased allowed Completion Times are consistent with the
allowed outage times reviewed and approved in NED0 30851-P A.
" Technical Specification Improvement Analyses for BWR Reactor
Protection System," March 1988. and are considered appropriate
based on the remaining capability to trip, the diversity of the
sensors available to provide the trip signals. the low probability
of extensive numbers of inoperabilities affecting all diverse
Functions, and the low probability of an event requiring the

FERMI UNIT 2 ~ 11 REVISION 6. 05/28/99|
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,

initiation of a scram. Since a loss of trip function continues to
require immediate (1 hour) restoration (ITS Action C), this
extension will not adversely affect safety.

LR.1 CTS Table 3.3.11 Action 9 requirement that the reactor mode
switch be locked in the shutdown position is removed from

|Technical Specifications. This change is consistent with NUREG- !

1433. The requirement to fully insert all insertable control rods
remains as ITS 3.3.1.1 Action I. Regulatory control of changes to
this requirement (e.g., Technical Specification amendment or 10
CFR 50.59) is not necessary to provide adequate protection of the
public health and safety sinw the requirement for all control
rods to remain inserted continut" to be maintained in the
Technical Specifications.

n
N

LR.2 Not used.
| j

LR.3 CTS Table 4.3.1.1-1 footnote (b) for Functions 1 and 2 (IRMs and
APRMs), requires that the Channel Functional Test for these
functions include verification that instrument indication overlaps |

(SRM to IRM and IRM to APRM) for at least 1/2 decade. ITS
SR 3.3.1.1.6 and SR 3.3.1.1.7 require verification of IRM and APRM
instrument indication overlap: but an acceptance criteria is not
specified. The acceptance criteria is removed from the Technical
Specifications, consistent with NUREG 1433. Regulatory control of
changes to this requirement (e.g.. Technical Specification
amendment or 10 CFR 50.59) is not necessary to provide adequate
protection of the public health and safety since: 1) the
requirement to verify overlap is maintained: 2) overlap is
verified if both instruments (SRM and IRH or IRM and APRM) are
onscale and tracking changes in neutron flux levels: 3) neutron
monitoring channels sufficient to tolerate a single failure are
required to be available: and 4) once verified to be onscale,
comparison of the response of the multiple IRM and APRM channels
that are available provides indication that neutron monitoring
instrumentation is functioning properly. This change has no
impact on safety.

|

!
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!

Switch Shutdown position control rod withdrawal block (ITS LC0 @
3.3.2.1) will not allow any control rod to be withdrawn, and 4.
require insertion of any withdrawn control rod. in Mode 3 or 4. 4Special Operations LC0 3.10.3 and LC0 3.10.4 will allow a single '

control rod to be withdrawn while in Mode 3 or 4 by allowing the
Reactor Mode Switch to be in the Refuel position. However. |
separate requirements are established within these LCOs for RPS
functions and associated Required Actions for inoperable RPS
functions. Therefore, this change has no impact on safety because
appropriate requirements for RPS scram functions are still
required whenever control rod (s) are withdrawn.

L.4 CTS Tables 3.3.1-1 and 4.3.1.1-1 require Operability and testing
of Functions 1.a (IRM Flux High) 1.b (IRM Inop).11 (Reactor mode
Switch Shutdown Position), and 12 (Manual) in all of Mode 5: and
Functions 8.a and 8.b in Mode 5 with control rods withdrawn from n
any cell (CTS footnote (i) to Table 3.3.1-1 and footnote (j) to ITable 4.3.1.1 1). ITS Table 3.3.1.1 1 limits the required g
Operability of these Functions in Mode 5 to only when "any control
rod withdrawn from a core cell containing one or more fuel
assemblies.'' Additionally CTS Table 3.3.1 1 Actions 3 and 9 for
inoperable RPS Functions in Mode 5' require inserting all
insertable control rods. ITS 3.3.1.1 Action I requires insertion
of control rods only in those cells containing one or more f~el
assemblies. The purpose of these RPS Functions is to
automatically initiate insertion of control rods in response to
situations where rapid insertion of negative reactivity may be
required. Inserting control rods in control rod cells that do not
contain fuel assemblies has a negligible impact on core
reactivity. If a control rod will not insert any appreciable.

negative reactivity into the reactor, automatic insertion
capability serves no safety function. Therefore. if all control
rods in fueled cells are inserted in Mode 5. the safety action of
the RPS function is already satisfied. and RPS Operability is not
necessary. There is no required safety function for automatic
control rod insertion capability in this condition. and
eliminating its requirement will have no impact on safety.

* .
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RPS Instrumentation
3. 3.1.1

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 3
3.3.1.1 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation

The RPS instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3.1.1'-1(j' 3./).

LC0 3.3.1.1 _.:
shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.1.1-1.

ACTIONS

___________ NOTE--------_______......____ - - - - - - - - ----

f' I. " $_"S." 2.
* ".*""** *

_ _____. . ___ ..

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required A.1 Place channel in 12 hours Ac/ims4.z;a.1;
,| channels inoperable. trip. b k.2.

_~ Mo+c. -1 - -} g r
NoI atyI"*MC k g y0g g\fu,v4ren 2Aj7.6, 2.o , [ A.2 Place associated trip 12 hours

,
'

/
'

g 2. system in trip...

g, , , , , , , _ , , , _ _ , , , , ,

T

A (Foodeck. .h )
B. 4 0ne or more Functions B.1 Place channel in one 6 hours /ge.with one or more trip system in trip. N 5 gg

7
required channels
inoperable in both E
trip systems.

B.2 Place one trip system 6 hours
in trip. d

.

C. One or more Functions C.1 Restore RPS trip 1 hour Adr,n3 a.l .
# gwith RPS trip capability,

capability not g) g,j i
-

maintained. k

(continued)

.
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

S3 I l- _l)sR 3.3.1.1.5 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 7 days

SR 3.3.1.1.6 Verify the source range monitor (SRM) and Prior to hhintermediate range monitor (IRM) channels withdrawing
overlap. SRMs from the

P.E fe.lly '----ted
,..__. 1--.a

SR 3.3.1.1.7 NOTE---------- - - - - - - - - - - -

Only required to be met during entry into
MODE 2 from MODE 1.

Verify the IRM and APRM channels overlap. 7 days

%
SR 3.3.1.1.8 Calibrate the local power range monitors. 1000 MWD /T .I

average core g j
exposure Y ;

I

i
'

SR 3.3.1.1.9 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. g,,92gdays

Y k
-

SR 3.3.1.1.10 thetripunit/ g92ydays %
- p -

(continued)
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t dp RPS InstrumentationDgp 3.3.1.1[p g,\ OAILV
table 3.3.1.1 1 (pase 1 of 3) F61pJtTlotJ ''< CT5teacter Protection System Instrumentation 43

Ch0$L AEf *)
' ||I 3 /dAPPLICABLE CONDITIONS V #

i
MODES OR REOUIRED REFERENCED g j

OTNER CNANNELs FacM 2 ' 2 'j ,7 ]SPECIFIED PER TRIP REeUIRED SLAVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE t

FWCTION CDW 11 IONS SYSTEM ACTIDW D.1 REQUIREMENTS h __

s -@. 00/.- @ /g'3'3. |3 |4W i1. Intermediate tense 2 G SR 3.3.1.1.1 \ jhenitors SR 3.3.1.1.4 divisions of \ / |
[ r sa 3.3.1.1.6 futt scale 12'|~I!} j
| e. heutron Fim-mien ~=I st 3.3.1.1.7 n
| SR 3.3.1.1 II - |

| 3R 3.3.1.1.15 I

ggg/g; S *) sa 3.3.1.1.1 s 'I
)

| sa 3.3.1.1.5 il divialens of )sa 3.3.1.1 fuit scale i

sa 3.3.1.1.15 |

b. Insp 2 G sa 3.3.1.1.4 mA
sa 3.3.1.1.15 3* 3 1- i j D'J

5(*) 2 sa 3.3.1.1.5 mA
J sa 3.3.J. 15 y

2.
Avtrepe Power a~'[t1 esc 4Q)

-

m inore

* 4Tg"*-g - hq
, 3.3.i.g s 79 af, (f,42 G :=

SR 3.3.1.1.7b ^
| SR 3.3.1.1.8

st 3.3.1.1.
Sa ? 5.1.1.

13 (v> 4 W) +(.4 3 */.
b. W $leutated 1 7 ) ; 22... .. s .. . *0 ; -

Thermal Peuer mi % $a 3.3.1.1.2 e W it RTP and ,

t<g~JO 3 || l i ; i '#W'
E%i@!R!D |

| E i!:i:i:r@
(continued)

i
' (s) With any contret red withdrawn from a core cell containing one or more fuel essembtles.

: "; 2---- b reset for single loop operetten per LCO 3.4.1, anecirculatten Loops(bs' !" '.

, ,7 4 WA % , o'+heLh 4 W :. o /. .6i -
'

@ _ _ -

- _

!

_ s
fFos%ott k ?
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

i

INSERT B 3.3.1.1 7

.There is no Allowable Value for the Turbinh Control Valve
Fast Closure Function since the channels are actuated solely
on de energization of the solenoid dump valve. |

>

. .|

|
|

i
!
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE Q SR3.3.1.1.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

accurately eflects the requir d setpoint as a nction of
fl ow. Ea flow signal from he respective f1 unit must
be $ 105 of the calibrated low signal. If he flow unit
signal s not within the l' it, one require APRM that

f,j receiv s an input from th inoperable flow nit must be
deci ed inoperable.

Th Frequency of 7 da is based on en neering judgm t,

op rating experience and the reliabil ty of this
strumentation. _

SR 3.3.1.1.4

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required,

, 37F-2or channel to er:su.re that the entire channel will perforn, the~[
g7A intended functionpr

~

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumotions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology.

As noted, SR 3.3.1.1.4 is not required to be performed when
entering MODE _2 from NODE 1, since testing of the MODE 2
required IRH (aM APftlGuactions cannot be performed in.

MODE 1 without utiltzing juripers, lifted leads, or movable
links. This allows entry into MODE 2 if the 7 day Frequency
is not met per SR 3.0.2. In this event, the SR must be
performed within 12 hours after entering MODE 2 from MODE 1.
Twelve hours is based on operating experience and in
consideration of providing a reasonable time in which to
complete the SR.

A Frequency of 7 days provides an acceptable level of system
average unavailability over the Frequency interval and is
based on reliability analysis (Ref. 9).

JR 2.3.1.1.5

g,g A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required

I KTF 'lof' channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function;fA Frequency of 7 days provides an h'

/A/S M O acceptable level of system average availability over the
1

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation

B 3.3.1.1

INSERT: TSTF-205

INSERT A

A successful test of the required contact (s) of a channel relay may
be performed by the verification of the change of state of a single
contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all of the
other required contacts of the relay are verified by other
Technical Specifications and non Technical Specifications tests at
least once per refueling interval with applicable extensions.

INSERT B

A successful test of the required contact (s) of a channel relay may
be performed by the verification of the change of state of a single
contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all of the
other required contacts of the relay are verified by other
Technical Specifications and non-Technical Specifications tests at
least once per refueling interval with applicable extensions. In
accordance with Reference 9 the scram contactors must be tested as
part of the Manual Scram Function.

|

h 1
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3. I .1

BASES

SR 3.3.1.1.5 (continued {
Frequency and is based on th: r;;icilit., ;c.;;.,, , T

_ 1":fr;;;; ;0. (The Manual Scram Function's CHANNEL CQ he q.

FUNCTIONAL TEST Frequency was credited in thefiinalysis tot
extend many automatic scram Functions' Frequencies.) *

SR 3.3.1.1.6 and SR 3.3.1.1.7

These Surveillances are established to ensure that no gaps
in neutron flux indication exist from suberitical to power Ioperation for monitoring core reactivity status. |

The overlap between SRMs and IRMs is required to be l

<

demonstrated to ensure that reactor power will not be bkincreased into a neutron flux region without adeouate
indication. This is required prior to6tithdrawing SRMs fromP5 the-f;ily i ::rt:c ::iti: since indication is bein,

!transitioned from s to the IRMs. '

<

The overlap between s and APRMs is of concern when ireducing power into the IRM range. On power increases, the I
system design will prevent further increases (by initiating '

a rod block) if adequate overlap is not maintained. _ Overlap
between IRMs and APRMs exists when sufficient IRMs and APRMs
concurrently have onseale readings such that the transition
between MODE I and MODE 2 can be made without either APRM
downscale rod block, or IRM upscale rod block. Overlap d # d-between SRMs and IRMs similarly exists when, prior toy ${( withdrawing the SRMs from the f;11y L.;erted ev.iuvo, IRMs
are above E d .;;; O on range 1 before SRMs have reached % -

' W '' # #'Y Yh9f0g fewascals tyd
block.Qwi 5kow As noted, SR 3.3.1.1.7.is only required to be met during

|pq SMg entry into MODE 2 from MODE 1. That is, after the overlap J. i

,

requirement has been met and indication has transitioned to-- -

the IRMs, maintaining overlap is not required (APRMs may be -

reading downscale once in MODE 2). * ro
e4

If overlap for a group of channels is not demonstrated )
(e.g., IRM/APRM overlap), the reason for the failure of the <
Surveillance should be determined and the appropriate T
channel (s) declared inoperable. Only those appropriate
channels that are required in the current MODE or condition
should be declared inoperable.

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.6 and SR 3.3.1.1.7 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

A Frequency of 7 days is reasonable based on engineering
judgment and the reliability of the IRMs and APRMs.

SR 3.3.1.1.8

LPRM gain settings are determined from the local flux
profiles measured by the Trave-sing Incore Probe (TIP)
System. This establishes the relative local flux profile
for appropriate representative input to the APRM System.
The 2000 MWD /T requency is based on operating experience V)f9 with LPRM sen es. 1

(' shoe &"Jon 'g
SR 3.3.1.1.9 and SR 3.3.1.1

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required'

I

.l'WY-M
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the 'bintended function.f Any setpoint adjustment shall be

ggs a y (A consistent with the assumptions of the current plant
specific setpoint methodology. The 92 day Frequency of
SR 3.3.1.1.9 is based on the reliability analysis of
Reference 9.

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the Surveillance when perfonned at the 18 month
Frequency.

'

$~JrdeihancL)
'

Op3 e ete < t-4, =tt<provides a check of the actuai
trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if
the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
the Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.1.1-1. If the
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology, but
is not beyond the Allowable Value, the channel performance
is still within the requirements of the plant safety
analysis. Under these conditions, the setpoint must be

(continued)

BWR/4 t B 3.3-29 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

fINSERT: TSTF-205

1

-INSERT A

A successful test of the required contact (s) of a channel relay may
be performed by the verification of the change of state of a single i

contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL h !
FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all of the )
other required contacts of the relay are verified by other
Technical Specifications and non-Technical Specifications tests at
least once per refueling interval with applicable extensions.

|
|

|

...
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

l
BASES

'

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.10 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

readjusted to be equal to or more conservative than
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology. |

The frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability-
analysis of Reference 9. t

l'E ,

SR 3.3.1.1.11 and SR 3.3.1.1. !

A CHANNEL CALISRATION is a complete check of the instrument
iloop and the sensor. This test verifies that the channel '

responds to the mer.sured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

6R 3.3.11 11 eNote 1 states that neutron detectors are excluded from
CHANNEL CALIBRATION because they are passive devices, with
minimal drift, and because of the difficulty of simulating a

3meaningful signal. Changes in neutron detector sensitivity I

are compensated for by performing the 7 day calorimetric
calibration (SR 3.3.1.1.2) and the 1000 MWD /T LPRM Mgh,J,1,i) ~_ -- _

P.| calibration against the TIPS (SR 3.3.LI.8). gg gis provided that requires the "- ...J IRM S to be
performed within 12 hours of entering MODE om MODE 1.
Testing of the MODE 2IA?BIL antr]IRM Functio cannot be
perfnrmed in MODE 1 witnout utilizing jump rs, lifted leads,
or movable links. This Note allows entry into MODE 2 from
MODE 1 if the associated Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2.
Twelve hours is based on operating experience and in
consideration of providing a reasonable time in which to
complete the SR.

O'd The Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.11 is based upon th ;,;; g t hr.
'i se6 a 184 day calibration interval in the determination of

.the magnitude of equipment dri t in the setpoint analysis.
The Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1 is based upon ' " M :r;t' r
e6@l8 month calibration nterval in the determination of

-

the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

f.l

itHELT ~

6.73.l. / /f
'

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

LNSERT B 3.3.1.1-14

SR 3.3.1.1.12

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required channel
to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended n
function. For the APRM Functions, this test supplements the d
automatic self-test functions that operate continuously in the @
APRM and voter channels. The APRM CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST covers DC
the APRM channels (including for Function 2.b only, the V
recirculation flow input function excluding the flow
transmitter), the 2 out of 4 voter channels, and the interface
connections to the RPS trip systems from the voter channels. Any
setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of
the current plant specific setpoint methodology. The 184 day
Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.12 is based on the reliability analysis
of Reference 13. (NOTE: The actual voting logic of the 2 out of-
4 voter channels is tested as part of SR 3.3.1.1.19.) |-

For Function 2.a. a Note that requires this SR to be performed
within 12 hours of entering MODE 2 from MODE 1 is provided.
Testing of the MODE 2 APRM Functicn cannot be performed in MODE 1
without utilizing jumpers or lifted leads. This Note allows entry
into MODE 2 from MODE 1 if the associated Frequency is not met
per SR 3.0.2.

|
I

|

|
|
1

I
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG 1433
ITS: SECTION 3.3.1.1 RPS INSTRUMENTATION

NON. BRACKETED PLANT SPECIFIC CHANGES

P.1 These changes are made to NUREG-1433 to reflect Fermi 2 current
licensing basis: including design features. existing license
requirements and commitments. Additional rewording. reformatting.
and revised numbering is made to incorporate these changes consistent
with Writer's Guide conventions. Refer to CTS Discussion Of Changes
to the related requirement for a detailed justification of changes
made to the current licensing basis which are also reflected in the
ITS as presented. Specifically, some of these changes are discussed
below:

a. The Channel Calibration requirements for the IRH RPS Function is

indicated in the ISTS as SR 3.3.1.1.13 at 18 months. However.
the CTS Frequency for this calibration is "SA" (i.e. 184 days).
In adopting the existing CTS requirement, the ISTS is modified to
eliminate SR 3.3.1.1.13 and combine the IRM Channel Calibration
requirement with SR 3.3.1.1.11. As such. the ISTS Note in SR |

|73.3.1.1.13 is deleted and its equivalent is added to ISTS SR
3.3.1.1.11.

D
b. In accordance with Fermi CTS Amm dment #122 (to incorporate the b

PRNM System). the ITS and Bases are modified utilizing NEDC-32410
as guidance.

P.2 Bases changes are made to reflect plant specific design details. )equipment terminology. and analyses.

P.3 Bases changes are made to reflect changes made to the Specification.
,

Refer to the Specification, and associated JFD if applicable, for !
additional detail.

!

P.4 Change made for editorial preference or clarity. Specifically. m
one change adds Bases for '' MWD /T" to clarify ''short" ton versus l-

|E| metric ton.

!
!

|

1

.

|
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I JUSTIF7 CATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG - 1433
ITS: 5ECTION 3.3.1.1 RPS INSTRUMENTATION

P.5 ITS SR 3.3.1.1.6 is established to ensure that no gaps in neutron
flux indication exist from subtritical to power operation. NUREG-,

'

1433 stipulated that SRMs must remain full in until IRM indication
had overlapped with SRMs. CTS requirements simply require that
overlap exist. Since the SRMs are inserted to approximately 2/3
core height, withdrawal of the SRMs can be made while still
maintaining neutron flux indication. and overlap can be
established with the SRMs partially withdrawn. At Fermi 2. SRM
indication can be upscale (initiating a rod block and potcntially
reaching offscale reading) prior to IRM overlap (i.e., onscale
reading). Therefore, consistent with CTS requirements. SR ,

3.3.1.1.6 is revised to only require SRM/IRM overlap prior to
" fully withdrawing SRMs from the core."

P.6 The reference to the NRC Policy Statement has been replaced with a
more appropriate reference to the Improved Technical Specification
" split" criteria found in 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).

P.7 Change made for presentation preference to eliminate ISTS Table
B 3.3.1.11 which only summarizes background information that is j

unrelated to the ITS RPS requirements. This information is
adequately available in other documents. The remaining Bases i

provide sufficient information for these ITS.

GENERIC CHANGES

@
C.1 TSTF-205: NRC approved change to NUREG 1433. I

,
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L SRM Instrumentation
1- B 3.3.1.2

BASES

L ' SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

sufficient irradiated fuel assemblies, to establish the
minimum count rate.

To accomplish this. the SR is modified by a Note that states
that the count rate is not required to be met on an SRM that
has less than or equal to four fuel assemblies adjacent to
the SRM and no other fuel assemblies are in the associated )

1core quadrant. With four or less fuel assemblies loaded
! around each SRM and no other fuel assemblies in the
L associated core quadrant, even with a control rod withdrawn.

the configuration will not be critical.
|

The Frequency is based upon channel redundancy and other
information available in the control room, and ensures that

| the required channels are frequently monitored while core
reactivity changes are occurring. When no reactivity

.
changes are in )rogress, the Frequency is relaxed from
12 hours to 24 wurs.

! SR 3.3.1.2.5 and SR 3.3.1.2.6

Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates.the
associated channel will function properly. A successful
test of the required contact (s) of- a channel relay may be-
performed by the verification of the change of state of a
single contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an
acceptable CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is
acceptable because all of the other required contacts of the
relay are verified by other Technical Specifications and

'.

non Technical Specifications tests at least once per
refueling interval with applicable extensions. SR 3.3.1.2.5 4

'is required in MODE 5. and the 7 day Frequency ensures that
.the channels are OPERABLE while core reactivity changes ,

'

could be in progress. This Frequency is reasonable, based
on operating experience and on other Surve111ances (such as !

a CHANNEL CHECK). that ensure proper functioning between
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS.

I SR 3.3.1.2.6 is required in MODE 2 with IRMs on Range 2 or
- below, and in MODES 3 and 4. Since core reactivity changes
do not normally take place in MODES 3 and 4. and .since core
reactivity changes in MODE 2.are typically due to control
rod movement, the Frequency has been extended from 7 days to i!

31 days. The 31 day Frequency is based on operating
experience and on other Surveillances (such as CHANNEL

k

| FERMI UNIT 2 B 3.3.1.2 - 7 Revision 6. 05/28/99
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SRM Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

CHECK) that ensure proper functioning between CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TESTS.

Verification of the signal to noise ratio also ensures that
the detectors are inserted to an acceptable operating level.
In a fully withdrawn condition, the detectors are

'sufficiently removed from the fueled region of the core to
essentially eliminate neutrons from reaching the detector.
Any count rate obtained while the detectors are fully
withdrawn is assumed to be " noise" only. The Note to
SR 3.3.1.2.5 and Note 1 to SR 3.3.1.2.6 modify this
requirement to not require the signal to-noise ratio to be
determined when the associated SRM count rate is a 3.0 cps.
This is acceptable since there is no limitation on signal-
to noise ratio when the SRM is = 3.0 cps.

The Note 2 to SR 3.3.1.2.6 allows the Surveillance to be
delayed until entry into the specified condition of the
Applicability (THERMAL POWER decreased to IRM Range 2 or
below). The SR must be performed within 12 hours after IRMs
are on Range 2 or below. The allowance to enter the
Applicability with the 31 day Frequency not met is
reasonable, based on the limited time of 12 hours allowed
after entering the Applicability and the desire not to
perform the Surveillance while at higher power levels.,

\ Although the Surveillance could be performed while on IRM
E Range 3, the plant would not be expected to maintain steady
W state operation at this power level. In this event, the

12 hour Frequency is reasonable, based on the SRMs being
otherwise verified to be OPERABLE (i.e.. satisfactorily
performing the CHANNEL CHECK) and the time required to
perform the Surveillances.

SR 3.3.1.2.7

Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION at a Frequency of
18 months verifies the performance of the SRM associated
circuitry. The Frequency considers the plant conditions
required to perform the test, the ease of performing the
test, and the likelihood of a change in the system or
component status. The neutron detectors are excluded from
the CHANNEL CALIBRATION because they cannot readily be
adjusted. The detectors are fission chambers that are
designed to have a relatively constant sensitivity over the
range and with an accuracy specified for a fixed useful
life.

..

| FERMI - UNIT 2 B 3.3.1.2 - 8 Revision 6. 05/28/99 |
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SRM Instrumentation

B 3.3.1.2
)

BASES
,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

Note 2 to the Surveillance allows the Surveillance to be
delayed until entry into the specified condition of the
Applicability. If not performed within the previous 18
months (plus 25% allowed by SR 3.0.2), the SR must be
performed within 12 hours of entering MODE 2 with IRMs on
Range 2 or below. The allowance to enter the Applicability
with the 18 month Frequency not met is reasonable. based on
the limited time of 12 hours allowed after entering the
A)plicability and the desire not to perform the Surveillance I

w111e at higher power levels. Although the Surveillance
7 could be performed while on IRM Range 3. the plant would not

k be expected to maintain steady state operation at this power
-

level. In this event, the 12 hour Frequency is reasonable.
based on the SRMs being otherwise verified to be OPERABLE
(i.e.. satisfactorily performing the CHANNEL CHECK) and the
time required to perform the Surveillances.

REFERENCES None.

|

l

|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.1.2 - SRM INSTRUMENTATION

| LB.1 CTS 4.3.7.6.b.1 requires performing an SRM Channel Functional Test
'

"within 24 hours prior to moving the reactor mode switch from the
shutdown position, if not performed within the previous 7 days"
for Mode 2 operation, as well as once per 31 days during all of

L Hode 2. CTS'4.9.2.b.1 requires performing an SRM Channel i

| Functional Test "within 24 hours prior to the start of Core
Alterations." as well as once per 7 days during all of Mode 5.
ITS eliminates the requirement that verifications be performed;

within a brief period " prior to" an event (e.g., moving the mode
switch or the start of Core Alterations). This will allow the j
verifications to be performed at their normal Frequency prior to

,

reactor startup or any Core Alteration. This change is acceptable
because the Operability requirement for SRMs is unchanged. |
Elimination of the requirement to perform this test within a short
time prior to the activity is not significant because the normal
periodic Surveillance Frequency is established to provide adequate
assurance that SRMs are Operable. If any SRM Surveillance has not
been performed within its required interval, moving the mode
switch or Core Alterations may not be performed. This ensures the
requirements are adequately checked prior to and during these

,

activities.

LR.1 CTS 4.3.7.6.c. 3.9.2. and 4.9.2.a.2 require the SRMs be positioned
" fully inserted" and " inserted to the normal operating level."
These details of plant operation are removed from the Technical
Specifications. The SRM design includes alarm and control rod |
block functions when SRM detectors are not properly inserted.
Proper insertion included being maintained fully inserted until
SRM count rate exceeds 100 cps (which is not expected during the
majority of Mode 3. 4. or 5 operations). Furthermore. ITS g
SR 3.3.1.2.4 requires a signal to noise ratio that ensures that i
SRMs are sufficiently inserted to respond to neutron level in the E '

Tcore. Regulatory control of changes to this requirement (e.g.. .

Technical Specification amendment or 10 CFR 50.59) is not
necessary to provide adequate protection of the public health and
safety since the requirement for SRM Operability is maintained in
the ITS.

|
._.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES.

ITS: SECTION 3.3.1.2' SRM INSTRUMENTATION.

TECHNICAL CHANGES LESS RESTRICTIVE.
"Speci.fic"

L.1 CTS 3.3.7.6Lrequires three' Operable SRM channels while?in Mode 2
with IRMs in Range 2 or below. If one of. the three required SRM
channels is inoperable. CTS 3.3.7.6. Action a. allows 4 hours to
restore at least'three Operable SRM channels. If.the required
SRMs are not restored within 4 hours or if more than one of the
three required SRM channels is inoperable. CTS 3.3.7.6 defaults to
CTS LC0 3.0.3'and requires that the plant be in Mode 3 within 13
hours.- Under the'same conditions. ITS 3.3.1.2 Action A allows all
three required SRM channels to be inoperable for up to 4 hours
prior to requiring a plant-shutdown (per ITS 3.3.1.2 Action C):
but precludes centrol rod withdrawal (per ITS 3.3.1.2 Action B).
Provided one (instead of two as required by CTS) of the three
required SRM channels is Operable, control rod withdrawal may
continue during this 4 hour period (ITS. Action B is not entered).
This may permit proceeding to IRM Range 3 or greater (with SRM/IRM
overlap required by SR 3.3.1.1.6), and thereby exiting the
Applicability of this LCO.

This change allows: 1) all three required SRM channels to be
inoperable for up to 4 hours before a shutdown is required, and 2)
control rod withdrawals to proceed with only one of the three
required SRM channels Operable. The first of these changes
(allowing 4 hours to restore when all three required SRM channels
are inoperable) is acceptable because ITS Action B precludes
reactivity additions by control rod withdrawal. This may allow
repairs to one or more SRM channels, thereby precluding a reactor
shutdown withcut neutron monitoring capability. The second change
(allowing control rod withdrawals to proceed with only one of the
three required SRM channels Operable) is acceptable because SRM
channels normally provide no input to automatic safety systems and
the rate of reactivity additions can be monitored and controlled
even with a single Operable SRM channel. Additionally, there is
limited risk of an event during the 4 hours and a reactor shutdown
can be avoided by restoring the required SRMs to Operable status
or. increasing power to establish IRM monitoring capability.
Therefore, this change has no significant impact on safety.

FERMI UNIT 2' 5 REVIS. ION 6. 05/28/99
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.1.2 SRM INSTRUMENTATION

L.2 CTS 3.3.7.6. Action b. requires an operator to " lock" the reactor
mode switch in the shutdown position if there are less than two
Operable SRM channels when in Mode 3 or 4. The intent of locking
the reactor mode switch is to prevent control rod withdrawal until
the required number of SRM channels are Operable. Under the same !

conditions. ITS 3.3.1.2 requires all insertable control rods to be 4

inserted and the reactor mode switch be placed in the shutdown
position. but does not require that it be locked. Adequate
protection of the public health and safety is maintained with the
requirement for control rods to be inserted. and the mode switch
to be in shutdown. With less than the required number of SRMs
Operable. Technical Specification requirements will continue to
prevent withdrawal of control rods until the required number of
SRM channels are Operable. Therefore. this change has no impact
on safety.

4

L.3 CTS 4.3.7.6.b.2. SRM Channel Functional Test, and CTS 4.3.7.6.a.2 1

SRM Channel Calibration, are required at all times during the
required Applicability for SRM Operability. For these same tests.
ITS SR 3.3.1.2.6 and 3.3.1.2.7 are modified by Note 2 stating that
these SRs are not required to be performed until 12 hours after
IRMs are on Range 2 or below. This change is acceptable for the
following reasons: redundant SRM channels are available to
monitor neutron level during a reactor shutdown: SRM response to
reactivity changes are distinctive and are closely monitored
allowing Operators to readily identify a potentially inoperable
SRM channel: and, the SRMs are used to monitor neutron level only
and are not assumed to perform any automatic function during any ;

design basis accident or transient analysis. Therefore, this !

change has no impact on safety.

L.4 CTS 3.9.2 and 4.9.2.a.3 require two Operable SRM channels in
Mode 5 and. if Core Alterations are in progress, then CTS further
requires "one of the required SRM detectors located in the
quadrant where CORE ALTERATIONS are being performed and the other
required SRM detector located in an adjacent quadrant."
ITS 3.3.1.2 allows exceptions to the quadrant requirements when
the associated or adjacent SRM is not within the " fueled region"

,

( (ITS SR 3.3.1.2.2 b and c). Furthermore. ITS SR 3.3.1.2.2 Note 2
and Table 3.3.1.2 1 Note (b) allows only one SRM to be required
Operable if spiral reload patterns are being implemented during '

the time the fueled region has spiraled to include only a single
SRM detector.

05/28/99|hFERMI UNIT 2 6 REVISION 6.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.1.2 - SRM INSTRUMENTATION

The change that limits the requirement for an Operable SRM to one
located in a fueled region removes requirements for SRMs that can
not adequately respond to core reactivity changes since they are
located beyond the fueled region. This also ensures that an SRM
is not utilized to meet LC0 requirements if it is located in a
region where it may be incapable of responding to changes in
neutron level.

The change that requires only one SRM channel to be Operable
during spiral offload or reload when the fueled region includes
only that SRM detector is acceptable because of the following:
SRMs are used to monitor neutron level and have no safety function
and are not assumed to function to prevent or mitigate any
postulated event: a single SRM detector adequately monitors
neutron level as long there is a single contiguous fueled region
(i.e.. spiral loading or unloading is performed); and. SRM
detectors located in an adjacent quadrant but outside the fueled
region do not provide reliable indication of changes in neutron
levels. Therefore, this change has no impact on safety.

L.5 CTS 3.9.2 Action requires all insertable control rods to be
inserted when in Mode 5 when the number of Operable SRM channels
is less than required. ITS 3.3.1.2. Required Action E.2. requires
inserting control rods only in core cells "containing one or more
fuel assemblies." This change is needed because refueling
procedures could have cells emptied with control rods withdrawn

;but insertable. However. due to a variety of considerations
(e.g., location of blade guides, ongoing maintenance. etc.) it
may not be desirable to insert these control rods. Inserting a
control rod has a negligible impact on core reactivity if all fuel
assemblies are removed from the associated core cell. The ITS
continues to require all cells containing one or more fuel

t<> ;

assemblies to have its control rod inserted. This continues to ,L |
ensure adequate SDM. Therefore, this change has no impact on { l

safety because there is no impact on SDM when a control rod is
allowed to remain withdrawn in the cell with no fuel. |

FERMI UNTT 2
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES ;

ITS: SECTION 3.3.1.2 SRM INSTRUMENTATION
1

i

L.6 CTS 3.9.2 footnote * restricts the use of special movable
detectors in place of SRMs to "during CORE ALTERATIONS." The ITS
provides the allowance for special movable detectors during all of j
Mode 5. The SRMs are used to only to monitor neutron level. The."
have no safety function and are not assumed to function to prevent
or to mitigate any postulated event. In Mode 5 at times other 7
than during Core Alterations, the function of the SRMs is even .L
less critical. Therefore, since special movable detector use is <
acceptable, and allowed by CTS during more risk significant '

operations (i.e., during Core Alterations), their use for routine
monitoring is also acceptable.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS
,

1

None

!
i

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION BASES |

l

The CTS Bases for this Specification have been replaced by Bases that reflect I
the format and applicable content of ITS 3.3.1.2 consistent with the BWR STS. !
NUREG-1433. Rev. 1.

'

.

J
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|
SRM Instrumentation |

B 3.3.1.2 |
1

l

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3 . 3 .1 '. 2 . 4 :
REQUIREMENTS |

(continued) This Surveillance consists of a verification of the SRM
,

instrument readout to ensure that the SRM reading is greater I

than a specified minimum count rate, which ensures that the
detectors are indicating count rates indicative of neutron
flux levels within the core. With few fuel assemblies
loaded, the SRMs will not have a high enough count rate to
satisfy the SR. Therefore, allowances are made for loading
sufficient ';;.r;;" ::t:ri:1, ir. th; ';,. ;' irradiated fuel. -

assemblies, to establish the minimum count rate.

To accomplish this, the SR is modified by a Note that states
that the count rate is not required to be met on an SRM that

|has less than or equal to four fuel assemblies adjacent to '

the SRM and no other fuel assemblies are in the associated
core quadrant. With four or less fuel assemblies loaded
around each SRM and no other fuel assemblies in the
associated core quadrant, even with a control rod withdrawn,
the configuration will not be critical. j

The Frequency is based upon channel redundancy and other
information available in the control room, and ensures that i

the required channels are frequently monitored while core
reactivity changes are occurring. When no reactivity
changes are in progress, the Frequency is relaxed from
12 hours to 24 hours.

SR 3.3.1.2.5 sand SR 3.3.1.2.6

7F-7,05' f Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
f associated channel will function orocerly.f SR 3.3.1.2.5 is

JN55TLT A i required in MODE 5, and the 7 day Frequency ensures that the
- 4 channels are OPERABLE while core reactivity changes could be

in progress. This Frequency is reasonable, based on
operating experience and on other Surveillances (such as a
CHANNEL CHECK), that ensure proper functioning between
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS.

k SR 3.3.1.2.6 is required in MODE 2 with IRMs on Range 2 or
below, and in MODES 3 and 4. Since core reactivity change

g gg 3 yp 4* wp do not normally take olaceA the Frequency has been extende]s
jfrom 7 days to 31 days. The 31 day Frequency is based on

c Q .:/ Mops Agg ( operating experience and on other Surveillances (such as
TVP/CALLY DV6 TD cod 720L. {
CDP hiov6 MEA)$ f

(continued)
6

BWR/4 STS B 3.3-41 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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(kLSoStLhus'hCaUh1 3.I C

. REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
~

3/4-4-4 CONTR0t ROD PROGRAM CONTROLS

ROD WORTH MINIMf7ER ,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

LG 3 M.l-2,4,4rl-The rod worth minimizer (RWM) shall be OPERABLE. N'I
TBL lHat 2. LICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1_ and 2*, when THERMAL POWER is less than

APP
l or equal to 10% of RATED THERMAL POWERf tJwr mip(Inum alloAle prpset power 1prel.)

78L. dois (b)
ACTION:

With the RWM inoperable, verify control rod movement and compliance witha.
the prescribed control rod pattern by a second licensed operator or other -eWO AR 12 technically cualified member of the unit technical staff ;--; .. . .;n: d'I

_

R Act Dal J ;;..m.- . ... r-J The use of this provision during reactor p

N._ m. mo ,

startup prior to the first 12 control rods being fully withdrawn is I

g$ g c.21.J.r..t.a- restricted to one startup per calendar year.
Otherwise, control rodc

movement may be only by actuating the manual scram or placing the reactor g$g g g, f mode switch in the shutdown position.

I

SURVEllLANCE RE0UIREMENTS
g

L9
4.1.4.1 The RVM shall be demonstrated OPERABLE: @ zday r]--- Q in,

,

~_

kIn OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 withinl^ umm
,a." L =.:r:w:: : r-- 24

a.
SR5,5.E.\.I sec= ;; ,_.,___.: .....,...~ b u - , m a rn and in OPERATIONAL _

-

CONDITION 1 witntn I nour after KwM automatic initiation when reducing ,

g 3,3,7,g ,g THERMAL POWEReyperuyigg propy incipanon 11 ine wiecuen/ error or at;
fpng QeasY one oct-offsequencf contrari rod // (hiMaysl - b*

_

__

L r

y,t} |
,

In OPERATIONAL CONDIT10ii 2 within @ m m
m im i. o -;u.cc:..:. rf :::tr;;s

g g, t f,| b. - - - --- h by verifvino the rnd,gn : - --- n-nn - ---- - .__.

N""*** "8't~~'"?"XMID 2"' MIM1"!Z?''" '"''"~" ~^g"t, ( t.aet
-*

r--- wm D
In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 18sirnin I nour after RWM automatic initia

on
gg33,gg,1c.gg) when reducin RMAL POWER,y osmunn.raynng tne wmpraw usou enagnser

(blocyfuncti
~

. _

d By demonstrating that the ": d "n't'.r. .|'tt.dr e input to the~

N3D7 RWM computer is correctly loaded following any loading of the program into
]the computer. _

*Y /YOW
<j/L 7 32J.| * Entry into/0PERATIONAL CONDITION 2 and withdrawal of selected control rods is

permitted /for the purpose of determining the OPERABILITY of the RWM prior togg withdrawal of control rods,'r tr. -m .,;.: c' M'- ' - - - - - - 2- -

_

.. . - _ _ _ .

FERMI - LHIT 2 3/4 1-16 Amendment No. # , U , 83
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SPECI FlOT70^) .5. 0 2 |

Lt.0 3. s 2 1
-TCLE3.3.",4-(Continued)

CONTROL R0D BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION

ACTION STATEMENTS

(NTION40 - Declar/the R8N inoppfable and talpFthe ACTION reA ired b
(Snacification 3.1.K3. / ~

d'

*

{ ACTION /1-With he number of onRABLEanners~

la One less than requ<ted by the Minimum 0 RABLE Channels per O'I
I Trip Function re , resent, restore the inoperable channel t -

OPERABLE status ithin 7 days or pla the inoperable k.2,
channel in the ripped condition wt in the next hour.

b. Two or mor oss than required by he Minimum OPERABLE D
Channels r Trip Function requi ement, place at least ne )
noperab

channel in the trio d condition within 1 ourJ.-

ACTION 62 - _ith the number of RABLE channels less t
. -

equired by R.4
Minimum OPERABLE annels per Trip Functi quirement, theinoperable cha 1 in the tripped condi within 1 ho R' S.

bN
6 ACT! "-43 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the

A''
Minimum OPERABLE Channels p.er Trip Function requirement, /intudeI
e-red 41*ek: ik 5

" $ (l
TABLE NOTATIONS

T6L
y,3,s. l- i With THERMAL POWER greater than or equal to 30% of RATED THERMAL POWER.

|
*

C** A ith more) han one control Nd withdrawn. Not applicable IJPtontrop* R,Q
X ende ra=4ed per Specificafian 2.e.10.1 or 3.V.)0.2v -"

# A00: I t oso Fle4
:&-9::11; bypassedfwhenfe peri (nne=mi controe roaAs834 1 Y (*) The RBM shall '3

se'isctx or I sterenze Arun enannel indtrat_es)h" '"- of RATED ',
;RMA. POWER.~ urifie diof - - - - ~Hl

M function unarr-se ;;r-)G;elig L --- --- '>'
--J; ^ ::d . . . . . .. .. .

> A00 cps or the IRM cha als are on ran 3 or higher.
._... ....

. C) his funct n shall be tomaticall assed when the ssociateor higher. y b '

R*
channels re on range

I d This fu tion shall automatica11, yeassed when t e IRM cha 1s are)
@ n ra e 3 or hicho . /fu en snar av automaticpiii pypsnwe winai die ihn cnanne.rz a

*t-- f.;; %w
sp7c;ification[;9.27%,,,. _n^ -fitors shall At OPERABLE as_ reautrea myg.

'

.

FERMI - UNIT 2 3/43-43 Amendment No. y,112
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.2.1 - CONTROL R0D BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION

ADMINISTP/TIVE

A.1 In the conversion of the Fermi 2 current Technical Specifications
(CTS) to the proposed plant specific Improved Technical
Specifications (ITS) certain wording preferences or conventions
are adopted which do not result in technical changes (either
actual or interpretational). Editorial changes, reformatting, and
revised numbering are adopted to make the ITS consistent with the
Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Standard Technical Specifications
NUREG 1433. Rev. 1.

A.2 CTS 3.3.6 specifies Actions for control rod block channels with y

|(1
setpoints not within allowable values. These Actions state
" declare the channel inoperable until the channel is restored to
Operable status." ITS 3.3.2.1 contains all the requirements and

,

Actions for control rod block channels, including the allowable Qvalues and Actions when its not met. The usage rules of Technical
Specifications adequately dictate that channels be declared ,

inoperable and Actions taken until restored to Operable, without a
specific statement to that effect. Therefore, elimination of this
statement is an administrative presentation preference only.

A.3 CTS Table 3.3.61 Action 60 (for inoperable RBM channels) simply
transfers actions to CTS 3.1.4.3. ITS 3.3.2.1 Actions provide the
actions for inoperable RBM channels without transferring actions
between Specifications. This reflects an administrative
presentation preference.

td
A.4 Not used |y

X
A.5 CTS 3.1.4.1 Applicability Cetails a "name" ("the minimum allowable

preset power level") for tne applicable power level of 10% RTP.
ITS 3.3.2.1 does not include this cross reference "name." The ITS
requirements adequately detail the required power level, and a
reference to a common name for this power level serves no
functional purpose, and its removal is purely an administrative
preference.

s

FERMI - UNIT 2 1 REVISION 6. 05/28/99|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.2.1 CONTROL R00 BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNICAL CHANGES MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 CTS Table 3.3.61 Action 63 for inoperable Mode Switch-Shutdown
Position requires only the initiation of a control rod block. ITS
3.3.2.1 Action E requires suspending control rod withdrawal
(essentially equivalent to the CTS required rob block) but also y
imposes a requirement to fully insert all insertable control rods y
in fueled cells. This additional requirement results in a more g
conservative all-rods in core condition. Therefore, this

additions will not introduce any negative impact on safety.

M.2 CTS Tables 3.3.6 1 and 4.3.6 1 require the reactor mode switch
shutdown position rod block to be Operable in Modes 3 and 4. ITS
Table 3.3.2.11 Note (c) requires this rod block function to be
Operable when the mode switch is in the shutdown position. This
change adds rod block function Operability requirements while in
Mode 5 with the mode switch in shutdown position. Mode 5
operation with the mode switch in shutdown credits this rod block
function. Therefore, this change will not introduce any negative,

impact on safety.

M.3 CTS Table 3.3.61 footnote (a) states that "the RBM shall be
automatically bypassed when < 30% RTP." However CTS contains
no specific surveillance of this automatic enable / bypass function
for the RBM. Furthermore, the footnote (a) wording is misleading
in its intent to assure an Operable function at 2 30% RTP: it
specifically would only enforce that the automatic trip be
bypassed below 30% RTP. leaving silent any requirements at
2 30% RTP. ITS 3.3.2.1 includes SR 3.3.2.1.5 that requires the
RBM to be not bypassed at 2 30% RTP. This imposes a periodic
verification and enhances the presentation to avoid potential
misinterpretation.

M.4 CTS 4.1.4.1.a and b and footnote *. allow the withdrawal of
; control rods to perform the RWM functional test anytime, and for

any duration, prior to withdrawal of control rods "for the purpose
of [ making] the reactor [ critical)." The ITS allowance in Notes ed

i to SR 3.3.2.1.1 and SR 3.3.2.1.2 imposes a time frame (1 hour) to |t
complete the test in Mode 2: not allowing unlimited rod $
withdrawals. These additional restrictions do not impose any
negative impact on safety,

f ..
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES |

ITS: SECTION 3.3.2.1 CONTROL R00 BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION'

TECHNICAL' CHANGES LESS RESTRICTIVE
'

'' Generic"

LA.1 CTS 3.3.6 requires that control rod block instrumentation trip I

setpoints to be within Trip Setpoint column values of CTS
Table 3.3.6 2. Additionally CTS 3.3.6 Action a requires that an
inoperable rod block monitor (RBM) instrument channel setpoint be
restored consistent with the trip setpoint value. However.
Actions only apply if the allowable value is exceeded.
ITS 3.3.2.1 requires only that instrumentation setpoints be within |
the allowable value. Trip setpoints reflect operational details ;

while the allowable value reflects channel Operability.
Requirements for trip setpoints are generally being relocated to !
the Technical Requirements Manual (TRM). however, for the RBM !

Upscale Function, its trip setpoint and allowable value limits are
located in the COLR (per the CTS). For the RBM Downscale
Function. its trip setpoint and allowable value limits are also d I

,

found in the COLR. but the CTS had also repeated the specific
limits. Since the methodologies utilized to derive the COLR-
specified RBM Upscale limits are the same as those utilized to I
derive the RBM Downscale limits, it too is being relocated to the
COLR for consistency. This relocation continues to provide
adequate protection of the public health and safety since the
requirement for instrument channel Operability and the
methodologies for deriving the allowable value continues to be
required by the Technical Specifications. Revisions to these
relocated values are made in accordance with the provisions of ITS
5.6.5. COLR.

LA.2 CTS 4.1.4.1.a. b. and c include detailed steps for the
verification of RWH Operability. These details are outlined in
the Bases for ITS SRs 3.3.2.1.2 and 3.3.2.1.3. This change is
acceptable because ITS SRs 3.3.2.1.2 and 3.3.2.1.3 continue to
maintain the requirement to perform periodic verification of RWM
Operability without any change in requirements. Any revisions to t
these details, which are located in the ITS Bases, require change s

! control in accordance with the ITS 5.5.10. Bases Control Program. i

| Therefore, these details can be adequately defined and controlled 9
"outside of Technical Specifications, consistent with NUREG 1433.

This relocation continues to provide adequate protection of the
public health and safety since the requirement for RWM Operability
and periodic verification of RWM Operability continues to be
required by the Technical Specifications as described in the Y

|
,

Bases.

FERMI - UNIT 2 3 REVISION 6 05/28/99|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.2.1 - CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION

LA.3 CTS Table 3.3.6-1 footnote (a) details specifics regarding when
the RBM is bypassed. These design details are adequately ) |
described in the Bases, which require change control in accordance ;,
with the ITS 5.5.10. Bases Control Program. This relocation ey |

continues to provide adequate protection of the public health and [ |

safety since the requirements for RBM Operability remain in the e
Technical Specifications and the relocation of design detail does y
not impact the ITS requirement to verify that the RBM trip
functions are not inappropriately bypassed. ;

|7LB.1 Not used.

|bLC.1 CTS 4.3.6 requires Surveillances be perfnrmed on the RBMs: but

|contains no provisions for avoiding Technical Specification
Actions when the surveillance causes the RBM to be inoperable.

.

ITS 3.3.2.1 Surveillance Requirements are provided with Note 2 |
allowing RBM surveillances that result in an inoperable RBM to be )
conducted for up to 6 hours without entering the associated
Conditions and Required Actions for the inoperable RBM. provided f

,

|

the other RBM is Operable. ~

k
These changes are based on analysis of system reliability
documented in NEDC 30851. Supplement 1. " Technical Specification
Improvement Analysis for BWR Control Rod Block Instrumentation."
October 1988. Fermi has confirmed the plant specific application N
of this NRC reviewed and approved Topical Report, and its
application to Fermi was reviewed and approved by the NRC in
Amendment #75 to the Fermi-2 CTS. (Note however, at the time of

Amendment #75. DECO did not seek approval of this item.)
Therefore, this change has no significant impact on safety.

LR.1 CTS 3.1.4.1 Action a allows verification of control rod movement
by a second qualified individual in the event of an inoperable
RWM: however, the CTS also details that this individual must be
"present at the reactor control console." ITS 3.3.2.1 Required
Actions C.2.2 and D.1 provide the same allowance; but do not
detail the specific location of the individual. This detail can
be removed from the Technical Specifications. Regulatory control
of changes to this requirement (e.g., Technical Specification
amendment or 10 CFR 50.59) is not necessary to provide adequate
protection of the public health and safety since the requirement
for verification by a second individual continues to be required

| . by the Technical Specifications.

FERMI - UNIT 2 4 REVISION 6. 05/28/99|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

'

i ITS: SECTION 3.3.2.1 - CONTROL R0D BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION

I
l

IECHNICAL CHANGES LESS RESTRICTIVE

" Specific"

| L.1 CTS 3.1.4.3 Action a.1 requires verification that the reactor is
not " operating on a LIMITING CONTROL R00 PATTERN" when one RBM is
inoperable. CTS 4.1.4.3.b requires an additional Channel

,

' Functional Test " prior to control rod withdrawal when the reactor
is operating on a LIMITING CONTROL R0D PATTERN." ITS 3.2.1 does
not contain these requirements. This does not result in a
reduction in the level of safety because a Limiting Control Rod
Pattern is defined as operating precisely on a power distribution
limit (such as APLHGR or MCPR). Any operation exceeding a power
distribution limit requires correction within 2 hours (as required
by Specifications in Section 3.2). Any operation even slightly
below the~ power distribution limit does not invoke the special
requirements. This condition (exactly on a power distribution
limit) is very unlikely, and due to the fluctuations occurring in
all process input parameters used to calculate the operating
thermal limit parameter, the equality would not likely exist on
any subsequent calculation. Fermi practice is to maintain' an
operating margin to the power distribution limits, and frequent
monitoring is performed as operation approaches any limit.
Therefore, these additional requirements have been deleted, and
this less restrictive change will not impact safety.

L.2 CTS Table 4.3.61 requires a Channel Functional Test of the
reactor mode switch shutdown position rod block function. ITS
SR 3.3.2.1.4 imposes this same requirement but includes a 1 hour |h
allowance after placing the mode switch in shutdown, to conduct
the surveillance. This allowance provides an ability to
transition into the Applicability for the Function's Operability
to conduct the testing without imposing limitations (i.e.. Mode
change restrictions of CTS 4.0.4 or ITS SR 3.0.4) that would
necessitate the use of jumpers and/or lifted leads to prove the |

| function's Operability. This is acceptable since the expected I

| outcome of any surveillance is confirmation of that Function's
| continued Operability. Additionally, in this condition, all rods
| are expected to be fully inserted due to the concurrent reactor ;

scram generated by the mode switch position. Therefore, this
change will not impact safety.

|

G.- |
1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.2.1 CONTROL R0D BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION

L.3 CTS 4.1.4.1.d requires that the " Banked Position Withdrawal
Sequence" is correctly loaded in the RWM. However, if this is not
satisfied, the associated Action a of CTS 3.1.4.1 allows control
rod movement to continue provided it is in compliance with the
" prescribed control rod pattern." ITS SR 3.3.2.1.7 requires that
the " prescribed withdrawal sequence" be loaded into the RWM.
" Banked Position Withdrawal Sequence" (BPWS) is revised to more
generally refer to "the prescribed withdrawal sequence." This
allows operation that conforms to an approved sequence to be
conducted with an operable RWM. in lieu of placing the operator in
a required action. Plant / cycle specific analysis may require
certain deviations from BPWS (which are utilized as initial
assumptions for CRDA analyses and form the " prescribed withdrawal
sequence"). Therefore, while this essentially reflects a
terminology change with no technical change in practice, it
represents additional flexibility in programming the RWM with the
approved sequence being followed. This will result in an overall
enhanced margin of safety.

L.4 CTS 4.1.4.1.a and b require RWM Channel Functional Tests within
8 hours prior to withdrawing control rods for startup, and CTS
4.1.4.1.c. requires RWM Channel Functional Test within 1 hour of j

reaching RWM automatic initiation during a reactor shutdown. j
These surveillances are required to be performed every reactor ;

startup and shutdown, regardless of the frequency of these events.
ITS SR 3.3.2.1.1 and ITS SR 3.3.2.1.2 only require that the
Channel Functional Test be performed every reactor startup and
. shutdown if it was not performed iri the previous 92 days. Typical 4
operating experience involves intervals between successive J.,
startups (or shutdowns) much greater than 92 days, and the Qperformance of these surveillances has been shown to usually pass
the surveillance when performed at these intervals. Therefore.
that operating experience supports eliminating testing that is
required at more frequent intervals. Based on this operating i
experience, the change will not impose a significant impact on
safety.

;

|
I

...
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES |

ITS: SECTION 3.3.2.1 CONTROL R0D BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

R.1 The APRM control rod block functions to prevent a control rod
withdrawal at high power-to-flow conditions to minimize the

,

potential for inadvertent reactor trip on high flux. The APRM |

utilizes LPRM signals to create the APRM rod block signal. APRMs
provide information about the average core power: however, the rod
block function is not used to mitigate a design basis accident !

(DBA) or transient.
|

Comoarison to Screenino Criteria- |

1. The APRM Control Rod Block Instrumentation is not used for,
nor capable of, detecting a significant abnormal degradation
of the reactor coolant pressure boundary prior to a DBA.

2. The APRM Control Rod Block Instrumentation does not monitor
a process variable that is an initial condition of a DBA or
transient analyses.

3. The APRM Control Rod Block Instrumentation is not a part of
a primary success path in the mitigation of a DBA or
transient.

4. As discussed in Sections 3.5 and 6, and summarized in
Table 4-1 (item 135) of NED0-31466, the loss of the APRM
Control Rod Block function was found to be a nonsignificant
risk contributor to core damage frequency and offsite
releases. DECO has reviewed this evaluation, considers it
applicable to Fermi-2, and concurs with the assessment.
Moreover, this subsystem is not included in the Maintenance
Rule (MR) and thus is considered by the MR Expert Panel to
be non risk significant.

Conclusion: g
i

Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, the Control A
Rod Block Instrumentation LC0 and Surveillances applicable to APRM m
instrumentation are relocated to the Technical Requirements -

Manual, where revisions are controlled by 10 CFR 50.59. $
i

FERMI - UNIT 2 7 REVISION 6, 05/28/99|



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.2.1 - CONTROL R0D BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION

R.2 The Source Range Monitor (SRM) control rod block functions to
prevent a control rod withdrawal error during reactor startup
utilizing SRM signals to create the rod block signal. SRM signals
are used to monitor neutron flux during refueling. shutdown. and
startup conditions. No design basis accident (DBA) or transient
analysis takes credit for rod block signals initiated by the SRMs.

Comoarison to Screenino Criteria:

1. The SRM Control Rod Block Instrumentation is not used for,
nor capable of detecting a significant abnormal degradation
of the reactor coolant pressure boundary prior to a DBA.

2. The SRM Control Rod Block Instrumentation does not monitor a
process variable that is an initial condition of a DBA or
transient analyses.

3. The SRM Control Rod Block Instrumentation is not a part of a
primary success path in the mitigation of a DBA or
transient.

4. As discussed in Sections 3.5 and 6. and summarized in Table
4 1 (item 137) of NED0-31466, the loss of the SRM Control
Rod Block function was found to be a nonsignificant risk
contributor to core damage frequency and offsite releases.
DECO has reviewed this evaluation, considers it applicable
to Fermi-2, and concurs with the assessment. Moreover, this
subsystem is not included in the Maintenance Rule (MR) and
thus is considered by the MR Expert Panel to be non-risk
significant.

Conclusion:

Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, the Control (O
Rod Block Instrumentation LC0 and Surveillances applicable to SRM A
instrumentation are relocated to the Technical Requirements ti
Manual, where revisions are controlled by 10 CFR 50.59.

-
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.2.1 CONTROL R00 BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION

R.3 The Intermediate Range Monitor (IRM) control rod block functions
to prevent a control rod withdrawal error during reactor startup -

utilizing IRM' signals to create the rod block signal. IRMs are
provided to monitor the neutron flux levels during refueling,
shutdown, and startup conditions. No design basis accident (DBA)
or transient analysis takes credit for rod block signals initiated
by IRMs.

C.gmoarison to Screenino Criteria:

1. The IRM Control Rod Block Instrumentation is not used for,
nor capable of, detecting a significant abnormal degradation
of the reactor coolant pressure boundary prior to a DBA.

2. The IRM Control Rod Block Instrumentation does not monitor a
process variable that is an initial condition of a DBA or
transient analyses.

3. The IRM Control Rod Block Instrumentation is not a part of a
primary success path in the mitigation of a DBA or
transient.

1

4. As discussed in Sections 3.5 and 6, and summarized in Table i

4 1 (item 138) of NED0 31466, the loss of the IRM Control
Rod Block function was found to be a non significant risk
contributor to core damage frequency and offsite releases. !

DECO has reviewed this evaluation, considers it applicable
to Fermi 2, and concurs with the assessment. Moreover, this
subsystem is not included in the Maintenance Rule (MR) and
thus is considered by the MR Expert Panel to be non-risk
significant.

Conclusion:

Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, the Control 7
Rod Block Instrumentation LC0 and Surveillances applicable to IRM to
instrumentation are relocated to the Technical Requirements- 4
Manual, where revisions are controlled by 10 CFR 50.59. -

t
tt

j
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES.
ITS: SECTION 3.3.2.1 CONTROL R0D BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION

R.4 (continued)

4. As discussed in Sections 3.5 and 6, and summarized in Table
4 1 (item 139) of NED0-31466, and Table 41 (item 365) of
NED0 31466 Supplement 1, the loss of the SDV Control Rod
Block function was found to be a non significant risk
contributor to core damage' frequency and offsite releases.
DECO has reviewed this evaluation, considers it applicable

-to Fermi-2, and concurs with the assessment. Moreover this
subsystem is not included in the Maintenance Rule (MR) and
thus is considered by the MR Expert Panel to be non risk
significant.

Conclusion:

Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, the Control fl

Rod Block Instrumentation LC0 and Surveillances applicable to SDV A
-instrumentation are relocated to the Technical Requirements M
Manual, where revisions are controlled by 10 CFR 50.59. g

<

f
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
3.3.2.1

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. (continued) C.2.1.1 Verify it 12 rods Innediately
p.I.4.1,4t.}/m a.)withdrawn.

E I

C.2.1.2 Verify by Immediately
administrative
methods that startup
with RWM inoperable
has not been
perfonned in the Cvw<*6 y,

calendar year. O y
a &

C.2.2 Verify movement of During control
control rods is in rod movement
compliance with - ---

p,7 dm.d ,,on u.i, %- eru g
withdrawal sequence
-(SpW&t-by a second
licensed operator or
other qualified
member of the I

technical staff.

D. RWM inoperable during D.1 Verify movenert of During control I
reactor shutdown. control rods is in

(rodmovement
#accordance wivh4|tttt 7 rhby a second licensed

operator or other Wi drawM-

qualified member of
the technical staff.

,

1

(continued) |

)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
3.3.2.1

ACTIONS (continued)
!

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

E. One or'more Reactor E.1 Suspend control rod Inmediately BL 3 3 W,
Mode Switch-Shutdown withdrawal. g4;n@ _;Position channels-

I

inoperable. Ngl 4 |

E.2 Initiate action to Immediately
fully insert all &
insertable control )
rods in core cells
containing one or
Pere fuel assemblies.

f
1

|
1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.--..-----------------------------NOTES------------------------------ h M N |
1. Refer to Table 3.3.2.1-1 to detemine which SRs apply for each Control Rod /g,g\ |Block Function. N / j

,

2. When an RBM channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for |performance of required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions
DC)C Lt l I

and Required Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours provided the
associated Function maintains control rod block capability.

.__. .. ____ ....._____. ..____.... _ _ _ ____. .....________...__. .

|

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.2.1; Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. days
h.A s3

-

~~4 c.e sa >,.,.,.iie e., ~ ,+ 4

BWR/4 STS 3.3-17 Rev 1. 04/07/95
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
3.3.2.1

CdNt ! Nisin !ErM e <0 Tb )en

(( TBLs - 2.3. b ~li 13. L -Lj

4. 34 "I .))ApeLICAsLE
NODES OR

OTNER

SPECIFIS ReeUIRED
SURVEIL,LAN G ALLOM4sLE

FUNCTION (Xbe!TIgus CmAMELS REeUIRE ENTS WAL.
p

fg1. Red stock fesnit.r

a. E r nonce 4upscal. (e) g a 3.3.2.1 T. d
s .5/ TFLs

M 3.3.2.1./r g si

/ '

3.1, LI.3)

pgat 3.3.2.1 g f It

Int et. Pe.or (b P3 at 3.3.2.1 1 s E199.7/1 T
P. g . ''- " " li'.1:t ti!'L-

.. .. r ,,.;.;.; ;,n ,g/imi. c.>.<. a .-

,
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES

ACTIONS C.1. C.2.1.1. C.2.1.2. and C.2.2 (continued)

The RWM may be bypassed under these conditions to allow
continued operations. In addition, Required Actions of
LCO 3.1.3 and LCO 3.1.6 may require bypassing the RWM,
during which time the RWM must be considered inoperable 4th.

g Condition C entered and its Required Actions taken. /

did }burig ak
D.J. W Arr d'hr Q |

With the RWM inoperable during a reactor shutdown
operator is still capable of enforcing the prescribed
control rod sequence. Required Action D.1 allows for the
RWM Function to be performed manually and requires a double
check of compliance with the prescribed rod sequence by a
second licensed operator (Reactor Operator or Senior Reactor
Operator) or other qualified member of the technical staff.
The RWM may be bypassed under these conditions to allow the
reactor shutdown to continue.

E.1 and E.2

With one Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Position contrcl rod
withdrawal block channel inoperable, the remaining OPERABLE

fod Nod channel is adequate to perform the control rod withdrawal
block function. However, since the Required Actions are i
consistent with the normaTVaction uf an OPERABLE Reactor
Mode Switch-Shutdown Position Function (i.e., maintaining
all control rods inserted), there is no distinction between --

having one or two channels inoperable. 9"
T.

In both cases (one or both channels inoperable), suspending !

all control rod withdrawal and initiating action to fully 4insert all insertable control rods in core cells containing
'

one or more fuel assemblies will ensure that the core is
subcritical with adequate SDM ensured by LCO 3.1.1. Control
rods in core cells containing no fuel assemblies do not
affect the reactivity of the core and are therefore not .

required to be inserted. Action must continue until all l

insertable control rods in core cells containing one or more
fuel assemblies are fully inserted.

;

i
1

i(continued)
|

BWR/4 STS B 3.3-50 Rev 1, 04/07/95 |
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES (con}inued)
_-y

SURVEILLANCE % #" ' Note: Certain Frequencies are based an =g
REQUIREMENTS topical repo r for o use these.

Frequencies Frequencies as
_

y the staff SER for the topical Tepo'

j.

-w
s no d at the beginning of the SRs, the SRs for each

Control Rod Block instrumentation Function are found in the
SRs column of Table 3.3.2.1-1.

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that ;
when an RBM channel is placed in an inoperable status solely
for performance of required Surveillances, entry into
associated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed
for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function maintains

1

control rod block capability. Upon completion of the
Surveillance, or expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the I

channel must be returned to OPERABLE status or the g ;

applicable Condition entered and Required Actions taken. i
p' q This Note is based on the reliability analysis (Ref. E

Iassumption of the average time required to perform channel yI u
Surveillance. That analysis demonstrated that the 6 hour
testing allowance does not significantly reduce the
probability that a control rod block will be initiated wl.en
necessary.

. 3
- SR 3.3.2.1

T 5 f F *L O S~
'

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed for each RBM channel/gg- l
i to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended

function > It in & & : tM C;.;ur ". uni C=t=1

Of.~t
1 .ultiplain; ';, eta tapet.

"

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology. The Frequency of days is based on
reliability analyses (Ref. ). gg h

9 N
fel SR 3.3.2.113andSR 3.3.2.1Edg

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed for the RWM to ensure
that the entire system will perform the intended function. .

j gg3f Q Thd tilANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for the RWM is performed by
attempting to withdraw a control rod not in compliance with

(continued)

BWR/4 STS B 3.3-51 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

Insert: TSTF 205
(2 places)

INSERT A

A successful test of the required contact (s) of a channel relay may
be performed by.the verification of the change of state of a single
contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all of the
other required contacts of the relay are verified by other
Technical Specifications and non Technical Specifications tests at
least once per refueling interval with applicable extensions.

|

1

|

i

i

E
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES .< < g< is

Q ind;cated w4 a
,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.1 and SR 3.3.2.1 I (continued)
- DEnUIREMEN I

"

theprescribedsequenceandverifyingafontrolrodblocklAl6EfLT .. , ,

occurs.J As noted in the SRs, SR 3.3.2.1 not required !b'Nd ' U -
,

<

'to be perfomed until I hour after any control rod is
|

<

withdrawn "^Z L As noted, SR 3.3.2.1'
-

7' f to be performed until 1 hour after THERMAL {211s not required jm.

( IWeN POWER is 1I / s 10% RTP i E 1. This allows entry into MODE 2 for i

6 3/3.2..l- Z h f SR 3.3.2.1 d entry h+"99E ! &r THERMAL POWER 4*- (duckm
s10%RTkfo R 3.3.2.1 't o perfonn the required +o

_
wh ,in survelliance if the 92 day requency is not met per i

3

' '

\ Mo0 F 1 SR 3.0.2. The I hour allowance is based on operatiag#
1 experience and in consideration of providing a reasonable g'6 3 3/2 1 -2 C, time in which to complete the SRs. The Fre uencies are1

' g( eli di'ity .n.ly;i: (a;f *).[p,g
"

.

JNSE7LT S '5
3.3.2.1.|SR

# I iv e d "ThrR8Phetekt: r: estr,reticelly ve.-ied e: : fur" Sn Of-

b Pb f
s - f'.".*.F E.7 i E l "$"k",!.N..n". .rw . . . N U.;.d"E" *F'1 .

. ....... . ween The. . . . .r a ren w

y lgufomaficolk EteaelisellJ d featr" red 51eck alledl- V=Yn=.-3 power at which the - = %, era based on the APRM signal's input to
I each RBM channel. Below the minimum power setpointJThe RBM~g*S5'j

-

b 4 is automatically bypassed. There power Allowable Value
must be verified periodically to be less than e : ::1,k'teo j, @ "J.; :p;ified ..i us.. If =ny a --- etpoint is - O!_t->a

nonconservative, then the affected RBM c annel is considered
inoperable. Alternatively, the power range channel can be
olaced in the conservative condition (i.e., enabling the{mHQ -peoper RBP;etF, int). If placed in this condition, the SR~

is met and the RBM channel is not :onsidered inoperableg:-_nnta t neutron datactnee - : hd:d f e- the r;;ill.r.=--

4 ctu:: they e, s v.eaive d.. .;es, .;ith einiee; Q iii, ani
{ fbecessevi the diff h.uit., :f &:htin; : ::eningful : igeT

P"a"teca dete:t-- " " " ' ' */ce ere edequet:1; tested 55" 3.3.1.1.2 .nd-b The onth Frequency is based on the actual
trip setpoint methodology utilized for these channels.

2.VI
3.3.2.1.5kSR

The RWM i automatically byp sed when power is abov a
| f, specifi value. The power evel is determined fr

feedw er flow and steam ow signals. The autom ic bypas 6

L
(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

Insert B 3.3.2.1-2a

Control rod withdrawal sequences are normally established
consistent with the rules of the generic BPWS analysis.
Occasionally, operational limitations (e.g., power
suppression of failed fuel) may dictate the insertion of
control rods which do not meet the minimum cell separation
criteria of the generic BPWS analysis. In such situations,
sufficient cycle specific analyses are performed to
demonstrate that the resulting control rod wor" of the
modified control rod withdrawal sequence are bounded by the I

rod worths allowed by rigorously following the rules of the f
generic BPWS analysis thereby assuring that the 280 cal /gm
fuel damage limit will not be violated during a CRDA. q

I I
The " prescribed withdrawal sequence" is defined as the Q 1

combination of both the procedurally specified control rod 9C
movement sequence and any analytically allowed deviations
from this sequence. Some prescribed withdrawal sequences
(e.g., BPWS) have more flexibility in allowed deviations than

q
other prescribed withdrawal sequences (e.g., a cycle specific
sequence developed for power suppression of failed fuel may
not allow any deviations).

SR 3.3.2.1.1 is performed during startup. _ |/

Insert B 3.3.2.1-2b

at 510% RTP in MODE 2. The SR 3.3.2.1.2 CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL |d
TEST is performed by attempting to insert and withdraw a control 3
rod not in compliance with the prescribed raquence and verifying %
a selection error is indicated and a contre rod insert and
withdraw block (respectively) occur. SR 3.3.2.1.2 is performed e
during a plant shutdown when transitioning to 5; 10% RTP. 4'

Insert B 3.3.2.1 2c

operating experience that shows the RWM usually passes the
Surveillance when performed at these Frequencies <lE

%
1

. _ .

i
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.1 continued)
REQUIREMENTS ]adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive

calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

As noted, neutron detectors are excluded from the CHANNEL
CAllBRATION because they are passive devices, with mini
drift, and because of the difficulty of simulating a (meilled |

meaningful si 1. Neutron detectors are adequately W !
in SR 3.3.1.1 nd SR 3.3.1.1.

O. 2
The Frequency based upon the assumption of an B month

I ) calibt.41on interval in the determination of the magnitude |
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.2.1
if j MMT- The RWM will only enforce the proper control rod sequence if

the rod sequence is properly input into the RWM computer. | gr)f3 3 3 2.l-h-, This SR ensures that the proper sequence is loaded into the
'

i
RWM so that it can perform its intenaea function.-4 The Q
Surveillance is perfomed once prior to declaring RWM ac<

OPERABLE following loading of equence into , since this

p, $ |' .b+kt
'

it when rod sequence inn errors are possi
PS5cf lped Wacfrawsi

__

REFERENCES 1. U FSAR, Section [7.5.2.2.:;). 7 4.2.15. 6

2. U FSAR, Section 47.0.0.2.G}. 7.G,l. 2a
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4. NEDE-24011-P-A- US, " General Electried Standard

Application for Reload Fuel," Supplement for' United .-
States,Irt' : 5 2.2.2.1, ::;t: t . ;^^^.

5. " Modifications to the Requirements for Control Rod
Drop Accident Mitigating Systems," BWR Owners' Group,

h July 1986 _ _ - - _-
---
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'Control Rod Block Instrumentation

B 3.3.2.1

Insert B 3.3.2.1 5

Control rod withdrawal sequences are normally established
consistent with the rules of the generic BPWS analysis.
Occasionally, operational limitations (e.g., power
suppression of failed fuel) may dictate the insertion of
control rods which do not meet the minimum cell separation
criteria of the generic BPWS analysis. In such situations,
sufficient cycle specific analyses are performed to
demonstrate that the resulting control rod worths of the
modified control rod withdrawal sequence are bounded by the
rod worths allowed by rigorously following the rules of the
generic BPWS analysis, thereby assuring that the 280 cal /gm
fuel damage limit will not be violated during a CRDA. g'

&
The " prescribed withdrawal sequence" is defined as the
combination of both the procedurally specified control rod
movement sequence and any analytically allowed deviations
from this sequence. Some prescribed withdrawal sequences
(e.g., BPWS) have more flexibility in allowed deviations than
other prescribed withdrawal sequences (e.g., a cycle-specific
sequence developed for power suppression of failed fuel may
not allow any deviations).

>

)l

...-
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES

REFERENCES 6. NEDO-21231, " Banked Position Withdrawal Sequence,"
(continued) January 1977. .

<

7. NRC SER, " Acceptance of Referencing of Licensing |
Topical Report NEDE-240ll-P-A," " General Electric
Standard Application for Reactor Fuel, Revision 8
Amendment 17," December 27, 1987.

8. NEDC-30851-P-A, " Technical Specification improvement i

Analysis for BWR Control Rod Block Instrumentation,"
October 1988.

^ 6E-~E-770-00-1 " Adde.Ju. iv 5. ' for snanges i - ~ ' \n !.

rveillanc est Inter /als d Allowed Out- -Service g

A Times fo elected Inst ntation Tech -
4

S;;;i'.::tte..e," 7.i. ... , 1001. - - - |
'
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

4
Insert B 3.3.2.1 3

9. NEDC 32410 P A, ~ Nuclear Measurement Analysis and Control .+ b.

Power Range Neutron Monitoring (NUMAC PRNM) Retrofit Plus 1
Option III Stability Trip Function," October 1995, and d
Supplement 1 May 1996.

:;-
I

-
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG1433
ITS: SECTION 3.3.2.1 CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION

NON-BRACKETED PLANT SPECIFIC CHANGES

P.1
These changes are made to NUREG-1433 to reflect Fermi 2 current
licensing basis; including design features, existing license
requirements and commitments. Refer to CTS Discussion Of Changes to
the related requirement for a detailed justification of changes made
to the current licensing basis which are also reflected in the ITS as
presented.

Additional rewording. reformatting. and revised numbering
is made to incorporate these changes consistent with Writer's Guide
conver.tions. Specifically, some of these changes are discussed
below:

NUREG Required Action C.2.1.2 has a provision for a verificationa.

in the "last calendar year." This is revised (based on CTS) to
cd" current calendar year." Literal reading of the NUREG words 4.

would allow unlimited use of the associated allowance in theQcurrent calendar year if the allowance had not been used "last"
This is clearly not the intent of CTS, and is thereforeyear.

editorially revised for clarity.

P.2
Bases changes are made to reflect plant specific design details,
equipment terminology, and analyses.

P.3
Bases changes are made to reflect changes made to the Specification.
Refer to the Specification, and associated JFD if applicable, for
additional-detail.

P.4
Other editorial corrections made to more clearly and accurately

|(O
Lreflect the requirement as detailed in the Bases.

P.5
"BPWS" is revised to more generally refer to " prescribed

- withdrawal sequence." Plant / cycle specific analysis may require
certain deviations from BPWS, which are utilized as initial
assumptions for CRDA analyses. Therefore, this essentially
reflects a terminology change with no technical change in
practice.

{ P.6
Clarifying details of the performance of the Channel Functional
Tests required by SR 3.3.2.1.1 and SR 3.3.2.1.2 is added to the |QBases.

This detail is provided to enhance operator understanding g

of the intent of and differences in these two Channel Functional
g

Tests.
.
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG - 1433
ITS: SECTION 3.3.2.1 - CONTROL R0D BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION

P.7 The reference to the NRC Policy Statement has been replaced with a
more appropriate reference to the Improved Technical Specification
" split" criteria found in 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).

P.8
ISTS Reference 8 (Control Rod Block Topical Report) is erroneously
referenced for ISTS SRs 3.3.2.1.2 and 3 (ITS SRs 3.3.2.1.1 and 2)Bases. There is no Topical Report basis for the RWM functional
test Frequency of 92 days that is provided in the NRC issued y
NUREG-1433. The correct basis for this frequency is provided.
Additionally, Reference 8 is the correct reference for the 6 hour

p
M

allowance for testing the RBM without entering the Actions. The
ISTS erroneously indicates Reference 9 as the supporting basis.
This error is corrected.

GENERIC CHANGES

C.1 TSTF 205: NRC approved change to NUREG 1433.

.
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NOSIGNIFICANTHAZARDSEVALUATION

. 'ITS: 'SECTION.3.3.2.1. CONTROL R00 BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION:

TECHNICAL CHANGES LESS RESTRICTIVE
(Soecification 3.3.2.1 "L.4" Labeled Comments / Discussions)

,

Detroit Edison has evaluated the' proposed Technical Specification change';

identified'as "Less Restrictive" in accordance with the criteria specified by'
-

10.CFR 50.92 and has determined that the proposed change does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.

The bases for the determination that'the. proposed change does not involve a-
significant hazards consideration is an evaluation of these changes against
each of the criteria in 10 CFR 50.92. .The criteria and the conclusions of the
evaluation are presented below.

1.; Does the change involve a significant ' increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

This change will require that the Channel Functional' Test only be
performed every reactor.startup and shutdown if it was not performed in \p
the previous 92 days. The Surveillance intervals are not a parameter or 4
system assumed to be an initiator for-any accidents previously analyzed. g
Therefore,.this change. does not significantly increase the probability
of a previously analyzed accident. The proposed change does not involve

; a significant increase in the consequences of an accident previously
l evaluated because this change does not further degrade the capability of
| the RWM to perform its required function (only the test interval is

affected by this change). Additionally, the increased times allowed
will not adversely affect the performance of any other credited
equipment. .As such, the consequences remain unchanged from those that
would apply utilizing the existing CTS requirements, and will therefore

i not result in any significant increase in consequences of a previously
analyzed accident.

|

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
,

accident' from any accident previously evaluated?
|

| This proposed change will not involve any physical changes to plant |
~ systems, structures, or components-(SSC), or changes in normal plant i

'

. operation. -Therefore, this change will not create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

-

,
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N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS EVALUATION

ITS SECTION 3.3.2.1 - CONTROL R00 BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNICAL CHANGES LESS RESTRICTIVE

(Soecification 3.3.2.1 "L.4" Labeled Comments / Discussions)

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

Typical Fermi-2 operating experience involves intervals between
successive startups (or shutdowns) much greater than 92 days, and the y

,

performance of these RWM surveillances has been shown to usually pass '-

the surveillance when performed at these intervals. Therefore, that kkh-
operating experience supports eliminating testing that is required at
more frequent intervals. Based on this operating experience, the
proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

I

i
I

,
w
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Feedwater and Main Turbine High Water Level Trip Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

The Frequency is based on operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel status during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the channels required by the LC0.

SR 3.3.2.2.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function. A successful test of the required
contact (s) of a channel relay may be performed by the
verification of the change of state of a single contact of
the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all
of the other required contacts of the relay are verified by
other Technical Specifications and non Technical
Specifications tests at least once per refueling interval
with applicable extensions. Any setpoint adjustment shall
be consistent with the assumptions of the current plant
specific setpoint methodology.

The Frequency of 31 days is reasonable, based on operating
experience and on other Surveillances that ensure proper
functioning between CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS. Furthermore,
o>erating experience shows that failure of more than one
clannel in a given 31 day period is a rare event.

SR 3.3.2.2.3

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of a a 18 month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude

'

of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

I

1 .-
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Feedwater and Main Turbine High Water Level Trip Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SR 3.3.2.2.4

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific
channel. The system functional test of the feedwater and
main turbine valves is included as part of this Surveillance
and overlaps the LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST to provide
complete testing of the assumed safety function. Therefore.
if a valve is incapable of operating. the associated
instrumentation would also be inoperable. The 18 month
Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance
under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and
the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor at power. Operating
experience has shown that these components usually pass the
Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR. Section 15.1.2.

2. UFSAR. Section 15.3.

i

Us
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DISCUSSION OF CHANG::S

ITS:.SECTION 3.3.2.2 .FEEDWATER AND MAIN TURBINE HIGH WATER LEVEL TRIP
INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE
.

None.

TECHNICAL CHANGES LESS RESTRICTIVE
" Generic"

LA.1 CTS 3.3.9 requires that feedwater and main turbine high water
level actuation instrumentation be set to the trip setpoint values
shown in Table 3.3.9 2. . Additionally, the CTS 3.3.9 Action a
requires that an inoperable feedwater and main turbine high water
level instrument be restored to the trip setpoint value. However.
Actions only apply if the allowable'value is exceeded.
ITS 3.3.2.2 requires only that instrumentation setpoints be within %
the allowable value. Trip setpoints reflect operational details
while the allowable value reflects channel Operability.
Therefore, requirements for trip setpoints in CTS 3.3.9 and CTS y
Table 3.3.9 2 (including footnote *) are relocated to the s

Technical Requirements Manual. (TRM), which requires revisions be 2
controlled by 10 CFR 50.59. The trip setpoint is' established

f., based on a combination of instrument design factors, environmental
%

factors and the allowable value (which is what is conservatively,

derived from the value assumed in the safety analyses).
Therefore, these details can be adequately defined and controlled
in the-TRM. consistent with the NUREG 1433. This relocation
continues to provide. adequate protection of the public health and
safety since the requirement for instrument channel Operability g'
and the allowable value continues to be required by the Technical

'

. Specifications.

,

A
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES |

ITS: SECTION 3.3.2.2 - FEEDWATER A.ND MAIN TURBINE HIGH WATER LEVEL TRIP
INSTRUMENTATION ;

|

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
"Speci fic"

L.1 CTS 3.3.9 Action b requires inoperable feedwater and main turbine
trip instrumentation' channels to be restored to Operable status
within 7 days or to commence a plant shutdown. ITS 3.3.2.2
Action a allows inoperable channels to be placed in trip within 7
days (the option to " restore" remains implicitly allowed), thereby
allowing continued plant operation and avoiaing a required plant'

shutdown. With channel (s) placed in the tripped condition, the
safety function of the inoperable channel is maintained, and the
remaining Operable channels can continue to provide the necessary
automatic protective function. Therefore, this change will not |
adversely impact safety. l

L.2 CTS Table 3.3.91 and Table 4.3.9.11 require an Applicability of
Mode 1 for this function. Consistent with this, CTS 3.3.9 Actions
b and c, for inoperable feedwater and main turbine trip actuation
instrumentation that is not restored or tripped in the required
time, requires the unit to be "in at least Startup within the next
6 hours." ITS 3.3.2.2 requires the Applicability of Thermal Power
i 25% RTP, and for inoperable feedwater and main turbine trip
actuation instrumentation that is not restored or tripped in the
required time, ITS 3.3.2.2, Action C requires power to be reduced
to < 25% RTP in 4 hours. Feedwater and main turbine trip
actuation instrumentation is intended to enforce assumptions
associated with the analysis that established MCPR limits. The |

| MCPR limits are not Applicable below 25% RTP (due to the large
inherent margin that ensures the MCPR Safety Limit is not
exceeded). Therefore, the Applicability has been modified to be
> 25% RTP, and the shutdown action has been changed to only
require power to be reduced to < 25% RTP instead of a requirement
to enter Mode 2. The Completion Time changes (from 6 to 4 hours
for the plant shutdown) is consistent with other Completion Times
to reduce power to < 25% power when MCPR related limits are not
met. This change has no impact on safety because the
Applicability for this function, and the Action times, are
consistent with the Applicability and Action times for the MCPR
limits.

-
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.2.2 FEEDWATER AND MAIN TURBINE HIGH WATER LEVEL TRIP
INSTRUMENTATION

L.3 CTS 3.3.9 Action c provides 72 hours for two inoperable feedwater
and main turbine trip actuation instrumentation channels. The
Fermi logic for the feedwater and main turbine trip actuation
instrumentation is 1 out of 2 twice. Therefore two inoperable
channels will either: 1) still allow for the trip function (i.e.,
2 out of-2 trip) if the inoperability is a single channel in each
trip system, or 2) result in a loss of function if both inoperable
channels are in the same trip system (note: this " function" is
related to initial assumptions of MCPR analyses). ITS 3.3.2.2
Action B provides for a more restrictive 2 hour restoration time
in the event of a loss of function: however. ITS 3.3.2.2 Action A
(allowing a less restrictive 7 days) will apply to two inoperable
channels if trip capability is maintained. This less restrictive
change is consistent with the NUREG-1433 " standard" provision for
inoperabilities that result in the remaining Operable logic
constituting a 2 out of-2 trip.

Additionally, there are no CTS Actions provided for three or four
inoperable channels: thereby requiring CTS LC0 3.0.3 entry with
three or four inoperable channels. ITS 3.3.2.2 Action B allows
2 hours to restore sufficient channels (at least two Operable
channels) to maintain trip capability, or a plant shutdown to exit
the Applicability within the following 4 hours. The resulting
Completion Time changes are consistent with other Completion Times
to reduce power to < 25% power when MCPR related limits are not
met.

Together. these changes provide an improvement in safety by
eliminating the allowance for 72 hours of continued operation in
the event of a loss of safety function, and providing Actions
consistent with other Specification allowances for operation with

i MCPR parameters not within limits.
I !i RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

i

I |
None

l
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION BASES j

I
The CTS Bases for this Specification have been replaced by Bases that reflect

!
the format and applicable content of ITS 3.3.2.2 consistent with the BWR STS,

!
s NUREG 1433. Rev. 1.

l
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Feedwater and Main Turbir.e High Water Level Trip Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.2.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations
between instrument channels could be an indication of
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels, or
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each '

CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are detemined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is '

outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limits.

The Frequency is based on operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of |
channel status during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the channels required by the LCO.

TSTF-74
ara- G SR 3.3.2.2.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required

k'3
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function 7 Any setpoint adjustment shall be I

consistent with the assumptions of the current plant

f ] specific setpoint methodology.

63/3,2.2-3 4IU.""S".^"y Of M d:y; i: M a niidi'".y =:ly;is
4.- n

SR 3.3.2.2.3

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive 4

I (continued)
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' Feedwater and Main Turbine High Water Level Trip Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.2

|
!

!

INSERT B 3.3.2.2-3
|

The Frequency of 31 days is reasonable, based on operating
experience and on other Surveillances that ensure proper

i functioning between CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS. Furthermore,
operating experience shows that failures of more than one
channel in a given 31 day period is a rare event.

;

INSERT: TSTF-205

!

INSERT A

A successful test of the required contact (s) of a channel relay may
be performed by the verification of the change of state of a single
contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL 6
FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all of the
other required contacts of the relay are verified by other
Technical Specifications and non Technical Specifications tests at
least once per refueling interval with applicable extensions.

|
;

l

1

-
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I' JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG - 1433

.ITS: SECTION 3.3.2.2 FEEDWATER AND MAIN TURBINE HIGH WATER LEVEL TRIP
INSTRUMENTATION

L NON BRACKETED PLANT SPECIFIC CHANGES

P.1 These changes are made to NUREG 1433 to reflect Fermi 2 current

| licensing basis: including design features, existing license
! requirements and commitments. Additional rewording, reformatting,

and revised numbering is made to incorporate these changes consistent
with Writer's Guide conventions. Refer to CTS Discussion Of Changes
to the related requirement for a detailed justification of changes
made to the current licensing basis which are also reflected in the
ITS as presented. Specifically, some of the changes are discussed
behw:

a. NUREG 1433 reflects allowances from GE Topical Report GENE 770.
Fermi-2 has not performed the necessary evaluations to adopt
this flexibility for the Feedwater and Main Turbine Trip
Instrumentation.

P.2 Bases changes are made to reflect plant specific design details,
equipment terminology, and analyses.

P.3 Bases changes are made to reflect changes made to the Specification.
Refer to the Specification, and associated JFD if applicable, for
additional detail.

P.4 The reference to the NRC Policy Statement has been replaced with a
- more appropriate reference .to the' Inproved Technical Specification
" split" criteria found in 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).

.

GENERIC CHANGES

C.1 -TSTF 205: NRC approved change to NUREG 1433.

l

|
)

l
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

BASES

LC0 (continued)

Therefore, the PAM Specification deals specifically with'
this portion of the instrument channel.

10. Primary Containment Isolation Valve (PCIV) Position

PCIV position is a Type.B. Ca'cegory I variable, and is
provided for verification of cantainment integrity. In the
case of PCIV position, the imprtant information is the
isolation status of the containment penetration. The LC0
requires one channel of valve position indication in the
control room to be OPERABLE for each active PCIV in a
containment penetration flow path, i.e., two total channels
of PCIV position indication for a penetration flow path with
two active valves. For containment penetrations with only

.h| one control room indication, Note (b) requires a single
channel of valve position indication to be OPERABLE. This
is sufficient to redundantly verify the isolation status of
each isolable penetration via indicated status of the active
valve, as applicable, and prior knowledge of passive valve
or system boundary status. If a penetration flow path is
isolated, position indication for the PCIV(s) in the
associated penetration flow path is not needed to determine
status. Therefore, the position indication for valves in an
isolated penetration flow path is not required to be
OPERABLE. The PCIV position PAM instrumentation consists of
position switches, wiring, cabling, and control room
indicating lamps for active PCIVs. Therefore, the PAM
s)ecification deals specifically with these instrument I

clannels.

APPLICABILITY The PAM instrumentation LC0 is applicable in MODES 1 and 2. !

These variables are related to the diagnosis and preplanned
actions required to mitigate DBAs. The applicable DBAs are
assumed to occur in MODES 1 and 2. In MODES 3, 4. and 5
plant conditions are such that the likelihood of an event
that would require PAM instrumentation is extremely low:
therefore. PAM instrumentation is not required to be
OPERABLE in these MODES.

ACTIONS Note 1 has been added to the ACTIONS to exclude the MODE
change restriction of LC0 3.0.4. This exception allows
entry into the applicable MODE while relying on the ACTIONS

1

~_,i |
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| DISCUSSION OF. CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.3.1 PAM INSTRUMENTATION

|

'A.5 CTS Table.4.3.7.5 1~ footnote # states that the provisions of
Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable. This is not required in
ITS 3.3.3.1 because any potential confusion concerning when the c j

L surveillance.is required is eliminated by specifying the precise d
requirements for performance of the Surveillance such that an explicit g)exception to 4.0.4 is not necessary. The ITS SR 3.3.3.1.2 Note 2
modifies the Frequency such that it is "Not required to be performed.
until 72 hours for one channel and 7 days for the second channel after >

| 15% RTP." This is an administrative change with no impact on safety.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None

)
TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE I
" Generic"

4

| LR.1 CTS Table 3.3.7.51. Action 81, requires that with the Operable
! ' channels less than the minimum required, initiate the preplannea
| alternate method of monitoring the appropriate parameter (s) within
! 72 hours and restore the inoperable ~ channel within 7 days. ITS
; 3.3.3.1, Action C. requires the channel restored within 7 days,
| but does not require the preplanned alternate method of monitoring
| to be initiated within 72 hours. This is acceptable because the
1 - requirement to initiate an alternate monitoring plan does not

impact the requirement to restore the channel within 7 days. t
_

Additionally, the requirement to initiate alternate methods of 2
L monitoring post accident parameters can be removed from.the
; Technical Specifications is not of any safety significance until a fpost accident event requires this monitoring. Regulatory control

of changes to this requirement (e.g.. Technical Specification
amendment or 10 CFR 50.59) is not necessary to provide adequate

i

protection of the public health and safety since the requirement !for-post accident instrument channel Operability and actions for !
inoperable instrumentation, continues to be required by the |

Technical Specifications.

..-

:
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.3.1 - PAM INSTRUMENTATION

LR.2 CTS Table 4.3.7.5-1 footnotes * and ** provide details of
performing Channel Calibrations. ITS SRs 3.3.3.1.2 and 3.3.3.1.3
do not include these details; they are removed from the Technical
Specifications. Regulatory control of changes to this requirement
(e.g. Technical Specification amendment or 10 CFR 50.59) is not
necessary to provide adequate protection of the public health and __

safety since the relocation of procedural detail from the d
Technical Specifications does not change any requirement, cA
including the requirement for Channel Calibrations, which continue -

to be required by the Technical Specifications. 4

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
" Specific"

L.1 CTS 3.3.7.5 does not contain explicit exception to LCO 3.0.4:
however. ITS 3.3.3.1 Actions Note 1 allows that LC0 3.0.4 is not
applicable for any inoperable post accident monitoring
instrument (s). This is consistent with NUREG-1433. Post accident |
monitoring instrumentation do not impact normal operation of the to
plant, and hence, would not provide any additional initiators for i
plant transients during startup or Mode changes. Furthermore, in k
addition to the PAM instrumentation, there are additional
capabilities for backup monitoring and/or compensatory actions
that are addressed by plant specific Emergency Operating
Procedures. Therefore, the LC0 3.0.4 exception will have an
insignificant impact on safety.

L.2 CTS Tables 3.3.7.5 1 and 4.3.7.5 1 present the Applicability for
most Functions as only Modes 1 and 2. However, for the post
accident monitoring function of the containment high range
radiation monitor and PCIV position, the CTS required
Applicability is Modes 1. 2 and 3. ITS 3.3.3.1 maintains the
required Applicability for all post accident monitoring Functions
as Modes 1 and 2. Post accident monitors are provided to assist
the operator in the response to and diagnosis of design basis
accidents (DBAs). The initial conditions for the DBAs that rely y ;

_ion these functions are assumed to occur in Modes 1 and 2. The i

likelihood of an event in Mode 3 that would require post accident 2 '

monitoring instrumentation is extremely low: therefore these T
Functions are not required to be Operable in Mode 3.

.J
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.3.1 - PAM INSTRUMENTATION

L.3 CTS Table 3.3.7.51. Action 80.a requires the plant to be in
Mode 3 within 12 hours, if the instrument channel is not restored
within the allowed out of service time. ITS 3.3.3.1. Action B.
allows the submission of a special report to the NRC (in
accordance with ITS Specification 5.6.7) in lieu of a required
shutdown. This alternative action is acceptable since only one of
two required channels are inoperable such that monitoring
capability remains available. and since the likelihood of a DBA
that would require information from the monitor is low.
Therefore, this less restrictive change will have a negligible
impact on safety.

L.4 CTS Table 3.3.7.51 Action 80.a and Action 81.1) require |2
restoration of a single inoperable channel within 7 days. CTS 3
Table 3.3.7.5-1 Action 80.b and Action 83 require restoration of |te*one channel when two are inoperable within 48 hours. ITS 3.3.3.1
Action A requires restoration of a single inoperable channel
within 30 days: ITS 3.3.3.1 Action C requires restoration of one
channel when two are inoperable (except two inoperable hydrogen or
oxygen concentration channels) within 7 days: and ITS 3.3.3.1
Action D requires restoration of one channel when two hydrogen or
oxygen concentration channels are inoperable, within 72 hours.
These increased allowed out of service times are consistent with
NUREG 1433. and are acceptable based on the remaining Operable
post accident monitoring channels. Other non Regulatory Guide 1.97
instrument channels which monitor the function. the passive nature
of the instrument (no critical automatic action is assumed to
occur from these instruments), and the low probability of an event
requiring PAM instrumentation during this interval. Therefore,
this less restrictive change will have a negligible impact on
safety.

L.5 CTS 3.3.7.5-1 requires 1 channel per valve for the primary
containment isolation valve (PCIV) position. and its Action 82 for
inoperable channels requires restoration within 48 hours. ITS
Tatle 3.3.3.1 1 states requirements on a penetration basis -
requiring 2 channels per penetration: but also including Note (b)
allowing the requirement to drop to 1 channel on penetrations with
only one installed control room indication channel. This results p
in equivalent requirements. While this change reflects an 1
administrative presentation preference. it is provided to assist d I

clarification of the ITS 3.3.3.1 Actions, which are less T
!

restrictive
~

|

!
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.3.1 - PAM INSTRUMENTATION

L.5 (continued)

ITS 3.3.3.1 Action A allows 30 days if one channel in a.

penetration is inoperable, and only requires submission of a
special report (in accordance with ITS 5.6.7) if not restored
in 30 days: and'

. Action C allows 7 days if both channels in a penetration are
inoperable, and requires plant shutdown to Mode 3 if one channel
is not restored within 7 days.

|
These increased allowed cut of service times are consistent with |
NUREG 1433, and are acceptable based on the remaining Operable J
post accident monitoring channels, other non Regulatory Guide 1.97 -

instrument channels which monitor the function, the passive nature
;

of the instrument (no critical automatic action is assumed to
occur from these instruments), and the low probability of an event
requiring PAM instrumentation during this interval. Therefore,
this less restrictive change will have a negligible impact on

| safety.

|

4

i

i
|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.3.1 PAM INSTRUMENTATION

R.1 (continued) '

< Conclusing

Since the screening criteria have not satisfied for non Regulatory
Guide 1.97 Type A or Category 1 variable instruments, their m
associated LC0 and Surve111ances are relocated to the Technical A
Requirements Manual, where revisions are controlled by 10 CFR M

i

50.59. The instruments to be relocated are as follows (numbers g
reflect the CTS Table 3.3.7.51 Instrument Functions):

.5. Suppression Chamber Air Temperature:
6. Suppression Chamber Pressure:
8. Drywell Air Temperature:
11. Safety / Relief Valve Position Indicators:
13. SGTS Radiation Monitors: and n

eJ

b
u

N/

|

|

|

i

J
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PM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

i

|
BASES '

LCO h Primary Containment Area Radiation (Hioh Ranoef
(co nued)

this pla primary containment area radia on (high range)
PM instr tation consists of the fol ing:]

6. Drywell Sumo le 1

h Drywell sump level is a t ory I variable provided for
verification of ECCS fun s that operate to maintain RCS,

integrity. [For this ant, drywell sump level PM
instrumentatnon con ts of the 110 wing:]

7. Drvwell in Sumo level

Drywell ,ain sump level is a Category I vari e provided
to de et breach of the RCPB and for verificatio nd long
te surveillance of ECCS functions that operate to aintain

integrity. [For this plant, the drywell drain su
evel PM instrumentation consists of the following:]

IO M Primary Containment Isolation Valve (PCIV) Position
IS A - Hft B

i CATMof y I' valla 814, AND IV positionf s provided for verification of containeei
\- '-

information is the isolation status of the containment 1

'
_ integrity. In the case of PCIV position, the irportant

penetration. The LCO requires one channel of valve position*

indication in the control room to be OPERABLE for each
active PCIV in a containment penetration flow path, i.'e.,
two total channels of PCIV position indication for a

;penetration flow path with two active valves. For
containment penetrations with only one :M ;.. ' Ti E x..., 4
control room indication, Note (b) requires a single channel
of valve position indication to be OPERABLE. This is
sufficient to redundantly verify the isolation status of
each isolable penetration via indicated status of the active
valve, as applicable, and prior knowledge of passive valve
or system boundary status. If a penetration flow path is
isolated, position indication for the PCIV(s) in the
associated penetration flow path is not needed to determine
status. Therefore, the position indication for valves in an-

iisolated penetration flow path is not requ_ ired to be
OPERABLE 6 N I

CTHC. P9tV Pos:T10Al PAM IrisrguacHTA71er) <oArstsr3 or /%issed .ss<irft.gc,
,

VJIAIAlPCZ$.4 > Cn6LIAlls, AAID f04720L AOGM JAIDIC/In/Vir LAMM f04 ACTIM 1

17/tlEfipfC,1%5 PAM .$ftuf/MUQU WALS WiflCALLQ fntINut3)

BWR/4 'iTS B 3.3-67 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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| NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS EVALUATION,

! ITS: SECTION 3.3.3.1 - PAM INSTRUMENTATION
L

!<
TECHNICAL; CHANGES LESS RESTRIPIVE

~

.(Soecification 3.3.3.1 ="L.2" Labeled Comments / Discussions)

j Detroit Edison'has evaluated the proposed Technical Specification change
identified ac "Less Restrictive" in accordance with the criteria specified by
10 CFR 50.92 and has determined that the proposed change does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.

'The bases for the determination that the proposed change does not involve a
significant hazards' consideration is an evaluation of these changes against
each of the criteria in 10 CFR 50.92. The criteria and the conclusions of the

L evaluation are presented below.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

| The proposed change eliminates the Mode 3 Applicability for the
i containment high range radiation monitor and PCIV position indication.

The proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the'

.

probability of an accident previously evaluated because the PAM
instrumentation is not considered as an initiator for any accidents
previously analyzed. The proposed change does not involve.a significant
increase in the consequences of an accident previously evaluated because dinitial conditions for the DBAs that rely on these functions are assumed .L.
to occur.in MODES 1 and 2. Therefore the consequences of an event in (L . Mode 3 that would require post accident monitoring -is expected to be
substantially less. Furthermore. the impact on consequences is not
significant due to the passive function of the instruments, theL~
operator's ability to diagnose an accident using alternative instruments|

! and the likelihood of plant conditions that would require information
| provided by these instrumentation.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
-accident from any accident previously evaluated?

This proposed change will not involve any physical changes to plant
systems, structures, or components (SSC), or changes in normal plant

_

operation. . Therefore, this change will not create the possibility of a
new or different. kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.'

i.s
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS EVALUATION '

ITS: SECTION 3.3.3.1 PAM INSTRUMENTATION

,

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(Soecification 3.3.3.1 "L.2" Labeled Comments / Discussions) .

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety because initial conditions for the DBAs that rely on.these d |1

|k
functions are assumed to occur in Modes 1 and 2. Therefore the safety

|significance of an event in Mode 3 that would require post accident 1

monitoring is expected to be substantially less. Furthermore, the
impact is not significant due to the passive function of the instrument,
the operator's ability to diagnose an accident using alternative
instruments and the likelihood of plant conditions that would require
information provided by these instrumentation.

I

_
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!

I
t

INSTRUMENTATION ,|
REMOTE SHUTDOWN SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS

t fMTTING CONDITION FOR OPERATION f Divbih[O '

A
_

1 - w j\__

i LCo 33 3.1 3.3.7.4 The" remote shutdown system instrumentation and controls shown in
! Table 3.3.7.4 1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1 and 2.
i

ACTION:

WiththenumberofOPERABLEremoteshutdownsdsteminstrumentation
a.

hcT[0N k
,

' channels less than required by Table 3.3.7.4 , store the
inoperable channel (s) to OPERA 8LE status within s or be in at

ACTION 6 least HOT SHtTTDOWN within the next 12 hours. f,,, f

b. With the number of OPERABLE remote shutdown system controls less
AcT)oN A than reautred by Table 3.3.7.4-1, restore the inocerable control (s)

to OPERABLE status within days or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN
| AcTlod 6 within the next 12 hours. -

3
/}Cnop Nott I c. The provisions of Specificat on 3.0.4 are not applicable.

N bCT10M NOTE 2.) 4, 2

SURVEfLLANCE RE0VIREMENTS

N 3'I I'N 4.3.7.4.1- Each of the above required remote shutdown monitoring
SA 5 5 32 Ainstrumentation channels shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of the

CHANNEL CHECK and CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations 41 the frequencies shown in
Table 4.3.7.4-1.

| .2.7.'.? - Each of the above remote shutdown control switches and control'

| d 3.3,"I.2.1 circuits shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by verifying its capability to perform
j its intended function (s) at least once per !$ months.

|

r

|

|
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ATWS RPT Instrumentation
3.3.4.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

....................................-NOTE- - --- - -- -- ----

When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required Actions
may be delayed for up to 2 hours provided the. associated Function maintains
ATVS RPT trip capability.
..............................................................................

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.4.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.4.1.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days

SR 3.3.4.1.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The 18 months
Allowable Values shall be:

a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low,
Level 2: a 103.8 inches; and

b. Reactor Vessel Pressure-High:
s 1153 psig.

I SR 3.3.4.1.4 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST 18 monthsI

$ including breaker actuation.

.

I FERMI UNIT 2 3.3-33 Revision 6,.05/28/99
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ATWS RPT Instrumentation 4

B 3.3.4.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the required channels of this LCO.

SR 3.3.4.1.2

-A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is' performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function. A successful test of the required
contact (s) of a channel relay may be performed by the
verification of the change of state of a single contact of

_ h. the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL
-- FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all

of the other required contacts of the relay are verified by
other Technical Specifications and non Technical
Specifications tests at least once per refueling interval
with applicable extensions.

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency of 31 days is reasonable, based on sperating
experience and on other Surve111ances that ensur.: 3 roper
functioning between CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS. Furt1ermore,
o>erating experience shows that the failure of more than one
clannel in a given 31. day period is a rare event.

ISR 3.3.4.1.3

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument i

loop and the sensor. ~ This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel

,adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive I

calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint '

methodology.

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of a a 18 month
calibration interval in the determination of the' magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

|

|

:) 1
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ATWS RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SR 3.3.4.1.4
,

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL. TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of. the required trip logic for~ a specific
channel. The system functional test of the pump breakers is .
included as part of this Surveillance and overlaps the LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST to provide complete testing of the'

assumed safety function. Therefore, if a breaker is-

incapable of operating, the. associated instrument channel (s)
would be inoperable.

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surve111ance'under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the

q Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
A Omrating experience has shown these components usually pass

{| t1e Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Figure 7.7 3, Reactor Recirculation System FCD,

L

!

!

|--

-

'
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INSTRUMENTATION
3/4.3.4 ATW5 RECTRCUL ATION PUMP TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

tIMITING CONDTTION FOR OPFDATION

L(o J.3,4,\ t.t-1r The anticipated transient without scram recirculation pump trip (ATWS-
RPT) system instrumentation channels shown in Table 3.3.4-1 shall be OPERABLE

bco 33I4 */'

.

APPLICAB1t1TY: OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1.
ACTION: .-[ ADO AcT7ous NOTE )_;

With an ATWS-RPT system instrumentation channel trip setpoint less 3a.
StTtoNA conservative than the value shown in the Allowable Values column of Table

-

(40,4 d opgitAstmt}3.3.4-2 declare the channel inoperable until the channel is re"arait tn
,1

aaiustso consistdt wit nOPERABLE statusriytn tne m unn u .w q uoint H.(the Jtio setooist value.1 hob REQuseEDAcnotJ47 Mate *i"
WiththenumoerofOPERABLEchannelso(nelessthanrecuiredbythe -

Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip System recuirement for one or both 4 4b.

gGON 4 trio systems, pla inoperable channel (s) in the tripped conditioni
within da45f- L.I g
With the numoer of OPERABLE channels two or more less than required by i

ACTlod b c. the Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip System requirement for one trip g
ocsystem and: gg

1. If the Inoperable channels consist of one reactor vessel water level ~
channel and one reactor vessel pressure channel. lac h ir'---

inoperable channels in the tripped condition within .llor, if

this action will initiate a pump trip. declare the rip system
inoperable.

2. If the inoperable channels include two reactor vessel water level
I

channels or two reactor vessel pressure channels, declare the trip
( 4system inoperable. y ,

store the inoperable trip system to bd i
d. With one trip system noce ,

OPERABLE status within .~ r be in at least STARTUP within the next 2
M

kCROD D 6 hours. gg g r%4; pgg 4cppg g

ON be - With both trip systems
rabl . restore at least one tri system to

OPERABLE status within or be in at least STARTUP wit in the next 6'

90mf vm SMw * Ref, Act D./fbj y y UArg

1.0.4. r Each ATWS-RPT system instrumentation channel shall be demonstrated3a14411 OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST andgag,3.g,3,1. CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations at the frequencies shown in Table 4.3.4-1.g 3,3 4,g,3
4

'--'^" ~-""---'" " ~

fR3.M.I.Q p.3.4.e- LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTSGushall be performed at least once per 16 months. gg gg

(04% v>

h
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.4.1 - ATWS RPT INSTRUMENTATION

I

' ADMINISTRATIVE.

A .1'- .In the conversion of the Fermi 2 current Technical Specifications
(CTS) to the proposed plant specific Improved Technical
Specifications (ITS), certain wording preferences or conventions
are adopted which do not result in technical changes (either

| ' actual ' or ' interpretational) . Editorial changes, reformatting, and
L revised numbering are adopted to make the ITS consistent with the
|- . Boiling Water. Reactor (BWR) Standard Technical Specifications
L NUREG 1433. Rev.'1.

A.2 ITS LC0 3.3.4.1 Actions 'are modified by a Note, which provides |
clarification that, for the purpose of the associated LCO.
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each channel." This is"

i acceptable because the Required Actions for each Condition provide

| . appropriate compensatory actions for each inoperable ATWS RPT

| channel. Complying with the Required Actions will allow for

| continued operation: with subsequent inoperable ATWS RPT channels
! : governed by subsequent Condition entry and application of
I? associated Required Actions. This is an administrative change

with no impact on safety because this clarification is consistent
with the existing interpretation of the CTS.

I-

| A.3- CTS 3.3.4 specifies Actions for ATWS RPT channels with setpoints
|y! not within allowable values. These Actions state " declare the .

channel inoperable until the channel is restored to Operable '? ,

i status." ITS 3.3.4.1 contains all the requirements and Actions I {
| for ATWS RPT channels, including the allomble values and Actions * 1

* I' when-it is 'not met. The usage rules of Technical Specifications
adequately dictate that channels be declared inoperable and
Actions taken until restored to Operable, without' a specific .

statement to that effect. Therefore, elimination of this I

statement is an administrative presentation preference only. j

!
!

.i
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.4.1 - ATWS RPT INSTRUMENTATIONI

A.4
For CTS Specification 3.3.4 (and ITS 3.3.4.1). the ATWS-RPT system
instrumentation is interpreted to include the actuated device (s)
(i.e., two trip breakers per recirculation pump). Since each
instrumentation channel (reactor water level and reactor pressure)
ultimately provides signals that can result in all four breakers
tripping, any inoperable breaker is necessarily associated with
portions of all channels being inoperable. For limited number of
channels CTS 3.3.4 Actions b and c.1 allow inoperable channels to
be placed in trip and continued operation pelmitted. Where
multiple channels are inoperable and tripping them could result in i

-

a recirculation pump trip, CTS Actions c.1. c.2, d, and e do not <t'permit tripping inoperable channels.
Since ITS Action A can apply T

to one or many inoperable channels, The Note to Required Action
A.2 is provided to direct a restoration requirement (and preclude
a channel tripping allowance) in the event of an inoperable tripbreaker. This explicit limitation is only a clarification of the
requirements that would be imposed by compliance with CTS 3.3.4requirements.

Therefore, this change only reflects a presentation
clarification necessitated by the ITS format.

A.S
CTS 4.3.4.2 requires an LSFT "and simulated automatic operation"of all channels.
in the CTS to be included in the LSFT, since the CTS LSFTThe simulated automatic operation is interpreted
definition " includes the actuated device." in

ITS SR 3.3.4.1.4
requires an LSFT but explicitly states " including breaker 4
actuation."

Since the ITS LSFT definition is revised to exclude
p

the actuated device (refer to Section 1.0), explicitly adding ,

" breaker actuation" captures the CTS requirement. y
This

clarification is an administrative presentation preference only.
A.6

CTS Table 3.3.4 1, Note (*), allows required surveillance testing
"without placing the trip system of the tripped condition provided
the other channel in the same trip function is OPERABLE."
Note 2 provides the same allowance stated as " entry into the

ITS SR

associated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed
provided the associated Function maintains trip capability."This
represents consistency in presentation with other Specifications,
and as such, is considered an administrative change.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - HORE RESTRICTIVE

None,

FERMI - UNIT 2
2 REVISION 6, 05/28/99|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.4.1 ATWS RPT INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
" Generic"

LA.1 . CTS 3.3.4 requires that ATWS-RPT actuation instrumentation trip
setpoints to be within Trip Setpoint column values of CTS
Table 3.3.4 2. Additionally. CTS 3.3.4 Action a requires that an
inoperable ATWS RPT actuation instrument channel setpoint be
restored consistent with the trip setpoint value. However.
Actions only apply if the allowable value is exceeded.
ITS 3.3.4.1 requires only that instrumentation setpoints be within
the allowable value. Trip setpoints reflect operational details
while the allowable value reflects channel Operability.
Requirements for trip setpoints are relocated to the Technical
Requirements Manual (TRM) which requires revisions be controlled
by 10 CFR 50.59. The trip setpoint is established based on a 4
combination of instrument design factors, environmental factors, n

4

and the allowable value (which is what is conservatively derived [
from the value assumed in the safety analyses). Therefore, these
details can be adequately defined and controlled in the TRM. $consistent with the NUREG 1433. This continues to provide
adequate protection of the public health and safety since the
requirement for instrument channe1~ Operability and the allowable N
value'setpoint continues to be required by the Technical
Specifications.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
" Specific"

L.1' CTS 3.3.4 Actions b and c.1 require tripping inoperable channels
within I hour: however. CTS 3.3.4 Action d would allow 72 hours
with both channels in one trip system inoperable prior to
requiring a plant shutdown. ITS 3.3.4.1 Action A allows 14 days
to trip inoperable channels: and ITS 3.3.4.1 Action B allows 72
hours to restore trip capability in the event one of two trip
Functions has lost trip capability.

The ATWS RPT design is such that either trip system will trip both
recirculation pumps. Each trip system can be tripped by either of
two Functions (reactor vessel low water level or reactor vessel
high pressure), arranged in a 2 out of-2 trip logic for each y
Function. (Note: although not assumed or credited, the logic of s

the two separate functions is also combined such that one low Tr.~ *level and one high pressure signal would cause a trip system trip.

FERMI UNIT 2 3 REVISION 6', 05/28/99|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.4.1 ATWS RPT INSTRUMENTATIONr

d
This feature would be described as a 1 out of-2 taken twice a l
logic.) Due to the following considerations the extended { I

ITS 3.3.4.1 Completion Times _do not reflect a significant impact
on safety: 1) the significant redundancy and diversity of trip
initiating signals, which may allow for maintaining trip
capability even in the event of multiple ATWS RPT channel
.inoperebilities: 2) increased likelihood of an inadvertent loss of
forced circulation while operating with inoperable ATWS RPT

.

channels that have been tripped to comply with required Actions:
and 3) the extremely low probability of an ATWS event that would ;

require ATWS RPT trips to function.

L.2' CTS 3.3.4 Action d and e require a plant shutdown in the event
that required restoration or required channel tripping is not
accomplished in the required time. ITS 3.3.4.1 Action D includes
an option to the required plant shutdown - the option to remove
the associated recirculation pump from service. This option
accomplishes the functional purpose of the instrumentation and
enables continued operation in a previously approved condition
(under the restriction of other Specifications for single loop
operation). Therefore, these changes do not have a significant |p.

$

impact on safety. (
BEL 0CATED SPECIFICATIONS

None

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION BASES

1he. CTS Bases for this Specification have been replaced by Bases that reflect .

the format'and applicable content of ITS 3.3.4.1 consistent with the BWR STS. !
NUREG 1433, Rev. 1. |

!

1

i

-
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation

3.3.4h
CT5h3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.4. Anticipated Transient Without Scram Recirculation Pump Trip
| (ATWS-RPT) Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.4. Two channels per trip system for each ATWS-RPT
| instrumentation Function listed below shall be OPERABLE:

a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2; and
|

b. Reactor 5+- Pressure-High.
/essel

APPLICABILITY: MODE I.

ACTIONS

..._____..___________.--------NOTE------------------------------------

S .. . $S. SS !_" . .$ '

SS!*..._____ 0 b**
...._ .. _

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TINE

A. One or more channels A.1 Restore channel to 14 days / 'h* a b h4inoperable. OPERABLE status. \ jf y
on 3
A.2 --------NOTE---------

Not applicable if
-inoperable chanrel is

the result of an DOC A- .

<
_'.

linoperable breaker,
M....___._. .-__.

Place channel in 14 days
trip. 5

(continued)

f BWR/4 STS 3.3-33 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation /
3.3.4

<cn> >
SURVEILLANCE REQUIRENENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

2h !

y.3 4./) )
/ SR 3.3.4. 2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. days |

) BL 4 '3N -l
_

i0p.i 7 .3.4.2.3 caisurate e tri, onits. t822aa f j

-

7
.

gl8p, months [(q.3.%/) )
'SR 3.3.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The 76L 4.3 N-1

{3 Allowable Values shall be: |

a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, (r6L3.39-1)Level 2: it m inches; and j
lb3.%

ib. Reactor St;; . Pressure-High.
,

5 psig. *

SR 3.3.4. . Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST

g18gmonths(ti.3.q. t)incioain, treater actuation.,,9

e
s

%
1

i

BWR/4 STS 3.3-35 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentatio mB 3.3.4. j

B 3.3 I RUMENTATION
i

B3.3.4/ nticipated Transient Without Scram Recirculation Pump Trip
(ATWS-RPT) Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The ATWS-RPT System initiates an RPT, adding negative
reactivity, following events in which a scram does not (but
should) occur, to lessen the effects of an ATWS event.

OP.2. Tripping the recirculation pumps adds negative reactivity
from the increase in steam voiding in the core area as core

VE5SEL flow decreases. When Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low,
Level Z or Reactor-'t= "; ; Pressure-High setpoint is~-

(reached, the recirculation pump drive motor breakers trio.
G SET GDJOEA T04 ;-

The ATWS-RPT System (Ref.1) includes serisors, relays,q
bypass capability circuit breakers, and switches that are
necessary to cause initiation of an RPT. The channels
include electronic equipment (e.g., trip units) that
compares measured input signals with pre-established
setpoints. When the setpoint is exceeded, the channel

Pe
output relay actuates, which then outputs an ATWS-RPT signal
to the trip logic.

gg The ATWS-RPT consists of two independent trip systems, with
two cnannels of Reactor 7t= 0:n Pressure-High and two
channels of Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 in
each trip system. Each ATWS-RPT trip system is a
two-out-of-two logic for each Function. Thus, either tw
Reactor Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 or two Reactor-=-- VESSEL.
Pressure-High signals are needed to trip a trip system. --

' The outputs of the channels in a trip system are combined in
a logic so that either trip system will trip both

ul on pumps by tripping the respective drive motor6A(d6AE4rit HM ['re
TWO Wif /.blLS, WHICH G 5 7 C,6MMA70C MELD ad
ALLWJS EAGH T12tf SfaTIM There is one rive reaker provided'for each of the
9 TitIP BoTH 13gengets , two recirculation pumps for a total of two brea)tts The

,output of each trip system is provided to both recirculationy - --

,,,, ,

pumpf reakers. _ __
b

Tot. FitLD Aus Deus mo'rvs_} hWD
:

$$687 P/L

) B 3.B.4.1-I -
_

(continued)

BWR/4 STS B 3.3-91 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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ATWS-RPT Inst umentation
B 3.3.4.4

i

BASES A

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4. .1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the required channels of this LCO.

I

g77. tor SR 3.3.4.8.2

/h6T k .| A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the

_ intended function. /

f*l Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the

( f-
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology,

b 3' 3 'N I ~ 3 Reb a

^a 1.1.4.1.1

P3 c.1;;..iion a i 1 -;is provides a check the actua1trip setpoint The channel must be deci ed inoperable i
the trip se ing is discovered to be 1 conservative thanthe All le Value specified in SR .4.2.4. If the trisettin s discovered to be less e servative than the
sett g accounted for in the app priate setpoint
y odology, but is not beyond he Allowable Value, e

{ 1

(continued)
!

BWR/4 STS B 3.3-98 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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ATWS RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

!

Insert B 3.3.4.1 3

The Frequency of 31 days is reasonable, based on operating
experience and on other Surveillances that ensure proper
functioning between CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS. Furthermore,
operating experience shows that failures of more than one
channel in a given 31 day period is a rare event.

INSERT: TSTF 205

INSERT A

A successful test of the required contact (s) of a channel relay may
be performed by the verification of the change of state of a single
contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all of the
other required contacts of the relay are verified by other
Technical Specifications and non Technical Specifications tests at
least once per refueling interval with applicable extensions.

FERMI UNIT 2 Page B 3.3 98 (Insert) REVISION 6, 05/28/99|
~



ATWS-RPT Instrumentatiog
( B 3.3.4.y

Ql
BASES

SURVEILLANCE (Td 3. s . o . z . 3 /(c6n u .....;
REQUIREMENTS /4 channel formance is still withi he requirements of i e

y plant s ety analysis. Under the conditions, the set in
must readjusted to be equal or more conservativ tha
acc nted for in the appropri e setpoint methodol .

TheFrequge{of92daysis ased on the reliabil t
. . . . . , . . . . . . . . . - . .

N
SR 3.3.4.8 1

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

TheFrequencyisbasedupontheassumptionofag18 month.

calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude
of equi t drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.4.d

y* The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific
channel. The system functional test of the pump breakers is
included as part of this Surveillance and overlaps the LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST to provide complete testing of the
assumed safety function. Therefore, if a breaker is
incapable of operating, the associated instrument channel (s)
would be inoperable.

The 18-month Frequency is based on the need to. perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown these components usually pass
the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency. p

\

kt

jV-

(continued)

BWR/4 STS B 3.3-99 Rev 1, 04/07/95 |
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A M -RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

Insert B 3.3.4.1 2

<< Removec in Rev 5 >>

J
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' JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES'FROM NUREG 1433
'

l

ITSi SECTION 3.3.4.1 - ATWS RPT INSTRUMENTATION'

NON-BRACKETED PLANT SPECIFIC CHANGES

P.' 1. These changes are made to NUREG 1433 to reflect Fermi 2 current
' licensing basis:! including design features, existing. license .
requirements and commitments. Additional rewording, reformatting,
and revised numbering is made to incorporate these changes consistent!

I :with Writer's Guide conventions. Refer to CTS Discussion' Of Changes
to the related requirement for a detailed justification of changes

L made to the current licensing basis which are also reflected in the J

| ITS as-presented. Specifically, some of the changes are discussed
below:

i

a. NUREG 1433 reflects allowances from GE Topical Report GENE 770.
Fermi 2 has not performed the necessary evaluations to adopt q
this flexibility.

; P.2 Bases changes are made to reflect plant specific design details,
'

equipment terminology, and analyses.

P.3 Bases changes are made to reflect changes made to the Specification.
Refer to the Specification, and associated JFD if applicable, for
additional detail.

<

| P.4 Change made for editorial preference or clarity.

P.5 The reference to the NRC Policy Statement has been replaced with a
more appropriate reference to the Improved Technical Specification
"

j - split" criteria found in 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).

GENERIC CHANGES

@C.1 TSTF-205: NRC approved change to NUREG 1433.

.,
,

7
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'N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS' EVALUATION'

ITS: SECTION 3.3.4.1 - ATWS RPT INSTRUMENTATION :|

|

' TECHNICAL. CHANGES. LESS RESTRICTIVE /
(Soecification 3.3;4.1 "L.2" Labeled Comments / Discussions)

1

Detroit Edison has evaluated the proposed lechnical Specification change
.

' identified as "Less Restrictive" in accordance with the criteria specified by
-10 CFR 50.92 and has_ determined that the proposed change does not involve a*

significant hazards consideration.
I

The bases for the determination that the proposed change does not involve a )
significant hazards consideration is an evaluation of these changes against

.each of the criteria in 10 CFR 50.92. The criteria and the conclusions of the
evaluation are presented below.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

'The proposed change allows the option to remove the associated p
~

Theproposedchangedoesnotinvolvea|krecirculation pump from service. J
-

significant increase.in the probability of an accident previously
evaluated because this option accomplishes the functional purpose of the
instrumentation and enables continued operation in a previously approved

.

condition (under the restriction of other Specifications for single loop
operation). The proposed change does not involve a significant increase
in the consequences of an accident previously evaluated because this
option accomplishes the functional purpose of the instrumentation and
enables continued operation in a previously approved condition (under
the restriction of other Specifications for single loop operation). As
such, the consequences remain unchanged from those that would apply

. utilizing the existing CTS requirements. ;

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any' accident previously evaluated?

This proposed change will not involve any physical changes to plant i
'

systems', structures, or components (SSC), or changes in normal plant
operation. Therefore, this change will not create the possibility of a
new or different kind of. accident from any accident previously

1

evaluated.

I

J !

4
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3.3.6.1 NUREG M/U pg 3.3-58 3.3.6.1 NUREG M/U pg 3.3-58 i

3.3.6.1 NUREG M/U pg 3.3-59 3.3.6.1 NUREG M/U pg 3.3-59 Rev 6

3.3.6.1 NUREG M/U pg 3.3-60 3.3.6.1 NUREG M/U pg 3.3-60 Rev 6

3.3.6.1 NUREG M/U pg 3.3-61 3.3.6.1 NUREG M/U pg 3.3-61 Rev 6

B 3.3.6.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-154 B 3.3.6.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-154 Rev 6
|

B 3.3.6.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-158 B 3.3.6.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-158 Rev 6

B 3.3.6.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-160 B 3.3.6.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-160 Rev 6

B 3.3.6.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-167 B 3.3.6.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-167 Rev 6

B 3.3.6.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-170 B 3.3.6.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-170 Rev 6
i

B 3.3.6.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-181 B 3.3.6.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-181 Rev 6 |
B 3.3.6.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-181 (Insert) Rev 0 B 3.3.6.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-181 (Insert) Rev 6 !

3.3.6.1 NSHC pg 15 Rev 6--

l3.3.6.1 NSHC pg 16 Rev 6-.
1

3.3.6.1 JFD's pg 2 Rev 0 3.3.6.1 JFD's pg 2 Rev 6 j

B 3.3.6.2 ITS pg B 3.3.6.2-2 Rev 0 B 3.3.6.2 ITS pg B 3.3.6.2-2 Rev 6 |

B 3.3.6.2 ITS pg B 3.3.6.2-10 Rev 0 B 3.3.6.2 ITS pg B 3.3.6.2-10 Rev 6 I

B 3.3.6.2 ITS pg B 3.3.6.2-11 Rev 0 B 3.3.6.2 ITS pg B 3.3.6.2-11 Rev 6

B 3.3.6.2 ITS pg B 3.3.6.2-12 Rev 0 B 3.3.6.2 ITS pg B 3.3.6.2-12 Rev 6

33.6.2 CTS M/U (3/4 3-9) pg 1 of 8 3.3.6.2 CTS M/U (3/4 3-9) pg i of 8 Rev 6

3.3.6.2 DOCS pg i Rev 0 3.3.6.2 DOCS pg i Rev 6

3.3.6.2 DOCS pg 2 Rev 0 3.3.6.2 DOCS pg 2 Rev 6

3.3.6.2 DOCS pg 3 Rev 0 3.3.6.2 DOCS pg 3 Rev 6

3.3.6.2 DOCS pg 4 Rev 0 3.3.6.2 DOCS pg 4 Rev 6

3.3.6.2 DOCS pg 5 Rev 0 3.3.6.2 DOCS pg 5 Rev 6

3.3.6.2 DOCS pg 6 Rev 0 3.3.6.2 DOCS pg 6 Rev 6

3.3.6.2 DOCS pg 7 Rev 0 3.3.6.2 DOCS pg 7 Rev 6

B 3.3.6.2 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3186 B 3.3.6.2 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-186 Rev 6

B 3.3.6.2 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-194 B 3.3.6.2 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-194 Rev 6

B 3.3.6.2 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-194 (Insert) Rev 6-

3.3.6.2 JFD's pg i Rev 0 3.3.6.2 JFLYs pg i Rev 6

| 3.3.6.2 NSHC pg 3 Rev 0 3.3.6.2 NSHC pg 3 Rev 6

3.3.6.2 NSHC pg 4 Rev 0 33.6.2 NSHC pg 4 Rev 6

3.3.6.3 ITS pg 3.3-65 Rev 0 3.3.6.3 ITS pg 3.3-65 Rev 6
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Volume 5: SECTION 3.3.5.1-3.3.8.2 (cont'd);

Remove Replace

3.3.6.3 ITS pg 3.3-( i Rev 0 3.3.6.3 ITS pg 3.3-66 Rev 6

3.3.6.3 ITS pg 3.3-67 Rev 0 3.3.6.3 ITS pg 3.3-67 Rev 6

B 3.3.6.3 ITS pg B 3.3.6.3-2 Rev 0 B 3.3.6.3 ITS pg B 3.3.6.3-2 Rev 6

B 3.3.6.3 ITS pg B 3.3.6.3-4 Rev 0 B 3.3.6.3 ITS pg B 3.3.6.3-4 Rev 6

B 3.3.6.3 ITS pg B 3.3.6.3-5 Rev 0 B 3.3.6.3 ITS pg B 3.3.6.3-5 Rev 6

B 3.3.6.3 ITS pg B 3.3.6.3-6 Rev 0 B 3.3.6.3 ITS pg B 3.3.6.3-6 Rev 6

B 3.3.6.3 ITS pg B 3.3.6.3-7 Rev 0 B 3.3.6.3 ITS pg B 3.3.6.3-7 Rev 6

3.3.6.3 DOCS pg i Rev 0 3.3.6.3 DOCS pg 1 Rev 6

3.3.6.3 DOCS pg 2 Rev 0 3.3.6.3 DOCS pg 2 Rev 6

3.3.6.3 NUREG M/U pg 3.3-67 3.3.6.3 NUREG M/U pg 3.3-67 Rev 6

3.3.6.3 NUREG M/U pg 3.3-68 3.3.6.3 NUREG M/U pg 3.3-68 Rev 6

3.3.6.3 NUREG M/U pg 3.3-70 3.3.6.3 NUREG M/U pg 3.3-70 Rev 6

B 3.3.6.3 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-198 (Insert) Rev 0 B 3.3.6.3 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-198 (Insert) Rev 6

B 3.3.6.3 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-201 B 3.3.6.3 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-201 Rev 6

B 3.3.6.3 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3 202 B 3.3.6.3 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-20'2 Rev 6

B 3.3.6.3 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-202 (Insert) Rev 0 B 3.3.6.3 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-202 (Insert) Rev 6

B 3.3.6.3 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3 203 B 3.3.6.3 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-203 Rev 6

B 3.3.6.3 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-205 B 3.3.6.3 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-205 Rev 6

B 3.3.6.3 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-205 (Insert) Rev 0 B 3.3.6.3 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-205 (Insert) Rev 6

B 3.3.6.3 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-206 B 3.3.6.3 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-206 Rev 6

3.3.6.3 JFD's pg i Rev 0 3.3.6.3 JFD's pg 1 Rev 6

3.3.7.1 ITS pg 3.3-68 Rev 0 3.3.7.1 ITS pg 3.3-68 Rev 6

3.3.7.1 ITS pg 3.3-69 Rev 0 3.3.7.1 ITS pg 3.3-69 Rev 6

B 3.3.7.1 ITS pg B 3.3.7.1-7 Rev 0 B 3.3.7.1 ITS pg B 3.3.7.17 Rev 6

B 3.3.7.1 ITS pg B 3.3.7.1-8 Rev 0 B 3.3.7.1 ITS pg B 3.3.7.1-8 Rev 6

B 3.3.7.1 ITS pg B 3.3.7.1-9 Rev 0 B 3.3.7.I ITS pg B 3.3.7.1-9 Rev 6
q

B 3.3.7.1 ITS pg B 3.3.7.1 10 Rev 0 B 3.3.7.1 ITS pg B 3.3.7.1-10 Rev 6 I

B 3.3.7.1 ITS pg B 3.3.7.1-11 Rev 0 B 3.3.7.1 ITS pg B 3.3.7.1 11 Rev 6

3.3.7.1 CTS M/U (3/4 3-48) pg 2 of 5 3.3.7.1 CTS M/U (3/4 3-48) pg 2 of 5 Rev 6 |

3.3.7.1 CTS M/U (3/4 3-49) pg 3 of 5 3.3.7.1 CTS M/U (3/4 3-49) pg 3 of 5 Rev 6 ;

3.3.7.1 DOCS pg 1 Rev 0 3.3.7.1 DOCS pg 1 Rev 6

3.3.7.1 DOCS pg 2 Rev 0 3.3.7.1 DOCS pg 2 Rev 6

, 3.3.7.1 DOCS pg 3 Rev 0 3.3.7.1 DOCS pg 3 Rev 6
I

3.3.7.1 DOCS pg 4 Rev 0 3.3.7.1 DOCS pg 4 Rev 6
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Volume 5: SECTION 3.3.5.1-3.3'.8.2 (cont'd)
Remove Replace j

3.3.7.1 DOCS pg 5 Rev 0 3.3.7.1 DOCS pg 5 Rev 6

3.3.7.1 DOCS pg 6 Rev 0 3.3.7.1 DOCS pg 6 Rev 6 I

3.3.7.I NUREG M/U pg 3.3-71 3.3.7.1 NUREG M/U pg 3.3-71 Rev 6 |
J3.3.7.1 NUREG M/U pg 3.3-72 3.3.7.1 NUREG M/U pg 3.3-72 Rev 6
|

B 3.3.7.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-213 B 3.3.7.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-213 Rev 6

B 3.3.7.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-214 B 3.3.7.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-214 Rev 6

B 3.3.7.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-216 B 3.3.7.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-216 Rev 6 )
!

B 3.3.7.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-217 B 3.3.7.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-217 Rev 6

3.3.7.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-217 (Insert) Rev 0 3.3.7.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-217 (Insert) Rev 6

3.3.7.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-218 3.3.7.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-218 Rev 6

3.3.7.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-219 3.3.7.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-219 Rev 6

-- 3.3.7.1 JFD's pg 2 Rev 6

- 3.3.7.1 JFD's pg 3 Rev 6 j
-- 3.3.7.1 JFD's pg 4 Rev 6 |

3.3.8.1 ITS pg 3.3-72 Rev 0 3.3.8.1 ITS pg 3.3-72 Rev 6

3.3.8.1 ITS pg 3.3-74 Rev 0 3.3.8.1 ITS pg 3.3-74 Rev 6
)

B 3.3.8.1 ITS pg B 3.3.8.1 1 Rev 0 B . t ' I ITS pg B 3.3.8.1-1 Rev 6

B 3.3.8.1 ITS pg B 3.3.8.1-2 Rev 0 B: ' .1 ITS pg B 3.3.8.1-2 Rev 6 I

B 3.3.8.1 ITS pg B 3.3.8.1-3 Rev 0 B 3.3.8.1 ITS pg B 3.3.8.1-3 Rev 6

B 3.3.8.1 ITS pg B 3.3.8.1-4 Rev 0 B 3.3.8.1 ITS pg B 3.3.8.1-4 Rev 6

B 3.3.8.1 ITS pg B 3.3.8.1-5 Rev 0 B 3.3.8.1 ITS pg B 3.3.8.1-5 Rev 6

B 3.3.8.1 ITS pg B 3.3.8.1-6 Rev 0 B 3.3.8.1 ITS pg B 3.3.8.1-6 Rev 6

-- B 3.3.8.1 ITS pg B 3.3.8.1-7 Rev 6

3.3.8.1 CTS M/U (3/4 3-25) pg 2 of 5 3.3.8.1 CTS M/U (3/4 3-25) pg 2 of 5 Rev 6

3.3.8.1 CTS M/U (3/4 3-26) pg 3 of 5 3.3.8.1 CTS M/U (3/4 3-26) pg 3 of 5 Rev 6

3.3.8.1 DOCS pg i Rev 0 3.3.8.1 DOCS pg 1 Rev 6

3.3.8.1 DOCS pg 2 Rev 0 3.3.8.1 DOCS pg 2 Rev 6

3.3.8.1 DOCS pg 3 Rev 0 3.3.8.1 DOCS pg 3 Rev 6

-- 3.3.8.1 DOCS pg 4 Rev 6

3.3.8.1 NUREG M/U pg 3.3-75 3.3.8.1 NUREG M/U pg 3.3-75 Rev 6

l 3.3.8.1 NUREG M/U pg 3.3-77 3.3.8.1 NUREG M/U pg 3.3-77 Rev 6

B 3.3.8.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-220 B 3.3.8.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-220 Rev 6

B 3.3.8.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-220 (Insert) Rev 0 B 3.3.8.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-220 (Insert) Rev 6

B 3.3.8.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-222 Rev 0 B 3.3.8.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3 222 Rev 6
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L Volume 5: SECTION 3.3.5.1-3.3.8.2 (cont'd)" f

Remove Replace

B 3.3.8.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-223 Rev 0 B 3.3.8.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-223 Rev 6

B 3.3.8.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-224 Rev 0 B 3.3.8.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-224 Rev 6

B 3.3.8.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-225 Rev 0 B 3.3.8.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-225 Rev 6

B 3.3.8.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3 225 (Insert) Rev 0 B 3.3.8.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-225 (Insert) Rev 6

B 3.3.8.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-226 Rev 0 B 3.3.8.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-226 Rev 6

B 3.3.8.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-226 (Insert) Rev 0 B 3.3.8.1 NUREG M/U pg B 3.3-226 (Insert) Rev 6

3.3.8.1 JFD's pg i Rev 0 3.3.8.1 JFD's pg 1 Rev 6

-- 3.3.8.1 JFD's pg 2 Rev 6

)

l

I
:

|

|
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ECCS Instrumentation
3.3.5.1|

1
i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.....................................N0TES-- -- -- -- - ---- - - --- - -

1. Refer to Table 3.3.5.11 to determine which SRs apply for each ECCS
Function.

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
required Surveillances entry into associated Conditions and Required

83 ' Actions may be delayed as follows: (a) for up to 6 hours for
!

T Functions 3.c and 3.f: and (b) for up to 6 hours for Functions other than
;[ 3.c and 3.f provided the associated Function or the redundant Function
et maintains ECCS initiation capability.

..............................................................................

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

! SR 3.3.5.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.5.1.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

, ,

SR 3.3.5.1.3 Verify the trip unit setpoint. 92 days
!

SR 3.3.5.1.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months
;

I

|

SR 3.3.5.1.5 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months

|

|

-
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ECCS Instrumentation
3.3.5.1

Table 3.3.5.1 1 (page 1 of 6)
Emergency Core Cooling System Instrumentation ;

!

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS
MODES REQUIRED REFERENCED

OR OTHER CHMNELS FROM

SPECIFIED PER REQUIRED SLRVEILLANCE # LOWABLE
FUNCTION CONDITIONS FUNCTION ACTION A.1 REQUIREMENTS .ALUE

1. Core Spray System

a. Reactor Vessel Water 1.2.3. 4(b) B SR 3.3.5.1.1 e 24.8 inches
Level - Low Low Low. SR 3.3.5.1.2
Level 1 4(a),$(a) SR 3.3.5.1.3

SR 3.3.5.1.4
SR 3.3.5.1.5

b. Drywell 1.2,3 4(b) B SR 3.3.5.1.1 s 1.88 psig
Pressure - High SR 3.3.5.1.2

SR 3.3.5.1.3
SR 3.3.5.1.4
SR 3.3.5.1.5

| c. Reactor Steam Dome 1.2.3 4 C SR 3.3.5.1.1 m 441 psig
Pressure - Low SR 3.3.5.1.2i (Injection Permissive) SR 3.3.5.1.3-

A SR 3.3.5.1.4
% SR 3.3.5.1.5

k| 4(a)5(a) 4 B SR 3.3.5.1.1 a 441 psig
SR 3.3.5.1.2
SR 3.3.5.1.3
SR 3.3.5.1.4 |
SR 3.3.5.1.5p

' d. Core Spray Puy 1.2.3. 2 E SR 3.3.5.1.2 (c)
E Discharge Flow- Low SR 3.3.5.1.4
QC (Bypass)- 4(a). 5(a)

2. Low Pressure Coolant
Injection (LPCI) System

a. Reactor Vessel Water 1.2.3. 4 B SR 3.3.5.1.1 a 24.8 inches
Level - Low Low Low. SR 3.3.5.1.2
Level 1 4(a). 5(a) SR 3.3.5.1.3

SR 3.3.5.1.4
SR 3.3.5.1.5

(continued)

(a) When associated subsystem (s) of LCO 3.5.2 are required to be OPERABLE.
A
1 (b) Also required to initiate the associated emergency diesel generator (EDG).

k (c) Adninistratively controlled.

..
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ECCS Instrumentation
3.3.5.1

Table 3.3.5.1 1 (page 2 of 6)
Emergency Core Cooling System Instrtmentation

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS
MODES REQUIRED REFERENCED

OROTER CHANNELS FROM
SPECIFIED PER REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE

FUNCTION CONDITIONS FUNCTION ACTION A.1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE

2. LPCI System (continued)

b. Drpell 1.2,3 4 B SR 3.3.5.1.1 s 1.88 psig
Pressure - High SR 3.3.5.1.2

SR 3.3.5.1.3
SR 3.3.5.1.4
SR 3.3.5.1.5

Q|
c. Reactor Steam Dome 1.2.3 4 C SR 3.3.5.1.1 a 441 psig

Pressure - Low SR 3.3.5.1.2
% (In,)ection Permissive) SR 3.3.5.1.3

SR 3.3.5.1.4
SR 3.3.5.1.5

(| 4(a), $(a) 4 B SR 3.3.5.1.1 a 441 psig
SR 3.3.5.1.2
SR 3.3.5.1.3
SR 3.3.5.1.4
SR 3.3.5.1.5

d. Reactor Vessel Water 1.2.3 4 B SR 3.3.5.1.1 a 103.8
Level - Low Low Level SR 3.3.5.1.2 inches
2 (Loop Select Logic) 4(a). 5(a) SR 3.3.5.1.3

SR 3.3.5.1.4
SR 3.3.5.1.5

e. Reactor Steam Dome 1.2.3 4 'C SR 3.3.5.1.1 m 886 psig
Pressure - Low (Break SR 3.3.5.1.2
Detection Logic) 4(a),$(a) SR 3.3.5.1.3

SR 3.3.5.1.4
SR 3.3.5.1.5

f. Riser Differential . 1.2.3 4 C SR 3.3.5.1.1 s 0.927 psid
Pressure-High (Break SR 3.3.5.1.2
Detection) SR 3.3.5.1.3

SR 3.3.5.1.4
SR 3.3.5.1.5

g. Recirculation Ptap 1.2.3 4/ pump B SR 3.3.5.1.1 s 1.927 psid
Differential SR 3.3.5.1.2
Pressure-High (Break SR 3.3.5.1.3
Detection) SR 3.3.5.1.4

SR 3.3.5.1.5

(continued)

(a) When associated subsystem (s) of LC0 3.5.2 are required to be OPERABLE.

i

I
i

<-
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ECCS Instrumentation
3.3.5.1

Table 3.3.5.1 1 (page 3 of 6)
Emergency Core Cooling System Instrumentation

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS
MODES OR REQUIRED RFFERENCED

OTHER CHANNELS >>0M
SPECIFIED PER iPs ' RED SLRVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE

FUNCTION CONDITIONS FUNCTION < . . , A .1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE

|

2. LPCI System (continued)
fG

8 h. Low Pressure 1.2.3 2 E SR 3.3.5.1.2 (c)n

T| Coolant Injection Punp SR 3.3.5.1.4*~

Fl 4(a), $(,)
% Discharf

ow- Low ,

(Bypass

l
3. High Pressure Coolant

Injection (HPCI) System

a. Reactor Vessel Water 1. 4 B SR 3.3.5.1.1 e 103.8 I

Level - Low Low. SR 3.3.5.1.2 inches j

| Level 2 2(d), 3(d) SR 3.3.5.1.3 |

SR 3.3.5.1.4 |

SR 3.3.5.1.5 |

b. Drywell 1. 4 B SR 3.3.5.1.1 s 1.88 psig
Pressure - High SR 3.3.5.1.2

| 2(d). 3(d) SR 3.3.5.1.3 )
SR 3.3.5.1.4 i

SR 3.3.5.1.5

c. Reactor Vessel Water 1. 2 C SR 3.3.5.1.1 s 219 inches
Level - High. Level 8 SR 3.3.5.1.2 i

| 2(d),3(d) SR 3.3.5.1.3 |
SR 3.3.5.1.4 i

SR 3.3.5.1.5 l
|

d. Condensate Storage 1. 2 D SR 3.3.5.1.1 a 0 inches
Tank Level - Low 5.1 3.3.5.1.2 4

| 2(d),3(d) SR 3.3.5.1.3 '

SR 3.3.5.1.4
SR 3.3.5.1.5

e. Suppression Pool Water 1. 2 D SR 3.3.5.1.1 s 5.0 inches

y| 2(d), 3(d) SR 3.3.5.1.3
Level - High SR 3.3.5.1.2

SR 3.3.5.1.4
SR 3.3.5.1.5

(continued)

(a) When the associated subsystem (s) are required to be OPERABLE.

M | (c)J., Adninistratively controlled.

| (d) With reactor steam dome pressure > 150 psig.

|

|

! .-
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l ECCS Instrumentation
3.3.5.1

i

Table 3.3.5.1 1 (page 4 of 6)
Emergency Core Cooling System Instrunentation j

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS
MODES OR REQUIRED REFERENCED

OTER CHANNELS FROM

SPECIFIED PER REQUIRED StRVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE

FUNCTION CONDITIONS- FUNCTION ACTION A.1 REQUIREENTS VALUE

! 3. FPCI System
(continued)

- a f. High Pressure Coolant 1. 1 E SR 3.3.5.1.2 (c)
Injection Ptap SR 3.3.5.1.4
Discharge Flow-Low 2(d),3(d)
(Bypass)

4. Automatic Depre.surization
System (ADS) Trip System A

,

t |

| a. Reactor Vessel Water 1, 2 F SR 3.3.5.1.1 a 24.8%
,

i Level - Low Low Low. SR 3.3.5.1.2 inches
| | Level 1 2(d), 3(d) SR 3.3.5.1.3
' SR 3.3.5.1.4

SR 3.3.5.1.5

| b. Drywell 1, 2 F SR 3.3.5.1.1 s 1.88 psig
Pressure - High SR 3.3.5.1.2

, | 2(d),3(d) SR 3.3.5.1.3
! SR 3.3.5.1.4
| SR 3.3.5.1.5 ;

c. Automatic 1. 1 G SR 3.3.5.1.2 s 117 seconds
Depressurizatian SR 3.3.5.1.4

| System Initiation 2(d). 3(d) SR 3.3.5.1.5
Timer

d. Reactor Vessel Water 1. 1 F SR 3.3.5.1.1 a 171.9
Level - Low. Level 3 SR 3.3.5.1.2 inches

| (Confirmatory) 2(d), 3(d) SR 3.3.5.1.3
SR 3.3.5.1.4
SR 3.3.5.1.5

d'

| e. Core Spray Punp 1. 1/ pump G SR 3.3.5.1.1 a 125 psig! 3

! Discharge SR 3.3.5.1.2
| Pressure - High 2(d). 3(d) SR 3.3.5.1.3'

SR 3.3.5.1.4
; SR 3.3.5.1.5 l

I |

(continued) j

I

| | (c) Adn,nistratively controlled. |
if| (d) With reactor steam dame pressura > 150 psig.|

I

4

i

..
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ECCS Instrumentation
3.3.5.1

Table 3.3.5.1 1 (page 5 of 6)
Emergency Core Cooling System Instrtmentation

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS
MODES OR REQUIRED REFERENCED

OTHER CHANNELS FROM

SPECIFIED PER REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE

FUNCTION CONDITIONS FUNCTION ACTION A.1 REQUIREMENTS 'VALUE

4. ADS Trip System A
(continued) )

O \, g| f. Low Pressure Coolant 1. 2/ptmp G SR 3.3.5.1.1 m 115 psig
4Injection Pimp SR 3.3.5.1.2-
i

( | Discharge 2(d),3(d) SR 3.3.5.1.3 I

|Pressure - High SR 3.3.5.1.4
SR 3.3.5.1.5 i

|

g. Drywell 1. 2 G SR 3.?.5.1.2 s 450 seconds
Pressure-High Bypass SR 3.3.5.1.3

| 2(d),3(d) SR 3.3.5.1.4
SR 3.3.5.1.5

h. Manual Inhibit 1. 1 G SR 3.3.5.1.5 NA

| 2(d)3(d)

5. ADS Trip System B

a.- Reactor Vessel Water 1. 2 F SR 3.3.5.1.1 = 24.8 inches
Level - Low Low Low, SR 3.3.5.1.2

| Level 1 2(d), 3(d) SR 3.3.5.1.3
m SR 3.3.5.1.4
V/ SR 3.3.5.1.5
,I b. Drywell 1. 2 F SR 3.3.5.1.1 s 1.88 psig
d Pressure - High SR 3.3.5.1.2
T| 2(d),3(d) SR 3.3.5.1.3

SR 3.3.5.1.4
SR 3.3.5.1.5

c. Automatic 1, 1 G SR 3.3.5.1.2 s 117 seconds
Depressurization SR 3.3.5.1.4

|. System Initiation 2(d),3(d) SR 3.3.5.1.5
f Timer

d. Reactor Vessel Water 1. 1 F SR 3.3.5.1.1 a 171.9
Level- Low. Level 3 SR 3.3.5.1.2 inches

| (Confirmatory) 2(d), 3(d) SR 3.3.5.1.3 1

SR 3.3.5.1.4 |
SR 3.3.5.1.5 l

|* e. Core Spray Pump 1. 1/ pts.1p G SR 3.3.5.1.1 a 125 psig

k]i |[
Discharge SR 3.3.5.1.2
Pressure - High 2(d), 3(d) SR 3.3.5.1.3

SR 3.3.5.1.4
SR 3.3.5.1.5 (continued)

V| (d) With reactor steam dome pressure > 150 psig.

l

-
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ECCS Instrumentation i
3.3.5.1

Table 3.3.5.1 1 (page 6 of 6)
Emergency Core Cooling System Instrunentation

.I
APPLICABLE CONDITIONS j

MODES OR REQUIRED REFERENCED
'

OTER CHANNELS ~ FROM
SPECIFIED PER REQUIRED SLRVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE

FUNCTION CON 0!TIONS FUNCTION ACTION A.1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE

'(4 '

5. ADS Trip System B.
(continued)-

4| f. Low Pressure Coolant 1. 2/ pump G - SR 3.3.5.1.1 a 115 psig
Injection Pump SR 3.3.5.1.2

J 4| Discharge 2(d), 3(d) SR 3.3.5.1.3 '

Pressure - High SR 3.3.5.1.4 |
SR 3.3.5.1.5 i

g. Drywell 1. 2 G SR 3.3.5.1.2 s 450 seconds
Pressure-High Bypass SR 3.3.5.1.32(d),3(d) SR 3.3.5.1.4f| SR 3.3.5.1.5

h. Manual Inhibit 1. 1 G SR 3.3.5.1.5 NA

J| 2(d),3(d) I

dj (d) With reactor steam dome pressure > 150 psig.

|

.
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES j

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES. LC0. and APPLICABILITY (continued)

Four channels of Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-Low Function
are only required to be OPERABLE when the ECCS is required
to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure
can preclude ECCS initiation. Refer to LC0 3.5.1 and
LC0 3.5.2 for Applicability Bases for the low pressure ECCS
subsystems.

1.d. 2.h. Core Sorav and Low Pressure Coolant In.iection I

Pumo Discharoe Flow-Low (Bvoass) |

The minimum flow instruments are provided to protect the
associated low pressure ECCS pump from overheating when the
pump is operating and the associated injection valve is not
fully open. The minimum flow line valve is opened when low ,

flow is sensed, and the valve is automatically closed when
the flow rate is adequate to protect the pump. The LPCI and
CS Pum) Discharge Flow-Low Functions are assumed to be.
OPERAB_E and capable of closing the minimum flow valves to
ensure that the low pressure ECCS flows assumed during the
transients and accidents analyzed in References 1. 2. and 3
are met. The core cooling function of the ECCS. along with
the scram action of the RPS. ensures that the fuel peak
cladding temperature remains below the limits of
10 CFR 50.46.

One flow switch per ECCS division is used to detect the
associated division flow rates. The logic is arranged such
that each switch causes its associated minimum flow valve to
open. The logic will close the minimum flow valve once the
closure setpoint is exceeded. The LPCI minimum flow valves
are time delayed such that the valves will not open for
15 seconds after the switches detect low flow. The time
delay is provided to limit reactor vessel inventory loss

Q during the startup of the RHR shutdown cooling mode. The
Pump Discharge Flow-Low Allowable Values are established-

d and controlled administratively. The value is chosen high
enough to ensure that the pump flow rate is sufficient to
protect the pump. yet low enough to ensure that the closure
of the minimum flow valve is initiated to allow full flow
into the core.

1 Each channel of Pump Discharge Flow-Low Funct (two CS
| channels and two LPCI channels) is only require so be

OPERABLE when the associated ECCS is required to be OPERABLE
to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the

,

f
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES. LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

ECCS function. Refer to LC0 3.5.1 and LC0 3.5.2 for
Applicability Bases for the low pressure ECCS subsystems.

2.d Reactor Vessel Water Level- Low Low Level 2 (Loon
Selection _oo- c)

LPCI Loop selection logic is initiated on decreasing RPV
water level at level 2.. This gives the logic time to detect
the broken recirculation loop and select the unbroken
recirculation loop for LPCI injaction. The LPCI pumps are
-initiated at level 1. '

Reactor Vessel Water Level- Low Low. Level 2. signals are
-initiated from four level transmitters that sense the
difference between the pressure due to a constant column of
water (reference leg). and the pressure due to the actual
water level (variable leg) in the vessel. The transmitter
signals feed trip. units whose outputs drive relays. Output
contacts of the relays are configured in a one out of two
taken twice initiation logic.

The same instrumentation and relay logic is used for HPCI
initiation (Function 3a). That system's design basis
establishes the Allowable Value while accounting for
measurement uncertainties. LPCI loop selection initiation
is not directly assumed by any safety or transient analysis,
but is required to function to su) port the LPCI system,
which is assumed to function in tie accident analysis
(Ref. 1).

Four channels are required to be OPERABLE whenever LPCI is
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument
failure can preclude LPCI initiation.

' 2 . e '. Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-Low (Break Detection
Loaic)

This function is provided in the LPCI break detection logic.
If only one recirculation pump is running, the logic trips
that pump in order to obtain a meaningful measurement of
recirculation riser differential pressure (Function 2.f).
Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-Low inhibits the break
detection logic from acting on the value of riser

. differential pressure until reactor pressure has fallen
below the set point due to the pump trip. This allows the
logic to. identify the broken recirculation loop. Although

-
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ECCS Instrumentation |
'

B 3.3.5.1 ;

|

BASES i
!

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

this function is not directly assumed by the safety
analysis, it is required for the LPCI loop selection logic,
and LPCI to be OPERABLE, and is therefore a supporting
function for that assumed by the analysis of Reference 1.

Veactor Steam Dome Pressure-Low signals are initiated from
tour pressure transmitters that sense reactor steam dome
pressure. The Allowable Value was selected, allowing for
measurement uncertainties, to give adequate time, based on
reactor pressure decrease following RPT, for an accurate
riser differential pressure measurement to be made. The
logic for this Function is one out of-two taken twice.

Four channels of Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-Low are
I required to be OPERABLE when LPCI is required to be OPERABLE
! to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude 1

LPCI injection.

2. f. Riser Differential Pressure-Hioh (Break Detection) ;

The LPCI break detection logic determines which
recirculation loop is broken by comparing the pressure of i

the two recirculation loops. The broken loop will indicate !

| a lower pressure than the unbroken loop. The loop with the !
| higher pressure is then used for LPCI injection. If both

pressures are the same, loop B is selected by default.

Riser Differential Pressure-High signals are initiated from
four differential pressure transmitters that sense the
difference between corresponding recirculation loop riser
pipes. Logic is one-out of-two taken twice.

The Riser Differential Pressure-High Allowable Value is
selected, allowing for measurement uncertainties, based on
the analytical limit of 1.0 psid between corresponding
risers.

Four channels of Riser Differential Pressure-High are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument
failure prevents LPCI injection into the unbroken riser loop
and support the LPCI function.

.
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| ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES. LC0. and APPLICABILITY (continued)

Two channels of Suppression Pool Water Level-High Function
are required to be OPERABLE only when HPCI is required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can
preclude HPCI swap to suppression pool source. Refer to
LCO 3.5.1 for HPCI Applicability Bases.

3.f. Hiah Pressure Coolant In.iection Pumo Discharae
Flow-Low (Byoass)

The minimum flow instruments are )rovided to protect the
HPCI pump from overheating when t1e pump is operating and
the associated injection valve is not fully open. The
minimum flow line valve is opened when low flow is sensed,
and the valve is automatically closed when the flow rate is
adequate to protect the pump. The High Pressure Coolant
Injection Pump Discharge Flow-Low Function is assumed to be
OPERABLE and capable of closing the minimum flow valve to
ensure that the ECCS flow assumed during the transients and
accidents analyzed in References 1. 2, and 3 are met. The
core cooling function of the ECCS along with the scram
action of the RPS. ensures that the fuel peak cladding
temperature remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.

One flow switch is used to detect the HPCI System's flow
rate. The logic is arranged such that the switch causes the
minimum flow valve to open. The logic will close the
minimum flow valve once the closure setpoint is exceeded.

rq The High Pressure Coolant Injection Pump Discharge Flow-Low I

L Allowable Value is established and controlled
g administratively. The value is chosen high enough to ensure

that pump flow rate is sufficient to protect the pump. yet I

low enough to ensure that the closure of the minimum flow
{valve is initiated to allow full flow into the core. :

One channel is required to be OPERABLE when the HPCI is
required to be OPERABLE. Refer to LC0 3.5.1 for HPCI
Applicability Bases.

Automatic Deoressurization System
|

4.a. 5.a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low. Level 1

Low RPV water level indicates that the capability to cool
the fuel may be threatened. Should RPV water level decrease {too far, fuel damage could result. Therefore. ADS receives

l
'li
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

i

BASES:

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES. LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

! one of the signals necessary for initiation from this
Function. The Reactor. Vessel' Water Level-Low Low Low.
Level 1 is one of the Functions assumed to be OPERABLE and
capable of initiating the ADS during the accident analyzed
in Reference 1.' The core cooling. function of the ECCS,-

along with the scram action of the RPS. ensures that the
L fuel mak cladding temperature remains below the limits of'

10 CF1 50.46.
,

Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low. Level 1 signals are
initiated from four level transmitters that sense the
difference between the pressure due to a constant column of
water (reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual
water level (variable leg) in the vessel. Four channels of

E Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low. Level 1 Function
are required.to be'0PERABLE only when ADS is required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can-

! preclude ADS initiation. Two channels input to ADS trip
. system A, while'the other two channels input to ADS trip
system B. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 for ADS Applicability Bases.

The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low. Level 1;

Allowable Value is chosen to allow time for the low pressure
core flooding' systems to initiate and provide adequate
cooling.

4.b. 5.b. Drywell Pressure-Hiah

High pressure in the drywell could indicate a break in the
: RCPB. Therefore. ADS receives one of the signals necessary
- for initiation from this Function in order to minimize the
! possibility of fuel damage. The Drywell Pressure-High is
f. assumed to be OPERABLE and capable of initiating the ADS
L during the accidents analyzed in Reference 1. The core

cooling function of the ECCS, along with the scram action of i

the RPS. ensures that the fuel peak cladding temperature !
remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.

Drywell Pressure-High signals are initiated from four
pressure transmitters that sense drywell pressure. The :

Allowable Value was selected to be as low as possible and be !
indicative of a LOCA inside primary containment. '

!

!

J . -
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

,

BASES:'-

!. ,

j' ACTIONS (continued) i

I changes from % hours to 8 days, the " time zero" for
beginning the 8 day " clock" begins upon discovery of the
inoperable channel. If the inomrable channel cannot be

i restored to OPERABLE status wit'iin the allowable out of
| . service time. Condition H must be entered and its Required

.

Action taken. The Required Actions do not allow placing the ]channel in trip since this action would not necessarily
,

result in a safe state for the channel in all events. '

!L1
-

With any Required Action and associated Completion Time not |
met, the associated feature (s) may be incapable of
performing the intended function.-and the supported
feature (s) associated with inoperable untripped channels
must be declared inoperable.immediately.

SURVEILLANCE As noted in the beginning of the SRs. the SRs for each ECCS
REQUIREENTS instrumentation Function are found in the SRs column of

Table 3.3.5.1 1.

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that
when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for
performance of required Surveillances, entry into associated

eq Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed for up to
T 6 hours as follows: (a) for Functions 3.c and 3.f: andg (b) for Functions other than 3.c and 3.f provided the
g associated Function or redundant Function maintains ECCS

initiation capability. Upon completion of the Surveillance,
or expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the channel must be
returned to OPERABLE status or the a
entered and Required Actions taken. pplicable ConditionThis Note is based on
the reliability analysis (Ref. 4) assumption of the-average
time required to perform channel surveillance.. That
analysis demonstrated that the 6 hour testing allowance does
not significantly reduce the probability that the ECCS will

-initiate when necessary.

SR 3.3.5.1.1
,

; Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
'

that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
! CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter,

p indicated on one channel.to a similar parameter on other
-
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES-

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same

: approximately the same value. parameter should. readSignificant deviations
between the instrument channels could be an indication of
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK gearantees
that undetected outright channel failure is limited to
12 hours: thus, it is key to verifying the instrumentation
continues to operate properly.between each CHANNEL
CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are. determined by the plant staff, based
~

on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based upon operating exmrience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. T1e CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the channels required by the LCO.

SR 3.3.5.1.2

A CHANNEL. FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended. function. A successful test of the required
contact (s) of a channel relay may be performed by the
verification of the change of state of a single contact of j

@ the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all
of the other required contacts of the relay are verified by
other Technical Specifications and non Technical
Specifications tests at least once per refueling interval
with applicable extensions.

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analyses of Reference 4.

;

|
'

*
i
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SR 3.3.5.1.3

This surveillance provides a check of the actual trip
setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if the
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than the
Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.5.11. If the trip
setting is discovered to be less conservative than accounted
for in the appropriate setpoint methodology, but is not
beyond the Allowable Value, the channel performance is still
within the requirements of the plant safety analyses. Under
these conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to be
equal to or more conservative than the setting accounted for
in the appropriate setpoint methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analysis of Reference 4.

SR 3.3.5.1.4

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL' CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency of SR 3.3.5.1.4 is based upon the assumption
of a = 18 month calibration interval in the determination of
the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

l

|

l

-
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ECCS Instrumentation I

fB 3.3.5.1
1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) ;

SR 3.3.5.1.5 |

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required initiation logic for a specific
channel. The system functional testing performed in
LC0 3.5.1, LC0 3.5.2. LC0 3.8.1. and LCO 3.8.2 overlaps this 1

Surveillance to complete testing of the assumed safety
function.

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month

~

Frequency.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR .Section 6.3.

2. UFSAR, Chapter 15,

3. NEDC 31982 P.. " SAFER /GESTR LOCA, Loss-of Coolant
Accident Analysis, including Errata and Addenda No.1,"
April 1992.

,

1

4. NEDC 30936 P A. "BWR Owners * Group Technical |
Specification Improvement Analyses for ECCS Actuation i

Instrumentation, Part 2 " December 1988.

!
!

1

|
l
i
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[Mso su Sjuci fica &rn 3.3.7.l)

7.3 s.H
TABLE :. . -l-(Continued) i

EMERGENCY C0pE COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION
.

gT10N STATEMENTS

ON 30 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than recuired by the
M ' vetam reouirement:g, m OPERABLE Channels per Trip)Aos +ripsyh o

,

I
& t

or one trip system. niace that trw symm in h ripped
ACTioW B.3e Ci

a.

condition within(24 hourslor,j,e(lare the associated ECCS
d I8

ypf,a L ,3 ,,,.k4g , g y,%,4,, gpng,g,7 g,ge. b,Og 4

y gq ,b. For both trip ds decl_are the associated ECCS' h ()4Mbd[***...,'..,,, ho 8*

B.tg I'WiththenumberofOPERABLEchannelslesshanreQuiredbythei IACTION 31 - 10Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip System reoutrement, declare 1
REa An F.2. G.1

' ** " " **
AN [e ', A) . -4c'a c A) H

ACTION 32 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than reouired the
n

Na A'T CL $ "I*"*j @ f .Ch3nne}g g_ semregu}}eg '-

"

w h 24

hours.(or, AW d.Mo M hg b w g |
~

Restore the manuaI initiation and/or manual inhibit function to 1 Q,ggACTION 33 - IOPERABLE status within 24 hours or declare the associated ECCSf.64 4cT 4,1
or ADS Trip System inoperable.

pct 3 m y 600 reb. Acr D,7 4 G.I e .

ACTION 34 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the
System reoutrement, place at

DAbf D Li> D*L7 Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trihe tripped condition within8least one inoperable channel in t
!24 hours, align the HPCI system to take suction from the

S CT10tJ p suppression pool, or declare the HPCI system inoperable.

ACTION 35 - M the number of OPERABLE channels:
One less than the Total Number of Channels, restore thea.
inoperable channel to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or
declare the associated emeroency diesel cenerator 4

(@# inoperable and take the ACTION reoutred 6y Specification j
j3.8.)-1 or 3.8.1.2, as appropriate.
)

hII.Ch vY) Less than the Minimum Channels OPERABLE reouirement. |
|

b. declare the associated diesel generator inoperable and
g* 3,7, / take the ACTION reautred by Specific: tion 3.8.1.1 or

'

3.8.1.2, as appropriate.

!
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: 'SECTION 3.3.5.1 ECCS INSTRUMENTATION

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 In the conversion of_ the Fermi 2 current Technical Specifications
(CTS) to the proposed plant specific Improved Technical
Specifications (ITS), certain wording preferences or conventions
are adopted which do not result in technical changes (either

; actual or interpretational). Editorial changes, reformatting,_and
_

revised numbering are adopted to make the_ITS consistent with the
Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Standard Technical Specifications
NUREG 1433. Rev. 1.

A.2 ITS LC0 3.'3.5.1 Actions are modified by a Note, which provides
clarification that, for the purpose of the associated LCO,
" Separate Condition entry is allowed for each channel." This is
acceptable because the Required Actions for each Condition provide
appropriate compensatory actions for each inoperable ECCS channel.
Complying with the Required Actions will allow for continued
operation: with subsequent inoperable ECCS channels governed by
subsequent Condition entry and application of associated Required
Actions. This is an administrative change with no impact on
safety because the clarifications provided by the Note are
consistent with the existing interpretation of the CTS.

A.3 CTS 3.3.3 specifies Actions .for ECCS channels with setpoints not
within allowable values. These Actions state " declare the channel |7i
inoperable until the channel is restored to Operable status." QITS 3.3.5.1 contains all the requirements and Actions .for ECCS
channels, including the allowable values and Actions when it is fnot met. The usage rules of Technical Specifications adequately
dictate that channels be declared inoperable and Actions.taken
until' restored to Operable, without a specific statement to that
effect. Therefore, elimination of this statement is an
administrative presentation preference only.

A.4 CTS 4.3.3.2 requires an LSFT "and simulated automatic operation"
of all-channels. The " simulated automatic operation" is-

i

interpreted to be included in the LSFT. This additional detailing |Q
of the required test is unnecessary. Therefore its elimination is

,

an administrative change. $

)
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.5.1 ECCS INSTRUMENTATION

A.5 CTS 3.3.3 footnote * permits the extension of EDG output breaker j
logic system functional testing until the first outage after
9/29/95. This allowance will no longer be applicable and is
removed. This is an administrative change because it deletes an
allowance that is no longer applicable and has no impact on
safety.

A.6 CTS Table 3.3.31 identifies the minimum Operable channels "per
Trip System." ITS Table 3.3.5.11 specifies the minimum required
channels based on "per function." This causes the number of
required channels in the ITS columns to be doubled from that
specified in the CTS for Functions having two trip systems. This
new categorization is used for all ECCS, except the ADS. For the
ADS each of the two trip systems are listed in the ITS Table,
thus, the channels per Function do not change. Additionally, CTS
Function 2.g (Recirculation Pump Differential Pressure) number of
channels is stated as 2 per trip system: however this Function is
further interpreted to apply to each recirculation pump.
Therefore, the equivalent ITS Function 2.9 is stated as 4/ pump.
These are administrative changes in presentation format with no
change in the requirements.

A.7 CTS Table 3.3.3 1 Note (a), allows required surveillance testing
"without placing the trip system in the tripped condition." ITS
SR Note 2 provides this allowance, but is stated as " entry into
the associated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed."
This represents a clarification of the intent. and as such is
considered an administrative change.

A.8 CTS Table 3.3.31 Action 30.b requires that on discovery of
inoperable channels in both trip systems declare the associated
ECCS inoperable. This level of inoperability may reflect a loss
of initiation capability in both divisions. In this case, g
ITS 3.3.5.1 Required Actions B.1, B.2 C.1 and F.1 address the \
same requirement. In this conversion, Required Actions B.1, B.2, g
and C.1 are modified by a Note (Note 2 for B.1 and C.1). These )
Notes clarify the appropriate Functions which are required to -

comply with these particular actions. Except as addressed in d ,

'

other changes (e.g., refer .to DOC L.4 for actions when loss of
function has not occurred), these ITS Required Actions and
associated Notes, reflect requirements consistent with tnis CTS
action for the loss of. function inoperability.

j
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.5.1 ECCS INSTRUMENTATION

p CTS 4.3.3.3 requires ECCS Response Time testing however, the- A.9
details of the testing acceptance criteria are located in the
Technical Requirements Manual (TRM): outside of Technical
Specifications. Since the ECCS response time acceptance criteria

. includes testing only the ECCS system response (and utilizing
assumed values for the ECCS instrumentation response), the,

| required Surveillance is more appropriately required in the ECCS
[ Specification, ITS 3.5.1. This change is a presentation
j preference only with no technical change or change in intent.
L Refer to Section 3.5 for further discussion of any changes from

the CTS presentation.

-A.10 CTS Table 3.3.3 1 Actions 30.a. 31, and 33, as.they apply to
inoperable ADS actuation channels, result in options to declare

, associated ADS Trip System inoperable. (Note: refer to DOC L.1
h for discussion of CTS change from declaring ECCS inoperable to

declaring ADS trip system inoperable for CTS Action 30.a.). The
CTS actions would then transfer to Action c of CTS 3.3.3, and -

provide additional time for restoration. ITS 3.3.5.1 Actions F
and G combine these restoration times for clarity. Any technical -

. :-
changes are addressed in other discussions of change. The revised i
presentation preference is an administrative change with no impact gon safety. {NotealsothatCTSAction30.b(convertedtoITS
Required Action F.1) does not transfer to CTS Action c for
additional time: it declares the ADS valves inoperable and !

transfers Actions to LC0 3.5.1. The ITS 1-hour Completion Time of
( Required Action F.1 matches the CTS Action 30.b time, and the ITS

Required Action H.1 matches the transfer of Actions to LC0 3.5.1.}

[. A.11 CTS 4.3.3.2 requires an 18 month LSFT of all ECCS Instrumentation
channels (which would include ADS Manual Inhibit function). CTS
Table 4.3.3.1 1. Item 4.1, also required an 18 month Channel
Functional Test of the ADS manual Inhibit function. ITS,

Table 3.3.5.1 1 only requires the LSFT (SR 3.3.5.1.5) for this o
function. The Channel Functional Test for this function is i

i ,

t _ adequately encompassed by the LSFT performance. Eliminating a *
'

reference to performing a Channel Functional Test is therefore an
administrative change that eliminates a duplicative test.

A

i

h
.a

I
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.5.1 ECCS INSTRUMENTATION

e4

|4
JM.4 Not used.

' M.5 CTS Table 3.3.31 for Function 4.e specifies the number of
Operable RHR pump discharge pressure permissive channels for ADS
as "1/ pump." - ITS. increases the required number of channels to
"2/ pump." This change is made to accurately reflect the plant
design, which provides for and requires 2 channels for each RHR
pump to provide the necessary ADS permissive. This added
restriction ensures that the necessary number of permissive
channels is required. Therefore, this change will not have a
negative impact on safety.

TECHNICAL CHANGES LESS RESTRICTIVE
" Generic"
LA.1 CTS 3.3.3 requires that ECCS actuation instrumentation trip

setpoints to be within Trip Setpoint column values of CTS
Table 3.3.3 2. Additionally, CTS 3.3.3 Action a requires that an

,

inoperable ECCS actuation instrument channel setpoint be restored {
consistent with the trip'setpoint value. However, Actions only

|apply if the allowable value is exceeded. ITS 3.3.5.1 requires
only that instrumentation setpoints be within the allowable value.
Trip setpoints reflect operational details while the allowable K )
value reflects channel Operability. Requirements for trip J

,

setpoints are relocated to the Technical Requirements Manual g
(TRM), which requires revisions be controlled by 10 CFR 50.59. t

The trip setpoint is established based on a combination of $
instrument design factors, environmental factors, and the

,

allowable value (which is what is conservatively derived from the g
value assumed in the safety analyses). This continues to provide
adequate protection of the public health and safety since the
requirement for instrument channel Operability and the allowable g
value setpoint continues to be required by the Technical
Specifications.

LA.2 CTS Table 3.3.3 l' footnotes (c), (d), and (e), and various I

setpoint details (and associated footnotes) of Table 3.3.3 2,
provide design details and descriptive details for various ECCS
actuation functions. ITS 3.3.5.1 addresses this information in
the Bases and plant design documents, and does not include these
details in the Technical Specifications. This change is

,

consistent with NUREG 1433. The information moved to the Bases i
requires changes to be controlled in accordance with the ITS

|j 5.5.10. Bases Control Program. Information contained within plant i

design documents requires changes to be controlled in accordance

FERMI - UNIT.2 5 REVISION 6. 05/28/99|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.5.1 ECCS INSTRUMENTATION

with 10 CFR 50.59. This relocation continues to provide adequate
protection of the public health and safety since the requirement
for instrument channel Operability continues to be required by the
Technical Specif1 cations.

LA.3 CTS Tables 3.3.3-1. 3.3.3 2. and 4.3.3.1 1 Manual initiation
Functions (1.d. 2.h. 3.f. and 4.9) are relocated from Technical
Specifications to the Technical Requirements Manual (TRM)
(Surveillance testing and inoperability actions). The Technical
Requirements Manual (TRM), which requires revisions be controlled
by 10 CFR 50.59, assure that adequate protection of the public |
health and safety is maintained. These manual functions are
simply the individual valve and pump control switches. NUREG 1433
Table 3.3.5.11 Manual Functions (as described in the ITS Bases)
address plant designs that incorporate system-level initiation
" push buttons." The Fermi design does not incorporate any system-
level initiation (e.g., a single " push-button" that would result
in HPCI initiation and injection). Therefore, relocation of these
individual component controls is consistent with the non Technical
Specification nature of all other individual component controls.

LC.1 CTS Table 3.3.3 1. footnote (a), allows required surveillance
testing which causes channels to be inoperable without taking
Actions for inoperable channels "provided at least one OPERABLE
channel in the same trip system is monitoring that ' parameter."
ITS SR Note 2 addresses this allowance. but includes a less
restrictive change for HPCI Functions 3.c and 3.f. The ITS |$allowance to delay entering Action applies to these functions even m
though that individual trip function may not have an Operable i
channel in the same trip system. For these Functions the logic Q
either: 1) does not contain more than one channel in the trip T
system (HPCI Flow Low), or 2) for HPCI Level 8 Function, is such |d
that one inoperable channel results ir the individual trip
function not being maintained even with another Operable channel.
For the HPCI Level 8 Function, the logic is 2-out of 2 (i.e. one
Operable channel will not perform the function). Since NEDC-
30936P A, ~BWR Owner's Group Technical Specification Improvement
Methodology (With Demonstration for BWR ECCS Actuation
Instrumentation)." December 1988, approved the allowance for delay
in entering Actions for these channels, this change has a
negligible impact on safety. This is acceptable based on the
remaining capabilities, the low probability of extensive numbers
of inoperabilities affecting all diverse Functions, and the low',
probability of an event requiring ECCS.

FERMI - UNIT 2 * *
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.5.1 ECCS INSTRUMENTATION

LR.1 CTS Table 3.3.3 2 specifies the allowable values for each Function.
However, only for 5 Functions in the ECCS actuation Table (and not
in any other instrumentation Table) do these values also include the
descriptive method of calibration testing " increasing" or
" decreasing." ITS Table 3.3.5.11 specifies these allowable values rA
but eliminates the descriptive method of calibration testing. This I
detail can be removed from the Technical Specifications without
affecting'the required allowable value or the required Channel
Calibration. Therefore, regulatory control of changes to this
requirement (e.g., Technical Specification amendment or 10 CFR
50.59) is not necessary to provide adequate protection of the public
health and safety.

TECHNICAL CHANGES LESS RESTRICTIVE
" Specific"

L.1 CTS 3.3.3 Action c provides actions for inoperable ADS actuation
instrument trip systems that requires restoration to Operable
status within either 7 days or 72 hours (depending on the status
of HPCI and RCIC), otherwise a plant shutdown is required. CTS
Table 3.3.31 Action 3p.a. as they apply to certain inoperable ADS
actuation channels, allows 24 hours prior to declaring the
" associated ECCS inoperable" (which in this case would be all ADS
valves). This declaration is being relaxed to more appropriately

7declare the affected ADS trip system inoperable, allowing gapplication of the ad.itional time of CTS Action c. This
grelaxation will result in total restoration times of 8 days or

96 hours (depending on the status of HPCI and RCIC).

ITS 3.3.5.1 Required Action F.2 provides these Completion Times,
however, it also provides an option to trip certain inoperable ADS
actuation instrument channels, allowing continued operation.
Furthermore, the "otherwise" action (ITS 3.3.5.1 Action H), rather
than require a plant shutdown, requires " declare the associated
support feature (s) inoperable." This allows the Actions of ITS
3.5.1, "ECCS." to direct further Actions, which may include a

iplant shutdown. However, if the actuation instrument '

inoperability is known to affect only a single ADS valve, the
transition of actions to ITS 3.5.1 would provide additional time
to restore the inoperability prior to requiring a plant shutdown.
These relaxations do not introduce a significant impact on safety q
since the ADS function would be maintained during these action >
extensions. These Completion Times are consistent with those h,

proposed in NUREG 1433. %

FERMI - UNIT 2 7 REVISION 6, ~05/28/99| .
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.5.1 ECCS INSTRUMENTATION

|
~L.2' CTS 3.3.3 Tables contain no explicit Functions for ECCS pump

minimum flow instrumentation. On discovery of inoperable minimum
flow instrumentation the associated ECCS pump would be considered
inoperable with the associated subsystem actions applied. ITS
Table 3.3.5.11: includes the following Functions, including
associated Actions. Surveillance Requirements, and reference to y
the administratively controlled allowable values: 1

%
1.d Core Spray Pump Discharge Flow Low:
2.h Low Pressure Coolant Injection Pump discharge Flow-Low; and
3.f High Pressure Coolant Injection Pump Discharge Flow Low.

ITS 3.3.5.1 Action E is included to address inoperability of any
minimum flow instrument channel. and provides up to 7 days (after
' confirming that both divisions have not lost initiation
capability) prior to entering actions for an inoperable ECCS
subsystem. This additional time is justified based on the limited
degradation. caused by inoperable minimum flow instrumentation.
With instrumentation inoperable such that pump minimum flow
protection is lost, manual pump operation would remain to provide
core cooling. With instrumentation. inoperable such .that pump
minimum flow valve remains open, only a portion of coolant
injection to the core'is diverted: with a majority of coolant flow
capability remaining for core cooling. Furthermore, based on the j

-redundancy in the ECCS design and the low probability of-an event '

requiring the ECCS function, this change represents minimal impact I

on safety. This relaxation in action requirements is consistent
with NUREG 1433.

)
The values at' which the minimum flow function is designed to tq

operate are not based on analytical assumptions, and therefore do j
not' fit the ITS use of " allowable value." These values are Q
administratively controlled based on nominal settings. ThisLis
reflected in ITS footnote (c), consistent with CTS requirements.

L.3- CTS Table 3.3.31 Action 30.b applies an immediate transfer of
actions to associated actions for ECCS inoperability. when both
trip systems have inoperable channels (potentially both divisions
of ECCS lost initiation capability). This CTS action applies to i

several Functions with applicability in Modes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.
ITS 3.3.5.1 Required Actions B.1 and C.1 are modified by a Note'1
that limits the immediate (i.e.. I hour prior to transfer;

j discussed in a separate' justification) transfer of actions in the ]

' FERMI - UNIT 2 8 REVISION 6. 05/28/99|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.5.1 - ECCS INSTRUMENTATION

I

event of loss of initiation capability, to apply only while in
Modes 1. 2. and 3. This change will increase the allowed {
restoration time for a total loss of initiation capability from

]one or more Functions while in Modes 4 and 5 to 24 hours (as ;

limited by Required Action B.3). This is acceptable because the
]actuation of ECCS flow to the core at a specified time is not j

assumed in any Mode 4 or 5 accident analysis. Events initiated '

while in these lower Modes result in significantly reduced
consequences and significantly increased margins of safety. ITS ;

3.5.2 continues to assure that sufficient ECCS is available in 1
Modes 4 and 5. and ITS 3.3.5.1 continues to require Operable '

actuation instrumentation. Therefore, this change will have a
minimal impact on safety. )

L.4 {Both more restrictive and less restrictive changes are proposed
andcombinedinthisdiscussionforclarityandcompleteness.}
For Functions referencing CTS Table 3.3.31 Action 30.a and 30.b,
other than ADS initiation (refer to DOC L.1 for changes associated
with the ADS Function), the logic is 1 out-of 2 taken twice (each
of two trip systems with 1 out of-2 logic). As such. CTS
Action 30.a (inoperable channel (s) in one trip system - allowing
24 hour restoration time) could refisct a loss of initiation
function if both channels in one trip system are inoperable. ITS
Required Actions B.1. B.2. and C.1 would limit Completion Times to
1 hour for loss of initiation function (a more restrictive
change), while ITS Required Actions B.3 and C.2 retain this 24
hour Completion Time. |

In the case of CTS Action 30.b (inoperable channel (s) in both trip
systems - requiring an immediate transfer of actions to associated h

.

actions for ECCS inoperability), the inoperabilities may or may i

not reflect a loss of initiation function (e.g., in the event only g
one inoperable channel is in each trip system. initiation function
would be available). ITS Required Actions B.1. B.2, and C.] would
extend the Completion Time to I hour for Hs of initiation
function, while ITS Required Actions B.3 s C.2 extend the
Completion Time to 24 hours when initiation function is retained.

These changes are acceptable based the expectation that manual or
other automatic (e.g., initiation on low level if high drywell
pressure is also inoperable) initiation capability would remain,
and based on the low probability of an event that would require
these automatic initiations. Furthermore, these changes correct,

deficiencies in the C". that would allow inappropriate restoration

FERMI - UNIT 2 9 REVISION 6. 05/28/99|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.5.1 ECCS INSTRUMENTATION

times for some inoperabilities that reflect a loss of initiation h
function. The proposed ITS Actions are consistent with NUREG- i
1433. In the case of Mode 4 or 5 operation, the actuation of ECCS
flow to the core at a specified time is not assumed in any Mode 4
or 5 accident analysis. Events initiated while in these lower
Modes result in significantly reduced consequences and
significantly increased margins of safety. ITS 3.5.2 continues to
assure that sufficient ECCS is available in Modes 4 and 5, and
ITS 3.3.5.1 continues to require Operable actuation
instrumentation. Therefore, this change will have a minimal
impact on safety.

!LEL0CATED SPECIFICATIONS

'

None

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION BASES

The CTS Bases for this Specification have been replaced by Bases that reflect
the format and applicable content of ITS 3.3.5.1 consistent with the BWR STS,
NUREG 1433 Rev. 1.

2
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ECCS Instrumentation
3.3.5.1

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

G. As required by G.1 ----NOTE--------
Required Action A.1 Only applicable for
and referenced in functions 4.c, 4.e, hDCM'l), Table 3.3.5.1-1. 4.f. 4.g, 5.c, 5.e.

! 5.f and 5.g.

{
' Declare ADS valves I hour from

inoperable. discovery of
loss .of ADS
initiation
capability in ;

| both trip j
systems (

AND

| G.2 Restore channel to 96 hours from st 345 -1,
'

OPERABLE status, discovery of A t M 31,75
inoperable 4
channel
concurrent with I' '3 '

d '*" #'HPCI or RCIC
inoperable

AND

8 days
v

H. Required Action and H.1 Declare associated Immediately 7gt 3,3,p)8associated Completion supported feature (s)
Time of Condition 8, inoperabl e. Ac.fim M.a

i D, E, F, or G not
g. g

; AHen 3V
!
1

BWR/4 STS 3.3-40 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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ECCS Instrumentation
3.3.5.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

__. ...-NOTES-------_ _____..-- ........ -------------- ----

1. Refer to Table 3.3.5.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each ECCS
Function.'

i

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be del ed as follows: (a) for up to 6 hours for 'n
Functions 3.c and (b) for up to 6 hours for Functions other Tthan 3.c provided the associated Function or the redundant
Function aint ECCS initiation capability. k

. ....__________... _ .... _________ ..______ .__ .... ..

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

(y,3,3,1)SR 3.3.5.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.5.1.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 2pdays (4,33.1)
-

f.)
_ g

_

_ ss.m
3.3.5.1.3 ...te the trip uni 2gdays ] bh #

SR 3c,i.5.1.4
__

Perform HANNEL CALIB ON. 92 day
y/ _

SR 3.3.5.1. Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. $8(months h.3.b . i )4

(y ,3,3,Z)SR 3.3.5.1 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. gl8 months

SR 3.3.5.1.7 V ify the ECCS RESPONSE T E is within [18) nths on
mits, a GGERED 00C M

T 8 ASIS

<

BWR/4 STS 3.3-41 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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SRM Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

Insert B 3.3.1.2 2

INSERT A

A successful test of the required contact (s) of a channel relay may
be performed by the verification of the change of state of a single
contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all of the
other required contacts of the relay are verified by other
Technical Specifications and non Technical Specifications tests at
least once per refueling interval with applicable extensions.

jj
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SRM Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

.

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.2.5 and SR 3.3.1.2.6 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

CHANNEL CHECK) that ensure proper functioning between

Op,\ CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS.

Verification of the signal to noise ratio also ensures that-

i

f.I]Eg - the detectors are inserted to an acceptable operating level.
In a fully withdrawn condition, the detectors are

B ?.3./. 2-/J essentially eliminate neutrons from reaching the detector.
Suffici'atly r**av'd fraa th* fu'1*d r*sion of the core to

Any count rate obtained while the detectors are fully-

withdrawn is assumed to be " noise" only g
n 4,St M.I.t.(,4 The Note ^ "- "--- ""--- allows the Surveillance to be

delayed until entry into the specified condition of the
Applicability (THERMAL POWER decreased to IRM Range 2 or
below). The SR sust be performed within 12 hours after IRMs
are on Range 2 or below. The allowance to enter the
Applicability with the 31 day Frequency not met is.

reasonable, based on the limited time of 12 acurs allowed
after entering the Applicability and the f # M i;3

df4If6 uperform the Surveillance while at higher powerleve s.
.

OP5 fo+ ej although the Survetiiance couid be performed while on IRM 2
Range 3, the plant would not be expected to maintain steady Q
state operation at this power level. In this event, the
12 hour Frequency is reasonable, based on the SRMs being
otherwise verified to be OPERABLE (i.e., satisfactorily
performing the CHANNEL CHECK) and the time required to
perform the Surveillances.

SR 3.3.1.2.7

Perfomance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION at a Frequency of
18 months verifies the performance of the SRM it;;;;;; xd '.

associated circuitry. _The Frequency considers the plant
conditions required to perform the test, the ease of
performing the test, and the likelihood of a change in the
system or component status. The neutron detectors are
excluded from the CHANNEL CAllBRATION because they cannot
readily be adjusted. The detectors are fission chambers
that are designed to have a relatively constant sensitivity
over the range and with an accuracy specified for a fixed
useful life.

!,

(continued)

BWR/4 STS B 3.3-42 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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SRM Instrumentation 1
B 3.3.1.2 )

[[riof pubwd u)ItMn 4 k revioo$),-theP

fqqn4h5 (p|M 25% gliowed @Y se 3.t 14 ggggs

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.2.7 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Note 2 to the{ Surveillance allows the Surveillance to be .!delayed until; entr
Applicability. % y into the specified condition of the if,tf SR must be performed 43AIODC*within 12
hours of entering MODE 2 with IRMs on Range 2 or below. The

.allowance to enter the Applicability with the 18 month j
- Frequency not met is reasonable, based on the limited time
(, trt of 1' h^"rs allowed after entering the Applicability and the

J'id""3 to perform the Surveillance while at higher power y 3

-

level s. Although the Surveillance could be perfomed while-

q%,5 on IRM Range 3, the plant would not be expected to maintain & 5steady state operation at this power level. In this event, T !

the 12 hour Frequency is reasonable, based on the SRMs being i )otherwise verified to be OPERABLE (i.e., satisfactorily j
perfoming the CHANNEL CHECK) and the time required to

Iperform the Surveillances.

REFERENCES None.
1

1

|

|
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:

JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG 1433
! ITS: SECTION 3.3.1.2 - SRM INSTRUMENTATION

|

P.5 Procedures could be drafted such that SRM calibrations could be
performed with the unit at power. Therefore the NUREG Bases
statement regarding the " inability to perform" is revised to more
accurately reflect the plant-specific " desire to not perform."
Given the impact on the SRM detector at higher neutron flux levels 1
(reduction in operational life due to burnout).- and the offscale p
reading that would result (complicating test performance). there'

is a justified desire to avoid' testing above IRM range 2.
Therefore the Bases are revised to clarify inaccurate statements
regarding the prerequisites for SRM calibrations.

!

GENERIC CHANGES g.

C.1 TSTF 205: NRC approved change to NUREG-1433.

)

|

L
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l. Control Rod Block Instrumentation
3.3.2.1

'

' ACTIONS-

CONDITION. REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. '(continued).- C.2.1.1 Verify = 12 rods Immediately
withdrawn.

E
C.2.1.2 Verify by Immediately

administrative
methods that startup
with RWM inoperable
has not been
performed in the

J, 4, current calendar '

g year.

se
During control

C.2.2 Verify movement of rod movement
control rods is in
compliance with the
prescribed withdrawal
sequence by a second
licensed operator or
other qualified
member of the
technical staff.

'D. RWM inoperable during D.1 Verify movement of During control |

reactor shutdown. control rods is in rod movement
accordance with the |

prescribed withdrawal I
sequence by a second
licensed operator or
other qualified
member of the
technical staff, i

(continued)

l

| | FERMI - UNIT 2 3.3 18 Revision 6. 05/28/99
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
3.3.2.1

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

E. One or more Reactor E.1 Sus)end control rod Immediately
Mode Switch-Shutdown witidrawal.
Position channels
inoperable. AND

5 E.2 Initiate action to Immediately
I fully insert all

'
insertable control
rods in core cells
containing one or
more fuel assemblies.

_

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

..................................... NOTES -- ---- ---- - - -- - - - ---

1. Refer to Table 3.3.2.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each Control Rod
Block Function. |

2. When an RBM channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for
performance of required Surveillances. entry into associated Conditions }
and Required Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours provided the
associated Function maintains control rod block capability.

..............................................................................

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

S| SR 3.3.2.1.1 - - - NOTE -- -- - - -

Not required to be performed until I hour |after any control rod is withdrawn at '

s 10% RTP in MODE 2.
.........................................

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days'

(continued) !

-.
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
3.3.2.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

| SR 3.3.2.1.2 --- - -- - - NOTE- - -- --- - -

Not required to be performed until I hour -

|
d

after THERMAL POWER is s 10% RTP in
MODE 1.

'

.........................................

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

''

1

| SR 3.3.2.1.3 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 184 days
1

)

| SR 3.3.2.1.4 -- - - - NOTE -- - - - 1

Not required to be performed until 1 hour
after reactor mode switch is in the
shutdown position.
.........................................

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months

| SR 3.3.2.1.5 Verify the RBM is not bypassed when 24 months I
THERMAL POWER is a 30% RTP.

i

| SR 3.3.2.1.6 -- -- --- - NOTE. -- - - - - -

Neutron detectors are excluded.
> ( .........................................

Al Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 24 months
N

SR 3.3.2.1.7 Verify control rod sequences input to the Prior tog RWM are in conformance with the declaring RWM

Dw prescribed withdrawal sequence. OPERABLE
following
loading of
secuence into
RWF

| g j FERMI UNIT 2 3.3 20 Revision 6. 05/28/99
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
3.3.2.1

Table 3.3.2.1-1 (page 1 of 1)
Control Rod Block Instruentation

APPLICABLE
MODES OR j

OTHER j
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS REQUIREMENTS VALUE

1. Rod Block Monitor
m
e4 a. Upscale (a) 2 SR 3.3.2.1.3 As specified in

SR 3.3.2.1.5 the COLR

k SR 3.3.2.1.6
Oc

V| b. Inop I-) 2 SR 3.3.2.1.3 NA

k c. Downscale (a) 2 SR 3.3.2.1.3 As specified in
SR 3.3.2.1.6 the COLR

2. Rod Worth Minimizer 1(b) 2(b) 1 SR 3.3.2.1.1 NA.

SR 3.3.2.1.2
h SR 3.3.2.1.7
%
M 3. Reactor Mode Switch- Shutdown (c) 2 SR 3.3.2.1.4 NA

Position

Y
I| (a) THERMAL POWER = 301 RTP.

(b) With THERMAL POWER s 10% RTP.

(c) Reactor mode switch in the shutdown position.

,

| FERMI UNIT 2 3.3 21 Revision 6. 05/28/99
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES

ACTIONS (continued)

01
With the RWM inoperable during a reactor shutdown, the
operator is still capable of enforcing the prescribed
control rod sequence. Required Action D.1 allows for the
RWM Function to be performed manually and requires a double
check of compliance with the prescribed rod sequence by a
second licensed operator (Reactor Operator or Senior Reactor
0)erator) or other qualified member of the technical staff.
T1e RWM may be bypassed under these conditions to allow the
reactor shutdown to continue.

| E.1 and E.2

With one Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Position control rod
withdrawal block channel inoperable, the remaining OPERABLE
channel is adequate to perform the control rod withdrawal
block function. However, since the Required Actions are
consistent with the normal rod block action of an OPERABLE
Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Position Function (i.e..

p maintaining all control rods inserted). there is no I
g distinction between having one or two channels inoperable. j
~

i( In both cases (one or both channels inoperable), suspending |
all control rod withdrawal and initiating action to fully '

insert all insertable control rods in core cells containing
one or more fuel assemblies will ensure that the core is
subtritical with adequate SDM ensured by LC0 3.1.1. Control
rods in core cells containing no fuel assemblies do not

0 affect the reactivity of the core and are therefore not
required to be inserted. Action must continue until all
insertable control rods in core cells containing one or more
fuel assemblies are fully inserted.

SURVEILLANCE As noted at the beginning of the SRs. the SRs for each :
REQUIREMENTS Control Rod Block instrumentation Function are found in the 1

SRs column of Table 3.3.2.1-1.

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that
when an RBM channel is placed in an inoperable status solely
for performance of required Surveillances, entry into
associated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed
for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function maintains
control rod block capability. Upon completion of the

./

| FERMI UNIT 2 B 3.3.2.1- 7 Revision 6 05/28/99
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

i

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

Surveillance, or expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the
channel must be returned to OPERABLE status or the

b a>plicable Condition entered and Required Actions taken.
Al T11s Note is based on the reliability analysis (Ref. 8)
4 assumption of the average time required to >erform channel

Surveillance. That analysis demonstrated t1at the 6 hour
testing allowance does not significantly reduce the
probability that a control rod block will be initiated when
necessary.

_ | SR 3.3.2.1.1 and SR 3.3.2.1.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed for the RWM to ensure
that the entire system will perform the intended function.
A successful test of the required contact (s) of a channel {

@ relay may be performed by the verification of the change of '

state of a single contact of the relay. This clarifies what
is an acce) table CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This
is accepta)1e because all of the other required contacts of
the relay are verified by other Technical Specifications and
non Technical Specifications tests at least once >er
refueling interval with applicable extensions. T1e
SR 3.3.2.1.1 CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for the RWM is
performed by attempting to withdraw a control rod not in
compliance with the prescribed sequence and verifying a
selection error is indicated and a control rod block occurs.
Control rod withdrawal sequences are normally established
consistent with the rules of the generic BPWS analysis.
Occasionally, operational limitations (e.g., power
suppression of failed fuel) may dictate the insertion of !
control rods which do not meet the minimum cell separation !
criteria of the generic BPWS analysis. In such situations. !

sufficient cycle s)ecific analyses are performed to '

demonstrate that t1e resulting control rod worths of the
i modified control rod withdrawal sequence are bounded by the
y rod worths allowed by rigorously following the rules of the
w generic BPWS analysis thereby assuring that the 280 cal /gm

fuel damage limit will not be violated during a CRDA.

The " prescribed withdrawal secuence" is defined as the
combination of both the procecurally specified control rod
movement' sequence and any analytically allowed deviations
from this sequence. Some prescribed withdrawal sequences

|
(e.g., BPWS) have more flexibility in allowed deviations

> than other prescribed withdrawal sequences (e.g., a cycle-
|-

_
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation i

B 3.3.2.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

@ specific sequence developed for power suppression of failed
fuel may not allow any deviations). ;

-SR 3.3.2.1.1 is performed during startup. As noted in thes
T SRs. SR 3.3.2.1.1 is not recuired to be performed until2 1 hour after any control roc is withdrawn at s 10t RTP in
D MODE 2. The SR 3.3.2.1.2 CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is

performed by attempting to insert and withdraw a control rod '

not in compliance with the prescribed sequence and verifying
a selection error is indicated and a control rod insert and
withdraw block (respectively) occur. SR 3.3.2.1.2 is

OA
performed during a plant shutdown when transitioning to
s 101 RTP. As noted. SR 3.3.2.1.2 is not required to be
performed until I hour after THERMAL POWER is s 10% RTP in

el MODE 1. This allows entry into MODE 2 for SR 3.3.2.1.1, and
4 THERMAL POWER reduction to s 10t RTP when in MODE 1 for SR
g| 3.3.2.1.2. to perform the required Surveillance if the
g, 92 day Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2. The 1 hour

allowance is based on operating experience and in
consideration of providing a reasonable time in which to

in complete the SRs. The Frequencies are based on operating
.!. experience that shows the RWM usually passes the
@ Surveillance when performed at these Frequencies.

| SR 3. 3. 2.L2 j

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed for each RBM channel i
to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended '

function. A successful test of the required contact (s) of a
channel relay may be performed by the verification of the
change of state of a single contact of the relay. This
clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of a
relay. This is acceptable because all of the other required
contacts of the relay are verified by other Technical
Specifications and non Technical Specifications tests at
least once per refueling interval with applicable
extensions.

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint

h methodology. The Frequency of 184 days is based on
g reliability analyses (Ref. 9).
y

_-
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)n
e4

| SR 3.3.2.1.4

L A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed for the Reactor Mode
Switch-Shutdown Position Function to ensure that the entire
channel will perform the intended function. The CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST for the Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown
Position Function is performed by attem) ting to withdraw any
control rod with the reactor mode switc1 in the shutdown
position and verifying a control rod block is present.

As noted in the SR, the Surveillance is not required to be
performed until 1 hour after the reactor mode switch is in
the shutdown position, since testing of this interlock with
the reactor mode switch in any other position cannot be
performed without using jumpers, lifted leads, or movable
links. This allows entry into MODES 3 and 4 if the 18 month
Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2. The l' hour allowance is
based on operating experience and in consideration of
providing a reasonable time in which to complete the Srs.

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this ,

Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant I

outage and the potential for an un)1anned transient if the |

Surveillance were performed with tie reactor at power. |

0)erating experience has shown these components usually pass |

t1e Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.

SR 3.3.2.1.5

The power at which the RBM is automatically by)assed is
based on the APRM signal's in)ut to each RBM clannel. Below
the minimum >ower setpoint, t1e RBM is automatically
bypassed. T1is )ower Allowable Value must be verified
periodicd11y to )e less than 30t RTP. If this setpoint is
1onconservative, then the affected RBM channel is considered
eoperable. Alternatively, the power range channel can be

7s p M ed in the conservative condition (i.e., enabling the RBM
Function). If placed in this condition, the SR is met and3

El the RBM channel is not considered inoperable. The 24 month
G Frequency is based on the actual trin setpoint methodology

utilized for these channels.

I FERMI UNIT 2 8 3.3.2.1 - 10 Revision 6 05/28/99
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| Control Rod Block Instrumentation
| B 3.3.2.1

|

| BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT! (continued)
m

i N| SR 3.3.2.1.6

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument' loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint

;

methodology.

As noted. neutron detectors are excluded from the CHANNEL
CALIBRATION because they are passive devices with minimal
drift, and because of the difficulty of simulating a

n meaningful signal. Neutron detectors are adequately
rJ| surveilled in SR 3.3.1.1.1 and SR 3.3.1.1.7.

hl The Frequency is based upon the assumption of a 24 month
V calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude

of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.2.1.7

The RWM will only enforce the proper control rod sequence if
the rod sequence is properly input into the RWM computer.
This SR ensures that the proper sequence is loaded into the 1

RWM so that it can perform its intended function. Control '

rod withdrawal sequences are normally established consistent
with the rules of the generic BPWS analysis. Occasionally,
operational limitations (e.g.. power suppression of failed i

,

fuel) may dictate the insertion of control rods which do not i
meet the minimum cell separation criteria of the generic
BPWS analysis. In such situations, sufficient cycle
specific analyses are performed to demonstrate that the Iresulting control rod worths of the modified control rod
withdrawal sequence are bounded by the rod worths allowed by

Q rigorously following the rules of the generic BPWS analysis.
thereby assuring that the 280 cal /gm fuel damage limit will-

4 not be violated during a CRDA.

The " prescribed withdrawal secuence" is defined as thet

| combination of both the procecurally specified control rod
| movement sequence and any analytically allowed deviations
! from this sequence. Some prescribed withdrawal sequences
' (e.g., BPWS) have more flexibility in allowed deviations

than other prescribed withdrawal sequences (e.g., a cycle-

s

. | FERMI UNIT 2 B 3.3.2.1- 11 Revision 6. 05/28/99
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
L B 3.3.2.1

|

| BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS-(continued)

(f) specific sequence developed for power suppression of failed
( ~ fuel may not allow any. deviations).

Y The Surveillance is performed once >rior to declaring the
.

RWM OPERABLE following loading of t1e )rescribed withdrawal l

sequence into the RWM. since this is w1en rod sequence input
errors are possible.

REFERENCES' 1. UFSAR, Section 7.6.2.13.5.

2. UFSAR, Section 7.6.1.20.

: 3. General Electric Energy, " Maximum Extended Operating
Domain Analysis for Detroit Edison Company Enrico Fermi
Energy Center Unit 2." NEDC 31843P, July 1990.

4. NEDE 24011 P A 10-US, " General- Electric Standard
Application for Reload Fuel," Supplement for United-

States March 1991. j

5. " Modifications to the Requirements for. Control Rod Drop
Accident Mitigating Systems," BWR Owners' Group,
July 1986.

6. NED0 21231. " Banked Position Withdrawal Sequence,"
January 1977.

7. NRC SER, " Acceptance of Referencing of Licensing
Topical Report NEDE 24011 P A." " General Electric
Standard Application for Reactor Fuel, Revision 8,
Amendment 17." December 27, 1987.

8. NEDC 30851-P A. ." Technical Specification Improvement,

Analysis for BWR Control Rod Block Instrumentation "
October 1988.

h 9. NEDC 32410P A " Nuclear Measurement Analysis and
;

J. Control Power Range Neutron Monitor (NUMAC PRNM) '

Q Retrofit Plus Option III Stability Trip Function,"
October 1995, and Supplement 1. May 1996.

|
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ECCS Instrumentation
3.3.5.1

\.s m
febte 3.3.5.1 1 (pose 1 of 6) gg p,3-/, smersanry Core Cooline syntes instrissentation

1 13-2.
APPLICAsLE COIS!? IONS Y' 3* I'l" f

, manes seaulae attraesC D p gcponarma Cmammets FacM
sptCIFisp Paa sfeUlaED sueVE!LLANCE ALLounsLE

FIAICTION (XIISITICIIs PIAICTION ACTION A.1 REGUIREnENTS WALUE

|

1. Core spesy system I

e. Reacter Wooset Water 1,2,3, 4 (b) e sa 3.3.5.1.1 2 -

!' ALevel-Lew Lew Law, sa 3.3.5.1.2 inchee
Level 1 4(*), S e) yta 3.3.5.l.3t

sa 3.3.5.1

1
- !!!?..,,

**
......

b. Drywell 1,2,3 g3'

5 sa 3.3.5.1.1 s pois ,

Preneure - sish sa 3.3.5.1.2 *

ngst 3.3.5.1.3
sa 3.3.5.1

- ?. !. s.'. ,

| **
. ... . yq,

c. aeoctor steen Dame 1,2,3 p(g C sa 3.3.5.1.1 2 min f.c A
, Pressure - Low sa 3.3.5.1.2 ( i |

| (injectlen Permisolve) )fsa 3.3.5.1. t ==_ g4
sa 3.3.5.1 i

- t.t. ? ? - E i
"

. .. p q j

( j' gN |4(*), 5(*) gg e an 3.3.5.1.1 a este

. " i:!:!:1:!e C::f<SJ
" i:!:!:1.f!2p

'

, .- : - -
| !

-
_

d. Core sprey Pig 1,2,3, Q g f_ == * * * . tr f

(OOC be */.(/
|Discherpe Flow-Lew "p- Sa 3.3.5.1.2

(synese) 4(*>, 5(* > -c raq, sa3.3.5.i.gs, . -
,

manus nitiati 1,2h (23 C sa 3.3.5.1.6 mA E
"'.(e), $( , - - - --

_,

2. Law Pressure Coolant
lajectlen (LPCI) systen

HA
s. Seacter Wessel Water 1,2,3, e sa 3.3.5.1.1 .3,

: Level-Lew tow Low, sa 3.3.5.1.2 inches
/Level 1 4(*3, 5(*) hua 3.3.5.1.3 (g,4 )na 3.3.5.1

sa 3.3.5.1 i

(continued)

Conw 3-Q2-
'

.

_

re respired to be_eptaAsti.to) When esoec7sted odesystem(s)

(b) Aloe respired to initlete the eseecleted er (DGIN " n . _ L. ,n n \
, _.= - - .. - - a ,m ; .. -.

b
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ECCS Instrumentation
3.3.5.1

*N CTS {Tebte 3.3.5.1 1 (pose 2 of 6)
toer,orry core cooline syst anstrimentation TA6W: 533-1

,

|

395-
AePtscAsLe co nst:0es 4'I'3*l'I

mots ateusato auratucro FvN etlou I
ca OfMER cmANNELs FROM
sPECIFIS PfR titu! RED SURVE!LLANct ALLmd48LE

^
iFWCfl0W EXNeffl0Ns FUNCfl0N ACTION A.1 REGUIREMENTs WALUE

!
2. LPCI system (centlesad)

i

b. Drywell 1,2,3 f4 8 sa 3.3.5.1.1 s is
Preneure - Nish sa 3.3.5.1.2 2 eb

i

m e 3.3.5.1.
sa 3.3.5.1.

- . 4. M .- l
88 3

..

c. seector steso Dame 1,2,3 4 C sa 3.3.5.1.1 e esie
Pressure-Iou sa 3.3.5.1.2 2,c 4(Injeetten Permiselve) Msa 3.3.5.1. '

sa 3.3.5.1
! !. M...,5'

-. .. 4

/'' 4(a), $(e) , ,, 3,3,$,9,g , , , ,
l M* 54 3.3.5.1.2 2. C -

8. **tsa 3.3.5.1.

IN6ELT }A -}5,f' sa 3.3.5.1
en 3.3. H . [

3'3s,i-i -

i 's. - s er aream y== 1 '",2 (43
.

, 6, a a.a .i.i s taa>J pal
- Pressure - Low st 3 .5.1.2

(Recirculotten 3I83 tsa .3.5.1.3) -

Discherse Wet se .3.5.1.5 QPermissive) 3.3.5.1.6 :
T seector L shroud 1,2,3 IZ) e et 3.3.5.1.1 t ( 2jpd

Level L0 sa 3.3.5.1.2 l
*

(sa 3.3.5.1.3)
st 3.3.5.1.5
st 3.3.5.1.6

_

f. L Pressure Coolant ,2,3, 14] It' st 3.3.5.1.5' Jaction Pump (1 per sa 3.3.5.1.6
start - Ties Detoy 4(a), 5(*> pap)
Retsy

Pisips A,s,D t 9 6econds ,
and /
s 11 s,

Pump C 51 .end

(continued)
(p[ L C6_3.L2.

(e) When associated assystan(s) are rewired to be OPERABLE.

CT Also reded to initiate the manacte[ed IDC and tantato rnrass- .. raw vioolation vot_G
e ~ _ + . ._ . a . e = 1 _ ..;..

!
l
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ECCS Instrumentation i
3.3.5.1 ;

I

CTS lk,\ Tabte 3.3.5.1 1 (pose 3 of 4)
l' Geersency Care Castire system instrumentatlen M(f N+3 d.

4 3 '$- L
Yh.%.|-l

APPLICABLE CDelfisNS
85368 SR ReepItsD REPsAEeCED . Fouc.vic>,J
Stutt CHANutLS Palpi -

setCIF3sD PER hsGUIRED suRWE!LLAnf2 ALLad4sLE
PWMCTION CXNSITIONS PWuCTISM ACTION A.1 REGUIRE9WFfs VALUE

2. LPCI Syetee (eentinued) (C)
Law Pressure 1,2,3, E k- :.:.:a.T ' '

t

b Caetent injection Puup - f91ser- sa 3.3.5.1.2 g L1 T
. esy,see> SL =t 3.3.5.th.-{andBlasherse flow - Law 4(a),5(8) M s T:.:.:a. g
h. Initleti ,3, at 3.5.1.6

..e,5 ,
L -

3. Bish Preneure Centent
Injectlen (lePCI) system

e. seester veneet water 1, 8 sa 3.3.5.1.1 t A |

3.4. )Level - Lew Law, sa 3.3.5.1.2 inchee
'

Level 2 2(80, 348) j4sa 3.3.5.1.3
sa 3.3.5.1
et 3.3.5.1.

le ff
[f, hb. Drywell 1, g a sa 3.3.5.1.1 s pois.

Presour. - Nish SR 3.3.5.1.2
2(8) 3(# )4st 3.3.5.1.,

at 3.3.5.1
sa 3.3.5.1

11
(3,ec. Seeeter veeeet water 1, g C a 3.3.5.1.1 s

Lovet - Nish, Level 8 se 3.3.5.1.2 inshoe
2(#3, 3(8) yton 3.3.5.1.

,sa 3.3.5.1 l

et 3.3.5.1
6

8. Candeneste storese 1, D 3.3.5.1.110 t f0(inches
'

cTank Levet -Lew '.'.' 'RE2(d), 3(d) - - l't- 3 '3 '5.'1.'4
at 3.3.5.1 F

/ .4)e. stepresalen Poet Water 1, & 8 st 3.3.5.1.1 s 54f4 3Lovet -alsh at 3.3.5.1.2 inchee \288), 3(8) ptst 3.3.5.1.
SR 3.3.5.1
at 3.3.5.1 1

(continued)

N<ei en e see-iste. e,ete.e> ere , ire. e e .,E u.

vit., ree.ter et.a. e ,r-e ,75.peis. 'q ~Nf<<>

m _ im
(c)/%trnsfrnhnly_Cerfag Ma
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ECCS Instrumentation
3.3.5.1

n.\ 1

Y CTSfebte 3.3.5.1 1 (pose 4 of 6)
Emersercy Core Cooiins system instruesntation In fhW i J 3,3

15.P
AprLICAste CQ e st:0Ns N'3 'I ''
semts De assusers a Frnancro p: v j g ,OfMER CNAmmELs PROM

,

SPECIF!tD P&R afau! RED ELEVEILLANCE ALLtad4aL
"

FLafCTION COW Ifl0Ns FlasCTION ACTION A.1 REeuiREnENTs VALUE

3. NPCI systen
'

(continued)
-

a . .,f. Wish Prosauro Cootent 1,
. E ;.;.0. i. ; 'af,| .Injectien Pia , sa 3.3.5.1.2 0$b

locherse Flow-Lou 2(d),3
* sa 3.3.5.1tsypese) - ?-"if Nu

p. meF i Initie en 1, (t) C 3.3.5.1. hA
,

2' #
.

,

_

4. Automatic Depressurisation
system (ads) frip systen A

.. .e.,t., e - ter i. gx rL " I ~ L"" k*" L*"' sai::::;;; '
,e. Oa.nLewi 1 2I#3' 3(d) 3.se 3.3.5.1.

sa 3.3.5.1
st 3.3.5.1

.. .-i t i. ,tzt -
$.b,.s.1:::::;;;

a * **''-- - ia
,.'3 3.3.5.1.

sa 3.3.5.1 ,

. 3.3.5.,. ,

;
'"J'::A' stien @.r. m% 3.3.5.1 p.c 1

'- '- * se a >35i ~~"a
system Initiation 2,,,,3,,,

|fleer,

"J f.d. ..e. tor ,e.sei water i, .a r
L-i - t . te-i > ;; i::::;;; * '"'"- @ f(Confirmatory) 2,. 3

2 ., 3,3,$,93.3.5.i.
g

st 3.3.5.1

.o ,e s,,ey i, =e.
inhor.o ;; i:!:::;;; " '' <44

! Pressn - Nish ,.'36 w*e
.

s .r,an.y 3.3.5.1.1 wsa 3.3.5.1
_ sa 3.3.5.1 )8

1 (contirsaed)
'

'

:
(d) withreactorsteemdamepressureepQpsis.

t q- -

-

(c)ManishekQcmM<d g
_

'

u

i
.
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ECCS Instrumentation
3.3.5.1

(O CT 5
N t *ie 3.3.5.1.i ( ,ese 5 ., 6) 7pg 3.u_fEmergency Core Cooling system Irstrumentation

33.3-2.
1 ".1 3 .1- 1
l APPLICABLE CDhDITIONS

MODis ca afsplaED MFEnfuCED bETl6M
OfMER CNANNELs Fa(Bt

sPECIFIED Ptn afE''aD BURVEILLANCE ALLthMBLE
FUNCTION CONDlfl0Ns FUNCfl0N ACTION A.1 afaulatMENTs WALUE

Y
4. ads Trip system A 8

(continued) M2pw
f. Law Pressure teetont 1, S sa 3.3.5.1.1 * _psis

injectivn Pump sa 3.3.5.1.2 N.E
Discherse 2(d),3(d) w 3.3.5.1.
Prosaure . Nish se 3.3.5.1. -

_ f f I 4 8.L2 sa 3.3.5.1
pr WJ ftt13uff ,, [ay,,,, 9, g 3.3.5.1 5 tW-

M bMl'3
(Q.h b- j[ h $ypef) Deer uriset 3.3.5.1 t------ #

_
,e se Law r Level 2Id) td),3 g Qtuotten i r

-
-

k. menuet 44 4 1, s sa 3.3.5.1 NA
J|0bb f 2(83, 3(d) % {

5. ADS Trip syntes 8 j
o. aeoctor Veseei Water 1, 4 7 sa 3.3.5.1.1 4 j,gLevel-Low Low Law, sa 3.3.5.1.2 inches

Levet 1 2(d),5 Xsa 3.3.5.1.td)
sa 3.3.5.1
sa 3.3.5.1.

b. Drywett 1, g i se 3.3.5.1.1 s is q* |
Pressure Nish 2N,3d3 sa 3.3.5.1.2 |Yst 3.3.5.1.

sa 3.3.5.1
sa 3.3.5.1 g

c. Auteentic 1, g S. Asa 3.3.5.1 s q,gDepressurisetten
System inittetten 2I4, 34 'g g, , at 3.3.5.1 escends

(Q,d. or Vessel Water 1, g F Sa 3.3.5.1.1 e nches
Level-Lew, Level 3 sa 3.3.5.1.2
(confinnetory) 2(d), 3(8 )tsa 3.3.5.1.3

sa 3.3.5.1
sa 3.3.5.1

e. Core sprey Pimp 1, C st 3.3.5.1.1 a le -} )Discherse sa 3.3.5.1.2 ,i

dressure - mish 2(d), 3(e RM #At 3.3.5.1.3
|

Y.
st 3.3.5.1

|sa 3.3.5.1 .-

(continued)
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ECCS Instrutnentation
3.3.5.1

C:t s
febte 3.3.5.1-1 (psee 6 of 6) rp6LC 3."$.$-1

Emergency Core Coolins Systa.i Instru.ontation
,,

9.3. 'a .: -
APPLICABLE CONDit!ONS \

g F v p AlNODES OR REQUIRED REFERENCD
OTNER CNAaNIELS P894 -

SPECIFID PEA REeultED SURWEILLANCE ALLthiASLE
RadCfl0N Cate!TIONS RalCTION ACTI0tt A.1 REQUIRE 8 tests VALUE i

5. Aos Trip sy. tam a t i

(continued) T
f. Low Preneure Castent 1, ,4 G st 3.3.5.1.1 t _ pois

I ( Qfinjection Pu.p SR 3.3.5.1.2 (mdOlocherpe 2(d),3 ,W3R 3.3.5.1. (s -

1Preneuro - klsh sa 3.3.5.1. -

-

sm 3.3.5.1.

hpd f(6MC . Aut
'

(q,t 1,

K |gyj.i2c. - '''' ,, %

C 3.3.5.1 N

-n# 8ea g,gg,y,,L <*, 3a>

|

h. seenuel e4 1, s sa 3.3.5.1. 31 4

} /,. AN6 *b 2(II),30 83
'

f(

withr.setor.t.o.4pr.ureagi$f,.i..|
'w)

+
i
!
.
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 1.c. 2.c. Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-tow (Iniection
SAFETY ANALYSES, Permissive) (continued)
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY LCO 3.5.2 for Applicability Bases for the low pressure ECCS

subsystems.

1.d. 2. . Core Sorav and low Pressure Coolant Injection
Pumo Di'icharoe Flow-Low (Byoassi

The minimum flow instruments are provided to protect the
associated low pressure ECCS pump from overheating when the
pump is operating and the associated injection Whive is not
fully open. The minimum flow line valve is opened when low
flow is sensed, and the valve is automatically closed when
the flow rate is adequate to protect the pump. The LPCI and i

CS Pump Discharge Flow-Low Functions are assumed to be j
OPERABLE and capable of closing the minimum flow valves to
ensure that the low pressure ECCS flows assumed during the
transients and accidents analyzed in References 1, 2, and 3
are met. The core cooling function of the ECCS, along with
the scram action of the RPS, ensures that the fuel peak
cladding temperature remains below the limits of
10 CFR 50.46.

P2 IvesteJ m
UMDg One flow .. _..__. .. . per ECCS -- is u to detect the

associatecta_r flow rates. The logic is arranged
SWITC# such that sach "-- " - causes its associated minimum-

flow valve to open. The logic will close the minimum flow
valve once the closure setpoint is exceeded. The LPCI
minimum flow valvetare time delayed such that the valves

_

*
5 will not open fo @ seconds after the switches detect low

~ flow. The time de,ay is provided to limit reactor vessel
;inventory loss during the startup of the RHR shutdown

15 ' cooling mode. The Pump Discharge Flow-Low Allowable Values
csud O n ' b M"

i arethigh enough to ensure that the pump flow rate is M1 1

'4 aMg-[rghvd . sufficient to protect the pump, yet low enough to ensure h !fg that the closure of the minimum flow valve is initiated tokV
-

allow full flow i to the core. j
o

Each channel o ump Discharge Flow-Low Function'(two CS
OP.1

;

channels and LPCI channels) is only required to be
OPERABLE when the associated ECCS is required to be OPERABLE
to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the
ECCS function. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 and LC0 3.5.2 for
Applicability Bases for the low pressure ECCS subsystems.

,

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1,

.

I

BASES

l

APPLICA8LE 3.f. Hioh Pressure Coolant Iniection Pumo Discharoe
SAFETY ANALYSES, Flow-tow (Bvoass) (continued)
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY The High Pressure Coolant Injection Pump Discharge Flow-Low

~~

X Allowable Value isthigh enough to ensure that pump flow rate \ h
65 (h/ G" !

s sufficient to protect the pump, yet low enough to ensure
gyc(m(|cd admbi M W [1

w

! hat the closure of the minimum flow valve is initiated to (
g g g g c\p tilow full flow into the core.

One channel is required to be OPERABLE when the HPCI is.'', required to be OPERABLE. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 for HPCI i

fe| Applicability Bases.
r;

To. Manual Initiation -

The Man Initiation push button channel intro s sig
into the H logic to provide manual initia capability

~
and is redun t to the automatic protect
instrumentation. There is one push b n for the HPCI
System.

The Manual Initiation Fu io s not assumed in any
%* accident or transient anal in the FSAR. However, the I| Function is retained for vera redundancy and diversity of j

the HPCI function as utred by NRC in the plant i

licensing basis. |

- There is no Ap able Value for this funct since the i

channel ispechanically actuated based solely o he ,

position pf the push button. One channel of the 1 :
Initia 6n Function is required to be OPERABLE only wh

the))
~
.)

HPCI stem is required to be OPERABLE. Refer to LCO 3.5.1
or' PCI Applicability Bases. J

Agign,atic Deoressurization System '

4.a. 5.a. Reacter Vessel Watt. Level-Low Low Low. Level 1r

Low RPV water level indicates that the capability'to cool
the fuel may be threatened. Should RPV water level decrease
too far, fuel damage could result. Therefore, ADS receives
one of the signals necessary for initiation from this
function. The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low,
tevel 1 is one of the Functions assumed to be OPERABLE and
capable of initiating the ADS during the accident analyzed

|

(continued)-
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES

ACTIONS G.1 and G.2 (continued)

inoperable channel. If the inoperable channel cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the allowable out of
service time, Condition H must be entered and its Required
Action taken. The Required Actions do not allow placing the
channel in trip since this action would not necessarily
result in a safe state for the channel in all events.

El

With any Required Action and associated Completion Time not
met, the associated feature (s) may be incapable of
performing the intended function, and the supported
feature (s) associated with inoperable untripped channels
must be declared inoperable inmediately.

|
|

Certain frequencies are ba ;,,pMSURVEILLANCE Rev -

REQUIREMENTS topical reports. 2;....e o use these

f fo th
,

As noted in the beginning of the SRs, the SRs for each ECCS
instrumentation Function .tre found in the SRs column of
Table 3.3.5.1-1.

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that
when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for I

performance of required Surveillances, entry into associated I mConditions and Required Actions may be delayed for up to 76 hours as follows: (a) for Functions 3.c, 3.f and 3.g,

theassociatedFunctionorredundantFunctionmaintainsECCS'(
and (b) for Functions other than 3.c, 3.f. and 3.g provided

initiation capability. Upon completion of the Surveillance,
or expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the channel must be
returned to OPERABLE status or the applicable Condition

fg 4 entered and Required Actions taken. This Note is' based on
the reliability analysis (Ref.M assumption of the average
time required to perform channel surveillance. That
analysis demonstrated that the 6 hour testing allowance does
not significantly reduce the probability that the ECCS will
initiate when necessary.

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.1.1 $
REQUIREMENTS '

(continueJ) Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument '

channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations'

1

between the instrument channels could be an indication of
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK guarantees
that undetected outright channel failure is limited to '

12 hours; thus, it is key to verifying the instrumentation
continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL
CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, '

including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the channels required by the LCO.

SR 3.3.5.1.2
|

-- A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required l|

M @5 channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the g jg __ intended function.f i

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology.

|

,

The Frequency of 92 days based on the reliability
P. 2 aa''r$'$afa''*r'ac't-

4

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

INSERT: TSTF 205
,

INSERT A

A successful test of the required contact (s) of a channel relay may h |
be performed by the verification of the change of state of a single
contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all of the
other required contacts of the relay are verified by other
Technical Specifications and non Technical Specifications tests at
least once per refueling interval with applicable extensions. !

|
,

!

i

,

e
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG 1433

ITS: SECTION 3.3.5.1 ECCS INSTRUMENTATION

I

NON BRACKETED PLANT SPECIFIC CHANGES

P.1 These changes are made to NUREG 1433 to reflect Fermi 2 current
licensing basis: including design features, existing license
requirements and comitments. Additional rewording, reformatting,
and revised numbering is made to incorporate these changes consistent
with Writer's Guide conventions. Refer to CTS Discussion Of Changes
to the related requirement for a detailed justification of changes
made to the current licensing basis which are also reflected in the
ITS as presented. Specifically some of the changes are discussed
below:

a. Manual initiation Function is removed. CTS Discussion of Change
"LA.3" provides detailed discussion of this change, and is
repeated below for reference:

* LA.3 CTS Tables 3.3.3-1, 3.3.3 2, and 4.3.3.1-1 Manual initiation
Functions (1.d. 2.h. 3.f. and 4.g) are relocated from Technical
Specifications to UFSAR (system design) and the Technical
Requirements Manual (TRM) (Surveillance testing and
inoperability actions). The UFSAR design description, which
requires change control in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 and
the Technical Requirements Manual (TRM), which requires
revisions be controlled by 10 CFR 50.59. together assure that
adequate protection of the public health and safety is
maintained. These manual functions are simply the individual
valve and pump control switches. NUREG-1433 Table 3.3.5.1-1
Manual Functions (as described in the ITS Bases) address plant
designs that incorporate system-level initiation " push
buttons." The Fermi design does not incorporate any system-
level initiation (e.g. , a single " push-button" that would
result in HPCI initiation and injection). Therefore.
relocation of these individual component controls is consistent
with the non Technical Specification nature of all other
individual componont controls,

b.- The setpoint values at which the minimum flow function is
designed to operate are not based on analytical assumptions,
and therefore do not fit the ITS use of " allowable value."
These values are administrative 1y controlled based on nominal (9

| settings. This is reflected in ITS footnote (c) and is '

}: consistent with CTS requirements, which currently provide no k !'

explicit Technical Specification control of these setpoints.. i

{/

'
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES'FROM NUREG 1433

ITS: SECTION 3.3.5.1 ECCS INSTRUMENTATION

P.2 Bases changes are made to reflect plant specific design details,
equipment terminology, and analyses.

P.3- Bases changes are made to reflect changes made to the Specification.
Refer to the Specification, and associated JFD if applicable, for
additional detail.<

P.4- Change made for editorial preference or clarity.

P.5 The reference to the NRC Policy Statement'has been replaced with a
more appropriate reference to the Improved Technical Specification
" split" criteria found in 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).-

GENERIC CHANGES

C.1- TSTF 205: NRC approved change to NUREG 1433.

I

i
1

i

!
l

|
'

i

i

y .
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N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS EVALUATION I
ITS: SECTION 3.3.5.1 ECCS INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNICAL CHANGES LESS RESTRICTIVE
(Specification 3.3.5.1 "L.4" Labeled Comments / Discussions)

Detroit Edison has evaluated the proposed Technical Specification change
,

identified as "Less Restrictive" in accordance with the criteria specified by i

10 CFR 50.92 and has determined that the proposed change does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.

|
1

-The bases for the determination that the proposed change does not involve a
significant hazards consideration is an evaluation of these changes against
each of the criteria in 10 CFR 50.92. The criteria and the conclusions of the
evaluation are presented below. |

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or I

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change provides an additional hour prior to transfer of
actions to the actions for ECCS inoperability, when both divisions of
ECCS have' lost initiation function capabilities, and provides an hincrease to 24 hours when inoperabilities do not result in a loss of i

function. The proposed change does not involve a significant increase fin the probability of an accident previously evaluated because the
allowed outage time for operation with inoperable ECCS is not an
initiator of an analyzed event. The proposed change does not involve a
significant increase in the consequences of an accident previously
evaluated because this change does not further degrade the capability of
the instrumentation to perform its required function under these
circumstances (only the out of service time is affected by this change).
Additionally, the increased time allowed will not adversely affect the
performance of any other credited equipment. As such, the consequences
remain unchanged from those that would apply utilizing the existing CTS
requirements. j

i

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated? .

This proposed change will not involve any physical changes to plant
,

systems, structures, or components (SSC). or changes in normal plant i

operation. Therefore, this change will not create the possibility of a
riew or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.,

FERMI - UNIT 2 - 7 REVISION 6 05/28/99|
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS EVALUATION

ITS: SECTION 3.3.5.1 ECCS INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNICAL CHANGES LESS RESTRICTIVE'

(Soecification 3.3.5.1 "L.4" Labeled Comments / Discussions)

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety because the expectation that manual or other automatic (e.g.,
initiation on low level if high drywell pressure'is also inoperable)
initiation capability would remain, and based on the low probability of
an event that would require these automatic initiations. Furthermore,
these changes correct deficiencies in the CTS that would allow
inappropriate restoration times for some inoperabilities that reflect a y .;
loss of initiation function. Additionally, the increased time allowed td j
will not adversely affect the performance of any other credited i
equipment. In !he case of Mode 4 or 5 operation, the actuation of ECCS
flow to the core at a specified time is not assumed in any Mode 4 or 5
accident analysis. Events initiated while in these lower Modes result

.

in significantly reduced consequences and significantly increased
Imargins of safety. ITS 3.5.2 continues to assure that sufficient ECCS j

is available in Modes 4 and 5. and ITS 3.'3.5.1 continues to require 4

Operable actuation instrumentation. Therefore, this change will not
involve a significant reduction is a margin of safety.

|
|

,

go'
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RCIC System Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

B 3.3.. INSTRUMENTATION

: B 3.3.5.2 - Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System Instrumentation
{

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of the RCIC System instrumentation is to
initiate actions to ensure adequate core cooling when the
reactor vessel is isolated from its primary heat sink (the
main condenser) and normal coolant makeup flow from the
Reactor Feedwater System is unavailable, such that
initiation of the low pressure Emergency Core Cooling -
Systems (ECCS) pumps does not occur. A more complete
discussion of RCIC System operation is provided in the Bases
of LC0 3.5.3 "RCIC System."

The RCIC System may be initiated by either automatic or
manual means. Automatic initiation occurs for conditions of
reactor vessel Low Low water level. The variable is
monitored by four transmitters that are connected to four
trip units. The outputs of the trip units are connected to
relays whose contacts are arranged in a one out of-two taken
twice logic arrangement. Once initiated, the RCIC logic 1

seals in and can be reset by the operator only when the '

reactor vessel water level signals have cleared.

| The RCIC test line isolation valve is closed on a RCIC
initiation signal to allow full system flow and maintain
primary containment isolated in the event RCIC is not
operating.

The RCIC System also monitors the water level in the
condensate storage tank (CST) since this is the normal
source of water for RCIC operation. Upon receipt of a RCIC
initiation signal, the. CST suction valve is automatically
signaled to open (it is normally in the open position)
unless the ) ump suction from the suppression pool valves is
open. If t1e water level in the CST falls below a
preselected level, first the suppression pool suction valves
automatically open, and then the CST suction valve
automatically closes. Two channels of transmitter / trip unit
in the HPCI system are used to detect low water level in the

|

CST. Either channel can cause the suppression pool suction
. valves to open and the CST suction valve to close. To ,

prevent losing suction to the pump, the suction valves are
interlocked so that one suction path must be open before the
other automatically closes.

J
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f RCIC System Instrumentation
i B 3.3.5.2

BASES

l ' SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SR 3.3.5.2.1
J

| Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures |
| - that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A !

| CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter i
indicated on one channel to a parameter on other similar '

channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations

1

between the instrument channels could be an indication of j
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or g

something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect '

gross channel failure: thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each i

CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

| Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties.
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

|

: The Frequency is based upon operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the channels required by the LCO.

| SR 3.3.5.2.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the,

intended function. A successful test of the required'

| contact (s) of a channel relay may be performed by the 4

| verification of the change of state of a single contact of
/2 the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL;

; u FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all
j of the other required contacts of the relay are verified by
| other Technical Specifications and non Technical

Specifications tests at least once per refueling interval <

with applicable extensions.

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology.

-

, | FERMI UNIT 2 B 3.3.5.2-9 Revision 6, 05/28/99
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RCIC System Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analysis of Reference 1.

SR 3.3.5.2.3

This surveillance provides a check of the actual trip
setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if the
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than the
Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.5.21. If the trip
setting is discovered to be less conservative than the
setting accounted for in the appropriate setpoint
methodology. but is not beyond the Allowable Value, the
channel performance is still within the requirements of the
plant safety analysis. Under these conditions the setpoint
must be readjusted to be equal to or more conservative than
accounted for in the appropriate setpoint methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analysis of Reference 1.

SR 3.3.5.2.4

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency of SR 3.3.5.2.4 is based upon the assumption
of a = 18 month calibration interval in the determination of
the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

,

,
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RCIC System Instrumentation l

B 3.3.5.2

1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SR 3.3.5.2.5

.The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required initiation logic for a specific
channel. The system functional testing performed in
LCO 3.5.3 overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete
testing of the safety function.

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an un)lanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with tie reactor at power. s

Operating experience has shown that these components usually '

pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month
Frequency. I

REFERENCES 1. GENE-770 06 2. " Addendum to Bases for Changes to i

Surveillance Test Intervals and Allowed Out-of-Service
Times for Selected Instrumentation Technical
Specifications." February 1991.

!

1

!

'

l

|

,v
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-TADLE 2.2.5 ' 1 Continued) |

REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM

ACTION STATENENTS

f,CT:= ",C - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the
, Mintmum OPERABLE Channels per Trip System reautrement: M')

M CTlod $ ,D a . -.< Re sW4For one t ip systekplace tne inoperable enannel(s)g
-

i

r dcclare the xcic system inoperaole. -- in @ dR .
system in the tripped condition g

dCTfob) E ,, y$nd/or inat trip
-- - - - - -

|-

kt hew- L.|gea g og 8.1 b. For both trip systems, declare the RCIC system inoperable,

;,CT;en Li - With the number af OPERABLE channels less than required by the
Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip System reautrement, place at

h|M n least one inoperable channel in the tripped condition within 24 |

gDOM E , ..y r declare tgn RCIC to take suction from the suppression pool [ ADO REa AcTtod h.h, M.2.
u hours or ali

e RCIC system inoperable.

xT:= :.' n=:= e: :==! . uu:= r =tm. :. ::=: a.p :
w;th" Mh=: ;r d::hr: ::: RC C :y;;;; = cr:ble |
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
!

ITS: SECTION 3.3.5.2 RCIC SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

ADMINISTRATIVE

A.1 In the conversion of the Fermi 2 current Technical Specifications
(CTS) to the proposed plant specific Improved Technical
Specifications (ITS), certain wording preferences or conventions
are adopted which do not result in technical changes (either
actual or interpretational). Editorial changes reformatting, and
revised numbering are adopted to make the ITS consistent with the
Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Standard Technical Specifications
NUREG 1433. Rev. 1.

A.2 ITS LC0 3.3.5.2 Actions are modified by a Note, which provides
clarification that, for the purpose of the associated LCO.
" Separate Condition entry is allowed for each channel." This is
acceptable because the Required Actions for each Condition provide
appropriate compensatory actions for each inoperable RCIC channel.
Complying with the Required Actions will allow for continued
operation: with subsequent inoperable RCIC channels governed by
subsequent Condition entry and application of associated Required
Actions. This is an administrative change with no impact on
safety because the clarifications provided by the Note are
consistent with the existing interpretation of the CTS.

A.3
CTS 3.3.5 specifies Actions for RCIC channels with setpoints not

within allowable values. These Actions state " declare the channel |Tinoperable until the channel is restored to Operable status." 9
ITS 3.3.5.2 contains all the requirements and Actions for RCIC *
channels, including the allowable values and Actions when it is

The usage rules of Technical Specifications adequately (not met.

dictate that channels be declared inoperable and Actions taken
until restored to Operable, without a specific statement to that
effect. Therefore, elimination of this statement is an
administrative presentation preference only.

A.4
CTS 4.3.5.2 requires an LSFT "and simulated automatic operation" yof all channels. The " simulated automatic operation" is
interpreted to be included in the LSFT. This additional detailing |M

ny

of the required test is unnecessary. Therefore its elimination is Ean administrative change.
T

-
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.5.2 - RCIC SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

M.2 CTS Table 3.3.5 1 Actions 51 allows 24 hours to complete
compensatory actions for inoperable channels, regardless of
whether the RCIC suction swap function (on CST low level) is

,

i

inoperable resulting in a loss of the RCIC function. For
inoperabilities that result in a loss of initiation function,

ITS 3.3.5.2 Required Action D.1 provides a more restrictive time
of "I hour from discovery of loss of RCIC initiation capability"
to restore or declare RCIC inoperable.

4

TECHNICAL CHANGES LESS RESTRICTIVE |

" Generic"
1
|

LA.1 CTS 3.3.5 requires that RCIC actuation instrumentation trip |

setpoints to be within Trip Setpoint column values of CTS
Table 3.3.5-2. Additionally, CTS 3.3.5 Action a requires that an
inoperable RCIC actuation instrument channel setpoint be restored |

consistent with the trip setpoint value. However, Actions only
apply if the allowable value is exceeded. ITS 3.3.5.2 requires |

only that instrumentation setpoints be within the allowable value.
Trip setpoints reflect operational details while the allowable
value reflects channel Operability. Requirements for trip b

,

setpoints are relocated to the Technical Requirements Manual
,

(TRM), which requires revisions be controlled by 10 CFR 50.59.
The trip setpoint is established based on a combination of Y
instrument design factors, environmental factors, and the M

Nallowable value (which is what is conservatively derived from the
value assumed in the safety analyses). Therefore, these details
can be adequately defined and controlled in the TRM, consistent
with the NUREG-1433. This relocation continues to provide I

adequate protection of the public health and safety since the
requirement for instrument channel Operability and the allowable q
value setpoint continues to be required by the Technical
Specifications.

LA.2 CTS Table 3.3.5-1 footnotes (b) and (c), and various setpoint
details of Table 3.3.5 2, provide design details and descriptive
details for various RCIC actuation functions. ITS 3.3.5.2
addresses this information in the Bases and plant design
documents, and does not. include these details in the Technical
Specifications. This change is consistent with NUREG 1433. The
information moved to the Bases requires changes to be controlled
in accordance with the ITS 5.5.10, Bases Control Program.

,

'
Information contained within plant design documents requires

FERMI UNIT 2 3 REVISION 6, 05/28/99|
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l DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.5.2 RCIC SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

changes to be controlled in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. This
continues to provide adequate protection of the public health and
safety since the requirement for instrument channel Operability
continues to be required by the Technical Specifications.

LA.3 CTS Tables 3.3.5 1, 3.3.5 2. and 4.3.5.1 1 Manual initiation

|h
Function d are relocated from Technical Specifications to the
Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) (Surveillance testing and
inoperability actions). The TRM. which requires revisions be
controlled by 10 CFR 50.59. assure that adequate protection of the
public health and safety is maintained. These manual functions
are simply the individual valve and pump control switches. NUREG-
1433 Table 3.3.5.2 1 Manual Functions (as described in the ITS
Bases) address plant designs that incorporate system level
initiation " push buttons." The Fermi design does not incorporate
system-level initiation. Therefore, relocation of the individual
component controls is consistent with the non Technical
Specification nature of all other individual component controls.

LC.1 CTS Table 3.3.51. Note (a), allows required surveillance testing ,

Iwhich causes channels to be inoperable without taking Actions for
inoperable channels "provided at lea'st one OPERABLE channel in the
same trip system is monitoring that parameter." ITS SR Note 2
addresses this allowance, but includes a less restrictive change
for RCIC Function 2. The ITS allowance to delay entering Actions
applies to this Function even though the function may not have an
Operable channel in the same trip system, since for the RCIC
Level 8 Function, one inoperable channel results in the individual

,

trip function not being maintained even with another Operable j
channel (the logic is 2Jout of 2. i.e., one Operable channel will
not perform the function). GENE-770 06 1. " Addendum to Bases for
Changes to Surveillance Test Intervals and Allowed Out of-Service
Times for Selected Instrumentation Technical Specifications."
February 1991 approved the allowance for delay in entering
Actions for these channels. Therefore, this change has no
significant impact on safety.

!
!J
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
'

ITS: SECTION 3.3.5.2 RCIC SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

!

|

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
'

! ''Speci fic" 1

!

L.1 {Both more restrictive and less restrictive changes are proposed
.

and combined in this discussion for clarity and completeness.}
For the RCIC low level initiation function, CTS Table 3.3.51 ,

Action 50.a and 50.b_ apply. The associated logic for this function I

is 1 out of 2 taken twice teach of two trip systems with 1 out of-
2 logic). As such, CTS Action 50.a (inoperable channel (s) in one

,
'

' trip system - allowing 24 hour restoration time) could reflect a i

loss of initiation function if both channels in one trip system
4

'are inoperable. ITS Required Action B.1 would limit the
Completion Time to 1 hour for loss of initiation function (a more i

restrictive change), while ITS Required Actions B.2 retains this
24 hour Completion Time.

In the case of CTS Action 50.b (inoperable channel (s) in both trip
systems - requiring an immediate transfer of actions to associated d
actions for ECCS inoperability), the inoperab_ilities may or may i
not reflect a loss of initiation function (e.g., in the event only 4one inoperable channel is in each trip system, initiation function %t
would be available). ITS Required Action B.1 would extend the :

Completion Time to I hour for loss of initiation function, while
ITS Required Actions B.2 extends the Completion Time to 24 hours
when initiation function is retained..

These changes are acceptable based the expectation that manual
initiation capability would remain, other injection systems (e.g.,
HPCI) would likely be available, and based on the low probability
of an event that would require these automatic initiations.
Furthermore, these changes correct deficiencies in the CTS that
would allow inappropriate restoration times for some 1

inoperabilities that reflect a loss of initiation function. The
proposed ITS Actions are consistent with NUREG-1433.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS
'

None

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION BASES

The CTS Bases for this Specification have been replaced by Bases that reflect
the format and applicable content of ITS 3.3.5.2 consistent with the BWR STS,

~,

NUREG 1433 Rev. 1.
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RCIC System Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.5.2 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System Instrumentation i

BASES

BACKGROUND \

The purpose of the RCIC System instrumentation is to
initiate actions to ensure adequate core cooling when the
reactor vessel is isolated from its primary heat sink (the }
main condenser) and normal coolant makeup flow from the
Reactor Feedwater System is unavailable, such that
initiation of the low pressure Emergency Core Cooling
Systems (ECCS) pumps does not occur. A more complete
discussion of RCIC System operation is provided in the Bases
of LCO 3.5.3, "RCIC System."

The RCIC System may be initiated by either automatic or
manual means. Auto.wtic initiation occurs for conditions of
reactor vessel Low Low water level. The variable is
monitored by four transmitters that are connected to four
trip units. The outputs of the trip units are connected to
relays whose contacts are arranged in a one-out-of-two taken
twice. logic arrangement. Once initiated, the RCIC logic
seals in and can be reset by the operator only when the
reactor vessel water level signals have cleared.

The RCIC test line isolation valve idkh h me s ;rinc.,| " c-t - rt S; ht %;. .;.ly;) is closed on a RCIC initiation j

signal to allow full system flow and maintain primaryy
containment isolated in the event RCIC is not operating.

-%The RCIC System also monitors the water level in the_m

this is fin, nen4 some -u.ndensate storage tank (CST) ;...' th vv...).(. :. ;;;l since
- co

,

i.. ..: th: t= :: :: of water for RCIC o
4. +3. t!T .. _.._ _ _. peration _-- - -_.3r.ntar nr.d. - +..

Upon
receipt of a RCIC initiation signal, the CST suction valve

___....

is automatically signaled to open (it is normally in the
open position) Enless the pump suction from the suppressionpool valves is cren.hals o[-IrNtnilkg / below a preselected level, first the suppression pool

If the water level in the CST falls

( fy-ip wih m, fiu Nf6l suction valves automatically open, and then the CST suction
ew.clvalve automaticaH y closes. iwo b;! =itt: are used toqg detect low water level in the CST. Either swMcF can cou nthe suppression pool suction valves to open

P.7-
!"*b !".5"!EI ty c] gge. 3 ,[ g g yn j 'and the CST. ..Jd on mi g,,

>

a x x.._ 4. xi. a. x .. m e v: m :x r-". m... 7...
- " ' "

., . _ _ _ .-

. _ . . .

(continued)
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RCIC System Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES
s

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.2.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.,

|

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays

| associated with the channels required by the LCO.
1

- SR 3.3.5.2.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the|- r rT$TF * C intended function.3

'

s

/NSM b Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint--

methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analysis of Reference 1.

SR s.s.s.2.s
,, 5,u,,(,ne,_c ,

f*3 Yh; ;;10retier. " .rt; =!L prov des a check of the actual
trip setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if
the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
the Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.5.2-1. If the
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than the
setting accounted for in the appropriate setpoint
methodology, but is not beyond the Allowable Value, the
channel performance is still within the requirements of the
plant safety analysis. Under these conditions, the setpoint

(continued)

BWR/4 STS B 3.3-149 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RCIC System Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

INSERT: TSTF-205

'JNSERT A

A successful test of the required contact (s) of a channel relay may (fh)
be performed by the verification of the change of state of a single
contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all of the i

other required contacts of the relay are verified by other
Technical Specifications and non Technical Specifications tests at
least once per refueling interval with applicable extensions.

.

/

,

i
<

s

i
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' JUSTIFICATION.FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG 1433 !

ITS: SECTION 3.3.5.2 - RCIC SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION
1

.!
1

GENERIC CHANGES )

C.1 TSTF 205: NRC approved change to NUREG 1433. W/
1
|

<

l

l
1

|

;
'

.1

I

.

.
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N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS EVALUATION

ITS: SECTION 3.3.5.2 RCIC SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNICAL CHANGES LESS RESTRICTIVE

(Soecification 3.3.5.2 "L.1" Labeled Comments /' Discussions)

Detroit Edison has evaluated the proposed Technical Specification change
-identified as "Less Restrictive" in accordance with the criteria specified by
:10 CFR 50.92 and has determined that the proposed change does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.

The bases for the det'ermination that the proposed change does not involve a
significant hazards consideration is an evaluation of these changes against
each of the criteria in 10 CFR 50.92. The criteria and the conclusions of the
evaluation are presented below.

!

1. _ Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change provides an additional hour prior to transfer of
actions to the actions for RCIC inoperability when initiation capability
is lost for RCIC, and provides an increase to 24 hours when d
inoperabilities do not result in a loss'of function. The proposed 1
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability of an @
accident previously evaluated because the allowed outage time for
operation with inoperable RCIC is not an initiator of an analyzed event.

;

The proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the :
consequences of, an accident previously evaluated because this change |
does not further degrade the capability of the instrumentation to |

perform its required function under these circumstances (only the out of !
service time is affected by this change). Additionally, the increased I

'

time allowed will not adversely affect the performance of any other
credited equipment. As such, the consequences remain unchanged from

.

those that would apply utilizing the existing CTS requirements. |

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

'

This proposed change will not involve any physical changes to p1 ant
'

systems, structures, or components (SSC), or changes in normal plant
operation. Therefore, this change will not create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

J'
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N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS EVALUATION

ITS: SECTION 3.3.5.2 - RCIC SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNICAL CHANGES LESS RESTR7".TIVE
ISoecification 3.3.5.2 "L.1" LL;aled Comments / Discussions)

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of' safety?

The proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety because the expectation that manual initiation capability
would remain, and based on the low probability of an event that would
require these automatic initiations. Furthermore, these changes correct
deficiencies in the CTS that would allow inappropriate restoration times d
for some inoperabilities that reflect a loss of initiation function, d.
Additionally, the increased time allowed will not adversely affect the k
performance of any other credited equipment. Therefore, this change
will not involve a significant reduction is a margin of safety.

!

)
,
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

...................................- NOTES - - -- -------- - - -- -- -- ---

1. Refer to Table 3.3.6.11 to determine which SRs apply for each Primary
Containment Isolation Function.

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
required Surveillances. entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may:be delayed for up to:

a. 2 hours for Function 5.a when testing non-redundant circuitry that
results in loss of isolation capability associated with this

,Function, provided Functions 5.b. 5.c. and 5.e are OPERABLE: )
!

OA| b. 6 hours for Functions 1. 2. 5 (other than non redundant circuitry of
5.a), and 6. provided the associated Function maintains isolation
capability: and

I

c. 8 hours for Functions 3 and 4. provided the associated Function |
maintains isolation capability.

..............................................................................

|
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

i

SR 3.3.6.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

a

SR 3.3.6.1.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.6.1.3 Verify the trip unit setpoint. 92 days

SR 3.3.6.1.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

SR 3.3.6.1.5 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months

(continued)

-

.
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1

Table 3.3.6.1 1 (page 1 of 4)
Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS
MODES OR REQUIRED REFERENCED
OTER CHANNELS FROM

$PECIFIED PER TRIP REQUIRED SLRVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE

FUNCTION . CONDITIONS SYSTEM ACTION C.1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE

1. Main Steam Line Isolation

a. Reactor Vessel Water 1.2.3 2 D SR 3.3.6.1.1 e 24.8 inches
Level - Low Low Low. SR 3.3.6.1.2
Level 1 SR 3.3.6.1.3

SR 3.3.6.1.4
SR 3.3.6.1.5
SR 3.3.6.1.6

b. Main Steam Line 1 2 E SR 3.3.6.1.1 m 736 psig
Pressure - Low SR 3.3.6.1.2

SR 3.3.6.1.3
SR 3.3 6.1.4
SR 3.3.6.1.5

* c. Main Steam Line 1.2.3 2 per D SR 3.3.6.1.1 s 118.4 psid
Flow - High MSL SR 3.3.6.1.2

SR 3.3.6.1.3
SR 3.3.6.1.4
SR 3.3.6.1.5

| SR 3.3.6.1.6

d. Condenser 1, 2 D SR 3.3.6.1.1 s 7.05 psia
Pressure - High SR 3.3.6.1.2

2(a). 3(a) SR 3.3.6.1.3
SR 3.3.6.1.4
SR 3.3.6.1.5

e. Main Steam Tunnel 1,2,3 2/ logic D SR 3.3.6.1.1 s 206*F
Tenperature - High SR 3.3.6.1.2

SR 3.3.6.1.3
SR 3.3.6.1.4
SR 3.3.6.1.5

f. Main Steam Line 1.2.3 2 D SR 3.3.6.1.1 s 3.6 x full
Radiation - High SR 3.3.6.1.2 power

i SR 3.3.6.1.4 background
SR 3.3.6.1.5| ,

f,,. | g. Turbine Building Area 1.2.3 4 D SR 3.3.6.1.1 s 206*F
%g Temperature - High SR 3.3.6.1.2 -

SR 3.3.6.1.3
SR 3.3.6.1.4
SR 3.3.6.1.5

(continued)
e0
_T | (a) Except when bypassed during reactor shutdown or for reactor startup under adninistrative control.t.

k
|

.

..
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1

Table 3.3.6.1 1 (page 2 of 4)
Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS .

MODES OR REQUIRED REFERENCED
OTER CHANNELS FROM

SPECIFIED PER TRIP REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE
FUNCTION CONDITIONS SYSTEM ACTION C.1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE

2. Primary Containment
Isolation

a. Reactor Vessel Water 1.2,3 2 G SR 3.3.6.1.1 = 171.9 inches
Level - Low. Level 3 SR 3.3.6.1.2

SR 3.3.6.1.3
SR 3.3.6.1.4
SR 3.3.6.1.5

b. Reactor Vessel Water 1.2.3 2 G SR 3.3.6.1.1 a 103.8 inches
Level - Low. Level 2 SR 3.3.6.1.2

SR 3.3.6.1.3
SR 3.3.6.1.4

>SR 3.3.6.1.5 '

c. Drywell Pressure - High 1.2.3 2 G SR 3.3.6.1.1 s 1.88 psig
SR 3.3.6.1.2
SR 3.3.6.1.3
SR 3.3.6.1.4
SR 3.3.6.1.5

3. High Pressure Coolant
Injection (HPCI) System

.Isolation !

a. WCI Steam Line 1.2.3 1 F SR 3.3.6.1.1 s 410 inches
Flow - High SR 3.3.6.1.2 of water with

SR 3.3.6.1.3 time delay
SR 3.3.6.1.4 = 1 second, and |
SR 3.3.6.1.5 s 5 seconds

b. HPCI Steam Supply Line 1,2,3 2 F SR 3.3.6.1.1 a 90 psig
Pressure - Low SR 3.3.6.1.2

SR 3.3.6.1.3
SR 3.3.6.1.4
SR 3.3.6.1.5

c. HPCI Turbine 1.2.3 2 F SR 3.3.6.1.1 s 20 psig
Exhaust Diaphragm SR 3.3.6.1.2
Pressure -High SR 3.3.6.1.3

SR 3.3.6.1.4
SR 3.3.6.1.5 *

d. HPCI Equipment Room 1.2.3 1 F SR 3.3.6.1.1 s 162*F
Temperature - High SR 3.3.6.1.2

SR 3.3.6.1.3
SR 3.3.6.1.4 i

SR 3.3.6.1.5 |

h e. Drywell Pressure - High 1.2.3 1 F SR 3.3.6.1.1 s 1.88 psig
SR 3.3.6.1.2d SR 3.3.6.1.3
SR 3.3.6.1.4
SR 3.3.6.1.5

(continued)

-
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1

Table 3.3.6.11 (page 3 of 4)
Primary Containment Isolation Instrinentation

APPLICABLE CONDITIONS
MODES OR REQUIRED REFERENCED
OTER CHANNELS FROM

SPECIFIED PER TRIP REQUIRED SLRVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE
FUNCTION CONDITIONS SYSTEM ACTION C.1 REQUIREMENTS VALUE

4. Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling (RCIC) System
Isolation

a. RCIC Steam Line 1.2.3 1 F SR 3.3.6.1.1 s 95.0 inches
Flow - High SR 3.3.6.1.2 - of water with

SR 3.3.6.1.3 time delay
SR 3.3.6.1.4 e 1 second and
SR 3.3.6.1.5 s 5 seconds

b. RCIC Steam Supply 1.2.3 2 F SR 3.3.6.1.1 = 53 psig
Line Pressure - Low SR 3.3.6.1.2

SR 3.3.6.1.3
SR 3.3.6.1.4
SR 3.3.6.1.5

c. RCIC Turbine 1.2.3 2 F SR 3.3.6.1.1 s 20 psig
Exhaust Diaphragn SR 3.3.6.1.2
Pressure - High SR 3.3.6.1.3

SR 3.3.6.1.4
SR 3.3.6.1.5

d. RCIC Equipment Room 1.2.3 1 F SR 3.3.6.1.1 s 162'F
Tenperature - High SR 3.3.6.1.2

SR 3.3.6.1.3
SR 3.3.6.1.4
SR 3.3.6.1.5

4 e. Drywell 1,2,3 1 F SR 3.3.6.1.1 s 1.88 psig
(J Pressure - High SR 3,3.6.1.2
i SR 3.3.6.1.3~

SR 3.3.6.1.4k SR 3.3.6.1.5

5. Reactor Water Cleanup
(RWCU) System Isolation

a. Differential 4,2,3 1 F SR 3.3.6.1.1 s 63.4 gpm
Flow - High SR 3.3.6.1.2

SR 3.3.6.1.4
SR 3.3.6.1.5 *

b. Area 1.2.3 1 per F SR 3.3.6.1.1 s 183'F
Temperature - High area SR 3.3.6.1.2

SR 3.3.6.1.4
SR 3.3.6.1.5

c. Area Ventilation 1.2.3 1 per F SR 3.3.6.1.1 s 53'F
Differential area ' SR 3.3.6.1.2
Temperature - High SR 3.3.6.1.4

SR 3.3.6.1.5
d. SLC System Initiation 1,2 2(b) H SR 3.3.6.1.5 NA

e. Reactor Vessel Water 1.2.3 2 F SR 3.3.6.1.1 e 103.8 inches
Level - Low Low. SR 3.3.6.1.2
Level 2 SR 3.3.6.1.3

SR 3.3.6.1.4
SR 3.3.6.1.5

(continued)
.c
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I Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES-

BACKGROUND (centinued)

MSL Isolation Functions isolate the MSL and MSL drain
isolation valves. The MSL Radiation-High Function also
isolates the Reactor Water Sample System.

2. Primary Containment Isolation

Primary Containment Isolation Functions receive inputs from
four channels. The outputs from these channels are arranged
into two two out of two logic trip systems. One trip system
initiates isolation of all inboard primary containment
isolation valves, while the other trip system initiates
isolation of all outboard primary containment isolation
valves. Each logic closes one of the two valves on each
penetration, so that operation of either logic isolates the
penetration.

Primary Containment Isolation Drywell Pressure-High and
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 Functions isolate
lines in the drywell sumps and traversing in core probe
systems.

Primary Containment Isolation Drywell Pressure-High and
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low. Level 2 Functions
isolate lines in the Reactor Water Sam)le Torus Vater
Management, Standby Gas Treatment, Com)ustible Gas Control,
Nitrogen Inerting, and Primary Containment Monitoring
Systems.

Primary Containment Isolation Drywell Pressure-High also
,

affects isolation of lines in the RHR, CS, HPCI and RCIC '

systems. Primary Containment Isolation Reactor Vessel Water
Level-Low Low, Level 2 Function also affects isolation of

J
the Recirculation Pump Seal System and the Primary
Containment Pneumatic Supply System.

3. and 4. Hioh Pressure Coolant In.iection System Isolation
and Reactor Core Isolation Coolina System Isolation

Most Functions that isolate HPCI and RCIC receive input from
| two channels, with each channel in one trip system using a

one out of one logic. Each of the two trip systems in each
isolation grou is connected to one of the two valves on
each associate penetration.g

L The exceptions are the HPCI and RCIC Turbine Exhaust |

$l Diaphragm Pressure-High, Steam Supply Line Pressure-Low,

s
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation '

B 3.3.6.1

BASES l
__

BACKGROUND (cont'.iued)!

o

7| and Drywell Pressure-High Functions. These Functions
'

Y receive inputs from four turbine exhaust diaphragm pressure
and four steam sup)1y pressure channels for each system.
The outputs from tie turbine exhaust diaphragm pressure and

|steam supply pressure channels are each connected to two I

two-out of two trip systems. Each trip system isolates one
valve per associated penetration.

i

HPCI and RCIC Functions isolate the HPCI and RCIC isolation
valves.

5. Reactor Water Cleanuo System Isolation

The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low, Level 2 Isolation
Function receives input from four reactor vessel water level !channels. .The outputs from the reactor vessel water level

!
channels are connected into two two-out of two trip systems.

The Differential Flow-High function is derived from three |
non-redundant flow transmitters and a non-redundant flow
summer. The outout of the summer is fed to two trip units,
the outputs of which are channeled through relays into two
trip systems. One trip system isolates the inboard

.

isolation valve, while the other trip system isolates the I

two outboard isolation valves.

SLC System Initiation Functions receive input from two
channels, with each channel in one trip system using a
oite out of-one logic. Both channels are only input to the
trip systems that isolates the outboard isolation valves.

The Area Temperature-High Function receives input from
twelve temperature monitors, six to each trip system. The
Area Ventilation Differential Temperature-High Function
receives input from four differential temperature monitors,
two in each trip system. These are configured so that any

. one input will trip the associated trip system. One of the
| two trip systems is connected to the inboard valve and the
| other trip system is connected to the two outboard valves on
.

each RPCU penetration.
!

RWCU Functions isolate the RUCU isolation valves.

-
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

Main Steam Line Isolation

1.a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low. Level 1

Low reactor pressure vessel (RPV) water level indicates that
the capability to cool the fuel may be threatened. Should
RPV water level decrease too far, fuel damage could result. '

Therefore, isolation of the MSIVs and other interfaces with
the reactor vessel occurs to prevent offsite dose limi "
from being exceeded. The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low
Low, Level 1 Function is one of the many Functions assumed
to be OPERABLE and capable of providing isolation signals.
The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1
Function associated with isolation is assumed in the |i
analysis of the recirculation line break (Ref.1). The
isolation of the MSLs on Level I supports actions to ensure
that offsite dose limits are not exceeded for a DBA.

Reactor vessel water level signals are initiated from four
level transmitters that sense the difference between the 1

pressure due to a constant column of water (reference leg)
and the pressure due to the actual water level (variable
leg) in the vessel. Four channels of Reactor Vessel Water
Level-Low Low Low. Level 1 Function are available and are I
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument
failure can preclude the isolation function.

The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1
Allowable Value is chosen to be the same as the ECCS Level 1
Allowable Value (LC0 3.3.5.1) to ensure that the MSLs
isolate on a potential loss of coolant accident (LOCA) to
prevent offsite doses from exceeding 10 CFR 100 limits.

This Function isolates the MSL and MSL drains isolation
valves.

1.b. Main Steam Line Pressure-Low

Low MSL pressure indicates that there may be a problem with
the turbine pressure regulation, which could result in a low
reactor vessel water level condition and the RPV cooling
down more than 100*F/hr if the pressure loss is allowed to
continue. The Main Steam Line Pressure-Low Function,
although not credited in the analysis of the )ressure

I regulator failure (Ref. 2), is a back-up to t1e maximum
steam flow limiter, which is credited by this analysis. For

.s
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

this event, the closure of the MSIVs ensures that the RPV
temperature change limit (100*F/hr) is not reached.

The MSL low pressure signals are initiated from four
transmitters that are connected to the MSL header The
transmitters are arranged such that, even though physically
separated from each other, each transmitter is able to
detect low HSL pressure. Four channels of Main Steam Line
Pressure-Low Function are available and are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can
preclude the isolation function.

The Allcwable Value was selected to be high enough to
prevent excessive RPV depressurization.

The Main Steam Line Pressure-Low Function is only required
to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 since this is when the assumed
transient can occur (Ref. 2).

This Function isolates the MSL and MSL drains isolation
valves.

1.c. Main Steam Line Flow-Hiah

Main Steam Line Flow-High is provided to detect a break of
the HSL and to initiate closure of the HSIVs. If the steam
were allowed to continue flowing out of the break, the
reactor would depressurize and the core could uncover. If
the RPV water level decreases too far, fuel damage could
occur. Therefore, the isolation is initiated on high flow
to prevent or minimize core damage. The Main Steam Line

)Flow-High Function is directly assumed in the analysis of
the main steam line break (MSLB) (Ref. 2). The isolation '{

action, along with the scram function of the Reactor
Protection System (RPS), ensures that the fuel peak cladding I

temperature remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46 and
offsite doses do not exceed the 10 CFR 100 limits.

The MSL flow signals are initiated from 16 transmitters that
are connected to the four MSLs. The transmitters are
arranged such that, even though physically separated from

ieach other, all four connected to one MSL would be able to i

detect the high flow. Four channels of Main Steam Line
Flow-High Function for each unisolated MSL (two channels
per trip system) are available and are required to be

1

J
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation j
B 3.3.6.1 :

l

: BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES. LCO. and APPLICABILITY (continued)
\.

iOPERABLE so that:no single instrument failure will preclude
detecting a break in any individual MSL.

The Allowable Value is chosen to ensure that offsite dose
limits are not exceeded due to the break,

l

This Function-isolates the MSL and MSL drains isolation |
.. val ves . i

1.d. Condenser Pressure-Hioh

The Condenser Pressure-High Function is provided to prevent
overpressurization of the main condenser in the event of a
loss of the main condenser vacuum. Since the integrity of
the condenser is .an assumption in offsite dose calculations, i

the Condenser Pressure-High Function is assumed to be
OPERABLE and capable of initiating closure of the MSIVs.
The closure of the MSIVs is initiated to prevent the
addition of steam that would lead to additional condenser
pressurization and possible rupture of the diaphragm
installed to protect the turbine exhaust hood, thereby
preventing a potential radiation leakage path following an
accident. This function is credited with closing the MSIV's ;

by the analysis of the " Loss of Condenser Vacuum" event )
(Ref. 2). ;

Condenser vacuum pressure signals are derived from four
pressure transmitters that sense the pressure in the
condenser. Four channels of Condenser Pressure-High i

Function are available and are required to be OPERABLE to
ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the !
isolation function.

!

The. Allowable Value is chosen to prevent damage to the
.

condenser due to pressurization. thereby ensuring its !

-integrity for offsite dose analysis. As noted (footnote (a)
to Table 3.3.6.11). the channels are not recuired to be i

OPERABLE in MODES 2 and 3 during reator shutcown or for
reactor startup when bypassed under administrative control.
since the potential for condenser overpressurization is

<

-minimized. Keylocked switches are provided to manually
bypass the channels in this condition.

This function is provided primarily as a backup to the
closure of the turbine stop valves on Condenser Pressure-

V.
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES. LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)
,

without isolation, offsite dose limits may be reached.
These Functions are not assumed in any UFSAR transient or
accident analysis, since bounding analyses are performed for
large breaks su'ch as recirculation or MSL breaks.

HPCI and RCIC Equipment Room Temperature-High signals are
initiated from thermocouples that are appropriately located
to protect the system that is being monitored. Two
instruments monitor each area. Two channels for each HPCI
and RCIC Equipment Room Temperature-High Function are
available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no
single instrument failure can preclude the isolation
function.

The Allowable Values are set low enough to detect a leak
equivalent to 25 gpm.

These Functions isolate the HPCI and RCIC system isolation
valves, as appropriate.

3.e. 4.e. Drywell Pressure-Hiah

High drywell pressure can indicate a break in the RCPB. The
HPCI and RCIC isolation of the turbine exhaust is provided
to prevent communication with the drywell when hig1 drywell
pressure exists. A potential leakage path exists via the
turbine exhaust. The isolation is delayed until the system
becomes unavailable for injection (i.e.. low steam line
pressure). The isolation of the HPCI and RCIC turbine
exhaust by Drywell Pressure-High is indirectly assumed in
the FSAR accident analysis because the turbine exhaust
leakage path is not assumed to contribute to offsite doses,

i High drywell pressure signals are initiated frorii pressure
transmitters that sense the pressure in the drywell. Two-

.

channels of both HPCI and RCIC Drywell Pressure-High
Functions are available and are required to be OPERABLE to
ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the
isolation function.

The Allowable Value was selected to be the same as the ECCS
Drywell Pressure-High Allowable Value (LC0 3.3.5.1), since
this is indicative of a LOCA inside primary containment. I

b

,s
|
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation )
B 3.3.6.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES. LCO. and APPLICABILITY (continued) !
|

h This Function is combined with the HPCI and RCIC steam
4 supply line pressure-low signals to isolate the HPCI and

RCIC turbine exhaust line vacuum breaker.

Reactor Water Cleanuo System Isolation

5.a. Differential Flow-Hiah j

The high differential flow signal is providM to detect a
break in the RWCU System. This will detect leaks in the
RWCU System when area or differential temperature would not
provide detection (i.e., a cold leg break). Should the
reactor coolant continue to flow out of the break. offsite
dose limits may be exceeded. Therefore, isolation # the
RWCU System is initiated when high differential flow is
sensed to prevent exceeding offsite doses. A time delay is
provided to prevent spurious trips during most RWCU

,

operational transients. This Function is not assumed in any j
UFSAR transient or accident analysis, since bounding '

analyses are performed for large breaks such as MSLBs.

The high differential flow signals are initiated from
transmitters that are connected to the RWCU pump outlet and
RWCU system discharge to condenser and feedwater. The
outputs of the transmitters are compared (in a common
summer) and the resulting output is sent to two high flow
trip units. If the difference between the inlet and outlet
flow is too large, each tri) unit generates an isolation
signal. Inoperability of t1e non-redundant circuitry causes
the channels in both trip systems to be inoperable. The
remainder of the circuit is redundant and can be considered
on a per trip system basis.

The Differential Flow-High Allowable Value ens 0res that a
break of the RWCU piping is detected.

This Function isolates the RWCU isolation valves.

5.b. 5.c. Area and Area Ventilation Differential
Temoerature- Hich

RWCU area and area ventilation differential temperatures are
provided to detect a leak from the RWCU System. The
isolation occurs even when very small leaks have occurred
and is diverse to the high differential flow instrumentation
for the hot portions of the RWCU System. If the small leak

1

,J
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1,
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BASES

L APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES. LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

continues without isolation, offsite dose limits may be
reached. Credit for these instruments is not taken in any
transient or accident analysis,in the UFSAR. since^ bounding

! analyses are performed for large breaks such as
- recirculation or MSL breaks.

,

Area and area ventilation differential temperature signals
are initiated from temperature elements that are located in

I the room that is being monitored. Twelve thermocouplesT provide input to the Area Temperature-High Function (two

d[ per area). Two channels per area are required to be-

OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can
: preclude the isolation function.

Eight thermocouples provide input to the Area Ventilation
Differential Temperature-High Function. The output of
these thermocouples is used to determine the differential
temperature in four areas containing RWCU piping and
equipment. Each channel consists of a differential
temperature instrument that receives inputs from
thermocouples that are located in the inlet and outlet of
the area cooling system and for a total of four available
channels (one per area).

The Area and Area Ventilation Differential Temperature-High
Allowable Values are set low enough to detect a leak
equivalent to 25..gpm.

]
These Functions isolate the RWCU isolation valves, as
appropriate.

5.d. SLC Systits Initiation

The isolation of the RWCU System is required whsn the SLC
System has been initiated to prevent dilution and removal of

{the boron solution by the RWCU System (Ref. 4). SLC System '

initiation signals are initiated from the two SLC pump start
signals.

There is no Allowable Value associated with this Function
since the channels are mechanically actuated based solely on
the position of the SLC System initiation switch.

I

.J
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES. LC0, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

Two channels (one from each pump) of the SLC System
Initiation Function are available and are required to be
OPERABLE only in H0 DES 1 and 2. since these are the only
MODES where the reactor can be critical. and these MODES are
consistent with the Applicability for the SLC System
(LC0 3.1.7).

As noted (footnote (b) to Table 3.3.6.1 1). this Function is
only required to close one of the RWCU isolation valves
since the signals only provide input into one of the two
trip systems.

5.e. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low. Level 2

Low RPV water level indicates that the capability to cool
the fuel may be threatened. Should RPV water level decrease
too far. fuel damage could result. Therefore, isolation of
some interfaces with the reactor vessel occurs to isolate
the potential sources of a break. The isolation of the RWCU
System on Level 2 supports actions to ensure that the fuel
peak cladding temperature remains below the limits of
10 CFR 50.46. The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low.
Level 2 Function associated with RWCU isolation is not
directly assumed in the UFSAR safety analyses because the
RWCU System line break is bounded by breaks of larger I

systems (recirculation and MSL breaks are more limiting).

' Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low. Level 2 signals are
;

initiated from four level transmitters that sense the l
difference between the pressure due to a constant column of i

water (reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual
water level (variable leg) in the vessel. Four channels of ,

Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low. Level 2 Function are !

available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no
single instrument failure can preclude the isolation
function.

The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low. Level 2 Allowable
Value was chosen to be the same as the ECCS Reactor Vessel
Water Level-Low Low. Level 2 Allowable Value (LC0 3.3.5.1).

| since the capability to cool the fuel may be threatened.

j This Function isolates the RWCU isolation valves.

,
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES. LCO. and APPLICABILITY (continued)

Shutdown Coolina System Isolation

6.a. Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-Hiah

The Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-High Function is provided
to isolate the shutdown cooling portion of the Residual Heat
Removal (RHR) System. This interlock is provided only for
equipment protection to prevent an intersystem LOCA
scenario, and credit for the interlock is not assumed in the
accident or transient analysis in the UFSAR.

The Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-High signals are initiated
from two transmitters that are connected to different taps
on the RPV. Two channels of Reactor Steam Dome
Pressure-High Function are available and are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can
preclude the isolation function. The Function is only
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1. 2. and 3. since these
are the only MODES in which the reactor can be pressurized:
thus, equipment protection is needed. The Allowable Value
was chosen to be low enough to protect the system equipment
from overpressurization.

This Function shares common instrumentation with the RPS.

This Function isolates the RHR shutdown cooling valves, as
appropriate.

6.b. Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low. Level 3

Low RPV water level indicates that the capability to cool
the fuel may be threatened. Should RPV water level decrease
too far, fuel damage could result. Therefore, isolation of
some reactor vessel interfaces occurs to begin isolating the
)otential sources of a break. The Reactor Vessel Water
_evel-Low, Level 3 Function associated with RHR Shutdown
Cooling System isolation is not directly assumed in safety
analyses because a break of the RHR Shutdown Cooling System
is bounded by breaks of the recirculation and MSL. The RHR
Shutdown Cooling System isolation on Level 3 supports
actions to ensure that the RPV water level does not drop
below the top of the active fuel during a vessel draindown
event caused by a leak (e.g., pipe break or inadvertent
valve opening) in the RHR Shutdown Cooling System,

w
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j APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LC0. and APP'LICABILITY (continued)

|- Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 signals are
| initiated from four level transmitters that sense the

difference between the pressure due to a constant column of
. water (reference leg) and the pressure due~to the actual
water level (variable leg) in the vessel. Four channels '

; '(two channels per trip system) of the Reactor Vessel Water
.

Level-Low, Level 3 Function are available and are required
to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure

; can preclude the isolation function. As noted (footnote (c)
| to Table 3.3.6.11), only two channels of the Reactor Vessel

.

|
Water Level-Low. Level 3 Function are required to be i

:
l

DPERABLE in MODES 4 and 5 (and must input into the same trip |

system), provided the RHR Shutdown Cooling System integrity 1

i is maintained. System integrity is maintained provided the
' piping is intact and no maintenance is being performed that

has the potential for draining the reactor vessel through
the system.

The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low. Level 3 Allowable Value i

was chosen to be the same as the RPS Reactor Vessel Water
Level-Low. Level 3 Allowable Value (LC0 3.3.1.1), since the

| capability to cool the fuel may be threatened.

| The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low. Level 3 Function is I

only required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4. and 5 to prevent
| this potential flow path from lowering the reactor vessel
: level to the top of the fuel. In MODES 1 and 2 another
L isolation (i.e.. Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-High) and

administrative controls ensure that this flow path remains
isolated to prevent unexpected loss of inventory via this

| flow path,
i
'

This_ Function isolates the RHR shutdown cooling isolation ;

valves, as appropriate.

'

ACTIONS A Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to
primary containment isolation instrumentation channels.
Section 1.3, Completion Times, specifies that once a
Condition has been entered, subsequent divisions,

.

subsystems, components, or variables expressed in the
Condition, discovered to be inoperable or not within limits,
will not result in separate entry into the Condition.
Section 1.3 also specifies that Required Actions of the
Condition continue to apply for each additional failure,

_-
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ACTIONS (continued)

with Completion Times based on initial entry into the
Condition. However, the Required Actions for inoperable
primary containment isolation instrumentation channels
provide appropriate compensatory measures for separate
inoperable channels. As such. a Note has been provided that
allows separate Condition entry for each inoperable primary
containment isolation instrumentation channel,

i. g

Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide
isolation signals and the redundancy of the isolation
design, an allowable out of service time of 12 hours for
Functions 1.f. 2.a. 2.c. and 6.b and 24 hours for Functions >

other than Functions 1.f. 2.a. 2.c. and 6.b has been shown
to be acceptable (Refs. 5 and 6) to permit restoration of
any inoperable channel to OPERABLE status. This out of
service time is only acceptable provided the associated
Function is still maintaining isolation capability (refer to
Required Action B.1 Bases). If the inoperable channel
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the allowable
out of service time. the channel must be placed in the
tripped condition per' Required Action A.1. Placing the
inoperable channel in trip would conservatively compensate
for the inoperability restore capability to accommodate a
single failure, and allow operation to continue with no
further restrictions. Alternately if it is not desired to
place the channel in tri) (e.g., as in the case where
placing the inoperable clannel in trip would result in an
isolation). Condition C must be entered and its Required
Action taken.

IL1

Required Action B.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate
actions are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped
channels within the same Function result in redundant
automatic isolation ca |penetration flow path (pability being lost for the associateds). The MSL Isolation Functions are
considered to be maintaining isolation capability when
sufficient channels are OPERABLE or in trip. such that both
trip systems will generate a trip signal from the given
Function on a valid signal. The other isolation functions
are considered to be maintaining isolation capability when ;
sufficient channels are OPERABLE or in trip, such that one

!trip system will generate a trip signal from the given I

w:
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ACTIONS (continued)

Function on a valid signal. This ensures that one of the
two PCIVs in the associated penetration flow path can

| receive an isolation signal from the given Function. For
Functions 1.a.1.b.1.d. and 1.f. this would require both
trip systems to have one channel OPERABLE or in trip. For
Function 1.c. this would require both trip systems to have
one channel, associated with each MSL OPERABLE or in trip.
For Functions 1.e and 1.g. each Function consists of
channels that monitor several locations within a given area
(e.g., different locations within the main steam tunnel
area). Therefore, this would require both trip systems to
have one channel )er location OPERABLE or in trip. For
Functions 2.a. 2.). 2.c. 3.b. 3.c. 4.b. 4.c. 5.e. and 6.b.
this would require one trip system to have two channels,
each OPERABLE or in trip. For Functions 3.a. 3.d. 4.a. 4.d.
5.a. 5.d. and 6.a. this would require one trip system to
have one channel 0PERABLE or in trip. For Functions 5.b
and 5.c. each Function consists of channels that monitor
several different locations. Therefore. this would require
one channel per location to be OPERABLE or in trip (the
channels are not required to be in the same trip system).

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time
to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. The
1 hour Completion Time is acceptable because it minimizes
risk while allowing time for restoration or tripping of
channels.

U
Required Action C.1 directs entry into the appropriate
Condition referenced in Table 3.3.6.1 1. The applicable
Condition specified in Table 3.3.6.11 is Function and MODE
or other specified condition dependent and may change as the
Required Action of a previous Condition is completed. Each
time an inoperable channel has not met any Required Action
of Condition A or B and the associated Com)letion Time has
expired. Condition C will be entered for tlat channel and
provides for transfer to the appropriate subsequent
Condition.

I

J
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ACTIONS (continued)

D.1. D.2.1. and D.2.2

If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed
in trip within the allowed Completion Time, the plant must
be placed in a MODE or other specified condition in which
the LCO does not apply. This is done by placing the plant
in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and in MODE 4 within
36 hours (Required Actions D.2.1 and D.2.2). Alternately.
the associated MSLs may be isolated (Required Action D.1),
and, if allowed (i.e., plant safety analysis allows
operation with an MSL isolated), operation with that MSL
isolated may continue. Isolating the affected MSL
accomplishes the safety function of the inoperable channel.
The Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

.E_J

If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed
in trip within the allowed Completion Time, the plant must
be placed in a MODE or other specified condition in which
the LC0 does not apply. This is done by placing the plant
in at least MODE 2 within 6 hours.

The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based
on operating experience, to reach MODE 2 from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

Ed

If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed
in trip within the allowed Completion Time, plant operations
may continue if the affected penetration flow path (s) is
isolated. Isolating the affected penetration flow path (s)
accomplishes the safety function of the inoperable channels.

For the RWCU Area and Area Ventilation Differential
Tem)erature-High Functions, the affected penetration flow
pat 1(s) may be considered isolated by isolating only that
portion of the system in the associated room monitored by
the inoperable channel. That is, if the RWCU pump room A
area channel is inoperable, the pump room A area can be
isolated while allowing continued RWCU operation utilizing

j. .-
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ACTIONS (continued)

the B RWCU pum). For the RWCU Differential F1ow-High
Function, if t1e flow element / transmitter monitoring RWCU
flow to radwaste and condensate is the only portion of the
channel inoperable, then the affected penetration flow
path (s) may be considered isolated by 1solating the RWCU
return to radwaste and condensate.

Alternately, if it is not desired to isolate the affected
penetration flow path (s) (e.g., as in the case where
isolating the penetration flow path (s) could result in a
reactor scram), Condition G must be entered and its Required
Actions taken.

The 1 hour Completion Time is acceptable because it
minimizes risk while allowing sufficient time for plant
operations personnel to isolate the affected penetration
flow path (s).

G.1 and G.2

If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed
in trip within the allowed Completion Time, or any Required
Action of Condition F is not met and the associated
Completion Time has expired, the plant must be placed in a
MODE or other specified condition in which the LC0 does not
apply. This is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3
within 12 hours and in MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

H.1 and H.2

If the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed
in trip within the allowed Completion Time, the associated
SLC subsystem (s) is declared inoperable or the RWCU System
is isolated. Since this Function is required to ensure that
the SLC System performs its intended function, sufficient
remedial measures are )rovided by declaring the associated
SLC subsystems inopera)le or isolating the RWCU System.

The 1 hour Completion Time is acceptable because it
minimizes risk while allowing sufficient time for personnel
to isolate the RWCU System.

/ <
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ACTIONS (continued)

I.1 and I.2-

If.the channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed
~1n trip within the allowed Completion Time, the associated
. penetration flow path should be closed. However ~if the
shutdown cooling function is needed to provide core cooling.
these Required Actions allow the penetration flow path to
remain unisolated provided action is immediately initiated
to restore the channel to OPERABLE status or to isolate the
RHR Shutdown Cooling System (i.e., provide alternate decay
heat removal capabilities so the penetration flow path can;-

! be isolated). Actions must continue until the channel is
: restored to OPERABLE status or the RHR Shutdown Cooling.
' System is isolated.

SURVEILLANCE As noted at the beginning of the Srs, the Srs for each
REQUIREMENTS- Primary Containment Isolation instrumentation Function.are

found in the SRs column of Table 3.3.6.1-1.

'The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that
when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for <

performance of required Surveillances, entry into associated
Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed. U)on
completion of the Surveillance. or expiration of tw
allowance. the channel must be returned to OPERABLE status
or the applicable Condition entered and Required Actions
taken. This Note is based on the reliability analysis
(Refs. 5 and 6)' assumption of the average time required to-

perform channel surveillance. That analysis demonstrated
that the testing allowance does not significantly reduce the
probability that the PCIVs will isolate the penetration flow
path (s) when necessary.

SR 3.3.6.1.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value.- Significant deviations
between the instrument channels could be an indication of

! excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of

i._g
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure: thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties.
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based on operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the channels required by the LC0.

SR 3.3.6.1.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function. A successful test of the required
contact (s) of a channel relay may be performed by the
verification of the change of state of a single contact of
the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all
of the other required contacts of the relay are verified by
other Technical Specifications and non Technical

!Specifications tests at least once per refueling interval
with applicable extensions.

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the )assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint !methodology. '

The 92 day Frequency of SR 3.3.6.1.2 is based on the
reliability analysis described in References 5 and 6.

SR 3.3.6.1.3

This surveillance provides a check of the actual trip ,

setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if the l
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than the |
Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.6.11. If the trip
setting is discovered to be less conservative than accounted
for in the appropriate setpoint methodology but is not I

s
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

beyond the Allowable Value, the channel performance is still
within the requirements of the plant safety analysis. Under i

4

these conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to be
equal to or more conservative than that accounted for in the !

,

appropriate setpoint methodology.
!
:

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability ianalysis of References 5 and 6.
4

SR 3.3.6.1.4 |

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel ;

responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency of SR 3.3.6.1.4 is based on the assumption of
a = 18 month calibration interval in the determination of
the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis. !

SR 3.3.6.1.5 I

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required isolation logic for a specific
channel. The system functional testing performed on PCIVs ;
in LCO 3.6.1.3 overla)s this Surveillance to provide
complete testing of t1e assumed safety function. The

:18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
!

Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an un)1anned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with t1e reactor at power. i

0)erating experience has shown these components usually pass
t1e Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.

j
I

-
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SR 3.3.6.1.6 '

This SR ensures that the individual channel response times 1
,

i are less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the
accident analysis. The instrument response times must be
added to the PCIV closure times to obtain the ISOLATION
SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME.

ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME acceptance criteria for the
instrumentation portion are included in Reference 7. while
the acceptance criteria for the PCIV closure times are i

included in Reference 8. This test may be performed in one
measurement. or'in overlapping segments with verification
that all components are tested.

A Note to the Surveillance states that the radiation
detectors may be excluded from ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE

,

TIME testing. This Note is necessary because of the '

difficulty of generating an appropriate detector input
signal and because the principles of detector operation i

virtually ensure an instantaneous response time. Response ;

times for radiation detector channels shall be measured from i;

detector output or the input of the first electronic ;

component in the channel.

In addition. Note 2 states the response time of the sensors
are excluded from the ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME
testing. The sensors for the tested Functions are assumed

.

to operate at the sensor's design response time. This i

allowance is supported by Reference 10 which determined that
significant degradation of the sensor channel response time
can be detected during performance of other Technical
Specification SRs and that the sensor response time is a .

small part of the overall response time testing. I'

ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on an
18 month STAGGERED TEST BASIS. The 18 month Frequency is

. consistent with the typical industry refueling cycle ana is
based upon plant operating experience that shows that random
failures of instrumentation components causing serious

i response time degradation, but not channel failure. are
infrequent occurrences.

.-
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INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.L 2 ISOLATION ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION [,|
iIMITING CONDITION FOR OPFRATIONg

3'3 0 l -4rB-r The isolation actuation instrumentation channels shown in Table 3.3.21
. . i;> iii p ub _ /7,/eir trip se n n m con > uin

shall be OPERABLE $TT'thgint column of |(thnwn In tha Trin Rat ble 3.3.2-2.

APPLICA91t1TY: As shown in Table 3.3.21.

ACTION: gg

4c T109 $
.

With an isolation actuation instrumentation channel trip setpoint p ''34
less conservative than the value shown in the Allowable Values

[4 Dek .(OP6tA6uhcolumn of Table 3.3.2 2. declare the channel inocerable until thechannel is restored to OPERABLE status {with it,r/ trip setgointJ- 4/
Udjustevconsistent wdh tne Trio wirooint vaycer

LCd
b. With the number of OPERABLE channels less than reouired by the 'k,

Jiinimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip System requirementihr um L . 01
'

hfApM h ?W' (flascG& I.Ari8
1 1. If p cing the inoperable annel(s) in the tripjdd condition

wou cause an isolation, he inocerable enannel(s) shall be
} e ithin hours or the ACIIONr tored to OPERABLE sta

required by Table 3.3.21 for the ff trip function shall
be taken. n .d RQgD b

2. f placing t inoperable 9nannelts) in the/ tripped condi on
would not c se an isolat%n/the inoperable channel (s) nd/or
that trip vstem/shall be placed in the tripDed condition
within: f'Gpmes Wom ran/n ab A.)

12hoursfortripfunctionsfc(ommontoRPSInstrumentatio);a)
and

b) 24 hours for trip functionfot common to RPSg gpM m rw nmd ,) 4'gInstrumentatierI)

With the number of OPERABLE channels less than reouired by the kc.
Min OPERABLE Channels per Trio System reautrement(frr bet' inM

'

k[,1}ON h > C .
.Chc:. t 10::t r.: ..;c ;in::' - r; , .ee;: ......mg

' within one hour am> take the ACTION required by Table 3.3.2-1. A~
c$her6 l's0|Ah'ov1 capwh/#h gf

d in the triDDed ]_*Placefne trio system (witg the most inoperable chad els)y gsa e4ny. 2:nJ ui ius
_condnion/fgi trip syncaigsw >>n um

unu pruu m e se the ienlat to occur.
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b bo %c Spec Nc Ah 3 3. ( .Q

. ..i (Continued)a.~-

_ _ _ _ 150l ATib[ ACThAT10N INSTRUMENTATION
oft 15EAM [5 8'

ACTION STATEMENTS

Be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN / *7ACTION 20 -

4tDOM D 6r within the next 24 hours
the associated isolation valves closej

G n - - - 2'm:-
mom D ACTION 21 -

within@ hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours a
-

in COLD SHUTDow w1tnin tne next 24 nours. $ g,g
A CTt oM E' ACTION 22 - Be in at least STARTUP within 6 hours.Close the affected system isolation valves within I hour

A.QACTION 23 -gpou p e :3 3 . + q , < <.r . .e , y . . . 4 ,,-- 91 -

4g EstaDlisn SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY with the standby gas
-

b ACTION
,

operating within I hour.shcdeelim 3a 4.t.
ACTION 25 - [0= !: m)the closeo position the affected system isolationgpg p "a

vaives w thin I hour :nd x;;;r; : : 2:* r--- ~ r' 'r; ;x; : f g g,4v
..__.. ...

N Lore t manual innla on funct)C Lo UnKAca statu ILnin
R3.t wN Zo

-

urs or ose the affec a system i lation valves wit in

.na no,.i u . + s<<-,- . .. . --- i-
.o han

e't'he manual initiation function to OURAd status within 8ACTIONg
hours or establish SECONDARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY with thef.jg t

g;3 4.2. [ - TABli NOTATIONS
stan % Treatment system operating.7

When handling irradiated fuel in the seconoary containment, during CORE*

Al.TERATIONS, or during operations with a potential for craining the g
reactor vessel. -l.

TBL 3-%.l-1, ** The high condenser pressure input to the isolation actuation
Nok (a) instrument . may be bvoassed durino reactor shutdown er for reactor g i

|ondensepfressure gaoove tne t#D setooinM _ gstartup e
Ig se, Actuates dampers shown In Table 3.6.5.21.

\pM4cah . /***S
$ 3 4, '2.

(a) A channel may be placed in an inocerable status for to to 6 hours for ,(
-- *--"=recuired surveillance withoutI w n: = - . -

(5---
- - -

- ^'

g* g g*g. _ : '. '- -- :o
SR NOTE 1 az -~ ---- --_'orovio p m . _ . 'm n addition, for the |

HPCI system and_RCIC system isolation, provided - --- :rr x c.t '
* * e''aa 9 ";t , '::xr: ;r. ..C n : . . eu . ae;'i, i n h ' ' " *

1,
Q,lo_

..ive u
loE"*"Li :-d :' ::c' t rt_:t u- n . .x _i n. '' --- -...m

&^C"L;/5ne channel may De placed in an inoperable status for up to
ih r i " ' n o " * " -- ' "' 'wB hours for recuired surveillanrAf

@ t - '2 ^-t___: 2;.2t ^.2. /

fruide. b) Also starts the standoy gas treatment system.
3 3. 6, ."2. ,

N A channel i s OPERARI E i f > d a Mat em nn * a that enannel are OPERABLW .f2.

* e!::. . --

jL*! 0.i m .-
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(Also sa spc; Dea hw 2 2.<,.2.)

!

'??'l : .2.2 1 (Continued)

ISOLATION ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION

TABLE NOTATIONS (Continued)

bodim [[) 15 tes with simul neous KLIG Steam suppfy Pressure-Low (Iso}4tio
4 . (S. I trumentation) Drywell Pressure High (ECCS Actuation /

nstrumentation) - '

!bMM - axes w nn simu aneous NFL1 steam s pty Pressure-Low L as att g'N g

) is
3,e, untion Instru ntation) and Drywell essure High (ECCS uation

'l e t t rume n t at i nni _ 7
- LA.3 <

I '

(h) fiIistr function is derived from three non ecundant flow transm)tters
and a n redundant flo sumer. Inoperabiityofthenon-redunynt

le.: ire try causes the annels in both tri systemstobeinopepr
r :4da- d na 3 ,The emaineder of th cirenit ie -ad"-T * rd n- b:

6R pjpg g ,4 Da trin system ba s, /Both trip systems may be placed in an inoperable
status for up to 2 hours for required surveillance of the non redundaht ,

circuitry without taking the required ACTION provided that the remainder
of the Reactor Water Cleanup System isolation channels (except the SLCS 4

'

Initiation) are OPERABLE.

5 '' 'j," { (1) Seconcary Containment isolation Push-buttons.

e g, n.,...-
.

f M th time gelay of JE secon W

di TheuftriD function (s) are comon to the R95 trip funefh
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.6.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION

8QMINISTRATIVE

A.1 In the conversion of the F0 mi 2 current Technical Specifications
(CTS) to the proposed plant specific Improved Technical
Specifications-(ITS) certain wording preferences or conventions
are adopted which do not result in technical changes (either
actual or interpretational). Editorial changes, reformatting, and
revised numbering are adopted to make the ITS consistent with the
Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Standard Technical Specifications
NUREG 1433. Rev. 1.

A.2 ITS LC0 3.3.6.1 Actions are modified by a Note, which provides
clarification that, for the purpose of the associated LCO.
" Separate Condition entry is allowed for each channel." This is
acceptable because the Required Actions for each Condition provide
appropriate compensatory actions for each inoperable primary

. containment isolation channel. Complying with the Required
Actions will allow for continued operation: with subsequent
inoperable primary containment isolation channels governed by
subsequent Condition entry and application of associated Required
Actions. This is an administrative change with no impact on
safety because the clarifications provided by the Note are
consistent with the existing interpretation of the CTS.

|
A.3 . CTS 3.3.2 specifies Actions for primary containment isolation '

|ychannels with setpoints not within allowable values. These
Actions state " declare the channel inoperable until the channel is tp
restored to Operable status." ITS 3.3.6.1 ccatains all the m:

requirements and Actions for primary containment isolation ;

channels. including the allowable. values and Actions when it is
not met. The usage rules of Technical Specifications adequately
dictate that channels be declared inoperable and Actions taken
until restored to Operable, without a primary containment

,

| isolation specific statement to that effect. Therefore,
elimination of this statemen, is an administrative presentation

[
preference only.

'

|kA.4 CTS 3.3.2. Actions b.1 and b.2 as well as footnote *. provide
directions ca options for compliance with Technical Specifications
(i.e.. optional direction for not tripping channels if it would
cause an isolation. .and optional direction to restore the
inoperable channels to Operable status when tripping would cause
an isolation). ITS 3.3.6.1 Actions do not include detailed

~

direction for these options: rather the optional Actions presented

FERMI - UNIT 2 - 1 REVISION 6, 05/28/99|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.6.1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION

rely upon the guidance of LC0 3.0.2. The LC0 3.0.2 guidance
allows defaulting to other Actions if one can not, or is desired
not to be complied with, and also allows that restoration within
the time limits of the specified Required Actions. The CTS has
been revised to delete these Actions since these options always
exist, and are inherent in the ITS. During this presentation
reformatting, no technical changes (either actual or
interpretational) were made to the TS. The change is consistent
with NUREG 1433.

A.5 CTS 4.3.2.2 requires an LSFT "and simulated automatic operation" g
of all channels. The " simulated automatic operation" is A
interpreted to be included in the LSFT. This additional detailing | wi
of the required test is unnecessary. Therefore its elimination is -

an administrative change.

A.6 CTS 4.3.2.3 details the staggered testing frequency for Isolation
System Response Time testing. These details are incorporated in
the ITS definition of Staggered Test Basis: therefore ITS
presents the testing Frequency utilizing the definition in lieu of
the explicit details found in the CTS. Tt.is change is a
presentation preference only with no' technical change or change in
intent.

A.7 CTS Table 3.3.2 1 Functions 3.a (RCIC Steam Line Flow High) and
4.a (HPCI Steam Line Flow - High) are subdivided in to a
" differential pressure" channel and a " time delay" channel. ITS
Table 3.3.6.11 Functions 4.a and 3.a respectively address these
Functions, but maintain the differential pressure and time delay
features as portions of the same required channel. This is a
presentation preference only, consistent with the design of the ,

system and the intent of the NUREG 1433 presentation.

A.8 CTS Table 3.3.21. Action 21, requires this MSIV closure in 6 I
hours, but also provides an option to be in Mode 3 in 12 hours. ]
Since the option is an acceptable alternative for compliance with '

the Action, the 12 hours is implicitly allowed for either option
(close HSIVs or be in Mode 3). For example, if the option to
shutdown was initially chosen, but at hour 11. the alternative
action to close MSIVs was completed, the CTS Action wculd be |
satisfied without a Technical Specification violation. Therefore,
to clarify the presentation, both actions are presented in ITS
3.3.6.1 Action D with a 12 hour Completion Time. Since no
technical changes are introduced this change is considered

i
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administrative.

A.9- CTS Table 3.3.21. Actions 23 and 25 require the affected system
isolation valves be closed and the affected system declared -
inoperable, ITS Table 3.3.6.1 Action F require that the affected-
system _ isolation valves be closed but does not provide dire'ction
to declare the'affected system inoperable. The assessment of the
Operability status of systems is an ongoing function of the
licensed operator, and therefore the explicit statement is
considered an unnecessary informational reminder. Elimination of
this reminder is presentation preference which represents no

-change in intent. Therefore it-.is an administrative change with -

no impact on safety.

A.10' CTS Table 3.3.21. footnote (a), allows required surveillance
-

testing without " placing the trip system in the tripped
condition." ITS SR Note 2 (part b) provides the same allowance. |hstated as " entry into the associated Conditions and Required

_

Actions may be delayed." Furthermore, for the HPCI and RCIC
Isolation-Functions. the CTS footnote provides details that are
consistent with the ITS Note 2 (part c) allowance of ~ provided
the associated Function maintains isolation capability." These
represent a. clarification of the intent, and as such are
considered administrative changes.

A.11 CTS Table 4.3.2.11 requires a Channel Functional Test on the SLC
initiation Function for the RWCU isolation actuation.
Additionally, CTS.4.3.2.2 requires a' Logic System Functional Test
:(LSFT). 'ITS Table 3.3.6.11 requires only the performance of an
LSFT for the SLC initiated RWCU isolation Function. This is

-

-

considered an administrative change since the requirements for a
Channel' Functional' Test of a manual actuation channel is
completely met by the~ requirements for an LSFT. Therefore,
elimination of duplicate testing is an administrative change with '
no: impact on safety.

.s .

,
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-ITS: SECTION 3.3.6.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION

. A.12 CTS Table 3.3.2.11 Function 1.c.3 (MSL Flow High) number of |

channels is stated as 2 per trip system: however this Function is l
further interpreted to apply to each main steam line. Therefore,
the equivalent ITS Function 1.c is stated as 2/MSL. Additionally,
CTS Table 3.3.6.1-1 Function 1.d (MSL Tunnel Temperature - High)
lists the number of channels as~ 2 per trip system, with footnote
(c) clarifying that 2 of 4 detectors are required for a " channel" )!

to be Operable. Since typically, channels are defined from the I

sensors, the presentation is reformatted to present the minimum
channels consisting of the 2 of 4 detectors as "2/ logic" (implied
2 channels per logic) where each " logic" contains input from 4
detectors. Furthermore, the CTS Function 1.f (Turbine Building |g
Area Temperature High) requirement of 2 channels per trip is '

presented as ITS Function 1.9'with minimum channels of "4." The *
CTS presentation had been interpreted to' require'2 " logics " each 1
with 2 channels (similar to the presentatiN of CTS Function 1.d d
described above). The revised presentation is more consistent j

,

with the ITS presentation listing the total number of channels.
These are administrative changes in presentation format with no
change in the requirements.

A.13 CTS Table 3.3.21 Functions 2.b and 2.c are RWCU isolation
Functions on various area temperatures and area ventilation
differential temperatures. The Function names do not adequately
convey the area monitored, and the required number of channels are
specified without regard to the requirements in each area. ITS
Table 3.3.6.1-1 list these Functions as 5.b and 5.c. and specify
the number of channels as "1/ area" for each trip system.
Furthermore, the Function names are simplified to " Area
Temperature - High" and " Area Ventilation Differential Temperature
- High." These are administrative changes in presentation format
with no change in the requirements.

'
,

9
| A.14 Not used.

| |k
T

|

f

.

.
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!TECHNICAL CHANGES MORE RESTRICTIVE j

H.1- CTS Tables 3.3.2 1 and 4.3.2.1 1, Function 5.a. requires RHR
isolation on low reactor vessel water level to be Operable in jModes 1, 2, and 3. ITS Table 3.3.6.1 1 Function 6.b requires that

I
this Function be Operable in Modes 3, 4, and 5. The addition of |
Modes 4 and 5 is a more restrictive change adopted to provided !
added assurance that inadvertent reactor vessel draindown through

!the RHR System would be terminated on low reactor vessel water j
level. (The deletion of Modes 1 and 2 is addressed in a less j
restrictive change discussion below.) With the added Mode 4 and 5
Applicability, the minimum number of channels is required only for
one trip' system (ITS Table 3.3.6.1 1 Note (c)). The single trip
system requirement is more restrictive than CTS requirements, and
provides added assurance that inadvertent reactor vessel draindown

,

through the RHR System would be terminated on low reactor vessel I
water level.

]
i

M.2 -CTS Table 3.3.2-1. footnote (a), allows required surveillance !
testing that causes channels to be inoperable without taking -
Actions for inoperable channels "provided at least one OPERABLE
channel in the same trip system is monitoring that parameter."
ITS SR Note 2 (parts b and c) provides the same intended allowance
by stating " entry into the associat(J Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed provided the associated Function '

maintains isolation capability." In the case of some trip
Functions literal' compliance with the CTS allowance may not ensure
isolation capability remains (i.e., a single channel that is j
monitoring the parameter will not produce an initiation signal:
since the logic is 2 out of-2). This represents a more

!restrictive change which has no significant impact on safety.

H.3 CTS Table 3.3.21 Function 2.d, SLCS Initiation, specifies the
required number of channels as "NA." ITS Table 3.3.6.1-1
Function 5.d for this same signal adds a requirement for the E
Operability of "2 channels," with a Note that these channels only .!.
input to one trip system. Since this reflects the intent, and the $design of the Fermi RWCU isolation logic, this change will have r.o
adverse impact on safety,

/
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ITS: SECTION 3.3.6.1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSlRUMENTATION

,
M.4 CTS Table 3.3.21 footnotes (f) and (g) require a Drywell Pressure

! .High signal as part of the isolation from RCIC and HPCI Steam
Supply Pressure - Low signals. ITS 3.3.6.1 includes these

Orequirements as separate line items: Functions 4.e and 3.e P
: respectively. (Note this is an administrative presentation 2,

preference discussed here for completeness.) However, CTS does %
not specify Surveillance Requirements for these Functions. ITS T
has added appropriate SRs, which are consistent with those
required for.these same instruments in ITS 3.3.5.1. As such,
these changes will have no negative impact on safety.

TECHNICAL CHANGES LESS RESTRICTIVE
'' Generic"

LA.1 CTS 3.3.2 requires that isolation actuation instrumentation trip
setpoints to be within the Trip Setpoint column values of
Table 3.3.2 2. Additionally, CTS 3.3.2 Action a requires that an
inoperable isolation actuation instrument be restored consistent
with the trip setpoint value. However, Actions only apply if the
allowable value is exceeded. ITS 3.3.6.1 requires only that m
instrumentation setpoints be within the allowable value. Trip 4
setpoints reflect operational details while the allowable value ._.

reflects channel Operability. Requirements for trip setpoints in Q
CTS 3.3.2 and CTS Table 3.3.2-2 are relocated to the Technical
Requirements Manual (TRM). which requires revisions be controlled
by 10 CFR 50.59. The trip setpoint is established based on a
combination of instrument design factors, environmental factors,
and the allowable value (which is what is conservatively derived
from the value assumed in the safety analyses).

Additionally. CTS Table 3.3.21 Function 2.a. RWCU Differential
Flow - High, is presented with footnote # stating a Function time
delay of 45 seconds. The associated allowable value in the Fermi-
specific setpoint calculations is specified as 48 seconds.
Therefore, the specific 45 second value is considered a nominal
trip setpoint, and is also relocated to the TRM.

Therefore, these details can be relocated consistent with the g
NUREG 1433. This relocation continues to provide adequate i
protection of the public health and safety since the requirement W

*for instrument channel Operability and the allowable value
j setpoint continues to be required by the Technical Specifications, j ]

FERMI UNIT 2 6 REVISION 6 05/28/99|
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LA.2' . CTS.4.3.2.3 requires Isolation System Response Time testing of
.

''each isolation trip function": however, the details of the

|)
testing acceptance criteria are currently located in the Technical

-Requirements Manual (TRM) which requires revisions be controlled
by 10 CFR 50.59. ITS 3.3.6.1 provides the Isolation System
Response Time Surveillance (SR 3.3.6.1.6) and each Function on O
Table 3.3.6.1 1. as appropriate, references the applicability of I '

this test- to that Function. Since the majority of' isolation 6
Functions have no specific acceptance criteria detailed in the
TRM. these Functions will not have ITS SR 3.3.6.1.6 listed as a
= Techni cal ' Speci fi cati on requi red Surveill ance. This previously

. %
approved' placement continues to provide adequate protection of the
public health and safety since the requirement for instrument
channel Operability continues to be required by the Technical
Specifications.

LA.3 CTS Table 3.3.21 footnotes (h) and # provide design details and |
descriptive details for various isolation actuation functions. (
ITS 3.3.6.1 addresses this information in the Bases and does not
include these details in Technical Specifications, consistent with
NUREG 1433. The information is being moved to the. Bases, which I

requires changes to be controlled in accordance with the ITS
5.5.10, Bases Control-Program. This relocation continues to
provide adequate protection of the public health and safety since ,

the requirement for instrument channel Operability continues to be i

required by the Technical Specifications.

LA.4 - CTS Table 3.3.2 2 footnote ** provides a calibration setpoint
detail. ITS Table 3.3.6.11 addresses only the allowable value,
and does not retain this calibration information (consistent with
NUREG 1433). This detail is relocated to the Technical
Requirements Manual (TRM) which requires revisions be controlled
by 10 CFR 50.59. This continues to provide adequate protection of'

'the.public health and safety since the requirement for instrument ;

channel Operability continues to be required by the Technical |

Specifications.

LA.5 Not used.

/.
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)

LA.6 ' CTS Tables- 3.3.21 3.3.2 2.' and 4.3.2.1 1 Manual initiation
Functions (1.h.'2.9. 3.e ~4.e. and 5.c) are relocated from- i

' Technical Specifications'to the Technical Requirements Manual !
(TRM) (Surveillance testing and inoperability actions). The TRM. ;

.which requires revisions be controlled by 10 CFR 50.59, assure i

that adequate protection of the public health and safety is
maintained. These manual-functions are simply the individual
valve and pump control switches. NUREG-1433 Table 3.3.6.1 1

,

Manual Functions (as described in the ITS Bases) address plant '

designs that incorporate system level initiacion " push buttons."
The Fermi design does not incorporate any system level. initiation. ;

Therefore., relocation'of these individual component controls is j
consistent with the non Technical Specification nature of all |
other individual component controls. 1

| LA.7 . CTS 4.3.2.3 note * allows the sensors for Reactor Vessel Water
. Level 1 and Main Steam Line Flow to be exempted from being tested
(acceptable values are assumed and applied to overall channel '

response acceptance). For these two Functions ITS SR 3.3.6.1.6
|

includes Note 2 to specifically detail this allowance, however.
the specific alternate option of assuming the response to be the'

,

design sensor response is relocated t'o the Bases. This detail of j
! performance can be adequately controlled in accordance with ITS

5.5.10. Bases Control Program. The relocation continues to
provide adequate protection of the public health and safety since;

| the requirement for isolation system response time testing remains
j a Technical Specification requirement.

LC.1 CTS 3.3.2 Action b.1 requires compensatory action be completed.

. in 6 hours with inoperable channel (s) in one trip system, when
'

tripping that channel would cause an isolation, while Action
b.2 requires compensatory action be completed in 12 or 24 hours
with inoperable channel (s) in one trip system, when tripping
that channel would not cause an isolation. -ITS 3.3.6.1 Action
A allows either 12 or 24 hours for one inoperable channel in
one trip system regardless of the effect of tripping that
channel. .

CTS 3.3.2 Action c requires placing one trip system in trip*

within 1 hour when both trip systems.have inoperable
channel (s); end furthermore, requires commencing the actions hspecified in CTS Table 3.3.21 within the same hour. ITS ~

j; ~ 3.3.6.1' Action B addresses the same condition of inoperable |k
FERMI - UNIT 2- 8 REVISION 6 05/28/99|
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channels in both trip systems (i.e., this would result in a
loss of automatic isolation capability) allows restoration of
isolation capability, without requiring additional actions.
Furthermore. after restoring isolation capability (e.g.,
tripping one trip system with inoperable channel (s)). ITS
3.3.6.1 Action A would continue to apply to any remaining |

untripped channels: thereby allowing 12 or 24 hours prior to
commencing additional actions.

CTS Table 3.3.21 footnote (a) allows required surveillance*

testing that causes channels to be inoperable without taking
Actions for ' inoperable channels "provided at least one OPERABLE
channel in the same trip system is monitoring that parameter."
ITS SR Note 2 (parts b and c) addresses this allowance, but
includes a less restrictive change for many Functions. The ITS
allowance to delay entering Action applies to functions even '

though that individual trip function may not have an Operable
channel in the same trip system. The ITS simply requires

1

isolation capability, which can be met by an Operable valve and
|isolation logic on the other trip system (for a typical 2 out-

of 2 per trip system logic).

These increased allowed Completion Times and testing times are
consistent with the allowed outage times and testing allowances
reviewed and approved in NED0 30851 P-A. Supplement 2. " Technical

'

Specification Improvement Analyses for BWR Isolation
Instrumentation Common To RPS And ECCS Instrumentation," and are
considered appropriate based on the remaining capability to trip,
the diversity of the sensors available to provide the trip
signals, the low probability of extensive numbers of
inoperabilities affecting all diverse Functions, and the low
probability of an event requiring the initiation of an isolation.
Since a loss of trip function continues to require immediate (1 Y
hour) restoration (ITS Action B). this extension to 12 or 24 hours |gfor inoperabilities that still retain trip capability will not
adversely affect safety.

|wLR.1 Not used. T
t Tt

x

(,-
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TECHNICAL CHANGES LESS RESTRICTIVE
''Speci fi c"

L.1 CTS Table 3.3.2-1 and Table 4.3.2.1 1. Item 2.d. requires that the
SLCS Initiation to be Operable in Modes 1, 2. and 3. ITS Table
3.3.6.1 1 requires the SLCS Initiation to be Operable in Modes 1
and 2 only. In Mode 3. the reactor mode switch is maintained in
the shutdown position, which initially inserts a reactor scram and |k
enforces a control rod block such that no control rods can be
withdrawn. This is consistent with the ITS Applicability
requirements for the SLC System (ITS 3.1.7). Therefore, this is a

less restrictive change with no impact on safety.

L.2 CTS Table 3.3.2-1. Item 2.d. requires that if there is a loss of
RWCU isolation on a SLCS initiation, close the affected system
(RWCU) isolation valve's within 1 hour. ITS Table 3.3.6.1 1. Item
5.d. Action H. requires that if there is a loss of RWCU isolation
on a SLCS initiation either declare associated standby liquid

| control (SLC) subsystem inoperable, or isolate the Reactor Water
Cleanup System. This is acceptable because either action will
ensure the necessary actions are performed (i.e.. either isolate
the RWCU system to ensure SLCS is capable of performing its safety
function, or declaring the SLCS inoperable because of the loss of
the RWCU isolation may hinder the SLC Function). Therefore, this
less restrictive change will have no impact on safety.

L.3 CTS Tables 3.3.2 1 and 4.3.2.1 1. Function 5.a. require RHR
shutdown cooling isolation on reactor vessel low water level in
Modes 1. 2. and 3. ITS Table 3.3.6.1-1. Function 6.b. does not
retain the Applicability of Mode 1 and 2 for this isolation
Function (see more restrictive discussion of change for inclusion
of Modes 4 and 5 in the ITS). In Modes 1 and 2. the RHR System is
required to be Operable for the ECCS function. RHR alignment in
shutdown cooling mode of operation would render ECCS inoperable,

, which in turn would preclude a plant startup into Mode 2. and
| would require a plant shutdown if ECCS was not restored to

Operable status. Furthermore, above the setpoint for the reactor
vessel (shutdown cooling cut in permissive interlock) pressure -,

I
high Function the RHR shutdown cooling valves would also have an
automatic isolation signal applied to assure their closure.
Therefore, elimination of the Operability requirements for reactor
vessel water level low isolation of RHR while in Modes 1 and 2
will not negatively impact safety.

|

~,
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS:'SECTION 3.3.6.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION

L.7 CTS Table 3.3.2-1. Action 21. contains the requirement to "be in
at least STARTUP" in addition to the requirement to close the
associated isolation valves (i.e. MSIVs). In the event that 3 or
more MSIVs are affected, closure of MSIVs in Mode 1 would result i

in an immediate automatic scram. In this case, the need to "be in

startup" to close the MSIVs is simply an operational design detail !

that is implicit in the requirement to close the MSIVs. In the
event that 1 or 2 MSIVs are affected. they could be closed and
operation could continue above Mode 2. Therefore the specific i

restriction to be in startup is eliminated. This relaxation is
acceptable since the affected valves are assured of being placed !
in their isolated position: accomplishing the safety function of
the inoperable instrumentation. ;

L.8 CTS Table 3.3.21 and footnote ** for Function 1.e, MSIV isolation
on condenser high pressure allows bypassing "during reactor
shutdown or for reactor startup when condenser pressure is above
the trip setpoint." CTS Table 4.3.2.1 1 and footnote ** for the
same Function allows bypassing "under administrative control."
ITS Table 3.3.6.1 1 Note (a) for Function 1.d resolves this
inconsistency by allowing bypassing the Function "during reactor i

shutdown or for reactor startup under administrative control":
eliminating "when condenser pressure is above the trip setpoint."

y%Operationally the bypass must be in effect prior to reaching the
trip setpoint, and must remain in effect until sometime after the
trip setpoint is assured of remaining cleared. since the manual %q
bypass can not be made exactly at the trip setpoint transition. Q
The change will allow reasonable efforts to minimize the time the
bypass is in effect while allowing sufficient flexibility to
conduct the startup or shutdown evolution without jeopardizing an
unplanned trip, and without requiring routine entry into the
Actions. Since this is the intent of the existing allowance,
there is no significant impact on safety with this change.

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

None.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION BASES

The CTS Bases for this Specification have been replaced by Bases that reflect
the format and applicable content of ITS 3.3.6.1 consistent with the BWR STS.
NUREG 1433. Rev. 1.

FERMI UNIT 2 12 REVISION 6. 05/28/99|



Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1

INSERT 3.3.6.1 1-

a. 2 hours for Function 5.a when testing non redundant
circuitry that results in loss of isolation capability
associated with this Function, provided Functions 5.b.
5.c. and 5.e are OPERABLE: !

b. 6 hours for Functions 1, 2, 5 (other than non-redundant
circuitry of 5.a), and 6, provided the associated
Function maintains isolation capability: and

c. 8 hours for Functions 3 and 4, provided the associated
Function maintains isolation capability.

!

l
I
|

4

|
|

1

|

,
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1

< cts ) :
0,\ Tenie 3.3.6.i i < ,s.e i e< 6) Tn u s.3. > -l 1Primary CentelrJuent Isolation Instrimentation

3,3_ , j
lw.3 2..t-|

. j
APPLICAsLE CDs!TIONS \ p9 gg7) gpj ,

IWDEs OR REeultED REFERENCED \ |

fOT8Et CRANNELs FROM
sPECIFIED PER TRIP REeultED suRVE!LLANCE ALLOW 4sLE

|FLfiCTION CONDITIONS SYSTEM ACil0N C.1 REGUltEMENis WALUE
;

1. Mein steen Line tooletten

e. Reactor Wessel Water 1,2,3 D sa 3.3.6.1.1 t -t-t+DF
Levet -Low Law Low, SR 3.3.6.1.2 inches
Levet 1 ktsa 3.3.6.1.3 ' !*O*3

st 3.3.6.1 -4
sa 3.3.6.1.7 r
sa 3.3.6.1 - (.

b. Main steen Line 1 g E _ Ast 3.3.6.1.1M t pels

(i,c.g'~ ~ -'-
ca.m.pa liti?@

ii+1r=

h..r.4 p - /| * O q\
-

' ~ ~ '-

3
c. Mein stems Line 1,2,3 per D st 3.3.6.1.1 s .:

Flew - Nish MSL st 3.3.6.1.2 eeee6.seeen.
)5st 3.3.6.1.3 -66 ens \ -' /
st 3.3.6.1. y

O st 3.3.6.1.7 5
pass--m u ' ' * ' % ,.osp3 a=

d. Co denser ~ i, g (SB4 9 4 liti' " - OO
_ D_ - 3.3.6.i.i _m -

2<e).im lat 3.3.6.1.
e, main steen T m nel 1,2,3 0 sa 3.3.6.1.1 s F

/{,dTemperature - mish sa 3.3.6.1.22k,tc. \tsa 3.3.6.1.3 N
sa 3.3.6.1
sa 3.3.6.1.

,} -= !.!. .i..

(une_ RAaiFQ__ ,_

f. Mein steen ~~

1,2,3 g D st 3.3.6.1.1 s

(|, c. Q." !!'+!. M#
,,,

sa 3.3.6.1
st 3.3.6.1 N#

) *Q kattgw * go

@.3.<,.i.3paji'i23.3.6.1.1KshF[h Ns. Tutoine sulldins Area 1,2,3 0 ditst
T e rat < * - aish -

- - -
3.3.6.i.9

f,I {h Menuet Ini stion 1,2,3 s sa 3.3.6. sA

(continued)

es m =z = _ m -. - - x _

| Y YW &Q
(=s%cy swde adm1nLsfrana conher. -

- 4
s.

- - -
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.I

,\ ( CT5 )
Table 3.3.6.1 1 (pose 2 of 4) TM5 7 3.2,-|

Primary Centelrusent laslation Instrumentation 3. S, 2 - 2.

4. 7. 2.. l - / ,
APPLICASLE COWITIONS

8MIDEs OR aseUIRED REFEREWCID Fuu cr oa
OfNER CRANNEls PREB1 ~

SPECIF!sD PER TalP R$eUIRED RJRVE!LLANCE ALLOW 4sLE
FUNCTION Co m !TIOMs STsTsM ACT!0N C.1 R10UIRDENis VALUE

2. Primary Cantainment
Isoletten

e. Reacter veneel Water 1,2,3 g at 3.3.6.1.1 a tt01TnchesLevel-Low, Level 3 st 3.3.6.1.2 |*A . |Vst 3.3.6.1.3K

/Nsen.r b (6.os2) i:iti:"

3,3.6, / -4 he, " 33i ' h8
Drywell Prenese-mish 1,2,3 g ar" st 3.3.6.1.1 psie ..

SR 3.3.6.1.2 |, b
Asa 3.3.6.1.3f

SR 3.3.6.1

.. .'...3 3* *h5'
..

,88
-.

c. DryweLL 1,2,3 til F su 3.3.6.1.1 s suma n/hr }Radletion- mish SR 3.3.6.1.2
st 3.3.6.1.6
at 3.3.4.1.7

-
-

d. Reacter itdits 1 ,3 E23 sa 3.3.6.1.1 s too eR/hr
at 3.3.6.1.2'

Red tten-utsh at 3.3.4.1.6
st 3.3.6.1.7
et 3.3.6.1.8

'""

e. Refuelles Floor 1,2,3 N SR 3.3.6. 1 s (203 r
Exhaust et 3.3. 1.2
Radletion- Ni SR 3. .1.6

st 3 .6.1.7
sa .3.6.1.8

P
Nanuet i etion 1,2,3 r G st 3.3.6.1.7 R4g

3. Nish Pressure teolent
injectlen (NPCI) system _

teotetten 4 qgjAg
j g

Flow- Nish A% sa 3.3.6.1.2 - *'= - [%l/A
e. NPCI steen Line 1,2,3 41L F st 3.3.6.1.1 s

1li:;3" a %hy
at 3.3.6.1. 1 I SACOM,a

-c :.ri.-- 45 m dc
< cont

BWR/4 STS 3.3-58 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation

3.3. 6.1 >
M(S

crs
E .3. 2. -|Table 3.3.6.1 1 (pose 3 of 6)

Primery Containment Isoletten Instrumentation 3 3 7 ~1,

4.32.1-1
APPtium enNO: TION:
InsEs ca REeulaED REFERENCED F vh)eTio Aj

OTNEa CaANNEL: FacN
SPECIFIED Pta TalP REGUlaED suaVCILLANCE ALLOWAS

FUNCTION 00mlTION: sTsTIM ACTION C.1 REeulaENENTs VALUE

3.NPCI system Isolation
(continued)

b. NPCI steen sely Line 1,2,3 F sa 3.3.6.1.1 a pois j t\Preneure- Lou sa 3.3.6.1.2 ( eQ/Maa 3.3.6.1.
Sa 3.3.6.1

_" ?t*'.wm -----=v

c. NPCI Turbine 1,2,3 g '[/ |F sa 3.3.6.1.1 s pois
Eshaust Diephream sa 3.3.6.1.I

)Prosaure =#1sh Xsa 3.3.6.1.3
sa 3.3.6.1.E i

'

sa 3.3.6.1. 5

is [boc MMf
df Dryueli Pressurs-Wish 1,2,3 1p F SR 3.3.6.1.1 s

hsa 3.3.6.1.2
aMsa 3.3.4.1J g !

O97-
-

." !!'5 @
-

sa 3.3.6.1

(gp;pm .- -- --.---. g
p NPCI C:- .-- - _ . . u -; 1,2,3 J1h 7 sa 3.3.6.1.1 s 'F d ksome Temperature - Mish N% sa 3.3.6.1.2 i* /hst 3.3.6.1.3

sa 3.3.4.1.
Sa 3.3.4.1.

-elen Pool 1,2,3 til F sa 3.3.6.i.i /s pov24.

Aree Ambient sa 3.3.6.1.2 /Temperature- N [sa 3.3,6.1.3)

sa 3.3.6.1.4
sa 3.3.6.1.7 j

sa36.6.1.s Is. s.,e sen P.ot Ar.e 1,2,3 ru F a twtemperature - Time sa 3.3.6.1.6 toinutes) )Deley teleys sa 3.3.6.1.7
f,I h sg pression Poet Area 1,2, [1] F sa 3.3.6.1.1 s (42}'FDifferentist sa 3.3.6.1.2

Temperature - Nish Isa 3.3.6.1.31
sa 3.3.6.1.6 )
sa 3.3.6.1.7 j

.

' f. Emergency Area cooler 1,2,3 ft) F Sa 3.3.6.1.1 (1693*F
!Temperoture - Nish sa 3.3.6.1.2 i

tsa 3.3.6.1.3 i
sa 3.3.6.1.6 '

,

sa 3.3.6.1.7 )
-

- B )
J. t Inittetten 1,2,3 SR 3.3.6. NA g

-
..

(continued)

i

!
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation |
3.3.6.1 |

(CTS)
Ibl 3. 3.1 "Itable 3.3.6.1 1 (pose 4 of 6) '

iPrisery Centairment leeletten Instrumentatten
3,3, j . 7

4. s . t . s !
APPLICABLE CONDIT!0Ns

MODES OR REeulRED REFERENCED pa mny
OTNER CuANNELS Prim

SPECIFIED PER TRIP REsUIRED mavt!LLANCE ALLCW4sLE
FUNCTicN CONDIT10NS SYSTsN ACTION C.1 R$4UIRENENTS WALUE

6. Reector Core teetetten
Coelleg (RCIC) systen
leeletten 'j$ 0 Irich$

of 6004-8("
e. RCic steen Line 1,2,3 fik F st 3.3.6.1.1 s "__- * - [, Cl d (/F1au-N1sh S st 3.3.6.1.2 ^

'.-

5 k!.*k .*}
E; p gWst 3.3.6.1.3X

d'\84 2. I s'en'd I

= :: u and s 5secAs k
\b. RCic stese 344iply 1,2,3 g F sR 3.3.6.1.1

Line Pressure-Lou et 3.3.6.1.2 ~> T3 95iS /3 'g h
Wst 3.3.6.1.3W \ /

sa 3.3.6.1. j

at 3.3.6.1. ?1 ;_';
c. RCic Turbine 1,2,3 F st 3.3.6.1.1 s [20 M ets J

Eahouet Diephrees at 3.3.6.1.2 n' / \Preneure - utsh Yst 3.3.6.1.3 'O /
st 3.3.6.1 q
st 3.3.6.1.[g

Drywell 1,2,3 J1y F sa 3.3.6.1.1 s. pels Q iPressure - Nish sR 3.3.6.1.2 N I'N 1 lp 3.3.6.1.
sa 3.3.6.1. i

et 3.3.6.1. )i

'? ? i ." . hi;;

"ie. RCic stepresalen 1,2,3 13 F sa 3.3.6.1.1 [ s (1693'FPoet isnt Aree SR 3.3.6.1.Z
T reture - Nish ist 3.3.6.1.31 <

3R 3.3.6.1.6 Iat .3.6.1.7
|g

Stepreselon Poet Area 1 ,3 (12 7 et 3.3.6.1.5 t IRA 3 |Temperature - flee at 3.3.6.1.6 lainutes}
DeLey Reteye et 3.3.6.1.7 !

ls. RCIC sisipreselon Post 1,2,3 (1) F st 3.3.6.1.1 s (423*F |
Area Differentist at 3.3.6.1.2
Temperature - Nigh ist 3.3.6.1.3)

st 3.3.6.1.6
eR 3.3.6.1.7

h. Energency A Caster 1,2,3 til F SR 3.3.6.1.1 s (1693*F
Temperature - utsh at 3.3.6.1.2

/ tsa 3.3.6.1.31
et 3.3.4.1.6
at 3.3.6.1.7

.

(centimed)

|
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1

Ors >
he Table 3.3.6.1 1 (pose 5 of 6) 5 M1 ~ l
1 Primary Centaiteent leetetten Instrtamentation 33'7*2

4 7.1 1 - 1

APPLICAsLE COSITIONS
NEDES OR REGUIRED REFERENCED FuocT1*>
OTut CuMNELs FRON _-

sPECIFisD PER TRIP REGUIRSD suRVE!LLANr.E ALLOW 48LE I
PlafCTION CO WITIOus sYSTsu ACTION C.1 REQUIREm NTS VALUE

6. RCIC system feeletten
(contirmand)

' RCIC E g ipment Reen 1,2,3 Q F W 3.3.6.1.1N s M*F
y Temperature-Nish SR 3.3.6.1.2

)ssa 3.3.6.1 13t 3 p#
SR 3.3.6.1 4
st 3.3.6.1 /

j. RCIC E gipment Reen 1,2,3 [1] F tst [3.6.1.11 s t 3'F
ifferentlet et 3.3.6.1.2

Temperature - Nish ist 3.3.6.1.3)

._

/3Rsa 3.3.6.1.4
3.3.6.1.7

_

,g mermanL Inttlatten 1,2,3 / 8 at 3.3.6.1.7 mA

5. ctor Water Clean e
me) system Isoterien

g
Differentist 1,2,3 gig F st 3.3.6.1.1 s sem |
Flew- Nish SR 3.3.6.1. /7MM 3.3.6.1 \ /

3,.3.6.1st
. ,1 .y

b. Aree 1,2,3 .13P F st 3.3.6.1.1 s 'F
Temperature - Nish g _st 3.3.6.1.2, (1b)

a 5:i:;:r,
at 3.3.6.1 5
. _.

c. Aree Ventitetion 1,2,3 .54 F SR 3.3.6.1.1 5 *F /2, c,Difforentist 1 per 3R 3.3.6.1.2 \Temperature - Nish .% 0.0.0.1.;; --
'

sa 3.3.6.1,rV\
" ? t '+MJ

2,dd. SLC system initiation 1,2 gb) 3, ,q, gg
,

e. Reactor Weenet Weter 1,2,3 g F st 3.3.6.1.1 R nches
2,hLovet -Low Law, a 3.3.6.1.2

Level 2 Mst 3 J.6.1. /st 3.3.6.1

- !. ?...' '. .
*

. . .

menuel Initiation 1,2,3 S st 3.3.6.1 NA

(continued)
(b) SLC system inittetten enty inpute inte one of the tuo trip systems.
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
l B 3.3.6.1
,

|

BASES

BACKGROUND 2. Primary Containment Isolation (continued)

arranged into two two-out-of-two logic trip systems. One
trip system initiates isolation of all inboard primary
containment isolation valus, while the other trip system
initiates isolation of all outboard primary containment
isolation valves. Each logic closes one of the two valves
on each penetration, so that operation of either logic
isolates the penetration.

m= =
The to this arrangement is the Dr
Radiation-Hig This Fu s two* channels,
whose outputs are arran - ut-of-one logic trip
systems. Eac s em isolates one ssociated

on pen ' , similar to the two-out-of-two logic des

[F&
ve - -

Primary Containment Isolation Drywell Pressure-High and
Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low, Level 3 Functions isolate

WEJ in WE EgyWGLL th: Cre - 2, 5, ?, 10, M 12 .:h =. "= ;;;,7 Li', din; =d
Svjur$ A uo 7t A vees /Wy R:S:Pr; Th= E ::t ".di:t!= "i;h i;.nction; i;;1ete

/u dolf F4066 6tf.57 CMS. tM 07Z; I, :0, =d 12 =h::. "rirry C=t;inment-

E ! . = .

&

Of.2 3. 47 Hioh Pressure Coolant Iniection System Isolation and
Reactor Core Isolation Coolina System Isolation

/dSE/27 Most Functions that isolate HPCI and RCIC receive input from
g gg,f'/ g two channels, with each channel in one trip system using a

-
one-out-of-one logic. Each of the two trip systems in each
isolation group is connected to one of the two valves _on
each associated penetration. g

'

*NbM i

Ib The exceptions are th and RCIC Turbine Ex P ssue.-Hah w
J

Diaphragm Pressure- Steam Supply Line Pressure-Low
Functions. These Fu receive inputs from four turbine
exhaust diaphragm pressure and four steam supply pressure
channels for each system. The outputs from the turbine
exhaust diaphragm pressure and steam supply pressure
channels are each connected to two two-out-of-two trip
systems. Each trip system isolates one valve per associated
penetration.

(continued)
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

l

BASES,

|

|
APPLICABLE 1.a. Reactor vessel Water Level-tow Low tow. Level 1 )'SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued)
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY pressure due to a constant column of water (reference leg)

and the pressure due to the actual water level (vaHable
leg) in the vessel. Four channels of Reactor Vessel Water
Level-Low Low Low, Level 1 Function are available and are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument
failure can preclude the isolation function.

The Reactor Vessel Water Level-Low Low Low, Level 1
Allowable Value is chosen to be the same as the ECCS Level 1
Allowable Value (LCO 3.3.5.1) to ensure that the MSLs
isolate on a potential loss of coolant accident (LOCA) to
prevent offsite doses from exceeding 10 CF y co lis h -

-

MSL AUD M S L DR A th/S
his Function isolates the Malves. Sognou

1.b. Main Steam line Pressure-Low
~

f,p
on Low MSL pressure indicates that there may be a problem with
[.L, the turbine pressure regulation, which could result in a low

reactor vessel water level condition and the RPV cooling
down more than 100*F/hr if the pressure loss is allowed to

m Hop p # # tdO W D continue. The Main Steam Line Pressure-Low Functionds=.df._-- -

_ dtnth n- J in the analysis of the pressure regulator-

~
~ T failure (Ref. 2h. For this event, the closure of the MSIVsd5 A

BEGUP 70 TE - ~ ensures Enat tne RPV temperature change limit (100*F/hr) is i\

M AW MOM 6 TEAM FwW)j pot reached. rin avviiivo i^i Fund ivn vyyviis au. ionsn '

insure at safety Limi .l.1.1 is not xceeded. (This '

LIMITU, MICH.15 Funct closes the MS s prior to pr sure decreasing elowCffDITED B 785 sig, which resu s in a scram d to MSIV closur , thusAJALYSIS, Y 1 MIS r ucing reactor o r to < 25% RTP.) fa'_ ,

f, The MSL low pressure signals are initiated from four
transmitters that are connected to the MSL header. The
transmitters are arranged such that, even though physically
separated from each other, each transmitter is able to
detect low MSL pressure. Four channels of Main Steam Line
Pressure-Low Function are available and are required to be

;DPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can
ipreclude the isolation function. 1

The Allowable Value was selected to be high enough to
prevent excessive RPV depressurization.

(continued)
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES
, - - _

__,

- -~.a Frc53vtC -H IG,H

APPLICABLE 1.d. Condenser .--- - - - - L_ (continued) -

SAFETY ANALYSES,
! LCO, and- and capable of initiating closure of the MSIVs. The closure!

f APPLICABILITY of the MSIVs is initiated to prevent the addition of steam 1

! ll that would lead to additional condenser pressurization and
i possible rupture of the diaphragm installed to protect the
| # turbine exhaust hood, thereby preventing a potential'

,/ g gp g g g gg radiationleakagepathfollowinganaccident.4
CECS/76B W/W CLM/N4 [ Condenser vacuum pressure signals are derived from four
THE MEl/'s By 7#6 ) pressure transmitters that sense the pressure in th PLcssv4E-H64JANAlySlf Of W/6 condenser. Four channels of Condenser " ~ unction g

'

" Loss of C e/4E NJf( are available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that
1/AcugM * EVEAlT [RE62). no single f itrument failure can patelade +ha isolation

_

function aw;c4 racWmno -Forede nQ h 7g
The A11owa%sessed anAuadkrnkkak- conini.viv V.iv, is e;.mn iv ym.ETErsp Tu ii. - } D
condenser due; to pressurization, thereby ensuring its d

Op| integrity for ffsite dose analysis. As noted (footnote (a) Qto Table 3.3.6 he channels are not required to be
; OPERABLE in MODES 2 a ., 2.='.11 t;ri t: :t:; nin;-

KCVL.OCggp PT ";; .x chsf. since the notential for condenser g
'

overpressurization is minimized. Y$ witches are provided tod
] manually bypass the channels "- kS 'condihen$. V-1! T:".'. .r. 6iv

(" Zn -t ' "'N~
l SE W This Function isolates the L...,, , vatves. 7'

M6L AA10 MSL ZXAlbl3 ISOLA 7MI)33J,f,/-[Mj 1.e.. M 1.o. Area --d Of": n th!- Temperature-Hio7 '

Area r.d 9"---+i=1 temperature is provided to detect a B4
leak in the RCPB and provides diversity to the high flow
instrumentation, eThe ha1=+4aa

Of.2.
"? e -- y :=11---arra~

;gg p_. . .__ If theges#-leak is allowed to continue
p,'[ without isolation, offsite dose limits may be reached.

However, credit for these instruments is not taken in any -
transient or accident analysis in the FFSAR, since bounding U

g65tSTANc6 \ analyses are performed for large breaks, such as MSLBs.
.%75&i/EAA TvAE Area temperature signals are initiated fromhamymg7pc7g3 (4Tph located in the area being monitored. Sixteen channels of

Main Steam Tunnel Temperature-High Function and 44-channels~
-m

of Turbine Building Area Temperature-High Function are E
ggy 3 available m ukare required to be OPERABLE to ensare that no

(3 3,3,(m l-.48;i
~

single iristrument failure can preclude the isolation
function. r r=:t:= in ;= tr;:=t;n :h=r.t.

b
(continued)
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Primary Containment Isolatiot. Instrumentation
i

B 3.3.6.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 3.c. 4.c. HPCI and RCIC Turbine Exhaust Diachraam
SAFETY ANALYSES, Pressure-Hiah (continued)

Hfcz AND RCTC S$n% ISMATIOblLCO, and
These Functions isolate the(- _, ...J ' valves, asAPPLICABILITY 1

appro r ate.

3E .t" Drywell Pressure-Hioh

High drywell pressure can indicate a break in the RCPB. The
HPCI and RCIC isolation of the turbine exhaust is provided
to prevent communication with the drywell when high drywell
pressure exists. A potential leakage path exists via the
turbine exhaust. The isolation is delayed until the system
becomes unavailable for injection (i.e., low steam lineh, pressure). The isolation of the HPCI and RCIC turbine

'

exhaust by Drywell Pressure-High is indirectly assumed in'

the FSAR accident analysis because the turbine exhaust
leakage path is not assumed to contribute to offsite doses.

High drywell pressure signals are initiated from pressure
transmitters that sense the pressure in the drywell. Two i

f, channels of both HPCI and RCIC Prywell Pressure-High '

O M. "'I Functions are available and are required to be OPERABLE to
'

ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the
l#C( AuJ ACIC54'o*5vf(N isolation function.
hnyWssorc -leu s nab

i
'

g gg g The Allowable Value was selected to be the same as the ECCS '

Drywell Pressure-High Allowable Value (LCO 3.3.5.1), since l
-

DM[ {5 h this is indicative of a LOCA inside primary containment.
|

g This Function +sopetes + e 4 = * ==" ^ P r .
|

HPC1 AND PMC WIPMMY _ _. . __ ._. _ _ _ _ , ,,, , _ , ,

~

RoorA 1EMPCEATAC-HIMf ;;,e = ::v ~ ,,, u mov . - . " ' + r. ..

_ _ _ _ _ -

Area M d"e-aa+M temperatures are provided to detect a
.| leak from the associated system steam piping. The isolation

occurs when a very small leak has occurred and is diverse to
the high flow instrumentation. If the small leak is allowed
o continue without isolation, offsite dose limits a

reached. These Functions are not assumed in anygFSAR
ransient or accident analysis, since bounding analyses are

performed for large breaks such as recirculation or MSL
breaks.

(continued)
,
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
|

B 3.3.6.1 1

BASES

|-

| APPLICABLE 5.a. Differential Flow-Hioh -(continued)
| SAFETY ANALYSES,

!
! LCO, and RWCU System is initiated when high differential flow is '

! APPLICABILITY sensed to prevent exceeding offsite doses. A time delay is
provided to prevent spurious trips during most RWCU
operational transients. This Function is not assumed in any

tA FSAR transient or accident analysis, since bounding analyses
{are_nerformed for _large breaks such as MSLBs

,

p' Qgcu sysh oWcW e flow cignals are initrited from @^ PemP #ine 'n;v;. u1Firrenti |l

transmitters that are connected to the ...ht 'fn- +'e
-tricter " : e?) and tht:;';to condenser and febdwaterji-ef-,

' " " " " " ' ^ -
.

|| q The outputs of the transmitters are ;'

compared (in a common summer) and the resulting output is
i sent to two high flow trip units. If the difference between'

the inlet and outlet flow is too large, each trip unit-

| ' IAldFKAA8ti.try of W!6Afo,J-tsp W hA NT 4/4 M U )generates an isolation signal. 5; ;h;;;;h ;f Of ff;r;;.th'
Th "';h T .:t h r riihih : f ;.; ..;.ised b L

cAv56.1 $$ C#AAIMM /d OCZ 10 ::r: 'h t cir
'

, Boyp Mt/ dy17845 To dE fr z:tre r c' *'* - -- -
f : '::t T : t Si h re-
:_ 7 ::'uf: th: S;h:37,

Is/0PEfAbl4. THE /EM4tpDEA.,. Jone64eek,

OP 7HE CittillT t$ LCDUMDAdr
Ayp cAA/ SE co#.Qpggtp ad The Differential Flow-High Allowable Value ensures that a
6 qg 74/g Sy,strM gaffs, break of the RWCU piping is detected.

This Function isolates the 0..;, : valves. 84
A |-

L RWCl4 IseLATt0Al
5.b. 5.c. Area and Area Ventilation DifferentialTemperature-Hiah

RWCU area and area ventilation differential temperatures are
provided to detect a leak from the RWCU System. The
isolation occurs even when very small leaks have occurred
and is diverse to the high differential flow instrumentation
for the hot portions of the RWCU System. If the small leak

i continues without isolation, offsite dose limits may be
reached. Credit for these instruments is not taken in any
transient or accident analysis in the SAR, since bounding
analyses are performed for large breaks such as
recirculation or MSL breaks. g

Area and area ventilation differential temperature signals
are initiated from temperature element that are located in
the room that is being monitored, thermocouples provide '

in ut to the Area Temperature-High iction (two per area). tychannels are required to be OP BLE to ensure that no 4,
'{k.") farof% NfM (continued)
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.1.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter
in'dicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations
between the instrument channels could be an indication of
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based on operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channels during normal operational use of the displays
associated with the channels required by the LCO.

3.3.6.1.2 xd d 2.2.5. .5 f. |

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required j
r - channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the.

73TF-7JD T intended function.y

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the l

assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology, p 6

b The 92 day Frequency of SR 3.3.6.1.2 is based on the
reliability analysis described in References and . - % e-!

i !"' d:y fr: ;;;;;y :f SR ?.?.5.1.5 h 5:::d :: ::;in::rb;
' d;.xt ud th: r:lhbilit; ;f th; ;s.px .t; (the deley,.

r:hy: 9 tht! ri-ft:! 6'ft). v

,

4

! E

| (continued)
|
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

INSERT: TSTF-205

INSERT A

A successful test of the required contact (s) of a channel relay may
be performed by the verification of the change of state of a single
contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all of the
other required contacts of the relay are verified by other
Technical Specifications and non Technical Specifications tests at
least once per refueling interval with applicable extensions.

i

s
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAEARDS EVALUATION
ITS: SECTION 3.3.6.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION

INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(Specification 3.3.6.1 "L.8" Labeled Comments / Discussions)

|

Detroit Edison has evaluated the propcsed Technical Specification,

change identified as "Less Restrictive" in accordance with the
criteria specified by 10 CFR 50.92 and has determined that the

; proposed change does not involve a significant hazards
consideration.

The bases for the determination that the proposed change does not
involve a significant hazards consideration is an evaluation of
these changes against each of the criteria in 10 CFR 50.92. The
criteria and the conclusions of the evaluation are presented
below.-

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

.The proposed change allows bypassing the MSIV isolation on
condenser high pressure Function "during reactor shutdown or DC
for reactor startup under administrative control"; ~[eliminating "when condenser pressure is above the trip __

setpoint." Since an MSIV isolation is an analyzed event, ,g.the CTS requirement to instantaneously bypass and unbypass g
this trip at the trip setpoint imposes a significant
probability of an unintended MSIV isolation. The proposed
change will allow appropriate flexibility to control the
evolution of bypassing and unbypassing this trip as required
for plant startup and shutdown. Therefore, the change will
not increase the probability of an accident previously
evaluated. The consequences of an MSIV closure event are
unaffected by this change. Therefore, the proposed change
does not contribute to an increase in the consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

|

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or.different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

This proposed change will not involve any physical changes

} to plant systems, structures, or components (SSC), or
changes in normal plant operation. Therefore, this change

!

| 'FERNI - UNIT 2 15 REVISION 6, 05/28/99
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS EVALUATION
ITS: CECTION 3.3.6.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION

INSTRUMENTATION

will not create-the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
(Specification 3.3.6.1 "L.8" Labeled Comments / Discussions)

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety?

The proposed change does not involve e significant reduction
in a margin of safety. Operationally, tha bypass must be in
effect prior to reaching the trip setpoint, sud must remain
in effect until sometime after the trip setpol.,t is assured
of remaining cleared, since the manual bypass can not be
made exactly at the trip setpoint transition. The change De

will allow reasonable efforts to minimize the time the ~I
bypass is in effect, while allowing sufficient flexibility ;g"
to conduct the startup or shutdown evolution without gcjeopardizing an unplanned trip, and without requiring
routine entry into the Actions. Since this is the intent of
the existing allowance, there is not a significant reduction
in a margin of safety.

|
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG - 1433

ITS: SECTION 3.3.6.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION
!
!

P.5 The' reference to the NRC Policy Statement has been replaced with a
more appropriate reference.to the Improved Technical Specification

| " split" criteria found in 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).

;

GENERIC CHANGES

C.1 TSTF 205: NRC approved change to NUREG-1433.

1

!
i

i

:

|
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' Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
L B 3.3.6.2

| BASES

BACKGROUND (continued)

| initiates isolation of the other automatic isolation valve
in the penetration and starts the other SGT subsystem. Each
logic closes one of the two valves on each. penetration and|

'

starts one SGT subsystem, so that operation of either logic ,

'isolates the secondary containment and provides for the
necessary filtration of fission products.

APPLICABLE The isolation signals generated by the secondary containment
SAFETY ANALYSES, isolation instrumentation are implicitly assumed in the
LCO. and safety analyses of References 1 and 2 to initiate closure
APPLICABILITY of valves and start the SGT System to limit offsite doses.

Refer to LC0 3.6.4.2. " Secondary Containment Isolation
| Valves (SCIVs)." and LC0 3.6.4.3 " Standby Gas Treatment

~ (SGT) System." Applicable Safety Analyses Bases for more
detail of the safety analyses.

The secondary containment isolation instrumentation
satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii). Certain
iastrumentation Functions are retained for other reasons and
are described below in the in'dividual Functions discussion.

The OPERABILITY of the secondary containment isolation
instrumentation is dependent on the OPERABILITY of the
individual instrumentation channel Functions. Each Function
must have the required number of OPERABLE channels with
their setpoints set within the specified Allowable Values.;-

| as shown in Table 3.3.6.2 1. The actual setpoint is'

calibrated consistent with applicable setpoint methodology
assumptions. A channel is inoperable if its actual trip
setpoint is not within its required Allowable Value.

04| Allowable Values are specified for each automatic Function
specified in the Table. Nominal trip setpoints are
specified in the setpoint calculations. The nominal

4

setpoints are selected to ensure that the set mints do not
,

exceed the Allowable Value between CP.**fEL CA.IBRATIONS or {
,

between successive verifications of trip unit setpoints.'

!

| Operation with a trip setpoint less conservative than the
! nominal trip setpoint, but within its Allowable Value, is

acceptable.

|
|

|

|

| FERMI UNIT 2 B 3.3.6.2 -2 Revision 6 05/28/99 I
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations
between the instrument channels could be an indication of
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure: thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties.
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based on operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal. but more frequent. checks of
channel status during normal operational use of the displays
associated with channels required by the LC0.

SR 3.3.6.2.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function. A successful test of the required
contact (s) of a channel relay may be performed by the
verification of the change of state of a single contact of
the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL

h FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all
of the other required contacts of the relay are verified by
other Technical Specifications and non Technical
Specifications tests at least once per refueling interval
with applicable extensions.

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability.
analysis of References 4 and 5.

|"

| FERMI - UNIT 2 B 3.3.6.2- 10 Revision 6 05/28/99
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SR 3.3.6.2.3

This surveillance provides a check of the actual trip
setpoints. The channel must be declared inoperable if the
trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than the
Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.6.2-1. If the trip
setting is discovered to be less conservative than accounted
for in the appropriate setpoint methodology, but is not,

beyond the Allowable Value, performance is still within the
requirements of the plant safety analysis. Under these
conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to be equal to

1

or more conservative than accounted for in the appropriate
setpoint methodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analysis of References 4 and 5.

SR 3.3.6.2.4

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and awcuracy.

CHANNEL ~ CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency of SR 3.3.6.2.4 is based on the assumption of
a a 18 month calibration interval in the determination of
the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

.

eY
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| Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

| BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

| SR 3.3.6.2.5
'

~

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required isolation logic for a specific
channel. The system functional testing performed on SCIVs
and the SGT System in LC0 3.6.4.2 and LC0 3.6.4.3.
respectively. overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete
testing of the assumed safety function.

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an un)lanned transient if the,

'

Surveillance were performed with t1e reactor at power.

Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month
Frequency.

|
REFERENCES 1. UFSAR. Section 6.3.

2. UFSAR. Chapter 15.
'

3. UFSAR. Section 15.7.4.

4. NEDC 31677P A " Technical Specification Improvement
Analysis for BWR Isolation Actuation Instrumentation."

| July 1990.

5. NEDC 30851P A Supplement 2. " Technical Specifications
Improvement Analysis for BWR Isolation Instrumentation

|

Common to RPS and ECCS Instrumentation." March 1989. '

.

' ese#
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. SPEC sscAT,vd 5. 3- G. z

[A(5o scr. Opc;& cab L3.c.i)

INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.3.2 ISOLATION ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION

_

LIMITING' CONDITION FOR OPERATION - '

3,3,4,2., -9-9:4- The isolation actuation instrumentation channels shown in Table 3.3.21 g. Ishall be OPERABLE yun 6n y u ,,, ,, , ,,, ,fu >=6 consi _nt wun tne vyues)
(snown in try inp aetpoin7 column of Tayle 3.3.2-2. |

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table' 3.3.2-1.

OwAcinonMcTey $
a. With an isolation actuation instrumentation channel trip setpoint

A less conservative than the value shown in the Allowable Values
(t6'PON b column of Table 3.3.2 2. declare the channel inoperable until the J

[g pe(,{ DrgyA6g.ity)(channel is restored to OPERABLE statuslwyth tts trippetpoirfc; ./adjugea consistent wyth tne t rip 5etopint value._f

b. With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the
dI

j}can A- Hints'Ja OPERABLE Channels per Trip System requirement &v, vn= s r i p-

% - - - -- _ .

in scing Ine in eraple cnanne s) to the trippeo sonoiti- }(ha ekannd_inMt}
;.

wo d cause an is lation, the i nerable channalf sVsha11 ,

'

r stored to OPE IF status /Within ours or the ACTION

a requirec Dy Table 3.3.2-1 for the flected_ trip function shall k
nlTibM C be taken. a y 2,f LCA

Z. If 94 acing tne inopersvis wn..n .'. i.) in ty,npea concitw.

(Id not cause an 14olation the inoperable /cheinelis) =_ 4 I

at trio system Ahall be placed in the tripped c.indition
within:

t'- d ePt. ace W M /wcTJdM #5
a) 12 hours for trip function [coianon to RPS Instrumentation)

M b) 24 hours for trip function %ot common to RPS
'""'"'*"""*4 l &ptsca soaru enewa st, Q J

.1.c. With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the ,

CJ R
'

Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip System requirement"_i i : 1-t ir q
__ .__ . >qw - - . . . . . - - - - - - _

*b N one
~

5take the'ACTIUN r' quired by Tab'l'e 3.[21.e

OYh'_ '

*Plac one tr' o * stem r wun vn--m s-.... m ai. to.nne mi a. m ' jin
,

::::l d b ! ^.. ., ,, . i. ..... ...;, t;[- 1:.:::t4an I ? ,,,, u spy.u 6unu uivu ..

.Y
co

:: t': '::':t'.;; i: ::::T: .

^
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DISCUSS' ION OF CHANGES
ITS: SECTION 3.3.6.2 SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION

ADMINISTRATIVE

A;l In the conversion of the Fermi 2 current Technical Specifications
(CTS) to the proposed plant specific Improved Technical.
Specifications (ITS). certain wording preferences or conventions
are adopted which do not result in technical changes (either
actual'or interpretational). Editorial changes. reformatting, and-
revised numbering'are adopted to make the ITS consistent with the

. Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Standard Technical Specifications
NUREG 1433. Rev. 1.

. A.2 .ITS LC0 3.3.6.2 Actions are modified by a Note. which provides
clarification that, for the purpose of the associated LCO.
" Separate. Condition entry is allowed for each channel." This is
acceptable because the Required Actions for.each Condition provide
appropriate compensatory actions for each inoperable secondary
containment isolation channel. Complying with the Required
Actions will allow for continued operation: with subsequent
inoperable secondary containment isolation channels governed by
subsequent Condition entry and application of associated Required
Actions. This is an administrative change with no impact on
safety because the clarifications provided by the Note are
consistent with the existing interpretation of the CTS.

A.3 CTS 3.3.2 specifies Actions for secondary containment isolation
channels with setpoints not within allowable values. These |Y

-Actions state " declare the channel inoperable until the channel is
Q' restored to Operable status." ITS 3.3.6.2 contains all the

:reGirements and Actions for secondary containment isolation fchannels. including the allowable values and Actions when it is
not met. The usage rules of Technical Specifications adequately
dictate that. channels be declared inoperable and Actions taken
until restored.to Operable, without a secondary containment
isolation specific statement to that effect. Therefore.
elimination of this statement is an administrative presentation
preference only.

A
A.4 CTS _3.3.2. Actions b.1 and b.2 as well as footnote *. provide

directions on options for compliance with Technical Specifications |k
1

(1.e.. optional direction for not tripping channels if it would
cause.an isolation and optional direction to restore the
inoperable channels to Operable status when tripping would cause
an isolation). ITS 3.3.6.2 Actions do not include detailed
direction for these options: rather the optional Actions presented

: FERMI UNIT 2 1 REVISION 6. 05/28/99|



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.6.2 SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION

rely upon the. guidance of LC0 3.0.2. The LC0 3.0.2 guidance
allows defaulting to other Actions if one can not or is desired
not to be complied with.-and also allows that restoration within1
the time limits of the specified Required Actions. The CTS has
been revised to' delete these Actions since these options always
exist. and are inherent in the ITS. During this presentation-

_

reformatting, no technical changes (either actual or
-interpretational) were made to the.TS. The change is consistent
with NUREG-1433.

A.5- CTS 4.3.2.2 requires an LSFT "and simulated automatic operation" y
of all channels. The " simulated automatic operation" is m
interpreted to be included in the LSFT. This additional detailing |(

.of the required test is unnecessary. Therefore its elimination is (an administrative change.

A.6 CTS Table 3.3.2-1 Action 27 allows an 8 hour restoration
allowance, which is applied after a 6 hour allowance of CTS 3.3.2
Action b.1), providing an overall 14 hour restoration time. DOC
'LC.1 provides justification for a 24 hour allowance before taking
actions specified in-ITS 3.3.6.2 Action C. ITS 3.3.6.2 Action A
provides this restoration time as a single Completion Time. This
is an administrative presentation preference with no impact on

-safety.

A.7? CTS Table 3.3.2-1 footnote (a).' allows required surveillance
testing without " placing the trip system in the tripped
condition." ITS SR Note 2 provides the same allowance. stated as
" entry into the associated Conditions and Required Actions may be-
delayed." This represents a clarification of the intent, and as
such are considered administrative changes.

A.8 CTS Table 4.3.2.1-1 requires a Channel Functional Test for the
secondary containment manual initiation function. Additionally,
CTS 4.3.2.2 requires a Logic System Functional Test (LSFT). ITS
Table 3.3.6.2-1 requires only the performance of an LSFT for the

A
m6nual function. This is considered an administrative change
since the requirements for a Channel Functional Test of a manual
actuation channel is completely met by the requirements for an
LSFT. Therefore, elimination of duplicate testing is an

.

administrative change with no' impact on safety.

.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

| ITS: SECTION 3.3 6;2 SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION.

!.

TECHNICAL CHANGES MORE' RESTRICTIVE

| M.1 CTS Table 3.3.21. footnote (a). allows required surveillance
i testing that causes channels to be inoperable without taking

Actions for inoperable channels "provided at least one OPERABLE
channel in the same trip system is monitoring that parameter."
ITS SR Note 2 provides the same intended allowance by stating

'" entry into the associated Conditions and Required Actions may be
delayed provided the associated Function maintains isolation
capability." In the case of some trip Functions (i.e.. reactor
vessel water level and drywell pressure) literal compliance with
the CTS allowance may not ensure isolation capability remains
(i.e. a single channel that is monitoring the parameter will not
produce an initiation signal: since the trip system logic is 2-
out of-2). This represents a more restrictive change which has no
significant impact on safety.

TECHNICAL CHANGES LESS RESTRICTIVE
" Generic"

,

LA.1 CTS 3.3.2 requires that_ isolation actuation instrumentation trip
setpoints to be within the Trip Setpoint column values of
Table 3.3.2 2. Additionally,' CTS 3.3.2 Action a requires that an
inoperable isolation actuation instrument be restored consistent
with the trip setpoint value. However, Actions only apply if the
allowable value is exceeded. ITS 3.3.6.2 requires only that
instrumentation setpoints be within the allowable value. Trip

: setpoints reflect; operational details while the allowable value
E)reflects channel Operability. Requirements for trip setpoints in

ICTS 3.3.2 and CTS Table 3.3.2 2 are relocated to the Technical
Requirements Manual (TRM). which requires revisions be controlled N
by 10 CFR 50.59. The trip setpoint is established based on a k
combination of instrument design factors, environmental factors. 4
and the allowable value (which is what is conservatively derived
from the value assumed in the safety analyses). Therefore, these
details can be adequately defined and controlled in the TRM..
consistent with the NUREG 1433. This relocation continues to

i provide adequote protection.of the public health and safety since
|- the requirement for instrument channel Operability and the g
| allowable value setpoint continues to be required by the Technical '

|_ Specifications.

| r

FERMI ' UNIT 2 3 . REVISION 6 05/28/99|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.6.2 - SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION
1

LA.2 CTS 4.3.2.3 requires Isolation System Response Time testing of
"each isolation trip function": however, the details of the

|\
-testing acceptance criteria are currently located in the Technical
Requirements Manual (TRM). Outside of Technical Specifications.
ITS 3.3.6.2 does not include the Isolation System Response Time en
Surveillance for secondary containment isolation Functions. since I

no specific Technical Specification acceptance criteria are- k
established by the TRM for the secondary containment isolation < ,

'

Functions. This previously approved placement continues to N
provide ' adequate protection of the public health and safety since j
the requirement for instrument channel Operability continues to be I
required by the Technical Specifications.

|

LA.3 CTS Table 3.3.2 1 footnotes ***. ##, (b). and (i), provide design
details and descriptive details for various isolation actuation
functions. ITS 3.3.6.2 addresses this information in the Bases
and does not include these details in the Technical '

Specifications. This change is consistent with NUREG-1433. The
information is being moved to the Bases, which requires changes to
be controlled in accordance with the ITS 5.5.10. Bases Control
Program. This relccation continues to provide adequate protection
of the public health and safety since the requirement for

~

instrument channel Operability continues to be required by the
Technical Specifications.

LC.1 CTS 3.3.2 Action b.1 requires compensatory action be completed.

in 6 hours with inoperable channel (s) in one trip system, when
tripping that channel would cause an isolation. while Action
b.2 requires compensatory action be completed in 12 or 24 hours
with inoperable channel (s) in one trip system, when tripping
that channel would not cause an isolation. ITS 3.3.6.2 Action
A allows either 12 or 24 hours (the manual Function includes a
24 hour allowance: refer to discussion "A.6") for one
inoperable channel in one trip system regardless of the effect
of tripping that channel.

J
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I ITS: SECTION 3.3.6.2 SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION

LC.1 (continued)

| CTS 3.3.2 Action c requires placing one trip system in trip.

within 1 hour when both trip systems have inoperable
channel (s): and furthermore, requires commencing the actions

~

specified in CTS Table 3.3.2-1-within the same hour. ITS |y3.3.6.2 Action B addresses the same condition of inoperable -

channels in both trip systems (i.e. this would result in a k
loss of automatic isolation capability) allows restoration of
isolation capability. without requiring additional actions.
Furthermore, after restoring isolation capability (e.g.,
tripping one trip system with inoperable channel (s)). ITS
3.3.6.2 Action A would continue to apply to any remaining
untripped channels: thereby allowing 12 or 24 hours prior to
commencing additional actions.

CTS Table 3.3.2-1 footnote (a) allows required surveillance*

testing that causes channels to be inoperable without taking
Actions for inoperable channels "provided at least one OPERABLE
channel in the same trip system is monitoring that parameter."
ITS SR Note 2 addresses this allowance, but includes a less
restrictive change for the reactor vessel water level and
drywell pressure Functions. The ITS allowance to delay
entering Action applies to these Functions even though that
individual trip function may not have an Operable channel in '

.the same trip system. The ITS requires isolation capability,
which can be met by an Operable valve and isolation logic on
the other trip system (a typical 2-out of 2 per trip system).

These increased allowed Completion Times and testing times are
consistent with the allowed outage times and testing allowances
reviewed and approved in NED0-30851-P A. Supplement 2. " Technical
Specification Improvement Analyses for BWR Isolation
Instrumentation Common To RPS And ECCS Instrumentation." and are
considered appropriate based on the remaining capability to trip,
the diversity of the sensors available to provide the trip
signals, the low probability of extensive numbers of

| inoperabilities affecting all diverse Functions, and the low
| probability of an event requiring the initiation of an isolation.

Since a loss of trip function continues to require immediate (1 \n
hour) restoration (ITS Action B), this extension to 12 or 24 hours

|k
1

for inoperabilities that still retain trip capability will not
adversely affect safety.,

'
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
ITS: SECTION 3.3.6.2 SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNICAL CHANGES LESS RESTRICTIVE
''Speci fic"

fL.1 CTS Table 3.3.21 and Table 4.3.2.1 I. Function 6.a. requires that |
the reactor _ vessel water level Function be Operable (in addition j
to other specified conditions) when handling irradiated fuel in
the secondary containment and during Core Alterations. ITS
' Table 3.3.6.2-1 Function 1 eliminates the handling fuel and Core
Alteration Applicabilities for the reactor vessel water level
Function (but retains the other Applicabilities consistent with
the CTS). The reactor vessel low leve? Function only actuates in
the event of a vessel draindown event (1.e., an event initiated as
a result of an operation with a potential for draining the reactor
vessel). Reactor vessel water level Function is not assumed to
actuate to provide secondary isolation for any event that is
postulated to occur during core alterations or fuel handling
(which is performed with the reactor cavity flooded). Therefore.
this is a less restrictive change with no impact on safety.

L.2 CTS Table 3.3.21. Actions 24 and 27 for an inoperable secondary
containment isolation instrumentation, require Secondary |
Containment Integrity be established with standby gas treatment |
(SGT) operating. These Actions are applicable at times when the
Secondary Containment Integrity is already required by another
Specification. therefore, it is not necessary to explicitly repeat
the requirement to maintain secondary Containment Integrity.
However, consistent with the CTS requirements for Secondary |
Containment Integrity which provide options for Operable SCIVs or '

taking specified actions for inoperable SCIVs. the ITS Actions for
inoperable secondary containment isolation instrumentation do
explicitly focus on SCIVs. ITS 3.3.6.2 Required Actions C.1.1 and
C.1.2 implement the same CTS allowances for SCIVs (maintain them
Operable or take specified actions for inoperable SCIVs). This is
an administrative presentation preference presented here for
completeness. i

As for the CTS requirement to establish SGT operating. ITS .
Required Action C.2.1 presents this same requirement, however,
provides an option (Required Action C.2.2) to declare the
associated SGT subsystem inoperable. This alternate Action for
the loss of secondary containment isolation instrumentation is !,

normally allowed by the CTS definition of Secondary Containment
Integrity. Since there are accepted safe actions for loss of a,

^

SGT subsystem function, allowing these actions will continue to
,
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.6.2 SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION

|[' ensure continued safe operation. Therefore. this less restrictive
change will have a negligible impact on safety. gi

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

'

None

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION BASES-

The CTS Bases for this Specification have been replaced by Bases that reflect
_

the format and applicable content of ITS 3.3.6.2 consistent with the BWR STS.
NUREG 1433. Rev. 1.

!

:

i

w)
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES (continued)>

APPLICABLE The isolation signals generated by the secondary containment
. SAFETY ANALYSES, isolation instrumentation are implicitly assumed in the
LCO, and safety analyses of References 1 and 2 to initiate closure *
APPLICABILITY of valves and start the SGT System to limit offsite doses.

Refer to LCO 3.6.4.2, " Secondary Containment Isolation
Valves (SCIVs)," and LC0 3.6.4.3, " Standby Gas Treatment
(SGT) Syster:," Applicable Safety Analyses Bases for more

G detaf f of the safety analyses.

he secondary containment isolation instrumentation

100g563bpNhatisfies Criterion 3 of th: "PI Micy St:tzt.Certain
instrumentation Fund are retained for other reasons and
are described below in the individual Functions discussion.

The OPERABILITY of the secondary containment isolation
instrumentation is dependent on the OPERABILITY of the
individual instrumentation channel Functions. Each Function
must have the required number of OPERABLE channels with
their setpoints set within the specified Allowable Values,
as shown in Table 3.3.6.2-1. The actual setpoint is
calibrated consistent with applicable setpoint methodology
assumptions. A channel is inoperable if its actual trip
setpoint is not within its required Allowable Value. gash 1$^ :{L" T-'' "i t''' i t: Z- d.o sa tia,r
--- rr r g g. \

[0 Allowable Values are specified for eachfunctTDiFs'pec~1fied k
i

n in the Table. Nominal trip setpoints are specified in theT1 setpoint calculations. The nominal setpoints are selected !to ensure that the setpoints do not exceed the Allowable
g ghe,m head Value between CHANNEL CALIBRATIONSD Operation with a trip

setpoint svaa m m v sive Inan the nominal trip setpoint,vad8cahvM NP but within its Allowable Value, is acceptable.1

;

*
Trip setpoints are those predetermined values of output at
which an action should take place. The setpoints are
compared to the actual process parameter (e.g., reactor
vessel water level), and when the measured output value of
the process i

device (e.g. parameter exceeds the setpoint, the associated, trip unit) changes state. The analytic limits
are derived from the limiting values of the process
parameters obtained from the safety analysis. The Allowable
Values are derived from the analytic limits, corrected for
calibration, process, and some of the instrument errors.
The trip setpoints.are then determined accounting for the

(continued)

BWR/4 STS B 3.3-186 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2 j

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3_. 3. 6. 2.1 (continued)REQUIREMENTS

channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations
between the instrument channels could be an indication of-
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
instrument has drifted outside its limit.

The Frequency is based on operating ex
demonstrates channel failure is rare. perier.ce that

The CHANNEL CHECKsupplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel status during n9rmal operational use of the displays
associated with channels required by the LCO.

'
,

R 3.3.6.2.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each requiredMTF 'LO f channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
f g
i

intended function.yINSE12-T h j '

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the current plant specific setpointmethodology.

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliabilityanalysis of References and .

A 6
SR 3.3.6.2.3

IS SyrMj k cL
P'$ GeHMtie e' _.;eitGovdesacheckoftheactual

trip setpoints. The chant.el must be declared inoperable if
the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative than
the Allowable Value specified in Table 3.3.6.2-1. If thetrip setting is discovered to be less conservative than

i
'

(continued)
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Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

INSERT: TSTF-205

INSERT A
|

A successful test of the required contact (s) of a channel relay may
be performed by the verification of the change of state of a single
contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all of the

|other required contacts of the relay are verified by other
Technical Specifications and non-Technical Specifications tests at
least once per refueling interval with applicable extensions.

i

i.

.-
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG 1433
ITS: SECTION 3.3.6.2 SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION <

!

NON-BRACKETED PLANT SPECIFIC CHANGES

P.1 These changes are made to NUREG 1433 to reflect Fermi 2 current
licensing basis: including design features, existing license
requirements and commitments. Refer to CTS Discussion Of Changes to

'

the related requirerent for a detailed justification of changes made
to the current licensing basis which are also reflected in the ITS as
presented. Additional rewording, reformatting, and revised numbering '

is made to incorporate these changes consistent with Writer's Guide
conventions.

i

P.2 Bases changes are made to reflect plant specific design details,
equipment terminology, and analyses.

P.3 Bases changes are made to reflect changes made to the Specification.
Refer to the Specification, and associated JFD if applicable, for
additional- detail .

P.4 The reference to the NRC Policy Statement has been replaced with a
more appropriate reference to the Improved Technical Specification

!" split" criteria found in 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).

GENERIC CHANGES

C.1 TSTF-205: NRC approved change to NUREG-1433.

I
:

I*
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS EVALUATION

ITS:.SECTION 3.3.6.2 SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION

I TECHNICAL. CHANGES'- LESS RESTRICTIVE:
(Specification 3.3.6.2 "L'.2" Labeled Comments / Discussions)

Detroit Edison has evaluated the proposed Technical Specification change
! identified as "Less Restrictive" in'accordance. with the criteria. specified by '

10'CFR'50.92 and .has determined that the proposed change does not involve a
significant hazards consideration.

The bases for the determination'that the proposed change does not involve a
significant hazards consideration is an evaluation of these changes against
each of the criteria in 10 CFR 50.92. The criteria and the conclusions of the
evaluation are presented below.

1. 'Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change will1provides an option to the requirement to
operate the SGT System to declare the associated SGT subsystem

. inoperable. This Required Action is not considered an initiator for any g
accident previously analyzed. Therefore, this change does not i
significantly increase the probability of'a previously analyzed
accident. Declaring the SGTS ensures appropriate Actions are taken in
accordance with ITS 3.6.4.3. Therefore..this change does not increase
the consequences.of a previously analyzed accident.

2.- -Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

(This proposed change will not involve any physical changes to plant
systems, structures, or components (SSC), or changes in normal plant j

operation.. Therefore, this change will not create the possibility of a l
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated,

l
j.

<
.
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'N0 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS EVALUATION
ITS::SECTION 3.3.6.2 SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION

' TECHNICAL CHANGES LESS RESTRICTIVE

(Soecification 3.3.6.2 "L.2" Labeled Comments / Discussions)

3. _ Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
,

The proposed change does not involve a significant reduction-in a margin 4of safety because declaring the SGTS inoperable ensures appropriate| i

Actions are taken in accordance with 3.6.4.3. -

!

|
1

l

|

:
<

%

-

.
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LLS Instrumentation
3.3.6.3

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.6.3 Low-Low Set (LLS) Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.6.3 The LLS valve instrumentation for each Function in
Table 3.3.6.31 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2. and 3.

ACTIONS
!

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPl?. TION TIME i

A. One LLS valve A.1 Restore channel (s) to 14 days j
inoperable due to OPERABLE status. 1

inoperable channel (s).

B. - -- NOTE- - - B.1 Restore one tailpipe 24 hours
Separate Condition pressure switch for

))entry is allowed for 11 OPERABLE SRVs.
each S/RV. including one in each i

Division for an f......................

OPERABLE SRV in the 1

One or more Function 3 lowest setpoint I
channel (s) inoperable. group, to OPERABLE |

status.g ]
| E
y ............N0TE - - -

LC0 3.0.4 is not applicable.i

.............................

.

I
B.2 Restore both tailpipe Prior tok pressure switches for entering MODE 2

11 OPERABLE SRVs. or 3 from MODE 4
including 4 of 5
OPERABLE SRVs with
the lowest relief
setpoints, to
OPERABLE status.

(continued)
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LLS Instrumentation
3.3.6.3

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A 6N_D
or B not met.

C.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours
2

Two LLS valves
inoperable due to
inoperable channels.

_

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

..................................... NOTE --- ---- - - - -- -- --

Refer to Table 3.3.6.3-1 to determine which SRs apply for each Function.
..............................................................................

| SURVEILLANCE - FREQUENCY
$

: SR 3.3.6.3.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days
3

|

i

T| SR 3.3.6.3.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for 31 days
-

portion of the channel outside primary
containment.

|

SR 3.3.6.3.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

|

SR 3.3.6.3.4 . Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months

| FERMI UNIT 2 3.3 66 Revision 6 05/28/99
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